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JoFS One Year Old 

T
he first year of operation for the Journal of Finnish Studies has 
been one of exceptional_ activity. Not only has the Journal
appeared three times - the normal frequency will be twic;:e per 

year - but two of the issues have �n special "conference proceedings", 
double or triple the normal size of 64 pages per issue. The. first issue, which 
launched the Journal in March of 1997, met with enthusiastic response from 
all over North America and the world 

The second issue, registered as a monograph und��. the _title Negotiating
Finnish· Studies - Reflections of a Conj erence included articl� of,, p�pers 
delivered at "The 5th International Conference on Finnish Stµc;li� in.North 
America" held at the Uµiversity. of Toronto, May i6':'.Hj�· l.996� . :Th� 

· publication as well as 'the entire conference was sponsored· by UKAN
(Ulkomaanlehtori- ja kielikurssiasiain neuvottelukunta), �n age�cy o( the
Ministry of Education in Finla11d , ...
. The pr�ni,issue intjudes papers presented at "Fin�o.ru�. Y:· Jow�rd$1��
New Millen�um - Prospects and Challenges: Conference: 01;1 fim$h �mn;ii
gratio.n to North America",· held at Laurentian University in Sudbury,
Ontario, Canada, May 22-26, 1996. �ts monograph registr�tion.�µies the
title Melting into Great Waters - Papers from Finnforum V. . . , . . . , . .

; Plans for 1998 �nd �yond call for improvements to ,the, Jqurnal's
website: www.utorqnto.ca/jofs .. Efforts will be mad� t� eQfarge JI\� Bq�k
Review and Book Notes sections and to broaden the scope of coverage.
Future is5ues will also include photographs �nd more spa� w.ilL b,e .r�t;"t4
for advertising of publications and other material of interest tP-.Ei�njsh
Studies. . ·i ·.... '.:, . . , 

The editorial staff wishes to thank the Journal's subscriber�- and 6.ther 
readers, its contributors as well as the members of the Editorial Board
Thank you for your dedication, your encouragement and your interest.
Happy readings!

Borje Vahamaki 
Editor 



Kuuntele jo toista kuusta 

Kalevalan laulun maiha, 
Suomen mailta onnekkailta, 

lahti neidoc, liinacukac, 
muille maille sorjasukat. 

Lahti po jac, miehen puolet, 
veti ver� leipahuolet, 
Lannen maille rikkahille, 
kaihon kaukolaitumille. 

Miksi laksic Lannen maille, 
jaithan isanmaatas vaille? 
Oma maa jai mansikkainen, 
koyha, kallis kalevainen. 

Sinne jatit aidin arman, 
sinisilmasiskon parhaan, 
kukkurinteet kultakaen, 
vinttikaivon, kotivien. 

Tanne toimme tullessamme 
laulun lastut mukanamme, 
muistot tuoksun kotituomen, 
helkavirret, heimon Suomen. 

Taalla kuul':lu Suomen kieli. 
elaa kalevainen mi� 
kaikuu soitto kanteloisen 
kuultavaksi polven toisen. 

Rikastuuaa riennoc omac, 
jalkeen jaavat soinnut somac: 
kat� jaisen kansan kunco, 
perlnnoksi omatunto .. 

Nyt sa kul jet maita muica 
kuluctelet k�nyspuita, 
opit laksyt, Lannen tahdin, 
liedon, taidon, rahan mahdin. 

Taalla rinnan kasikiissa 
vastuksissa, alamiissa, 
sulat suurten vetten soutoon, 
jaseneksi kansaan outoon. 

Kaipuu viepi kotikyliin, 
taaton, maammon, turvesyliin, 
haastaa kuinmut mykkaa kielti, 
neuvoo muuttolinn'1t mielta: 

... Pysy siella poikasen� 
tyydy, cyynny, tyttaren� 
taal' on kayneec myrskytuulet, 
sodat julmac, siirrot suuret 

Vesa Suomen sukupuusta, 
kuuntele jo toista kuusta. 
Kalevaisen kansan lastu, 
taakse � vaan eteen astu 

Hilma Alho, Caruuld 
From Juuret Suomessa: Ulkosuomalaisten 

nmoantologia. Otava. Helsinki 1991

Listen Now to Newer Tunes 

From the lands of Kalevala, 
Finland's lands of greatest fortune, 
left the maidens, golden-haired ones, 
overseas they went, the virgins. 

Leave did also lads and youn�ters, 
drawn by urge, to be breadwinners, 
to the rich lands far out westwards, 
to the distant pastures longed for. 

Why did you out west go yonder, 
thus your fathers' land abandon? 
Home is sweet and own is dearest, 
poor, yet precious, land of Kaleva. 

These you left behind: dear mother, 
likewise blue-eyed, valued sister, 
cuckoo birds infested hillsides, 
water. well and all your kinfolk. 

fiere we brought our songs and music 
with us in our scanty luggage, 
memories of bl9ssom's fragrance 
Whitsun songs. the,Finnish people. 

Here we hear the Finnish language, 
Kalevala still in spirit, 
Kantele here yet resounding. 
for the rising generation. 

Action, fun and Hall enrich us, 
behind we've left our son� of beauty, 
also gone our people's manners. 
though our conscience be within us. 

Now you roam in foreign regions, 
wear down new and higher thresholds, 
learn new l�ns; Western drum beat, 
knowledge, skills. the might of Mammon. 

Here together hand in hand, 
through adversity, in hardships. 
Here you' melt into great wate�· · 
join as members these new people. 

Yet, you yearn for home and village;: 
father's. mother's, lap of marshla'nd 
· Mounds that speak with muted language,
migratory birds fust�t us:

... Stay on where you are, my offspring.
find your peace of mind, my daughter,
Raging storms have come upon. us;

. bitter wars and great migrations. 

Offshoot from the tree. of Finlan� 
listen now to newer tunes, 
splinter off the Kaleva·people.· 
step not backward, forward hasten! 

Translated by Borje Vahamdki 
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JoFS is a refereed journal which publishes scholarly articles 

of interest to those who value Finnish Studies 
in North America. 

Introduction 

Please submit manuscripts to 
the Editorial Office address on page 2. 

green and sunny Sudbury welcomed more than one hundred 
J\ fndividuals to Laurentian University May 22-26, 1996. They 

�rrived from all over Canada and the United States, but also 
from Finland, Sweden and Denmark, to listen to the latest news on Finnish 
immigration to North America. _They heard over 40 papers and participated 
in several panels and round table discussions. Cultural activities at the 
Anderson Farm, Science North and Sudbury Finnish Rest Home afforded the 
opportunity for participants to interact with one another on a more 
personal level. It was indeed an impressive gathering. 

This was the fifth time the international conference, which has become 
named Finnforum, wa.s held. Following the ad hoc conference on Finnish 
Immigration to North America held at the University of Minnesota, Duluth 
in 197 4 it was decided that Finnforum should be held with five year 
intervals. Toronto hosted Finnforum II in 1979, and Finnforum Ill was 
organised in Turku, Finland in 1984. Finnforum IV was held in 
Minneapolis, Minnesota in 1991 (albeit under a different rubric) and 
Finnforum V in Sudbury. Most of these conferences have left a lasting 
legacy in the form of publications or conference proceedings. The Duluth 
conference resulted in The Finnish Experience in the. Western Great I.nhes
Region: New Perspectives, edited by Michael Kami, Matti Kaups and Douglas 
Ollila. The Toronto Finnforum produced two volumes: Finnish Diaspora I·
and Finnish Diaspora II, edited by Michael Kami Finnf orum III yielded a 
volume called Finns in North America: Proceedings of Finn Forum III, edited by 
Michael Kami, Olavi Koivukangas and Edward Laine. At the time of the 
appearance of the volume at hand, Melting into Great Waters - Papers from
Finnforum V, the papers from the Minneapolis Finnforum have not yet been 
published. 

The editors of this volume also setved as the organising committee for 
Finnf orum V. Professor Oiva Saarinen of Laurentian University, the overall 
coordinator of Finnforum V, bore the bru11t of the work, particularly with 
logistics and events on location in Sudbury. The speakers and round table 
participants deserve our unqualified gratitude for their contributions to our 
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llective knowledge and experience, as well as for their conscientious co . d d' . preparations, their diligent resea�ch_ and th�ir unwavenng e 1ca_t1on to
furthering our understanding of Fmmsh 1mm1grants to North Amenca and
their descendants. 

Melting into Great Waters is loosely divided �nto secuo�s .. Th� �our pans
have been assigned titles with lines from Hilma Alho s mspmng �oem
"Kuuntele jo uutta kuusta", translated as "Listen Now to Newer Tunes ' (see
above, pages 6-7). Part I, "Melting into Great �ater�", c?nS1Sts of the
keynote addresses that the_ conference e_n joyed. 

"
This section IS followed by 

thematically organised articles: Part ll !S called ,?ff shoot from �he Tree of
Finland", Part Ill "Listen now to Newer Tunes , and Part IV Now You
Roam: in Foreign Regions". 

The editors wish to thank the contributors to the present volume for 
their work in adapting their papers into publishable articles, but al� tho� 
speakers and participants whose papers or presentations are not m this 
volume. For the readers' information we have appended the full conference 
program ( pp. 207-215) .. Fin�orum V was a memorable expe�ence for us
and the work in preparing this volume has been truly rew�rdmg. We are 
particularly pleased that three of the articles are from graduate st�de�ts. !t 
is our hope that contemporary and future reade�s will find something m this 
volume that touches the.m .in- significant way�. . . . 

The editors wish to acknowledge, with gratitude, the generous f mancial 
assistance the Finnforurh V conference and this publication have r�ceived 
from the Canadian Frien� of Finland organisation·and'from the Fmmsh 
community in and around Suq.bury. 

Varpu Lindstrom, Oiva Saarinen, Borje Vahamaki 
. December 1997 



PART 

"MELTING INTO GREAT WATERS" 

A. WILLIAM HOGLUND

Searching_for North 
American Finnishness: 
Historiography of 
Finnforums I-IV 
As_ one of the key note speakers at the Finnforum V conference, Professor
Will,_am Hoglund, 111 the following article, provides a historiography of
previous Fmnforums. He has collected and analysed data on all conference 
presenters, he traces the shifts in themes and ertiphases', and provides an 
over�ll �sessme_

nt of the impact of the Finnforum conferences on scholarship
on Fmmsh 1mm1gration to North America. 

T
he first four Finnforums brought together scholars between 
1974 and 1991 to probe Finnish experiences in Canada and 

. the l!nited States.1 The scholars presented papers on tho� 
expenences from cliff erent perspectives in the spirit of an old Finnish peasant 
proverb about thoughtful speech That proverb reads: "Puhu selvaa vaikkei 
tulis kun sana paivas." (Speak clearly even if only one word comes out a 
day.)2 Whether or not there is any basis for the proverbial Finnish slowness 
of speech, however, the Finnforums inspired scholars to talk virtually around 
the clock about Finnishness. 

The Finnforum series is witness to the ethnic consciousness that dates to 
the 1960s. At that time both lay people and scholars began to explore is.sues 

(.--:,.1 1--,- -1 '-··---1 -rr.,--:.1. r •• 1, •• ,,_1 
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of ethnic identity raised by Afro-Americans, Latino Americans, and East and 
South European Americans. Each was largely a neglected group for study; 
for instance, few historical studies existed on East and South European 
immigrants and their descendants. Doctoral students and others began 
writing studies of neglected immigrant nationalities� And sociologist 
Andrew Greeley coined the word "ethnicity" to replace or modify the concept 
of social class in studyin.p the behavior of different peoples who .make up 
North American society. In 1958 the future president John F. Kennedy, 
too, began to explore the immigrant past in a book that took its motif about 
"a nation of nations" from the poet Walt Whitman: 

In 1966 the University of Minnesota established the Immigration History 
Research Center (IHRC) to collect archival materials on the neglected East 
and South Europeans representing 24 nationalities� Soon the IHRC was 
assembling one of the two major Finnish collections in the United States that 
complements the archives at Suomi College in Hancock, Michigan. The IHRC 
.staff also organized a conference on the experience of Midwestern Finns. In 
197 4 the conference assembled in Duluth and thereby inaugurated the 
Finnf orum series. 

Scholars in Finland, as well, rescued Finnish immigrants from oblivion 
to suggest their country's historic ties with North America. Whether or not 
their effort was partly designed to build good will with the West, the 
Institute of General History at the University of Turku encouraged its 
students to broaden their European-bound sense of history, And the 
Institute's staff and students cooperated with the Institute of Migration in 
Turku that was established by the Finnish government in 1974 to·stud)' 
both internal and external migration because its public policy implications.7 

The new institute in Turku published the papers of the Duluth forum. 
Not -to be left behind, Canadians found a place for Finns in the 

Multicultural History Society of Ontario that emerged in 1976 to celebrate 
ethnic diversity. Their nation was becoming more ethnicly conscious partly 
because the postwar influx of new immigrants� In 1979 the Multicultural 
History Society hosted the second Finnforum, and the Institute of Migration 
organized the third one in 1984. Seven years later in 1991,· the Immigration 
History Research Center was among the organizers of the fourth-forum in 
Minneapolis. In short, N9rth American Finns became the common link that 
brought scholars together from the three countries. 

If the presentations of the 1991 forum are printed in book form, the first 
four gatherings will have produced a total of 116 published papers. This 
total excludes the published versions of five short co-authored session 
summaries, one response to a paper, one welcoming speech, and two 
concluding statements. Besides excluding for various reasons 19 papers that 
were delivered, the forum publications do not include most statements by 
chairpersons, welcomers, and panelists. Nor is notice taken of such 
presentations as slide shows and exhibits. Eighty-two presenters and 
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coauthors prepared all the Finnforum papers that will be in prinr. Of the 
presenters 56 attended one forum each, while another group of 21 was 
present at two or three and five were at all four. 

The presenters of the papers were from the United States and Canada as 
well as Finland. The Finnish scholars from Finland numbered 23, while the 
rest included 10. Finnish Canadians and 38 Finhish Americans. Most of the 
�inn�sh North Americans were either the children or grandchildren of 
1mm1grants from Finland. In addition, the remaining 11 were of non
Finnish extraction.10 Except for the 20 who were born between 1906 and 
1930 and the 18 born between 1931 and 1940, the rest represented the 
post-1941 generations . Thirty-four were born in the 1940s·and 7 in the 
l 950s.11 Of these 82 scholars, 25 or 30 percent were women. 

It is s_ad to note that eight of the presenters are now deceased, among 
them bemg Professor John I. Kolehmainen who .passed away in 1995. 
Professor Kolehmainen pursued Finnish American scholarship almost alone 
for four decades before there was a Finnforum. Addressing the first forum, 
he applauded the growing professional interest in Finnish American studies 
and exp_ressed qualified support for some of the new methodologies.
Kolehmamen concluded that he was "sufficiently old-fashioned to think that 
in the long run, the inte!r]pretation of Finnish-American life will be more of 
an artistic than a quantitative endeavor.112 Professor Kolehmainen will be 
remembered for pioneering much-needed narratives which track the Finnish 
immigrant. 

Almost without exceptio.n the 82 presenters of papers were college 
educated. �hile at least 15 had masters degrees, 55 had doctoral degrees or 
were workmg for them at the time of their forum presentations. Of these 
70, 28 were in the discipline of History and 8 in Sociology. Political Science, 
Ge��aphy, and _ Amcrican Studies each had four scholars. Another group-
Religion, Educauon, Theology, English, Finnish, Anthropology, and Folklore
-had two or three scholars each. And one scholar per discipline represented 
Psychology, Forestry, Demography, Scandinavian Studies, Business, and 
Ec�momics. The other 12 include 10 who had earned other academic degrees 

or pu:sued professional training and 2 who · had only public school.
educat10n. 

. But most did not focus their scholarly trainirlg on the Finnish experience
m Canada and the United States. Only 24 of the 70 recipients of masters 
and doctoral degrees completed theses and dissertations on that experience 
and most subsequently retained their research interests. Four scholars also 

completed relevant theses for their licentiate degrees in Finland. Others 
co�pleted the�r masters �nd doctoral studies and then_ used their scholarly
skills m such fields as soc10logy and language to study and write on topics 
r�lat�d to Canadian �md American Finns. Still others were engaged in 
Fmmsh-related activities that inspired their research and writing. 
Undoubtedly, the Finnforum series encouraged many of these scholars to 
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explore further their Finnish background. Indeed
'. 

one Finnish-Ameri�an
scholar1s only Finnish-related pro.iect was his Fmnforum presentation.
Although the majority of the 82 presenters were in professorial positions,
most probably did not have ready access to Finnish materials to sustain their 
research and writing. 

All gave an academic imprint to the Finnforum proceedings. At least 500 
lay persons and scholars _au�nded the Hrst one in Duluth, even t�ough
Finnish Canadians and Fmmsh Amencans were not all accustomed to
attending lectures and panel discussions in academic-type settings. The 
Finnforum gatherings were not meant, however, to be like the immigrant
sponsored iltamat or evening hall entertainments with speeches, songs, 
dances, and drama, though one forum did present a play. In sum, these 
sessions were much like other academic meetings save only for the 
preoccupation with Finnishness. . 

The Finnforurns addressed common themes. The Duluth forum 
highlighted the Great Lakes Region where so many Finns had settled initially 
to work in the mines. The second one in Toronto traced the "Finnish· 
Diaspora" to the United States as well as Canada, South America, Africa, 
Australia, and Sweden. The next one in Turku addressed a wide range of 
topics relating to the Finnish North American experience. And the lasr·one 
in Minneapolis focused more intensely on "The Making of Finnish America: 
An Ethnic Culture in Transition." The four forums had 22 papers specifically 
on Firmish Canadians and 69 on Finnish Americans. Although ofte� dealing 
with more than one topic, the 116 papers fall into six broad topical groups. 

. The first group of 23 papers treats emigration and settlement, considering 
such matters as the 1893 background of emigration, anti-emigration 
agitation, reasons for Swede F.inn emigration, the return migration to 
Finland, the exodus to Soviet Karelia, and the urban experiences of Finns in 
Port Arthur. S�ill other Finn-related subjects are mining communities and 
the Florida Finns. Four deal with the Finnish emigration to South Africa, 
Latin America, Sweden, and Australia. However the papers ignore large 
urban communities, except Detroit, as well as rural settlements, except a 
Massachusetts cranberry area. -The reason for this lack ·off ocus on•the major 

· Finnish urban and farm settlements is unknown--perhaps the scholars want
to forget the smells of the barnyard and the sounds of the city.

The next group has 31 papers on movement-inspired institutiQ_gs-
cooperatives, churches, and particularly working people1s organizations.

' Their topics range from· the 1930s Depression impaGt on Port Arthur1s 
newspapers to the relationship between temperance and socialism. The six 
on religion explore; among other matters, the influences shaping 
Laestadianism as well as the problems of transferring the religious legacy 
from Finland. In contrast, 20 or two-thirds deal with the labor movement;· 
covering such matters as the Copper Strike of 1913 and contacts ,between 
Finnish labor groups in Canada and the· United States. Whatever. the 
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reasons for this emphasis, the 1960s undoubtedly emboldened scholars to 
examine a subject that was and still is, to some, sensitive. In particular , the 

"grass roots" approach to history from the "bottom up" informed their 

examination of the subject. 
Besides renewing interest in the labor movement, the grass roots concept 

inspired a group of seven papers on women. One paper examines the 

unequal sex ratios and family status of newcomers to Astoria. The others 
emphasize women's assertiveness especially in religious and labor 

organizations. That assertive role resulted partly from the ability of women 
to achieve economic independence as unmarried domestic servants. 
Contemporary feminists would be well advised to explore further the history 
of Finnish women who were so prominently photographed with men in 
connection with their institutional activities. 

The fourth, and second largest, group has 26 articles on cultural 

interaction between Finns and their New World setting. Its papers trace the 
process of acculturation in connection with such cultural forms as 
instrumental music, folklore, poetry, amateur theatre, South Dakota 

architecture, and Canadian summer festivals. Others show the limited 

integration of the July Fourth holiday into the immigrant calendar of 
activities as well as the political perceptions about the loyalty of Finnish 
Canadians during World War II. Another nine explore the transformation 

of Finnish language usage by immigrants and their descendants; for example, 
one is an analysis of Finglish used in Thunder Bay. 

All but three of the fifth group's 19 papers on ethnic consciousness come 

from the fourth forum. They continue the search for "Finnishness" that 
began with earlier forums and probed the Finnish Canadian quest for 
cultural identity as well as the transformation of third-generation Finnish 
Americans into "ethnics" and also the persistence of Finnishness in urban 
America. The lacer forum papers deal with such matters as the role of sisu, 
attitudes toward nature, Finnish American identity, and ethnic stereotypes. 
All look for evidences of the survival of Finnishness into what was called the 
"nt}:i generation." 

The last group with 10 papers reviews the field of Finnish North 
American studies. Two papers comment on the state of the scholarship on 
Finnish Americans, while two assess the archival resources in Canada and the 

United States and another one reviews emigration research in Finland Only 
two papers discuss research problems or methods: one in exploring the 
return migration to Finland and the other in discussing a "synchronic" 
folklorist mode of inquiry. Like Professor Kolehmainen who assessed the 

first forum, Professor William Lockwood does the same with the fourth 
forum. In addition to these papers, seven participants also comment briefly 
on the fourth one. All commentators express pleasure in the evolution of the 

studies much in the spirit of Professor Kolehmainen's original assessment, 
though recognizing both conceptual problems and new opportunities. 

c:,.....,.; ,. I f.,.,..,.,. ,.( I ,.. ---1 .( r• • I .-, t, 
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The Finnforum is an index of the field· of Finnish North American 
d·es It has encouraged more scholars to explore the field and broaden stU l · 

· · 
l · their inquiries. Both the first and second forums emphaSJZe 1SSUes re atmg to 

emigration and settlement as well as labor. The last two focus more sharply, 
however, on cultural topics and immigrant descendants. Yet the coverage of 
topics is still somewhat sporadic. The Finnfo�m. reveals a�so that scholars 

1 on oral interviews more than before. S1m1larly, their work reflects 
'
.e 

t�llectual influences from their respective disciplines in defining researchlfi . d b II d II d i h projects though it is not dom1�ate y. tren_ y mo e s sue . _ as 
deconstructionism. In sum, the Fmnforum lS an mdex of the quahf�ed 

success in overcoming such problems as the lack of adequate source matenals_and language deficiencies. . . . . The point of departure for these papers is the d1Sappeanng 1mm�grant 

community. Whether or not they acknowledge it, most papers deal with the 

rapid fading of that community in the Uni_ted States after World War II.
In the United States, the immigrant generation alone decreased 60 percent 
to 45 449 between 1940 and 1970; presently -the figure is a bit more than 
20,000 that includes the newcomers who a�riv� afte _r t_he �a�. It was
impossible for surviving immigrants to mamtam their mst1tut1ons an_d 

newspapers. The 1996 announcement of the decision to sell lm�tra Hall m 
Brooklyn where Finns· were active for more than a cent�ry lS the latest 

reminder of what has been happening. Likewise the endmg of th� N� Yorhin Uutiset is another reminder of the decline of the strong Fmrush 
American literary tradition because immigrant descendants pref er �o � English Eventually, the same process of disappearing will overtake Fmrush 
Canadian communities, if indeed, it has not already begun. 

It may be instructive at this point to recall New England's Puritans who, 
too confronted the declension experience. In the seventeenth century the 

Pu;itan generation from England discovered that its children were not 
e,q:>eriencing the conversion which would enable the": to ��me full-fledged 
church members. The parent-established church was m a cDSlS �� of the 
possibility that it might not have enough new members to contmue mto the 

future. The result was the hall-way convenant admitting children into 
partial membership until they had the qualifying co�version experience. But 

that compromise was not enough The new gener�uo� _had other concerns 
chat took them away from the faith of the foundmg samts. . . The Finnforum participants likewise have been explonng a kmd of
Finnish hall-way convenant that kept only part of the second and later 

generations involved with the immigrant culture . The fore� of 
acculturation, if nothing else, alienated many from that culture._�ne _the 

efforts of the Finnish counterparts of the Puritans to preserve their histoncal 
record in the 1950s and 1960s, the declension has continued. The 
·participants at the Finnf orums have witnessed it, albeit more at its tail end. 
It is not surprising that they have such a strong historical consciousness of the 
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lapse of time from the onset of the main migration from Finland in the 

1880s to the disappearance of Finnish communities after World War II.
Consider how many of them had grandparents in Finland living at the start
of the migration. And even some had grandparents born shortly after the
publication of the Kalevala. Thus the forum papers sometimes have an
autobiographical flavor. 

In sum, the papers examine the operation of the Finnish half-way
convenant. Despite the retention of cultural forms such as music and poetry
and even sisu, they appreciate the forces of acculturation. Recall only the
papers on the impact of English on Finnish language usage. Other papers,
however, engage in more theoretical analyses of the nature of Finnishness;
for example, one says that there was no one measure of what it represents.
Yet the presenters agree that the forces of change were inevitably reshaping
the Finnish legacy. 

Thus it is' hard to determine the extent of Finnish ethnic consciousness
particularly among the third and later generations. That difficulty is
compounded by the fact that almost half of the 600,000 to 700,000 Finnish 

Americans reported by the U.S. census had at least one non-Finnish ancestor
in 1979.13 These Americans may not all be necessarily Finnish oriented, and
therefore many do not participate in ethnic events, much to the displeasure
of writers in the Finnish American press. And they may derive little strength
from_ t�eir cultural legacy in meeting the day-to-day demands of working
and hvmg. Instead, the values of the dominant culture or their non-Finnish 

ancestors may better serve them. 
. N_or was th� immigrant generation any more inclined to pursue

Fmmshness for Its own sake. Its members, too, were preoccupied with the
demands of work and life in a new environment. They struggled to survive
the challenges drawing intellectual strength from whatever possible source.
Some professed to be inspired by 11true1

1 Finnishnes.s and even criticized newer
immigrant arrivals as "un-Finnish. 11 When the educated editor Eero Erkko
sought temporary refuge-in New York, he attempted to unite his divided
countrymen around the banner of Finnish nationalism. He failed.4 For 
immigrants had to spend mor� of their waking hours mainly at work rather
than worrying about their ethnic identity. 

Without more study of Finnishnes.s, the real Finnish North Americans 

may become even more elusive. It is clear that there is much more to be
learned about the immigrant generation. And even more has to be learned
about the thousands of scattered Finnish descendants. Otherwise, without

�o�e study, it might be easy to reduce the Finnish experience to portraying
1dylic farm communities, preserving material symbols of Finnj.shness, and
celebrating an idealized middle class suburban living. It would be so easy to
forget the �ortgaged farms, spartan kitchens, and welfare payments. It
could be as easy to overlook the majority of descendants who did nbt attend
college, while some even send their children to schools for the disadvantaged.
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Nor might questions be raised whether their antiw�r _and envi�o.nmental
uses echo the activism of immigrant ancestors. S1m1larly, d1V1S1ve 1SSUes

�ch as religious and labor agitation as well as "touchy" �att�rs �ch as

titution and homosexuality might be ignored in portraymg Fmrnshnes.s.
f �

0

�hort, uninformed memories mig�t impose a middle class gloss of
"sweetness and light" on a diverse ethrnc past.. 

By focusing on the issue of generau�n the _Fm_nforum �as underscored the
d t keep studving the North Amencan Fmmsh expenence from the start 

nee o r 
h h . 

h 
. f b . 

to the present. The forums have reviewed bot t e nc vanety o su JeCts 

d the possibilities of further research. They also sugge..st the urgency_ to an 
tinue the research as Finnish language skill declines and source matenals 

��; still in danger of destruction. Although there is growing scholarly interest 

in Finnish studies, the Finnforum shows that there are not yet enough 

scholars to do all that should be done to challenge future myth make�s about 

the Finnish legacy. The alternative is for the scholars to redouble their_ st�dy
of the historical documents and records which provide a . contmw�g
laboratory with empirical data for future ge�eratio� to t�t their me�ones
of things past. It will take hard work m all d1.SC1plmes and w�th all
methodologies. We need to remember what was per�aps t�e �ost uruv�rsal 

Finnish trait: hard work. As one second-generanon Fmmsh Amenca:1 
·woman recalled the life of her parents: it was work, more work, and still
more work.15 The Finnforum is an agenda for that kind of a work schedule. 

A WILLIAM HOGLUND is Professor of History at the University- of Connecticut.
One of the true pioneers of Finnish Ameµcan immigration hist�ry,_ he has authored
numerous books and articles in the field. His towering y,rork, Finnish Imm!ffants m
America , 1880-1920, was published as early in 1960. Other books of his include
Immigrants and Their diildren in the United States: A Bibliography of_ Doctoral
Dissertations, 1885-1982 (1986). He curated an exhibit produced byUbrary ?f 

Congress in 19�2 call�d "Bearers of the Word: Finnish lmmigran literature .m
North America, 1876-1992."
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01VA SAARINEN 

Geographical Perspectives 
on Finnish Settlements in 
the Sudbury .Area 
The Finnish settlements in the Sudbury area have elements of urban concen
tration, rural environments and combinations of the two. The Sudbury area,
tlieref ore, lends itself well for review of its historical geography. Professor
Oiva Saarinen provides a discussion of the overall pattern of migration, and
a typology of Finnish settlements in the area. He also describes post World
War II developments and offers an assessment of the contemporary Finnish 
landscape. 

his paper provides background information regarding the TFinnish community in· the Sudbury area, the host site for
Finnforum V. Following an examination of the origins of 

Finnish settlement, it is shown how this ethnic group gradually dispersed 
itself into distinctive urban-based "Finntowns" and rural enclaves. Through 
this process, the Finns contributed significantly. to t�e shaping of the overall 
distribution of regional settlement. While the Finnish imprint has subsided 
in recent years, the local setting continues to reflect a strong element of 
"Finnishness." 

MIGRATION TO THE SUDBURY AREA 
While Finns are known to have briefly worked on the construction of 

the Canadian Pacific Ra-ilway in the early 1880s, it remained until 1885 
before the first permanent settlers arrived in the mining village of Copper 
Cliff. Unfortunately, little data is available from the Canadian censuses 
regarding the actual number of Finns who settled here prior to World War 
I. While inferences can be extrapolated from the census manuscripts of
1891 and 1901, consistent data became available only in 1921. An
appreciation of the number of Finns)n the Sudbury District, the Sudbury
Census Metropolitan Area and the Town/City of Sudbury between 1921 and
1991 is given in Table 1. A number of important observations. can be
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gleaned from lhis data. In relative terms, Finns were most important in the
area between World Wars I and II. For the territorial district of Sudbury,lhey constituted the largest non-French/English ethnic group from 1921 to 1951, a

_
ccountmg for. 5 to 8 per cent of the total population. This highpropomon c�n be attributed to the attraction of agriculture and mining jobsm the �utlymg rural and resource areas. With the exception of the GreatDepres.s10n years, the relative significance of Finnish settlement in theTown/City of Sudbury itself was much less important. It was only afterSudbury attaine?_ metropolitan status that a somewhat stronger form ofurban pred1spos1t1on began to manifest itself. This apparent urbanizationtende�cy: however, must be viewed with caution, as a large proportion ofthe Fmmsh metropolitan residents still prefer to live in the residentialmargins rather_ than in the city core. Finnish settlement reached its peak in1961 and subSided thereafter. The interpretation of Finnish settlement after1981 has been complicated by a broadening of the definition of a Finn toalso include persons of multiple ancestry. Withi� t�� Can�dian context, the attraction of the Sudbury arearemams Sigmhcant; m 1991, for example, Sudbury was the fourth largestFinnish metropolitan centre (after Thunder Bay, Toronto and Vancouver).Why did so many Finns choose to leave Finland and the United States toco�e to �he Sudbury area? A number of "push" and "pull" factors causedthIS spatial flow. For those who left Finland. prior to World War I econ

_
omic _conditi_ons related to overpopulation in agricultural areas, th� paucity of mdustnal employment and the r� of a large landless rural classwere of paramount importance. Since these factors were most important in

TABLE 1: NUMBER OF FINNS IN THE SUDBURY AREA (1921-1991)

Year Sudbury Town/City of Sudbury Census Metropolitan 
District Sudbury Area No. % Ethnic Rank No. % Ethnic Rank No. % Ethnic 

Rank 

1921 2 517 5.8 (1) 206 2.4 (2) 1931 4 633 8.0 (1) l 374 7.4 (1) 1941 4 704 5.8 (1) l 241 3.9 (2) · 1951 5 411 4.9 (1) l 478 3.5 (3) 1961 7 446 4.5 (2) 2 994 3.2 (4) 1971 7 095 3.6 (2) 2 750 3.0 (4) 5 470 3.5
. 

(3) 1981 3 000 3.3 (2) 4 490 3.0 (2)1986 2 455 2.8 (2) 3 760 2.5 (2)
1991 2 695*

2 200 2.4 (2) 3 340 2.1 . (2)
3 330*

Note:_ Etnnic ranking here excludes the British and· the French The asterisk (*) refers to theaddmonal number of persons who reported multiple rather than single ·Finnish origins.
Source: Statistics Canada, Censuses of Canada (1921-1991 ).

<: • ..,...... .. 1 , ..... __ , '-·--' ., ..... . . - •• • • •
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0 bothnia this western reoion of Finland served as the point of origin forstro , b. . ., , ( 980 most of the early migrants. B?th Pik��an s (19:7, 38) and �rats_ 1 . ,
25) statistics support Kero s descnpt1on of this region as Em1g

_
rat1on 2. 1 d" (1974). Non-economic considerations related to the desire forFin an h f f "R if' · " d h d. l'k folitical and religious freedom, t e ear o uss. icat�on an t e 1s 1 e o 

p ltary conscription served as other spurs to m1grat1on. Those who came
�1 :he Sudbury area were largely male farmers and agricultural wo'.kers
f communes in the Province of Vaasa su(h as Kauhava, Kunkka,
��:kyro, Ilmajoki, Jalasjarvi, Nurmo, Kauha�ki, Ylistaro and Lapua. The 

d Of male dominance can be partly explamed by the fact that many tren . ld . h en came to Canada alone with the understanding that they wou ell er 
�turn to Finland or send for their families at a later date. The pull element 

ciated with Canada was clear-cut - the country was a favoured 
�:�nation because it offered employment and high wages in_ uns�illed jobs 
at construction sites and in the extractive industries. ��e ava1lab1hty of free 
land to men over eighteen years of age was also Sigrtihcant. 

The movement of Finns to the Sudbury area was affected both by the 
phenomenon of "chain migratio�" and indirect migrati�n via the �nited 
States. Chain migration can be defined as the encouragement and a�tance 
of friends and relatives to immigrate to Canada by those compatnots and 
family who had already· settled here. · This was an important linkage that 
sustained the outflow of Finns from Ostrobothnia throughout the 1930s. 
Another aspect of the migratory move to the Sudbury area was the 
'�omplicated pathway between an emigrant's poir:i-t of origin an� final 
destination. One of these stepping stone,s was the Urnted States. Immigrants 
of ten came here from the Minnesota Mesabi Range and Michigan Copper 
Country where blacklisting and negative labour experiences encouraged 
them·to seek alternatiye destinations. Many Finns crossed and re-crossed the 
Canada-United States border before deciding on the Sudbury area as their 
ultimate "Eldorado." This open border concept applied equally well to 
Finland as it was not unusual for Finns to make several trips overseas before 
deciding on permanent residency in Sudbury. Wom�n. however, were less 
mobile than men and exhibited more direct origin-destination pathways. __ 

Immigration in the 1920s was substantially different from that which 
had taken place previously. The Bolshevik revolution in Russia, Finland's 
declaration of Independence in 1917 and the Finnish Civil War of 1918 
created conditions of economic and political uncertainty, and divided the 
nation into conservative "White Guard" and socialist/communist "Red 
Guard" factions. Restricted from going to the United States because of new 
immigration laws, adherents of both factions ·migrated to the lumbering 
camps of Northern Ontario and the industrial towns of Thunder Bay and 
Sudbury. While emigration from Ostrobothnia continued, more of the 
newcomers now came from the urban centres of Helsinki, Turku and 
Tampere in southern Finland. Another cor:itrasting feature was the increased 
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propor�ion of house�ives and young women seeking employment as 
domestics. The �reat mflux of Finns in the 1950s was underlain by push 
and pull factors lmked to the overbearing influence of the USSR in Finland 
an uncertain _economic future and the powerful attraction of the Sudbury 
e�onomy. Wah respect to the latter, the expansion of mining and construc
tl?n employment and_ the lure of forestry jobs nearby drew hundreds of 
F11:1:5 to the area. W_hile ?strobothnia still served as the favoured point of
ongm, the pose-war 1mm1grants came from all parts of Finland as well as 
from the area of Karelia ceded to USSR. Emigration from Finland has since 
been minimal due to changes in Canadian immigration policy in the late 
1960s. 

DISTRIBUTION OF SETTLEMENT 
Copper Cliff rather than Sudbury served as the first site of permanent 

Finnish settlement. It was second only to the Thunder Bay area as "the" 
destination for Finnish_immigrants.coming to Ontario. From Copper Cliff, 
settlement spread out mto other nearby areas, in the form of four urban 
clusters and rural enclaves which permitted them to be near their fellow 
counterparts (Figure l). The first spread consisted of those miners who 
moved in gr?ups to temporary camps that lasted only as long as the mines 
were operat-10nal. The second outflow involved the shift of miners to 

Figure 1 
The Spread of Finnish Settlement in the Sudbury Area 
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rmanent mining towns such as Garson and Creighton. The third
�rsion was the drift to Sudbury and its environs in the 1920s and 1930s.
Within and around this emerging hub, three working-class Finntowns
emerged: the inner core community found west of the downtown; the
Donovan situated north of the downtown and the Lockerby area found

uth of the built-up part of Sudbury in McKim Township. The final ripple
1fect was directed to the farmilwntri (farming country) in the rural
�ownships west, south and southeast of Sudbury (Saarinen, forthcoming). 

There were a number of controlling factors that explained the above
pattern of Finnis� �ttlement. The most important i�uence was the
distribution of mmmg employment. A second determmant was the 
construction of railways west and south of Sudbury. Land availability was
yet another factor. As the majority of the good agricultural lands in the area
had already been occupied by French-Canadians, only the remaining
marginal lands were left to be exploited by the Fin11s. The construction of
new railway lines, however, opened the way for Finnish settlers to develop
rural enclaves in these fringe areas. To this end, the Finnish pioneers were
assisted by free land grants offered by the Federal government. Sudbury
itself, however, did not begin lo play a prominent role as a residential place
for Finnish settlement until the 1920s. 

Permanent Finnish settlement in the area began in 1885 when a group
of eleven men arrived in Copper Cliff Ualava 1983:37). Four men in this
gang gained immediate employment with the Canadian Copper Company.
Thus, a pattern was quickly established that saw hundreds of other Finns
attracted to the burgeoning mining industry associated with the mineral
wealth of the so-called "Sudbury Basin." During the 1890s, Copper Cliff
continued to serve as the cradle of Finnish settlement. · By 1915,' the Finnish
presence in the town had manifested itself as a distinctive Finntown (Map
1). 

Finntown in Copper Cliff constituted part of a larger community that 
was known as Shantytown, which served as the home to other ethnic 
groups such as Poles, Ukrainians and French-Canadians. The development 
of Shantytown was a direct outcome of the policy of the Canadian Copper 
Company to segregate its ethnic labour force from the Anglo-Saxon part of 
the town_ This form of discrimination , however, was not unique to the 
Sudbury area; as Alanen has demonstrated, such ethn,ic segregation was also 
common throughout the Lake Superior mining region in the United States 
(1981, 37). It was Copper Cliff where the first Finnish-based activities 
appeared, e.g., the construction of the area's first hall in 1895 .and the 
establishment of a Finnish Lutheran congregation in 1897. Here too could 
be found the poilwtalo (boarding house), which later appeared as an integral 
feature of all Finntown settlements.· 
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Map 1. Finns in Copper Cliff (1915). Source: Town of Copper Cliff Assessment Roll 
(1915) and Sudbury Land Registry Office. 

From Copper Cliff, Finns fanned out into the more than forty mining 
camps that could be found scattered throughout the Sudbury area (Map 2). 
These mining camps played a significant role as they helped to disburse the 
early settlement fabric into isolated and small clusters, many of them 
dominated by Finns. Within this floating network of minesites, Finnish 
miners and construction workers exhibited a high degree of mobility - they 
simply followed job opportunities regardless of location. Among the camps 
to attract many Finnish workers was Mond village situated near Victoria 
Mine, the Mond Roastyard and the Mond Smelter in Denison Township 
found north of the Algoma Eastern Railway and Highway 17 west of 
Sudbury. These operations formed part of the Mond Nickel Company which 
later became transformed into the gigantic INCO corporation. The village 
of Mond was located two miles north of the Victoria Mine townsite and 
smelter. Few _Finns, however, lived at the Victoria Mine townsite that had 
been established by Mond Nickel as a planned 320 acre townsite; they 
preferred to live in the more ethnically-diverse Mond townsite closer to 
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I M. s· · the Sudbury Basin. Source: Royal Ontario Nick_ .• elMap 2. Ear y me 1tes m 
Commission (1917, 104) >-
: Victoria Mine (Map 3). Mond was a virtual "League of Nati?z:is"_'settlement with Finns, Ukrainians, Poles, Italians, French and ,Bn�JSh 
comprising much of the population. During its lifespan fro� 1901 to .1923,
the village featured many elements of Finnish oc°!p�nce such as. a hall, 

, public sauna, athletic.club and boarding house (Makmen 1986, 3
.
2-41).

Many log houses were built by means of talkoot (communal bees). �e t�e 
bther mining camps in the Sudbury area, the �opul�tion of Mond villag� 
rose and fell in accord with the dictates of the mmmg mdustry. In � 921 the 

· Vapaus (Liberty) newspaper reported the following situation: - .-
Some years ago Mond was one of the most active o� �he small mining 
towns in the area in terms of Finnish presence and acttv1ty. But employ
ment in the mine began to decline and the Finns then sought 
forestry employment or turned to farming (23 April 1921, 4 ). 
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The nearby community of Victora Mine floundered following the move 
of the roascyard and smelter to Coniscon east of Sudbury in 1913. While 
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Map 3. Finns in Mond Townsile (1917-18). Source: Makinen (1986, 30-31) and Passi (1995).
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the village of Mond continued to operate, it was profoundly affected by the 
deaths of sixteen Finns who lose their lives in the Empress of lreland disaster 
on 29 May 1914. Mond cownsite declined after the closure of the mine in 
1923 and most of the Finnish workers left. The last resident finally 
departed in 1936. The history of the Mond townsite is symbolic as it 
reflected che ultimate fate that was to befall most of the other mining camps 
in the area. 

Not all of the minesites, however, proved to be temporary. Around the 
larger mining deposits, settlements of more substantial size arose. Among 
these could be included Garson and Creighton. In these communities, the 

. Finnish presence encour�ged the rise of entrepreneurial activities such as 
boarding houses, saunas and grocery stores. At one time or another, these 
cwo communities supported hundreds of Finns. While Finnish occupance 

continues to be reflected in Garson, the Creighton townsite was eventually 
dismantled by INCO in the 1980s . 

Sudbury itself did not begin to attract Finns until after W�rld War I. At 
the time, its Finnish population was less than that found in the Town of 
Copper Cliff and the surrounding Townships of Waters, Lorne, Broder and 
Louise. Beginning in the 1920s, however, the regional pattern of settlement 
changed as three working-class Finntowns began to emerge in and around 
Sudbury in the downtown, Donovan and Lockerby districts. There were 
several reasons for the belated emergence of Sudbury as the regional node of 
Finnish settlement. These included the urban-based migration from Finland 
in the 1920s, the opening of the Sudbury and Copper Cliff Suburban 
Railway in 1915 and the decision by INCO to encourage its workers to build 
homes in Sudbury. INCO's preference to have a labour force commuting to 
Copper Cliff from Sudbury via the street railway system was reinforced by 
its decision not to provide any more housing in the townsite. As in Copper 
Cliff and Garson, Finns in Sudbury resided in close-knit working class 
neighbourhoods. Another parallel was the appearance of rooming and 
boarding houses, halls and commercial enterprises as part of the ethnic 

landscape. A distinguishing feature, however, was the koiratorppa (bootleg
ging or blind pig establishment) that catered to single and married male and, 
on occ.asion, female Finnish workers. The Finnish presence was sufficient to 
peak even the interest of the distinguished National Geog

raphic Magazine
(August 1932, 158). 

The first Finntown that evolved in the downtown f ea cured both 
residences and many institutional buildings such as the liberty and Finnish 
halls linked co the Finnish Organization of Canada, the Vapaus (Freedom) 
Publishing Company business and apartment complex, the Elm House 
rooming/boarding building , the Finnish Workers Hall affiliated with the 
Industrial Workers of the World and a co-operative store. Many Finnish
owned apartment dwellings and commercial enterprises could be found in 
the area as well. During the peak period of occupance in the late 1930s, 
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approximately 200 Finns lived in this part of the downtown and another 
150 could be found in the nearby "West End." The Finnishne.ss of the area 
endured until the 1960s; in the ensuing decades the landscape lost much of 
its underlying ethnicity. Due to the expropriation of Finnish properties for 
the needs of the Province of Ontario, the sale of the halls and the co
operative dairy and the outflow of the original immigrant residents, little 
is left to reflect the existence of what was once a dynamic and vibrant core 
for the Finnish population. 

The second Finntown to emerge in the city was the Donovan situated 
north of the downtown. Known as Kittilanmahi, this neighbourhood 
developed in the late 1930s, peaked during the 1950s and declined after the 
1970s. Two events in the 1920s prompted Finns to move into this area. 
The first was the afore-mentioned INCO decision that Copper Cliff would 
no longer serve as a dormitory town. for its company employees. The 
second was the discovery of new ore at Frood Mine in 1926. The expansion 

· of Frood Mine provided opportunities for employment that were rapidly
filled by Finnish miners. By 1938 more than 600 Finns r,esided in the area.
Finnish establishments of all kinds could be found interspersed within the
residential fabric, including saunas, rooming/boarding houses, tailors,
bakeries and clothing and grocery stores. Sampo hall and a Lutheran church
served the cultural and recreational needs of the local Finnish population.
Due to the more conservative leanings of the immigrant arrivals of the
1950s, this area proved to be far more attractive than the leftist-oriented
Finntown associated with the city core. The passage of time, however, saw
the Donovan decline as a Finntown; by the 1990s, fewer than fifty Finnish
households remained.

The third Finntown was situated in the Lockerby district found south of
the Town/City of Sudbury in the vicinity of Nepahwin (formerly Trout)
Lake (Map 4 ). Starting in 1925, Finns were first attracted to the area
because of its rural quality. When the Finnish Organization of Canada
began the development of Tyon Puisto (Workers Park) on the shore of
Nepahwin Lake in the 1930s, however, other Finns flocked to the area,
resuhing in the formation of yet another Finntown. · This area retain�d
much of its Finnish character up to the 1960s. While the number of
immigrant Finns declined thereafter, remnants of the former ethnic legacy
remain, e.g., through the sale of Workers' Park to the City of Sudbury with
the understanding that it would forever be retained as a public park, the
presence of a Finnish Pentecostal church and a major bakery/store, and the
fact that many Finnish seniors continue to reside in local apartment
buildings.

While these urban-based Finntowns were being created, clusters
developed in the rural areas as well. These bucolic settings were similar �n
that they manifested a high degree of political independence and cultural
unity. They of ten consisted of marginal lands; in fact, Finns became
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respected for their ability to "make prosperous farms out of areas no one else
would work at (Sillanpaa 1973, 13). There was some compensation, 
however, as the environment of these areas was similar to that of Finland. 
Geographically, the rural enclaves were associated with the broad swath of 
territory located south of Copper Cliff and Sudbury that stretched
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Map 4. The Lockerby Finnish Settlement (1946). 
Source: Township of McKim, Assessment Role (1946) and Sudbury Land Registry,Office.
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from Lorne Township in the ·wesl to Cleland Township in the southeast. A 
number of reasons can be advanced for this spatial orientation. First, the 
pattern of Finnish settlement clearly followed employment opportunities in 
the mining industry. These areas also served as "spatial opportunity" zones 
where agricultural land and the availability of other jobs could be relied 
upon lo ensure a reasonable standard of living. The distribution of the 
railway lines was importanl as well. 

Finally, there was the ingrained motivation among many of the Finns 
to acquire agricultural land because of their previous experiences as landless 

peasants in Finland. As did many olhers, Finns took advantage of the Free
Grant and Homesteads Act and the Relief Land Settlement Act to acquire land 
from the provincial and federal governments at no cost. Among the rural 
clusters to evolve were the "Finnish Settlement" in Waters Township 
"Bea��r Lake" in Lorne _Towns�p, "W��efish" in Louise Township, "Long
Lake m Broder Townslup and Wanup m the Townships of Dill, Cleland, 
Secord and Burwash_ While Lhese rural areas have lost some of their Finnish 
character due to the outflow of youth after World War II, varying degrees 
of Finnishness remain, e.g., as evidenced by the erection of a Finnish 
historical plaque in Lorne Township, the creation of the Anderson Farm 
Museum in Waters Township, the ongoing ulilization of the last FOC-owned 
hall at Wanup, and the presence of the ubiquitous sauna. 

As demonstrated by Map 5, these urban and rural clustering tendencies 
managed to retain a high degree of resilience that lasted well into the 1980s. 
Using the voters' lists for the 1980 federal election as an illustration, all 
polling districts with more than l O per cent of the voters having Finnish 
nar:1es were identified for the Sudbury and Nickel Belt Electoral Ridings. 
Ma JOr rural clusters that remained included the Finnish Settlement, Beaver 
Lake and Long Lake. Similar concentrations could be identifed for urban
based areas found in the Donovan, Copper Cliff and Lockerby. Not shown _ 
on these maps are two other distinctive forms of settlement that have • 
attracted large numbers of Finns: the recreational area associated with Lake 
Panache and the rise of Florida as a winter-based destination. Lake Panache 1 

situated sout�west �f Sudbury, is unique in that 40 per cent of the cottag� 
p�te�ts a�ated with the lake were acquired , at one time ore another, by · 
Fm�ish _residents. During the winter months, the gravitational pull of 
Flonda 1s now such that an "attendance gap" has become the norm for 
Finnish clubs and organizations. 

Despite the recent decline in the Finnish population and the demise of the 
for�_er halls, the Sudbury area still reflects a high degree of organizational 
a ctivity. Interest in Finnish religious activity continues; as well, there is a 
strong seniors' movement as exemplified by the creation of the Finlandia 
Village complex. Other signs of ethnic retention include the success of the 
Sudbury Finnish Male Choir, the formation of the Knights and Ladies of 

·Kaleva, the Sudbury Suomi Lions Club and the Sudbury Finnish Language
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Map 5. Finns in the Sudbury Area (1980). Source: Sudbury and Nickel Belt Electoral Districts, 
Voters' Lists (1980). 

School. While there has been a tendency for Canadian-born Finns to rely 
on forms of "symbolic ethnicity'' rather than joining Finnish-based clu_bs or 
organizations, there is nevertheless some basis for ·optimism regarding the 
future. Finns in the Sudbury area are far from being extinct. Indeed, their 
present numbers will ensure that existing Finnish organizations will endure 
for at least another generation. The extension of the Finnish culture beyond 
this time period, however, will depend in large measure on the willingness 
of existing Finnish organizations to rely on the English rather than the 
Finnish language. 
OIV A SMRINEN is a professor of Geography in the Geography Department of 
Laurentian University in Sudbury, Ontario. He served as the overall coordinator 
for the Finnforum V conference. He has written. extensively about Finns in 
Canada. His new book "Between a Roch and a Hard Place" - An Historical Geography
of the Finns in the Sudbury Area is forthcoming from Wilfrid Laurier University 
Press. 
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VARPU LINDSTROM 

Ethnocentricity and 
Taboos: 
Untouched Themes in 
Finnish Canadian Social 
History 
Ethnocentricity is a serious concern in Finnish Canadian social 
history. An examination of "The state of the art" reveals many· 
untouched themes and some taboos in the field. In this essay Profes
sor Varpu Lindstrom suggests new directi�ns for future_ resedrch in 
areas of crime, health, sexuality, race and family history! 

he study of Finnish Canadians, with_ few notable except�on�. Thas been conducted by scholars of Finnis� heritage in Canada,
and in Finland.1 They ha�e �he necessary la�guage �kpls a�d . cultural knowledge. They can use the community network_s to_ 1del)._WY 

·nterviewees and gain access to restricted Fi£1:nish Canadian archival
collections. Often they have a personal interest in t�eir heritage. Mos(�.re 
keenly aware of the problems of. ethnoce?tricity. A Finnish-Ca,n�q1�n 

dent working on her Master's thesis in Women'.s Studi� comme�t� tn�t, 
while writing, she was conscious that her mother. an� her mother s Fm��h 
friends would read her thesis. A doctoral student m Fmland expresseci some 
regret that the Finnish commui;ity of T�mins will pr�bapl� not like w?at 
she }:l,as to say about their past. W}:len my book, D�fiant S1s�er�, was first 
published a prominent Finnish Canadian doctor suggested (m .iest) that I 
bett�� acquire a bullet-proof vest� Similarly, a Finnish I�de�ndence J?ay 
speech which dared to refer to the enemy alien status of Fm�1Sh Canadi��s 
during World War II elicited three angry letters .to. the �1t�r. . Scholars 
working on the labour movement or Finnish soc.1abst orgamzat10ns have 
been labelled "communists" or even "traitors". 

These are but a few examples of the problems in writing within one's 
own cultural community. Some topics are considered damaging to the 
"reputation of the community", other topics are objected to on moral 
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grounds and found lo be simply taboo. New directions in social andimmigralion history, however, slress the importance of diversity and interethnic comparative analysis� Historians are asked to seek out the marginalized, probe the difficult issues, uncover the hidden secrets and exposethe taboos. This is not an uncomplicated task in ethnic communities whichare determined to perpetuate cultural myths and to preserve, for very validreasons, the idealized image of their history. This essay will first give a brief Finnish Canadian historiography. It willthen focus on the hidden history of the Finnish Canadians and attempt toidentify existing taboo topics in the field. No attempt is made to list the extensive Finnish-Canadian scholarship as good bibliographies are availablefor that purpose.7 The essay is not intended to be critical of individual scholars; overall, the scholarship on Finnish-Canadian history is of highquality and, in relative terms, extensive. Much larger ethnic groups have notreceived the scholarly attention given to Finns which is one reason for thepaucity of inter-ethnic studies in Canada. This essay simply takes slock ofthe "state of the art" and provides some reasons for the direction the scholarship has taken in Canada. Ultimately, I hope, that the essay will alsoencourage some graduate students to venture into the new fields anduncover some of the many tightly kept secrets.
FINNISH CANADIAN SCHOLARSHIP AND THE STATE OF THE ART One of the precious premises of scholarship is its independence fromoutside interference. There is no master plan for Finnish Canadian studies,although most scholars try to seek out new topics and to avoid duplication of effort. Thus, studies of Finnish immigrants have evolved around individual scholars' interests, disciplines, their opportunities to get access to·.primary sources and funding. The authors' familiarity with one particular, geographic region has also played an important role. This has resulted jn ·some interesting strengths and weaknesses in the scholarship. Some'omissions from the scholarship are simply the result of lack of interestedscholars in a particular field of study. Others are created by voluntarycensorship and avoidance of topics deemed too difficult to research and/or"unpopular" in the community. Historiography of Finnish Canadians is very good on such "neutral" topics as emigration from Finland, settlemeni: patterns and immigration.statistics until World War 11. These studies provide the necessary structural'framework and chronology on which scholarship can build. The research isweaker in the post-war era. Archival restrictions favour the study of oldermigrations and there seems to be a reluctance to publish studies of contemporary issues. Anonymity is especially hard to maintain in small communities. Post-war studies have been voluntarily restricted to descriptions of.organized activity. Now, however, would be the most opportune time tostudy the post-war period. There are informants available who remember
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the history of the recent past and documents have not yel been irrevocably
lost. . . .. 

The regional representatlon resembles a quilted patchwork. In BntISh
Golumbia the interesting, but exceptional, community of Sointula has been
he focus of several studies and documentaries; turn of the century Vancou
�er Island coal mine communities have also received some scholarly
treatment; the rest of British Columbia, most notably the city of Vancouver,
is still largely unexplored� In the prairies research has concentrated on the
community of New Finland and the Coteau Region in the province of
Saskatchewan. The prairie provinces of Alberta and Manitoba have scarcely
been touched. Most Finnish Canadian scholars live and study in the
province of Ontario. These scholars have benefited from the establishment
of Finnish Canadian Historical Societies in Thunder Bay, Sudbury and, most
recently, in Sault Ste. Marie. Multicultural His�ory Society of Ontario's
extensive Finnish Canadian collection is situated in Toronto and the
National Archives of Canada, which has the largest collection of Finnish
Canadian material, is located in Ottawa. Convenient access to historical
sources is a definite advantage to Ontario scholars� The most studied 
Finnish Canadian communities, in addition to Sointula, B.C., are Ontario's
large urban centres of Thunder Bay, Sudbury and Toronto ·and their
sur.rounding areas. It is also significant that these cities have universities
which offer at lea�t some Finnish Studies cont.enc an<:1Jo�cProf essors who a�e
willing to supervtSe and encourage students m the held. · Some research IS 
alw conducted in Sault Ste Marie and Timmins. Yet, many areas in Ontario
• the Niagara Region, Central Ontario, and the North Eastern Mining towns 
of Kirkland Lake and Cobalt - have been left out of ·our historiography. This
patchwork of regional studies basically stops at the Ontario border and little
is known about the Finnish settlements East of Ontario. The considerable
presence of Finns in the province of Quebec deserves more study as well as
the smaller Finnish communities in the Maritime provinces. Similarly, Yukon
and North West Territories have been ignored despite the turn of the
century goldrush which brought many Finns to these northernmost regions
of Canada. 

,Another theme which has been unevenly studied is the history of Finnish
Canadian organizations. A disproportionate amount of research has focused
on the political and cultural organizations of the Finnish Canadian left,
union activity, and labour history. This is understandable because Finnish
Canadian labour activism was so strong that it had a visible and tangible
impact which reached beyond the Finnish ethnic boundaries. The availabi.1-
ity of good scholarly articles in this field in English has enabled Canadian
historians, even without the language skills or cultural knowledge, to include
the Finnish Canadian contribution as an integral part of Canadian labour
hisrory.11 Studies of Finnish workers have, however, concentrated on few
occupations: miners, lumber workers and maids. Much less is known about
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fishers, trappers, factory workers, construction workers, railroad workers, farmers and small businesses. In contrast, Finnish nationalistic, cultural and religious organizationshave received 1� scrutiny. Studies of these organizations are frequently
conducted by their own members, usually for specific celebratory purposes 
such as commemorating anniversaries. This is especially true of religiouscongregations. More work is also needed on the temperance organizations women's organizations and the co-operative movement. ' 

Although the organizational history is quite well represented it tends to focus on the framework of the organizations: its leaders, its administrative history, _ e�ents and i:neetings. The "soul" of the organizations, the feelings 
and asp1rat10ns of their members, and the social and emotional meaning of 
the "halls" has not been adequately questioned. The provoca�ive suggestion 
that the halls were the immigrants' second home - a surrogate home, an 
emotional, psychological, and cultural home - has only recently received some attention. 

Cultural history of Finnish Canadians has covered topics in folklore, · 
language, literature, press, education, spirituality, sports, music and saqna. 
Surprisingly, theatre, which historically dominated Finnish Canadian cultural 
activity and involved hundreds of actors, playwrights, designers and 

musicians, has not been adequately researched. The architecture of the over 
hundred community centres, halls, churches and most recently, seniors' centres, is another missing chapter in the historiography. Similarly, little is 
known about arts and crafts. 

The main· emphasis of Finnish-Canadian history has remained on the 
first generation immigrants, the pioneers, sometimes at the expense of second and subsequent generations. The view from the immigrant's perspective . tends to focus on the maintenance of Finnish culture in Canada rather than 
its malleability, its unique character, its adaptation to the new environment. 
Except for the study of Finland Swedes, "Finnishness", or Finnish culture, has 
been interpreted in rather static and monolithic terms. More attention 
should be paid to the Ostrobothnian cultural roots of the majority of Finnish immigrants and to that region's powerful influence on the structure; 
culture and value systems of Finnish Canadian communities. 

Finnish Canadian scholarship has been limited to the active adult stage 
of life. Childhood, if mentioned at all, is reported from the perspective ofparents and teachers. Notable exceptions, which serve to remind us of the 

importance of this life stage, are found in_ recent novels and biographies 
written by women.12 Old-age, including questions of what it means to be 
a Finnish Canadian senior citizen, have not been addressed In fact, Finnish 

Canadian family history is basically an untouched area of study. 
The scholarship to date has produced a rich, but not comprehensive, 

collection of studies. The field offers many opportunities to future scholars. 
Spxial lssu: of Journal of Finnish Studies Volwnc I Nwnlrr 1 f"\,v,,,ml-· ,n77 
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d. tions are that the current graduate students in the field will � more 

1� ica us in their theoretical applications. In addition to class-analyS1S, they
Vlfeorr�lying on post-structural analysi� and feminis_t theory, ·and have
a ressed interest in comparative studies. _ Al� of t� au�rs �ell for a
exp . b dy of scholarship in the field of Fmmsh ethmc studies m Canada.groW1ng o 

UNTOUCHED THEMES IN FINNIS1: G:NADlAN_ SOCIAL HISTORY
0esp·t the wealth of information on Fmmsh Canadians there are several
. f"

i l
e

ds within social history which have remained virtually untouchedrna JOr ie . d . M .. 
h · elude hi.story of family, health, sexuahty an raclSm. any topics 

T _esehi 

111 these fields have been censored from the historical record andwit n · 1... F. · h · d considered to be damaging to the commurnty. T1�e m!11S commu�1t� oes
not wish to discuss or study its problem areas. It 15 true that the �a Jonty of
. 1· d reasonably contented lives and that the censored topics affected fjnnS 1ve . . · ff" · l me of the Finnish Canadians. Thts, however, 1s _not a su 1e1enton y so . (" h ment to leave them out of the hi.story. How a commumty t ear�ority") responds to its weaker links and treats its problems, tells as muchrnaJ b h .. . . ,, 

about the community as a out t e v1ct1ms . . . . .. 
Statistical information shows the structural abnormahnes of the Fm��h 

·ea dian communities before World War II. These abnorrnahuesna f ·1· d · 
· nsified the normal difficulties within immigrant amt 1es an commum-mte . · · t ties. The sex ratio favoured women, m._som: commumt1es m:n ou_ �um-
bered women by five to one. Few 1mm1grants ��re se�or . cmze�. 
Communities had an abundance of single peopl�. StatlStlCS also mdica�e that
Finnish Canadian families were small, usually with onl� one ?r two �dr�n
Extended families were rare. Since Finns were not fam�y migrant:, �m!11Sh 

mothers could seldom rely on the help of parents or slSte'.s. Stat�llcs also
reveal the extent of endogamy among the Finns, reached us peak m _19�1 ,
when over 9_0 per cent of married Finnish Canadian men had a Fmmsh
wife. · l d f Other stress· factors on Finnish families were poverty, mema ar:i o ten
dangerous work, discrimination, marginalization, alie�atio?, langu�ge 

difficulties lonelines.s and isolation. As years rolled by and unmigrants failed
to meet the lofty goals they had set for themselves many felt �shamed a�d 

depressed Others suffered from feelings of guilt f �r not_ havn�� met their
obligations to the family in Finla�d. T�ese tensions, mter:151-fted by_ the
immigrant experience, led to somet�es v10lent and _ destructive behaviour,
alcoholism and suicides. Such behaviour, however, 15 among the taboos of
Finnish Canadian society. 

The hi.story of Finnish family violence , spousal and child abuse, ha: i:iot
been investigated. Few ref e�ences can be found in t�e nev,:spa�rs d�n�mg
husbands convicted for murdering or badly beatmg their wives. FmnlSh
Cana�an biographies are silent on this issue. Only in literature, under the 
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cloak of fiction, is the topic of wife abuse addres.sed. Nancy Manson's 
powerful poem is a good example: 

MA TI BREAKS HlS SILENCE 

Matt has not spoken in four days. 
On the first, Maria respected l'lis silence 
offered hopeful glances LO his glares 
wailed her turn. Simply waited. 

On the second, she sparrowed her words 
as she hopped from stove to sideboard 
his woman, making his meals on time 
serving them with gossip and plans 
balancing towards him on the edge of the chair. 

On the third, the pleading began 
small at first, then growing larger and more 
embarrassing 
like a pregnant woman'.s belly 
swollen with purple stretch marks 
and a sore-apple navel. 
She thrust herself at him. 
I-le turned his head. 

On the fourth day. 
She bars his exit from their bedroom. 
Fills the doorway with her need. 
Acknowledge me. 
The fist arrives. 
She is gmeful. 
Tastes his knuckles. 
1-lears the force of the backhand to her ear. 
Welcomes his curse. 

Punishment through silence, "m yhka-lwulu", was a common weapon 
bet:-veen the �ouses. F�nish families were often incapable of expressing
their deep feelings, especially of love. While immigrant poems and songs 
revealed deep longings and romantic feelings, and immigrants on stage were 
capable of evoking deep emotional responses, these same emotions were 
routinely hidden from the daily family life. In extreme cases, Finnish 
families never openly expressed affection. An eighty-seven year old woman 
born to a Finnish Canadian family remembers: "My childhood was awful, 
what I had to endure! I never heard the word love spoken in our house, 
never received any tenderness from my parents. Days could go by without 
anyone speaking a word." On a lighter side one could refer to a common 
joke circulating amongst Finnish Canadians: 'There once was a Finnish man 
who loved his wife so much he almost told her." 

Most descriptions of Finnish Canadian childhood recall only happy 
memories. Yet, it is sometimes possible to read between the lines. Nehna 
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Sillanpaa's remarkable biography describes her childhood as "happy". She
rnentions briefly: "My Dad died in Cochrane at the age of forty-two on 

December 8th, 1930. He had become an alcoholic." At this time, she also

refers to her "hard \if e". Another statement is even more telling in what it
does not say: "My mother married again, and life was no longer the same

for me at home." Nothing more is said on this topic in the book. When
asked, Nelma Sillanpaa suggested that "maybe someday I'll be ready to

expand on it, but not now." I recently interviewed a ninety-one year old
woman. I knew she and her daughter had suffered serious abuse for years
during her husbands "violent periods". When I cautiously asked her about
her family life her answer was quick and firm: "No problems, we never had
any problems!" Then she folded her arms tightly on her chest and perched
her lips. The secrets were now safely sealed. She was following the Finnish
Canadian moral code which expects silence on such private problems.3 

References to child abuse are missing from the printed Finnish Canadian 
sources. Yet, child abuse did exist in communities suffering from many social
disruptions. Parents were brought up to extract obedience at all costs. They
were not to praise or encourage their children but to correct their faults. A 
regular fixture in many Finnish homes was a "vitsa", a branch which 
children were beaten with and which was kept in a clearly visible place. 
Corporal punishment was the norm. Privately, Finnish Canadians will 
speak of the humiliation of beatings, sometimes severe enough to cause life
long in jury. Most, however, respd�d with a few tears and then a firm "I 
don't want to talk about it!" Those who have been willing to describe in 
writing the mental or physical abuse they have endured in Finnish homes 
have ended with a firm admonition: "don't ever publish any of it". Yet, 
understanding the violent side and abuse within some Finnish families is an 
il'I}portant aspect of the "private sphere" of social history. Furthermore, 
abusive and violent parents shaped the second generation and left a lasting 
legacy on many of them. One woman recalls with sadness: "When my child 
was born I had real difficulty knowing how to express my affection."14 

Violence in Finnish homes was frequently linked to alcohol abuse. The 
community is somewhat more open to discuss this topic as alc;oholism was 
too rampant, often public, and impossible to hide. Nelma Sillanpaa's 
admission of her father's alcoholism is but one example. Her statement 
prompted the editor of her book, Edward. W. Laine, a respected Finnish
Canadian historian, to add a lengthy footnote explaining that "if alcoholism 
was a severe problem in Finland it was made worse for the Finnish 
immigrants here (Canada) due the harsh conditions and sense of alienation 
that they often experienced .. .'i5 Temperance societies preached against the 
dangers of "king alcohol" but thriving Finnish boot-legging businesses 
("lwiratorpat") bore testimony to the attraction of strong drink. Newspapers 
refer to accidents, fights, suicides and even murders conducted under the 
influence of alcohol. Interviews can shed further light on this social problem. 
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As attitudes to alcoholism have changed and it is now perceived as an illness people are more willing to discuss it. Finnish Canadian literature spea�about alcoholism quite openly - yet no serious study about the causes or theextent of alcohol abuse in the Finnish immigrant community exists. Weneed to study how the community responded to the challenge and to whatextent this social problem was tolerated, excused and hidden. Related to the study of alcoholism is the study of health and healthpractices. With the exception of Raija Warkentin's and Marjut Vahtola'sinnovative work on Finnish Canadian attitudes to illness, health, healing andshamanism in the Thunder Bay Region, and iny chapter in Defiant Sisterswhich discusses immigrant women and their health, little is known on thisvast topic. The untouched themes within health studies include, midwifery,birth-control, infant death, life expectancy and attitudes towards doctorsand hospitals. Immigrants were particularly innovative with homeremedies. They included blood-letting, reliance on sauna, and tar andturpentine. One Finnish man wrote home to his mother to explain hishealing methods in Kirkland Lake in 1933: 

Vilustuin hiihtaessa ... nyt mina oleilen kotona lammitan saunaa.kylveskelen ja otan terva hoyrya keuhkoihin etta pasillit tapan ... (myos) henkittamalla hoyryssa tarpaui hoyrya ... Kylla aiti muistaa kuinka minaterva hoyrya otin kotona ollessa. 
I caught a cold while skiing ... now I stay at home, heat up the sauna, batheand take tar vapours into my lungs so that I kill the bacteria ... (also) by breathing turpentine vapours .. .Surely you remember mother how l usedtar vapours when I was at -home. 16 

Three illnesses which deserve closer attention, but which are consideredtaboos, and of ten struck from the historical record are: insanity, tuberculosisand venereal diseases. It has been suggested that the immigrant experiencecan contribute to insanity. No scholarly treatment of insanity, or of theFihnish immigrant community's attitude toward it, exists. No one hassearched the records of Canadian mental institutions. Hints found innewspapers indicate that in addition to illness and desperation, hunger andloneliness were seen as contributing factors. For example, a hand-writtennewspaper Mouhari, published in Edmonton, Alberta in 1914, has thefollowing notice: 
Kansalaisemme John Walter, joka _taman kuun 10.p. paatti paivansahirttamalla itsensa ... oli ollut koko talven hunttaamassa ja jollain tavallatullut mialen hairioon ja niin paatti elamansa ... 
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It is important to know how many immigrants were sent to an asylum
. d why? What kind of behaviour was considered deviant enough to merit 
an finement? Were language difficulties, political radicalism, and enemy
co�us contributing factors? Some evidence exists to indicate that particularly sta ublesome Finnish political activists and imprisoned enemy aliens weretro di · I Th C d. ' 1 · Jocked up in Cana an msane asy urns. e ana 1an government s u umate
nd least expensive solution to the treatment of insanity was deportation.

nie whole subject of deportation and its use to get rid of "undesirable" Finns 
for reasons of health, radicalism, and criminality has not been studied. The
concept of "undesirable Finns" clashes .with the community's c9mmon myth
that Finns were "the most desirable immigrants in Canada." 

Tuberculosis, which was considered by Canadians to be a "social disease" 
and linked to immigration, poverty, filth and poor living habits, was 
another illness affecting the Finnish community. This topic is somewhat
easier to research as Finns seemed to be very susceptible to the disease. 
Records from institutions, sanatoriums, funeral homes and newspaper death 
notices are a good starting point. In addition, some interesting medical 
ad"Vcice to Finnish immigrants on the treatment of tuberculosis are found in 
the archives. The topic raises several issues for discussion. Finnish commu
nity sometimes referred to TB as the "mainarin tauti" (miner's disease). It 
would be interesting to have corroborating evidence. The considerable 
social and economic impact of TB on the Finnish community is another 
untouched topic. TB was a particularly hideous disease because it lingered on 
for-years. Before the victims died they, and their families, had usually used 
up whatever savings they might have haci When children fell ill, there were 
attempts to hide the disease because of the social scorn that was attached to 
it.,· Many immigrants, especially if single, were sent to sanatoriums or poor 
houses where they suffered silently behind language barriers. In 1931, the 
Sudbury city solicitor wrote to the deputy minister of immigration: 

l wish that you could send up a representative to Sudbury to go into the 
matter (tuberculosis) as we have quite a number of Finlanders in the 
Sanatorium. They seem to be ii race susceptible to this complaint and they 
are becoming a burden to this municipality, and we would like to find out 
just what could be done in a matter of this kind.18 

' To add to the intrigue, Mauri Jalava, Finnish Canadian historian with 
particular expertise in .the Sudbury region, has suggested that this letter was 
written to expedite the deportation of Ftnnish · radicals�9 Too many 
unanswered questions remain about the impact, occurrence, and treatment 
of TB in Finnish Canadian communities. . Our countryman John Walter who on the 10th of this month ended hisdays by hanging himse!f...had been hunting all winter and somehowbecome mentally deranged and so ended his hfe ... 17 

' One health topic on which we have no reliable information is venereal
disease. This topic has been deliberately censored out of statistical informa-

.,, lion. Not only Finnish church records but also newspapers refused to report 
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this cause of death. Venereal disease offended the moral values of thecommunity. Yet interviews reveal that in some communities venereal diseasewas rampant and a cause of great concern. One Finnish Canadianmissionary suggested that at one time, both of the Finnish prostitutes in Cochrane died of syph ilis.20 The abnormality of immigrant conditions led 
to increased reliance on prostitution which contributed co the spread of venereal disease. lack of medical care made the situation worse. The topicis shadowed by rumour and innuendo. In the absence of reliable records, the
extent of the disease and the social disruptions it caused in Finnish-C�madianfamilies and communities can only be guessed at. The above "social" illnesses - alcoholism, insanity, tuberculosis andvenereal disease - contributed to the number of suicides. My cursory study
of suicides, based only on information garnered from Finnish newspapers,reveals that Finns were four times more likely than the average in Canadato commit suicide. Some preliminary work on the causes of suicide revealed interesting gender differences. Causes for men's suicides reported in the newspapers included hunger, loneliness, alcoholism and madness. Men who 
committed suicide were usually single. In contrast, women who committedsuicides were usually married and often very ill. Their suicides were causedby shame or a sense of desperation�1 Finnish Canadian newspapers reported, 
often with considerable candour, some such suicides: 

ll.semurhan teki yksi karsinyt ja sydan suruun sor:tunut sisko jonka mies oli jattanyt keuhkotautisen vaimonsa kahden lapsen kanssa. Han ryomi tuolin avulla verannalle, jossa hirtti itsensa poikain nuorakiikkuun. A sister who suffered and succumbed to grief and whose husband left his consumptive wife with two children has committed suicide. Using a chair as aid, she crawled onto the veranda where she hungself on her sons' roap . 22 swmg. 
A more in-depth study of suicides can give valuable social information 

and reveal the extent of hidden misery experienced by some Finnish immigrants. The topic lends itself to a study of gender differences in coping and adapting under stressful situations. It can reveal much about the community's attitudes towards suicides and explain why Finnish Canadians, on average, were more likely to kill themselves. It seems that enough data is available on this topic for a future dissertation. Additional information can be found in Finnish-Canadian newspapers and funeral home records. Church records, however, frequently hide these "sinful" events and family members are secretive about suicides. Studies of crime, punishment, the justice system, and penal institutions have received much attention amongst mainstream Canadian historians. It is somewhat surprising that no such studies exist about Finnish Canadians, especially because many excellent sources are available. Newspapers described all the more spectacular crimes, records of court proceedings, prison 
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ords, deportation files and interviews add to the wealth of primary
t�rces. Certainly, there was no shortage of crime. Finns were notorious
f their participation in civic disobedience, illegal protests and political 

0:nonstrations which, at times, became violent. They were arrested and
�:ported for breaking vagran�y Jaws and kn?".'� for breaking hunting _and
f hing restrictions. They dJSobeyed prohibmon and other regulations 

�tricting alcohol use and there was no shortage of Fint:ish bootleggers,
r rostitutes or illegal gambling places. One Vapaus correspondent com
�ented in 1922 that the "three secret vices: gambling, boot-legging and
prostitution" ()wlme salaista pa(1etta:. luimpl_ays: salahap�hoiminen j� 
prostitutsiooni) were abundantly evident m all FmnJSh Canadian commum-
. 23 

� -� fjnnish women also resorted to legally punishable acts of abortion and 
infanticide. While we have some evidence about abortion and abortionists,
rnuch Jess is known about infanticide. In 1988, l suggested in Defiant Sisters
that infanticide did not exist in the Finnish communities. This topic has been
50 well hidden that none of my interviewees had mentioned it nor could
eXamples be found in the archival sources or the newspap ers. My as.sump
tion, based on silence, was incorrect. Constance Backhouse, a prominent 

Canadian legal historian, documents in detail 1896 court proceedings· in
Nanaimo, B.C. against Anna Palo who was accused of infanticid!.5 . Was 
Anna Palo an isolated case? What more can we find out about this topic? 

The press covered murders extensively. It appears that Finnish immi
grants, usually men, murdered each other. The victims were friends, wives,
gambling partners, fell ow workers or political adversaries. This topic, too,
would benefit from an objective, less sensationalist analysis, based on court
proceedings. The court records tell us not only about the crimes but also
about the treatment of immigrants within the justice system, existing
prejudices, and the community's response to the criminals in their midst.
History of crime is an unexplored topic which has much new information
to offer. The final untouched theme discussed in this article, is discri

mination based 
on sexuality or race. If there is a scale of taboos in the community, 
homosexual and lesbian relations top the list. No references to such 
relationships exist. There seems to be a complete denial of their existence in 
the historical record. None of my over 500 interviewees have uttered the 

words "homosexual" or "lesbian", nor did I venture to ask them about the 
topic. Yet, many men and women in the community never formed 
heterosexual partnerships. The theme of homophobia and discrimination 

based on sexuality in the Finnish Canadian communities should also be
addressed. It seems, though, that the task is a formidable challenge. 

While scholars are well aware of the discrimination and marginalization 
of Finnish immigrants by the mainstream Canadians, less is known about 
the inherent racism and discriminating behaviour of Finnish Canadians 
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themselves. Many Finnish immigrants were racists and openly discriminated against other cultural groups. This is blatantly evident in interviews and in 
written archival records. Finns felt superior to most other immigrants in 
Canada. French Canadians, with whom they often competed for work were nicknamed "petturit" (traitors) and their catholic religion dismissed as mere "superstition." Similarly, Southern and Eastern Europeans were called 
"polahit" (Poles) or more generically "pusut" (kissers), or "talimannit" (the greasy ones - ref erring to Italians). Stereotypical, negative and anti-semitic characterizations of Jews can be found in the newspapers, in interviews, and in the minute books. The blacks were dismissed as "mutahuonos" (muddy snouts) and the Sikhs as "riittipiiii" (ragheads). Intermarriage was frowned upon and Finnish women courting non-Finnish men were shunned, sometimes even threatened at the dance halls. Finnish Canadian newspapers wrote with sarcasm about inter-cultural relationships. Even humorous songs 
were composed which ridiculed the behaviour of some Finnish women who courted with "pu.sut" and "sahsalaiset illSinoorit" (German engineers). A study 
of racism exposes existing inter-ethnic rivalries and fierce competition for 
work among immigrants. Further research into the marginalization of 
Finnish immigrants is also necessary �cause it contributed to the immi
grants' defensive behaviour and their claims and demonstrations of 
"superiority". In the absence of reliable comparative analyses some Finns 
proudly assert, even today, that they are considered to be the "best workers 
in Canada". It is time for a serious "reality check." 

This examination of Finnish Canadian historiography reveals that many 
topics have received extensive and good coverage. The research, however 
is uneven and favours immigration and settlement history as well as studies 
of organizations. The history of Finnish workers and Finnish Canadian,' 
radicalism is especially well documented. While many geographic regions 
have been left out others are extensively covered. The post-war era and the 
experiences of the second and third generation need more careful analysis. 
Comparative analyses of inter-ethnic relations are in their infancy. OtheF 
historical themes, especially in the field of social history, remain poorly 
studied or untouched. These are areas which the community has hidden 
from historical record and which many do not wish to recover. These 
hidden topics include history of family, health, crime and discrimination. 
Within these larger themes exist definite taboo areas such as child abuse, 
infanticide, venereal disease and homosexuality. The problems faced by 
Finnish-Canadian historians who wish to research these untouched areas are 
serious but not insurmountable. Many unused records can be utilized and 
old data reinterpreted. Thus, the field offers many exciting opportunities for 
new and challenging research. Some of the untouched areas are ideal for 
graduate students trained in new methodologies and armed with current 
theories in Canadian social history. Furthermore, the recent founding of the 
academic Journal of Finnish Studies gives students and scholars a new venue 
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. to ublish their research. The rewards of wo�king in unpop��ar in -which p · h the problems The Finnish commumty's ethnocentnc1ty far outwe1g . f h d d t areas 
ot be allowed to interfere with serious study o w at are eem_e o should n 1 · the closet " In the end the mother of the afore-mentioned· "ske etons m · ' d I h t,eits d nt was delighted with her daughters MA thesis an ave yet duate stu e 

gra uire a bullet -proof vest. to acq 
!NDSTROM is a Professor of History and Women's Studies al York

V �PU_t L She has written extensively in the field and is best �nown for her book,t.JwverSt �- . A Social History 0r Finnish Immigrant Women m Canada (Toronto,
Defiant Sisters. � 

1988 and 1992). 
Endnotes: 

Ion time Arja Pilli's, TI1e Finnish Language Press in Canada, l901-1939_(Turku. 
1- Fo\!as th� only monograph by a scholar from Finland which f�used exc\US1vel� on 19Sl) While most of the graduate students in Finland r_esea�ching North A�encan �n�da.tion have studied the United States, there are encouraging 51gns o� renewed mterest 
�nurada With the aid of 9:1,o\arships several graduate students from Fm�a�d hav� do�e in 

(.a . i· Id esearch in Canada and are preparing licentiate or doctoral d1SSe'.tau�ns m 
exte:J 0

1
; F;nish Canadian immigration. For ex�m�le: Eija ·K�ttunen (Uru.ve�ty of 

uu) Kirsti Salmi Niklander (University of Helsinki), Teppo Smtonen_ (UmverS1ty of 
oei:sk 1i); see also Wm Hoglund's assessment of Finnforum presentei:5 � this volu�e. 
yvogl � that of all finnforum speakers only eleven were of non-Fmmsh extracuon. OSl::�:dren and grandchildren of Finnish immigrants Finnish Canadians who h�ve M blished in the field in Canada include: Wm. Eklun�. Leo Glad, Jorma Halonen, _  Maur! A 

Jll\ p· kko Karvonen, Peter Krats, Christine Kouhi, Marc Metsaranta, Varpu Undstrom, 
t ava,d �- Laine, Lauri T. Pikkusaar� Jules Paivio; Yr jo Raivio, Mark Rasrn�n. �tu Repo, 
M::�rRoinila, Oiva Saarinen, A H. Salo, Lennard Si!la_npaa,_ M�rkku Suok��auuo, Ger'.y 
a per Ahli Tolvanen, Marjut Vahtola, Taru Virkamaki, BOr.t Vahamak1, �alJl �arke�un 

an� �neli Ylanko. Canadians with no Finnish background who have published m the field 
include: Linda Kealey, Bruce Kidd, Ian Radforth, J�an Sangster, Allen Seager, Charles M. 
Sutyla, Paula Wild and, most notably, ]. Donald Wilson. 
i. Conversations with Taru Virkamaki regarding her Conjl!�ting Loyalties?: NegotiatingGender, Gass and Ethnicity in the rinnish Immigran t Commumty m Toronto, 1929-1939 (MAthesis,' York University, 1996 ). 
3. Discussions with Kirsti Salmi Nik\ander with reference to __ her forthcoming article "'Varoliaa ilunisija, joiren Jumala 011 taivaassa': uslionto ja tyovdenlulie li��adansuomalaisess�kaivosyhteisossa·. (Beware of People Whose God � in Heaven: Religion and Workers Movement in a Finnish Canadian Mining Community). 
4. Conversation with Or. Veli Ylanko, Toronto, 1988.
5. Letters to the editor appeared in VarXJa Sana December is.5ues. 1992 in response to Varpu lindstrom's Independence Day Speech in Toronto. 
6. H. Arnold Barton, "Where have the Scandinavian-Americanists Been? Journal of AmericanEthnic History vol . 15, no. 1, 1995, pp. 46-55. 
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7. See, for example, the previous Finnforum publications and the bibliographies in thisvolume.

8. Most of the scholarly work on Finns in British Columbia has been done by one excellentCanadian scholar, J. Donald Wilson. J. Donald Wilson is the only scholar of non-Finnish 
extraction who has sustained a decades long inierest in Finnish Canadian history. Forfurther references on Professor Wilson's work see the bibliography in his article in thisJournal. 

9. Guides to Finnish-Canadian archival sources include: Edward W. Laine, Ardrival Sources 
for the Study of Finnish Canadians (National Archives of Canada, 1989) and 011 the ArchivalHeritage of the Finnish Canadian Worhing-Gass Movemeru: A Researd1er's Guide and lnvento�y
to Ure Finnish Organization of Canada Collection at the National Ard1ives in Canada (Institute of Migration, Turku, 1987); Gabriele Scardcllato ed., A Guide to Ure CollectiollS of tire Multicultural
History Society of Ontario (MHSO, Toromo, 1992) pp. 114-151. 

10. Oiva Saarinen's forthcoming book, Between a Roell and A Hard Place: An Historical
GeographY, of Ure Finns in tlte Sudbury Area, is an outstanding example of historical geography 
of a region and should serve as a model for studies of other Finnish Canadian communities. 

11. Some of the best examples of Canadian labour history texts which have integrated
wealth of information about the Finnish Canadians include: Bruce Kidd, The Struggle for:
Canadian Sport (University of Torolllo, 1996), especially his chapter four "Workers' Sport, 
Workers' Culture; Jan Radforth, Bushworhers and Bosses: Logging in Northern Ontario 1900-
1980 (University of Toromo Press, 1987); Joan Sangster, Dreams of Equality: Women 011 U1e" 
Canadian Left,1920-1950 (Toromo: McClelland & Stewart, 1989). Other Canadians of 
non-Finnish extraction who have r=rched the Finnish Canadian left include for example: 
Allen Seager, "Finnish Canadians and the Ontario Miner's Movement" in Polyplw11y, vol. 3 
no. 2, 1981 pp. 35-45. The Utopian socialist community of Sointula and its leaders has been 
of considerable interest to Canadian scholars. J. Donald Wilson (see endnote 8) has written 
numerous scholarly articles on Sointula as well as in the field of Finnish left-wing press and 
education. A recent addition to the Sointula studies is Paula Wild's Sointula: Island Utopia
(Harbour Publishing: Madeira Park, B.C., 1995) which also contains an extensive 
bibliography. 

12. For example see Nancy Mattson, Maria Brea/is lier Silence (Coteau Books, Regina, 1989),
Irma Milnes, Kaarina and U1e Sugar Bag Vest, (Annick Press, 1993); Aili GronlW1d Schneider, 
TI1e Finnish &iher's Daugluers, (MHSO, Toronto, 1986); Nelma Sillanpaa, Under tl1e NorU1em
Ligl1ts: My Memories of Life in the Finnish Commu11ity of Northern Ontario (Museum of 
Civilization, 1994) edited by Edward W. Laine; a classic Canadian children's book used in 
schools is Lyn Cook's, TI1e Bells on Finland Street, first published in 1950 and reprinted by 
Scholastic Canada Ltd. in 1991. 

13. Nclma Sillanpaa, Under Ure Northern Lights, pp. 32-33; Disc�ons with Nelma Sillanpaa
in Sudbury, 1996. 

14. Out of respect for the sensitive nature of these taboo areas I shall leave the informants
anonymous.
15. Nelma Sillanpaa, Under tire Northern Lights, p. 32.

c .. _..:_, '-
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" ter from Lauri Nurminen from Kirkland Lake, Ontario, May L 7. L 9 3 L to his mot her
.6;\tand. American Letter Collection K-ku:XlX, University of Turku Collections. 

fJ- 1..foullari. Edmonton. Alberta, 1914.

RG 76, vol.26. file 651 part 5, "Emigration from Finland, 1926-1944" microfilm reel
�463s. letter from G. E Buchana_n. Oty Sol!citor, Sudbury. Ontario to Deputy Minister of

· .!Iligration. 15 May 1931, Nauonal Archives of Canada. 

9 t,,1auri A Jalava, "Radicalism or a 'New Deal?" The Unfolding World View of the finnish

·iJi�igrants in Sudbury; 1883-1932, MA thesis, Laurentian University, 1983 pp. 240-41. 

O. Interview with Lahja Soderberg, Vancouver, B.C, 1982.

.1. Varpu Lindstrom, Defiant Sisters, pp. 47-52.

roveritar, 2.9. 1916, describes a suicide in Sicamous. B.C.

.4. Varpu Lindstrom, Defiant Sisters, p.79-83.
• 

Constance Backhouse, PeUicoats and Prejudice: Wonien and Law in NineteentJ1-Ce11tury
(Women's Press, Toronto, 1991) pp. 124- 36. 



0LAVI KOIVUKANGAS 

Challenges of Finnish 
Migration Research and 
Genealogy in the New 
Millenium 
Migr

�li�n zxi_ttems have changed considerably during a century and a half of 
Fmms� 1mm1grat!on. to N�rth Amenca. T/us requires adjustments to research
strategies and obp1.1ves wi.th regular intervals. With increasing numbers of 
descendants of immigrants in the United States and Canada new demands are 
pl�ed on genealogical resources and methods. In this articl;, Dr. Olavi 
Ko1vuhangas defines challenges for migration studies for the next millennium. 

S
ince 197 4 the Finnf arum conferences have constituted a reflectionof the past as. well as the present state of research Also in this conf er�nce .CFmnforu� V) �e have en joyed many excellentpapers and good d1SCUSS1ons. In this closing section we should consider thefuture. The world around us is changing more rcl:pidly than e.g. in the 1960swhen many of us embarked upon migration studies. Ethnic revival � a worldwide phenomenon. This has resulted· in ethnicco�cts a� we have seen in recent years, especially in former Yugoslavia andSo'?e� Uru_on. The descenda_nts of F!nnish immigrants are also eager to findtherr 1dent1ty, roots a�d relat1v� m_ F1�land This quest will be a challenge forresearch centres, archives, an9- inst1tut1ons in the field.

CHALLENGES OF FINNISH MIGRATION RESEARCH
Emigration 
Du:ing the past decades Finnish overse�s emigration has been studied�xtensi�ely. Much more. work remains to ·be done, especially in the area ofmtegrat1on and a�aptatlon. of Finnish immigrants, including second andsu_bsequent g�ne�at1on� A big landmark will be the six volume series calledHt

.
sto? of

_ 
Fmmsh Em

_
1gration initiated �nd published by the Institute ofM1grat1on m Turku, Fmland. This project is in line with the late professor 

.Srl"ri:il lcaP nf '"'""""'' ,.f r. .... :�l. c ..... �,-- , , 1 
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vilho Niitemaa's vision some 20 years ago which called for a ten v.olume 
bi.story of Finnish emigration. 

There are other areas of Finnish emigration to be studied in greater detail. 
After my new book on Finns in New Zealand'. more research should be done · · 

on Finnish emigration to Latin America to continue the work of the late Olavi 
Lahteenmal?' I am pleased that Eevaleena .Melkas.�s embark:d upon a study
of the Finnish utopian colony of Penedo m Brazil. Concermng the rea_so� 
for emigration, there is still a need for further study of the role of service m 
the Russian military for young Finnish men as a reason toemigrate between 
1878 - 1905.3 This would be a suitable topic for a dissertation. Ossi Viita ,of 
Reraseinajoki, who recently worked on a biography of the famous Finnish. 
Olympian Ville Rita.la

'. 
is working_ on a .PhD. t�esis title� "Th� .Impact_ of

Emigration on Population Change m PohJanmaa . Juha Niemela IS studying
Finnish immigrant music a.nd Kari Keuru migrant humour, representing 
sdlolars involved with new and interesting areas of research 
( Finland joined the European Union in 1995 and one of the central goals 
of the EU is the free movement of people between its member states. &cause 
of the serious recession in Finland and indeed in the entire Western Europe, 
n\.obility between the EU countries has been less than expected. There has 
been, however, some emigration of skilled Finns, architects, engineers, nurses, 
;tc., to Germany and other Western European countries. Another group has 
been short-term migrants employed by Finnish or international companies. 
The third group consist of the thousands of elderly Finns who spend part of 
c,he year in Spain or in other Mediterranean countries. Katri Suikki-I:Ioaj<anen 
of Turku has recently iniated a study on Fin!JS in Spain, especially the Finnish 
settlement of Los Pacos. 

' . Immigration 
1 In the last few years, Finland, traditionally a country of emigration, has 
become a country of immigration. Since 1991, East European countries have 
experienced greater' population movements than was the case under 
communist rule. Since 1990 Ingrians and other people of Finnish origin have, 
begun to move to Finland. The number of citizeI1:5 of foreigri countries in 
Finland has tripled in a few years and is now· 73 000, including 13 000 · 
refugees. There is a need to study the East-West as well as the South-North, 
migrations on an interdisciplinary basis and in collaboration with other 
countries experiencing similar movements. The study should include all forms· 
of movement: work, study, family union, search for asylum, illegal move
ments, etc. Another focus should be on the integration of the new immigrants 
and their children in Finland · 

Neo-Radsm and Xenofobia 
High unemployment is the biggest problem for immigrants in the labour 

market. It threatens to hinder integration into society, both in economic and 
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social terms. It also makes many immigrants and refugees dependem on the 
social well-fare system, This, in turn, has had a negative impact on the general 
perception of immigrants� The increase of racism and xenofobia is a matter 
of deep concern in Finland and needs to be studied urgently. A good research 
project would examine discrimination against ethnic minorities and foreigners 
within the labour market. Timo Jaakkola of the Institute of Migration is 
currently surveying the research situation of ethnic discrimination in Finland 
with the' aim of developing a barometer of Finnish attitudes towards 
foreigners. Obviously it may be difficult to get any government or other 
funding for this kind of research. Documentation and research of racism and 
xenofobia would, however, be useful for the Government when making 
decisions in fighting negative attitudes. It could also stimulate dialogue between 
the Government and the non-governmental sector, including immigrant 
organizations. Of these, the most important is the newly established Finnish 
branch ot the EU Migrants Forum. 

It has been clearly established that neo-racism is spreading throughout the 
European Union. One of the concerns is that original populations will soon 
become minorities in their own country, due to higher rate 9f fertility among 
immigrants and refugees: Throughout Western Europe popular support for

the radical right and xenofobic parties has grown dramatically. In France the 
National Front received 15 per cent of the votes in the last presidential 

election. The rise of right-wing extremism with strong racis
t and xenofobic 

views has received increasing attention from �olars, but there is a need for 
more detailed analysis of the nature and causes of the appeal of these radical 
movements. This research should be done in Europe in collaboration with 
American and other overseas �olars on the basis of an international 

theoretical and empirical framework. 

Policy Oriented Research 
In the future, migration studies should constitute ·a global framework for 

international, interdisciplinary, comparative and policy-relevant research. 
Projects should be open to all interested partners who apply a global 
perspective. These projects should not only be international, EU and Nordic 

oriented but also related to Russia and Eastern European developments. We 
need concrete proposals and action. The problem is not so much in initiating 
new research, but how to communicate research findings between researhers 
and policy-makers. 

Among future policy orientated migration research topics could be included 
the following: 

• migration legislation;
• immigrant policies, particularly, policies which govern issues of equitable 

access to basic services
• policies of integration;
• issues of ethnic conflict;
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• discrimination and racism

There is an obvious need for focusing efforts and establishing priorities.

funds have to be sought on a broad basis, using EU research grants. The role 

of the Institute of Migration should be to serve as catalyst and promotor of

such research.
' 

Internal Mobility in Finland 
In addition to international migration movements, internal mobility in

Finland is also an area which should be studied. Due to the economic

depression and high unemployment in Finland there has been press
u
re for 

both unemployed and skilled workers to move either to bigger provincial 

centers or to Helsinki and its surroundings. It has been estimated by a United

Nations study that Helsinki, together with Dus.seldorf and Lisbon, will be the

fastest growing centers of the European Union� Other alternatives to 

metropolitan Helsinki, such as emigration to Sweden or Western Europe need

to be studied as well. 
In Finland there is now a movement of people· from the countryside and

small centers to larger urban surroudings. Again much of it constitutes an

escape from farming - similar to the exodus to towns in the 1960s. Finland

has some 100 000 full-time farms and it is estimated that about 4 000 will

disappear annually in the following decade. This transition should also be

srudied At the present time, the Institute of Migration is working on this kind

of project with several Regional Councils in Western Finland. 

RE
S
EARCH ON FINNS IN THE UNITED STATES AND CANADA

Since the days of Salomon Ilmonen much research has been done on 

Finnish immigrants in North America. As Peter Kivisto has reminded us, the

history of Finnish America has been written almost exclusively by individuals

of Finnish descent. There are, however, a few exceptions such as j. Donald

Wilson and Gary London.7 

I would like to make just a few o'tt.ervations concerning research on Finns

in North America. The history of the Finni
s
h settlers in the Delaware River

valley since 1638 should be studii�cnn greater detail. More than half of the

permanent settlers are esti mated to have been of Finnish origin.8 

The reasons of leaving Finland and the process of migration have been 

covered quite well. ln the future, the focus should be on the integration,

settlement, and social and cultural activities after immigration to the new

country. Second and subsequent generations should be studied more

comprehensively. As the United States and Canada are huge countries such

studies should perhaps be done by states or provinces. We already have the

his
tory of Finns in Michigan, Minnesota and some other states. Priority

should be given to the Western mountain states as well as the Pacific coast

regions. Carl-Gustav Olin has studied Finns in Alaska� but much more work 
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remains to be done. Recently I have asked William R. Copeland to continue 
his studies on Finns in Florida. 

From the Canadian side of the border I would like to mention the excellent 
research done by Varpu Lindstrom and other scholars. Much more research 
remains, however, to be done also in Canada. Some ten years ago Lennard 
Sillanpaa pointed out that the study of Finland-Swedes in Canada had been 
badly neglected10 Anders Myhrman in his book Fin/ands Svenskar i Amenha

had its focus on the United States. I am pleased that Mika R,oinila has taken 
up the challenge to study the· 10 000 Finnish Canadians who arrived in the 
pre-1930 period.11 This study of Finland�Swedes explores a unique cultural 
identity within the Nordic countries.. It is important to know how this culture 
has survived and adapted in Canada. 
. There are many good ethnographic approaches among second and third 

generation Finnish Americans. Good examples are the studiesi by Peter 
Kivist612 and recently by Eleanor Palo Stoller who focuses on ways of 
measuring ethnicity, involving cultural, social, behaviorial and personal 
dimensions.13 

As noted in this conference, most research has been related to the 
pre-WWII period. · A big challenge remains for scholars both in North 
America and Europe to study the culture and the ethnic maintenance of North 
American Finns and their descendants in the post-WWI era. 

I welcome more scholars to join this fascinating field of studying the 
survival of Finnish identity and ethnic heritage in North America. We are also 
happy to invite young scholars - as well as older ones - to our libraries and 
archives in Finland and Europe. · 

NATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL NETWORKS 
For co-operative future migration research, it is important to establish 

direct links between scholars and institutions involved in migration studies all 
over the world In Finland the Institute of Migration has developed a network 
called MEV (Migration and Ethnicity Research Network). It already has some 
230 members on electronic mail and has national or international seminars 
at least once a year. 

There are similar electronic networks in other European countries, often 
supported by the European l}nion, which promotes r�rch on migration and 
European refugee problems.11 There should· be more f uncling in order to 
connect the:e national networks to a larger European network in the future. 
As we move into the next millenium it is not enough just to study the past 
and contemporary patterns in international and national migration 
movements. We need, now more than ever, scientific research on population 
prop:tions and forecasts of future alternatives.. This would be a real challenge 
- especially for historians.
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GENEALOGICAL ISSUES 
Immigrants from Finland, "the uprooted", in most cases had a hard lif � in 

settling down in a foreign environment, culture and language. The frr_st 
eneration among Finnish Americans, as was foun? bf a st�dy of. �al�nd 

jokinen in 1955, experienced alienation and margmabty, with a�m1l�tion 
being the key to understanding the second and subse�uent generauons. . , The children of Finnish immigrants were educated m the culture and habits 
f the new homeland Immigrants growing old watched their children slowly 

:earring from the old ways and the old language. T�e �ond gener�tion of ten
felt themselves to be half American - half Fmrush. Sometimes they
"americanized" their old family names - if their parents had not done so 
already. While the second generation was more or less between the two 
cultures, the third generation felt distinctly American. . The third and fourth generation ethnic, according to Anthony Smith,
inhabit a world in which the original ethnic culture no longer shapes their 
lives, but where ethnicity still manages to "retain an emotiona.l aura". 16 

Americans have traditionally been a forward looking people, more mterested 
in the future than in the-past. But there have always been persons who have 
been interested in their ethnic background, and in genealogy - or more 
modestly - in family history. 

The late 19th century was a period characterized by a quest for ancestors, 
' particularly for old stock Americans. Among these can � included . the
. descendants of the first Finns who settled in the Delaware River valley smce 
'1638, e.g., the Morton and Tossava - later Tussey - families. The depression . decade of the 1930s was also a time of renewed interest in tracing family 
histories. The search for roots has been a characteristic of troubled, 
economically and psychologically unsettled times. In the 1970s Alex Haley's 
"Roots" gave a tremendous impetus to the family history movement. Family 
history became a part of daily· life and ordinary people were studied as makers 
of history. At the end of this millenium, ethnicity and roots are still important 
issues in North America - as well as all over the world. 

All this holds tnie for the descendants of the Finnish immigrants. As 
Finnfest and other ethnic events indicate, the contemporary consciousness of 
Finnish Americans of their origin and heritage has become a common 

'. d�nominator. Over one million persons of Finnish extraction in the United 
States and Canada are well aware. of their ethnicity and are participating in 
heritage oriented activities. In this context, Pro p:t 34, designeq to preserve 
Finnish American culture for the third and fourth generations, is an excellent 
idea. The same interest can be found i_n·Australia, New·zealand, Sweden and 
in other areas of Finnish immigration. 
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Emigrant Register
Genealogical research starts with information from living persons. The 

next step should be the search for family documents related to grandparents 
and their forbears. After genealogical sources in America have been exhausted, 
the search should be transferred to Finland. 

As a result of the Delaware 350 celebration in 1988, the Institute of 
Migration started to build an extensive Register of Finnish Emigrants. From 
old pas.sports, passenger lists and from the death records of Finnish emigrants 
in the custody of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, information has been 
collected to-date for 360 000 emigrants. The Emigrant Register also responds 
to inquiries, which are growing all the time. 

Reunion of Families 
Many third and subsequent generation Finns in America, interested in their

roots, have visited - or will visit - Finland to find and meet their relatives. It
is a rewarding e>.'J)erience to reunions of family branches after so many 
decades, sometimes over a century. It has been noted that after a visit to
Finland, a third or fourth generation person of Finnish origin, returns with a
realization that he or she is a Finnish American with a unique background of 
beliefs, customs, and values�

7 The exploration of one's ethnicity has thus 
resulted in the formation of a new historical consciousness. Genealogy can be
helpful in gaining perspective on where the world stands in the quest for peace
and international understanding by reminding us that humanltjnd is one big
family and that we are all related to each othe�. 

OlA VI KOIVUKANGAS, PhD., is Director of the Migration Institute in Turku, 
Finland In his research he has f ocus.sed on Australia and New Zealand Prominent 
among the books he has authored are Sea, Gold and Sugarc.ane Finns in Australia 1851-
1947 (1986) and From the Midnight Sun to the Long White Cloud (1996). 
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PART J.J: 
"OFFSHOOT FROM THE TREE OF FINLAND" 

ELEANOR PALO STOLLER

Expressions of Finnish
American Ethnic Identity
Among Second and Third
Generation Resp�ndents 1

Mailed questionnaire data from a sample of second- and third-generation 
Finnish Americans are analyzed to detennine the impact of generation of 
immigration, personal characteristics, and geographic context on the expres
sion of ethnic identity. Results indicate that Finnish American ethnicity 
involves both subjective awareness and concrete behaviors. Generational 
differences are consistent with scholars who hypothesize declines in the 
intensity of ethnic attachment across generations of immigration, but they 
also demonstrate that the shape of trajectories vary among different dimen
sions of ethnicity. Furthermore, tlte importance of ethnicity varies by social 
location and geographic context, even when controlling for generation of 
immigratio�.

he· image of ethnicity emerging in recent research on native-Tborn European-Americans emphasizes the malleability of bothcollective and individual conceptions of ethnic identity(Gelfand & Barresi 1987). This approach contrasts with earlier conceptions

1This research was supported by Gram No. ROI AG10791, National lllSlilute on Aging. US Department 
of Health and Human Servic£s 
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f ethnicity as grounded in traditional ethnic culture (Guttman 1986). 
�ather than viewing ethnicity as a transp.lanted sense of na�io.nality, these 
scholars interpret the emergence of a parncular group's ethmc 1dent1ty as a 
cultural construction grounded within specific historical contexts and 
responding to changes in the lives of both individuals and the group (Conzen
et al. 1990; Blanck 1989). . . . According to this constructJorust perspecuve, European Amencan
ethnicity is a variable with differing modes of expression, cultural content, 
and levels of intensity (Gans 1994; Bakalian 1993; Nagel 1994 ). At the 
individual level, European Americans can choose whether to identify, how 
important an ethnic label should be, and how they express their ethnicity. 
Ethnic identity permits considerable latitude for people of European heritage: · For the person who chooses to identify, an identity can be expressed. by 

a curiosity about the immigrant e>..-perience, perhaps viewed nostalgically 
as having a, bittersweet authenticity in which the too assimilated third
and fourth-generation ethnic Americans cannot share; by participation in 
political activities with ethnic themes concerned with the homeland or a 
group's standing in American society; by a fondness for ethnic cuisine; or 
by myriad other outlets (Alba 1990:303). 

'.An emphasis on individual choice does not imply random variation in 
constructions of ethnicity. People's location within social structures, 
ge¥-aphical location, and historical time influence the availability of options 
from which they fashion identity (Stoller 1996). Perhaps the most dramatic 
differences occur across generations of immigration. The raw material from 
which people construct their conceptions of ethnic identity becomes more 
elaborate over time, as successive generations develop their own definitions 
of ethnicity (Hurtado et al. 1994 ). For the first generation, ethnicity is a 
"roncrete, unreflective, lived experience! while for subsequent generations it 
becomes more abstract, idealized, reflective, and ultimately optional (Kivisto 
t989:67). As Hurtado et al. (1994: 134) explain:'· New ways of thinking about the self and about ethnicity were added as

older ways were refined and retuned as well. Each generation had a richer 
cultural repertoire of identity constructions to draw upon. Multiplicity is 
the cultural, historical ·legacy of the later generations. 

1 This paper examines gene'rational differences in the expression of 
ethnicity among contemporary Finnish Americans born in the United States. 
It employs an adaptation of the model of Finnish American ethnicity 
developed by (Stoller 1996), which emerged through qualitative analysis of 
unstructured interviews with a purposive sample of second- ·and third
generation Finnish Americans. The model employed includes three 
dimensions:· Affinity with Coethnics, Orientation to Finland, and Real 
World Ethnicity. 

Affinity with Coethnics assesses the extent to which people identify with 
other Finnish Americans. This dimension includes a sense of kinship with 
other Finnish Americans. All of the respondents in Stoller's (1996) 
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qualitative interviews said they felt a special bond with people of the sameethnic background, even if they were meeting for the first time. Themajority believed they could of ten recognize Olher people with Finnishbackgrounds, even if they could not always articulate their criteria. Peopletold of rooting for contestants with Finnish names in competitive events andtaking special interest in the careers of public figures or celebrities of Finnishdescent. All of the respondents indicated that their ethnicity .was importantto them, but they differed in the salience attached to their ethnic identity.For some, being of Finnish heritage was a central component of theiridentity, but for others, it was only one of several competing components.
Orientation to Finland incorporates nostalgia toward the immigrantexperience, attachment to an ancestral homeland, and involvement incontemporary Finland. Stoller's respondents were proud of tl:ie struggles and success of their immigrant forebears, and they often personalized thesaga of the immigrant experience within the context of their own families.Many emphasized collective contributions of Finnish Americans to variousaspects of American life (e.g., the sauna, the cooperative movement, log cabinconstruction techniques, and political activism, particularly in the labor orsocialist movements). They expressed pride in Finnish history (e.g., repayingwar debts, maintaining independence) and in Finnish culture (music,architecture, and design). Images of Finland were often grounded in ruraiimagery, despite awareness and perhaps pride in the modernity of Finland.Although a few respondents reported more active involvement in the life ofcontemporary Finland, most were detached from issues of major concernto Finland. Topics like Finland's current economic troubles or entrance intothe European Community were mentioned primarily by respondents withoccupational ties t.o Finland. 

The Real World Ethnicity dimension underscores the symbolic nature ofethnicity expressed by Stoller's respondents. None were immersed in anethnic environment 24 hours a day, but all reportecj at least occasionalbehaviors that they attributed to their ethnic identity (e.g., preparing Finnishrecipes, following holiday customs). Some expressed their ethnic heritage bydecorating their homes with Finnish.artifacts. Marriage to people of otherethnic backgrounds increased across gen�ration, a trend few saw asproblematic, but some believed there were still advantages to marrying otherpeople of Finnish background. Alttiough the infrastructure of. the oldimmigrant communities has largely disappeared, a number of Stoller'srespondents still participated in Finnish ethnic activities, socialized withfriends of Finnish heritage, and subscribed to Finnish or Finnish Americanpublications. 
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METHODS 
To explore generational differences in these dimensions of Finnish 

American ethnicity, I analyze quantitative data gathered through mailed 
questionnaires that incorporated multiple indicators of each of the three 
dimensions of Stoller's (1996) model. Questionnaires were distributed to a 
systematic sample (with a random start) of 1000 individuals selected from
a frame created by combining FinnFest registration lists with subscription 
lists to Finnish Americana and The Finnish American Reporter. This initial
sample yielded 964 eligibles, of whom 685 returned the questionnaires for 
a completion rate of 71.1 percent. For this analysis, we limit attention to 
rhe 530 second-generation and 24 3 third-generation respondents. 

Owracteristics of the Sample. Second-generation respondents were older 
rhan third-generation respondents. Whereas 67.7 percent of the G2s were 
70 years or older, only 8.5 percent of the G3s had reached their seventieth 
birthday. In contrast, 41.5 percent of the G3s in comparison with 26.4 
pe�cent of the G2s were between 55 and 69 years of age and 5.0 percent of 
the G3s in comparison with only 5.9 percent of the G2s were unde:r 55 
years. The proportion of women was slightly higher among G2s _(52.3. 
percenq than among G3s ( 45.8 percent), a difference consistent with the 
distribution of age. Third generation respondents exhibited somewhat higher 
levels of education. Sixty-eight percent of the G3s were college graduates, in 
comparison to 36 percent of the G2s; 36.3 percent of the G2s ended theµ
education after high school in comparison with only 16.3 percent of the G3s. 

Third generation respondents were no less likely than second generation 
responde�ts to live in areas of traditional Finnish settlem.ent or in area� with 
larger numbers of Finnish organizations. The major cliff erence .in residence 
patterns was the significantly higher proportion of G3s in the Midwest (74.6 
percent as opposed to 49.4 percent of G2s). Second generation respondents 
w�re slightly more likely to live in the Northeast (12.2 percent vs. 6.0 
percent) and the West (20.6 percent VS. 12.1 percent), but there were no 
significant differences in the mid-Atlantic region, the Southeast, or the 
SQuthwest. 

The Instrument. The mailed questionnaire consisted of observable 
indicators of each dimension of the modified model of Finnish American 
ethnic identity. These indicators were extracted from transcripts of the 
unstructured interviews analyzed by Stoller (1996). Respondents scored 
most items using a five-point Liken-type rating from strongly agree to 
strongly disagree. The last three items employed counts of the number of 
frequency of events. The questionnaire also elicited demographic background 
information. Questionnaires yvere pretested on a convenience sampl�. of 
second- and third-generation Finnish Americans. 

Analytic Strategy. We began by comparing responses of second- and 
third-generation responses on each item. Interpreting these bivariate 
relationships is complicated, however, by the fact that generation of 
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im�igrant is corre_late_d with fac�ors sue? as age, education, geographic resid�nce, a�� th� hkehho_o� of mixed hentage, all of which also inOuen ethmc ident1f1cation. Omittmg these other factors results in specificat· · hi h h · f · ion error, �n w c t e impact o generation of immigration also reflects the 
causal impact of the omitted variables. 

To �ddress th!-5 issue of _P�tential specificati?n error, I estimated multiple reg�ession equ�t10ns predi_ctm? scores each dimension of ethnicity on tlie baSJS of g�n�ration of 1mmi�at1on _and two sets of covariates: other personal charactenst1cs and geographic location. Other personal characteristics includ€ a?e' �ducation, sex, and whether the respondent reports an exclusive! 
�mmsh (= 1) as opposed to a mixed(= O) heritage. Geographic residen y 
m�orporat� three dimensions: region of the country (New England an1 
m1d-Atlant1c, South, West, Midw�t), living in an area of traditional Finnish 
settlement Cl = Yes, 0 Otherwise), and the number of Finnish ethn· organizations within a 25 mile radius (truncated at 10 or more due to 'r 1 
skewed distribution of this variable). The uneven geographic distribution 0respo�dents precluded finer distinctions by region of residence. T · 
�ech�tqu� has �he effect of standardizing our estimates of generation 10 
�,mmigration wuh respect to these compositional variables. We can ask
What _would be the effect of generation of immigration if the differen 

generations were the same on these other factors?" 
Because of empirical and structural zeroes in the crosstabulation 0 

ge?graphic region a�� are�s of traditional Finnish settlement, only tn 
Midwest could be dlVlded mto areas of traditional Finnish settlement . 
other areas. In interpreting the coefficients for region, it will be helpful t 
rem��ber t_hat_ most New Englanders in the sample live in areas 0 traditional Fmmsh settlement, whereas most Southerners and Westerners:a 
n�t. However, New England respondents are also more likely tna 
Midwestern respondents living in areas of traditional Finnish settlement· t 
live in large metropolitan areas in which Finnish Americans are a relative! 
small �n_d less visible segment of the population. The omitted category for: 

the regional comparisons is "areas of traditional Finnish settlement in 
Midwest. " Coefficients for other regions indicate how that region compa 
to the omitted category. .I 

RESULTS 
Two tec�niqu� �mmarize generational cliff erences in response to each 

of the questionnaire items. Table 1 pre9::nts the univaria_te frequencies of the 
responses for each questionnaire item separately for second- and for thira
generation respondents. An asterisk before an item indicates that differences 
in the ratings between second- and third-generation respondents are 
statistically significant (prob. < .05). 
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Table 2 summarizes the results of the regression analysis. The first 
column pr�nts t�e �oefficient from � simple lin�ar e_quation regressing score

the quesnonnaire item on generation of 1mm1grat1on (G2 vs. G3, with G2
on the reference category). A negative coefficient indicates that G3s evidence
:eaker agreement �hat �2s. The o�her_ co)u�ns contain estimates from the

ult\variate equauons mcorporatmg md1vidual and geographic covariates.
: indicated ab?ve, the par�ial coe�ficient for_ generation of immigration
summarizes the impa�t of bemg a third generation respondent (in compari
son to second ge�erauon respondents) on response to the questionnaire item,
et of the covanates. 

Generation of Immigration 

Generation of immigration was significantly related to all three indicators· 
f Affinity with Coethhics at the bivariate level (See Table 1 ). In each case, 
2s evidenced a greater ethnic attachment th.an G3s. G2s were more li�ely 

0 agree that they "take a special interest in the careers of public figures or 
ebrities if they have a Finnish name," that they "can usually recogn�� 

nother person of Finnish heritage," and that "they feel a special bond when 
ey meet another person of Finnish descent -- almost as if they were 
0i,n in advance.". Adding the covariates reduced the i.qipact of gener�tiqn 

f irrlmigration �low the .05 level of significance for. air t_qre_e *ms, 
Ithcfugh t� signs of the coefficients were still consistent wiqi lower lev�J.s 9f 
Iini,ty among G3s. As discussed below, older age and lower t�vels of second· 

ener.._ation resppndents accounts for some of the generational differences 
rved at the ·bivariate level. 

1$.�re is no evidence that pride in the immigrants' il}dividual aµ:omplish
ents or their collective contribution to American life. declines with 

ener'�tion. of immigra'tion. Neither the bivariate nor the _ad justed Goeffi
� nJ were significant for _ either of these two items ("It is tmportai:it' for iµy 

. dren and grandchildren to know about the contribqtions"the immigrant 
eration made to the U.S. -- contributions to. the cooperative inov_eµierit,'. 

to the labor mov�IJ)ent, or to the church" and "I am proud of_th�. iliiP1igrant · 
iration. They worked hard and overcame tremendous obstacle§"in order 

0 5\.\Cceed {n this country"). As expected, childhqod memories groJnded in 
he immigrant generation were mqre likely among G2s than am'9ng.G.3s. 
"'When I think about my childhood, my memories az:J clo�ly .tied t,o. 'the' 
unmigrant generation"), and adding the covariates 'did not eliminate .the 
unpact of generation of immigratio_n on this item, although the magnitude 
f the effect decreased. · · · ' 

• 
• I Third generation respondents expressed less attachm�nt to an ancestral 

ri�age than did. second generation respondents. They were less like\y "to 
agr� th.at, "when they thi_nk �bout Finland, they thin� most aboµt� t�ecou��_ry s _great cultural contributions -- the legends of the Kalevala, the
music o� Sibelius, the architecture of the Saarinens" or tha� "when they think about Fmland, they still think of the old-fashioned country their parents or 
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grandparents left behind when they came to the United States." G3 
respondents also expressed less pride than did G2 respondents in "Finland's paying her war debts and maintaining her independence for the past 7S 
years." Once again, the covariates reduced the impact of generation of 
immigration on the items; none of the coefficients for generation of 
immigration were significant in the multivariate equations for items tapping attachment to an ancestral heritage. The significant differences at the bivariate level can be accounted for by compositional characteristics of thetwo generations. 

Involvement in contemporary Finland is also more prevalent among second- than among third-generation respondents at the bivariate level. G2 
respondents were more likely to say that they made a concerted effort to keep up with the news in Finland, to agree that "it is important for Finnish 
Americans to realize how much Finland has rµodemized since the days when many of the immigrants came over", and to report forming "a strong 
opinion during the recent debate about whether or not Finland shou_ld join 
the European community." Generational differences in the last two·item� 
disappear in the multivariate analysis, but G2s remain more committed than 
G3s to keeping up-to-date on news from Finland, even controlling for
individual and geographic covariates. 1 

Real World Ethnicity encompasses two subdimensions: Everyday Ufe 
and Immersion in Ethnic Infrastructure. Only one of the three indicator� o( 
Everyday Life ("When I think about the people with whom I spend my 
leisure time, a great number of them are Finnish") reflected general 
differences at the bivariate level. There were no generational differel').ces,Jn 
reports that respondents ate Finnish foods on a regular basis or decorated 
their homes to reflect their Finnish heritage. The coefficient for leisure tiriie 
retained its significant in the multivariate equations, although diminishing in
magnitude. 

Second generation respondents were more closely linked to an ethJ1ic 
infrastructure than their third-generation counterparts. They are.more likely 
to agree that there are "definite advantages for Finnish Americans to mar�y 
other Finnish Americans." G2s subscribed to more ethnic publications and 
made financial contributions to a larger number of ethnic organizations 
than G3s, but there was no generational difference reported in the frequency 
of ethnic activities. Of these three items, only financial contributions to 
Finnish or Finnish American organizations retained significance in the 
multivariate analysis. 

Other Personal Characteristics. 

Among the other personal characteristics, age and education were the 
most consistent predictors of ethnicity, even after controlling for the effects 
of generation of immigration. All of the significant coefficients for age were 
positive, indicating that older respondents exhibited higher levels of ethnic 
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.� tification than their younger counterparts. Age had the most consistent
f'enact on Involvement in Contemporary Finland but was least like to 
f Puence aspects of Real World Ethnicity. 
:uifl

ln some cases, increased education diminished ethnic identification. Better
ed cated respondents were less strongly tied to their ancestral homeland and
,u e less likely to spend their leisure time with other Finnish Americans.

1/�vever, they were more actively involved in ethnic infrastructure. 
· 0 The other personal characteristics had a less consistent impact. Men were

ore likely than women to try to keep up-to-date on news from Finland 
, d to develop strong opinions on contemporary issues in Finland, whereas 
tmen were more likely to emphasize Finla_nd's cultural contributions and 
�fo decorate their homes in a manner than reflects their ethnic heritage. 
· People of exclusively Finnish background made fina_ncial contributions
0 a larger number of Finnish or Finnish American organizations. They
·ere more likely to agree that their "childhood memories were closely tied

0: the immigrant generation," but they were less likely to report that their 
Lage of Finland is still grounded in the old-fashioned country their 
orebears left behind." People of exclusively Finnish heritage score higher 

n people of mixed heritage on b�th dimensions of Orientation to Finland 
.d Real World Ethnicity, but they were no more likely to score higher on 
finity with Coethnics. Apparently this more subjective dimensioI?- is 

etained in the absence of either concrete behaviors or identification with the 
omeland 

Geographic Covariates . . 
Geographic context had little impact on Affinity with Coethnics and 

brientation toward Finland but played a greater role in explaining variation 
!fr. items tapping Real World Ethnicity. Only two of th� 48 coefficients 

i.ng geographic region to Affinity with Coethniq; or Orientation Toward 
·· 'fnd were significant. These two coefficients both involved respondents
rom the South, who were less likely than Midwestern respondents in 
traditionally Finnish areas to try to keep up-to-date on news from Finland
nd believed it was less important for children and grandchildren to know 

:about immigrant contributions to the U.S. 
Region of the country strongly influenced responses to indicators of 

�c involvement in everyday life. In comparison to respondents living in 
traditionally Finnish !egions of the Midwest, other respondents were less 
.likely to spend leisure time with other Finnish Americans and to eat Finnish 
;foods on a regular basis. Respondents living in the South and West were also 
I� likely to decorate their homes in a way that reflects their Finnish 
heritage. 
. Geographic regibn also influenced attitudes toward marriage. Respon.dents living in the South, the West, and outside traditionally Finnish regions
�f the Midwest were less likely to identify advantages associated with 
endogamous marriage patterns. 
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The other indicators of participation in an ethnic infrastructure Were related to formal organizations and publications. A larger number of Finnish American organizations within a 25-mile radius was associated With receiving a larger number of ethnic publications, with more frequent participation in Finnish American organizations, and with more financial contributions to ethnic organizations. 

DISCUSSION 
The results reported in this paper demonstrate that ethnicity among these Finnish American respondents is indeed a multidimensional construe� encompassing subjective awaren� as well as concrete behaviors. Ethnid constrnctions weave historical elements with contemporary co11tent, creatin, understandings that blend with other dimensions of personal identities, wit� ethnic resources in the environment, and with the exigencies of everyday lifcl Th� respondents exhibited considerable variation in the extent to wbi,c}il 

they embraced different dimensions. Although our analyses are consist�nt,1 
with scholars who hypothesize declines in the intensity of ethnic attachrnen 
across generations of immigration, they also demonstrate that the shape o 
the trajectories vary among the different dimensions of ethnicity. Genera• 
tional differences were not consistent across questionnaire items. Furth�r� 
more, the multivariate analyses demonstrated that the salience of ethnicit 
varies by social location and geographical context, even when controlling fo 
generation of immigra�ion. 

Generational differences evident at the bivariate level of teh diminish 
when personal and geographical covariates were incorporat�d. This does. no 
mean that generational differences do not exist, but it does mean that th 
differences can be explained by differences in the sociodemograp,hi 
composition and geographic distribution between the two generations. Rori 
example, older respondents and respondents with lower levels of educatio 
were more likely than other respondents to q.escribe a feeling of kinshjp wit 
other Finnish Americans. Older age and lower levels of education are al
characteristics that describe G2s in comparison with G3s. The multivar��t 
analysis enables us to separate the effects of these covariates from the effec 
of generation of immigration, decomposing the bivariate coefficient into 
particular components. 

The contexts in which people live is associated with expressions of their; 
ethnic identity. This is most evident with respect to the geographic 
covariates. Respondents living in traditionally Finnish areas of the Midwest 
were more likely to endorse items tapping ethnicity in everyday life, eveµ 
controlling for generation of immigration and the other covariates.' 
Similarly, involvement in an ethnic infrastructure is more frequent iri 
communities with a large number of ethnic organizations. This result is 
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·scent with Alba's (1990) notion of the supply side of ethnicity. As he1I1Sl 
1}ains: . . . . . Ethnic neighborhoods are important not merely as V1S1ble manif estauons 

f ethnicity, but also for their capacity to concentrate the institutions and 
�ultures of an ethnic group thereby keeping alive the sentim�nts and 
loyalties associated_ with ethnicity_ in a?ult residents and socializing a new 
generation to ethmc ways .... Ethruc neighborhoods can serve as beacons of 
ethnicity for those group members who reside in more assimilated settings. 
Outlying ethnics can travel to these neighborhoods in order to visit with 
relatives and old friends, to purchase the needed ingredients for ethnic
dishes or other kinds of ethnic supplies, and to attend traditional 
celebrations. (p. 254 ). 

Incorporating ethnic foods and artifacts in one's daily routine, spending 
ire time in ethnically homogeneous social networks, and participating in 
1 organizations is facilitated by proximity to Finnish American 

immunities. However, these results may also reflect a selection effect, in 
rfuclipeople for whom ethnicity is important remain in or move to regions 

a high concentration of coethnics. 
Jhere is some evidence that social context also influences Real World 

"city, even when controlling for geographic region. The finding that 
tion was negatively related to the proportion of leisure time spend with 

:thnics suggests that higher levels of education lead to integration into 
1r;cosmopolit�n social networks. More highly educated people soc;:ialize 
'a broader range <?f individuals. At the same time, they are more likely 

n people with less education to immerse themselves in an ethnic 
raJtructure, a finding consistent with the greate� financial resources and 

.ote'�tensive involvement in voluntary associations characteristic of more 
.y,·educated Americans (Niedert & Farley 1985). 

Although geographic and social context facilitate the expression of 
.earWorld Ethnicity, they have minimal impact on either Affinity with 

fnics or Orientation towar� Finland. These more subjective expressions 
,�IJ.nicity are ,:etained in the absence of either COl).crete.daily behaviors or 
.rt�9pation in an ethnic infrastructures. Despite the importance of the 

ply side" of ethnicity in enhancing awareness, Alba (1990) also found 
t people who moved away from their families made a more concerted 

Ion to maintain and transmit an ethni� iden,tity, perhaps because they 
rceive their ethnicity as more precarious. The absence of regional effects 

.Affinity to Coethnics .and Orientation Toward Finland suggests that 
.ba's argument applies to these Finnish American respondents. 
Th,e positive coefficients for age in the multiple regression equations are 

'.115istent with an ag4lg-e1cplanation, i.e., that the importance of ethnic 
lentity increases as people get older. Existing literature provides some 

, port (or this int�rpretation (Climo 1990; Gelfand & Barresi 1987). Simic 
.1985) and Weibel-Orlando (1988) model the relationship between life 
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stag� and degree of e_chnic identification as a parabola. During one's youth;the mfluence of fanuly, church or synagogue, and neighborhood "imme the indi�idual in,,an e�cultural matrix that fosters deep identification �t the ethmc group _(�e1bel-Orlando 1988, p. 351). Dunng adulthood, the 
demands of p�bl�c mvol�ement (e.g., educatio:1

'. 
work, and bureaucratic concerns) mm1m1Ze the importance �f e_thmcny. With old age and retirement, however, the values and obhgat10ns of the public sphere rece in importance and "the need for a sense of self-esteem and achievement ma be realized through revitalization of the ethnic culture of one's youth" (Si 1985, p. 68). Using a life course perspective, Luborsky and Rubenstein 

(1987) suggest that ethnicity as an organizing principle emerges at keY, moments when a person is consolidating a new identity, whether it be as a immigrant to America, a retiree, or a widower. 
Several cautionary statements should be considered before applying t perspective to Finnish Americans. First, this is a cross-sectional study. w

have no information about the intensity of ethnic attachment elder! respondents experienced earlier in their lives. Neither can we project t 
salience of ethnicity of younger respondents as they grow older. Second, a 
is a proxy for historical experience as well as for chronological age. Middl 
aged and elderly respondents, regardless of generation of immigration, -ar; 
more likely to have memories grounded in the active Finnish immigrant communities that have largely disappeared in most regions of the U. . 
Perhaps early exposure to these communities provides a reservoi; 0 experiences unavailable to people born in the 1960s or 1970s. Finally, 
parabolic pattern described by anthropologists may be specific to the agj,n 
adult children of European immigrants who comprised the 1880 to 192 
wave of immigration. As Nathan Glazer (1980) observes, a generationa 
theory can fit the experiences of a particular ethnic group for fortuito 
reasons based on concrete historical circumstances. 

Despite the significance of particular coefficients, the variables in�luded · 
the multivariate analysis explained only a small portion of the variance· 
expressions of ethnicity. They explained only three percent of the varian 
in feeling a special bond when meeting someone of Finnish descent, · 
believing one can recognize coethnics, and in stressing the importance o 
teaching children and grandchildren about immigrant contributions to t 
U.S. The proportion of variance explained was highest for agreeing tha 
childhood memories were tied to the immigration generation (19 percent) 
and spending a significant portion of leisure time with other people of 
Finnish heritage (17 percent). The mailed questionnaire data collection 
protocol limited the range of information that could be elicited, and future 
research should explore additional personal characteristics, including 
childhood experiences -in an ethnic environment, salience of ties with 
immigrant parents and grandparents, and ethnicity of respondent's spouse. 
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The multi-method approach used in this research provides insights 
es.sible through a single methodology. The qualitative data from the 

a.CC ccured interviews probed the potential range of ethnic expression, and 
verbatim transcripts yielded subtleties that were difficult to capture 
ugh the more structured data collection protocol. The analysis of the 

:titative data from the mailed questionnaires provided insight in�o the 
requency of particular expressions of ethnicity along generational, personal, 

d geographic dimensions. 
n Neither set of findings, however, can be generalized beyond our 

ndents: people who exhibit enough interest in their Finnish American 
eritage to subscribe to an ethnic publication or attend a national ethnic 
Iebration. Despite limitations in this study, the results mark the first 

uempt to study Finnish American ethnicity using a large, national sample. 
applicability of this model to the larger population of people who report 

Finnish American heritage remains an empirical question for future
quiries. 

NOR PALO STOUER is a Professor of Health Policy University of Floridamesville. She has studied Finnish American ethnicity in several projects. Anicle of hers entitled "Sauna, Sist!- and Sibelius: Ethnic identity among. Finnishericans" appeared in The Sociological Quarterly-last year. 
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ANNELI YLANKO 

Role of Heritage Schools in 
Ethnic Maintenance and 
Development in Canada 
Finnish immigrant communities value their cultural heritage as a treasure 
to pass on to future generations. In this article Anneli Ylanho analyses the
teaching of Finnish language and culture at the grassroots level in Finnish
language schools in Canada. She traces the evolution of the demographics 
of the Finnish language schools and explores the sources and levels of sup-: 
port. Some aspects of the goals and achievements of the Finnish Language 
Teachers' Association of Canada are also introduced. 

T
his article aims to offer some insight into the role of the Fi
language schools in Canada and the Finnish Language Tea 
Association of Canada in ethnic maintenance and developme Maintaining Finnish cultural heritage and fostering Finnish as our hetitalanguage at the grassroots level are among the main responsibilities of 

Finnish language schools. Finnish schools, therefore, strive to reach full vitaut 
as vibrant sources of Finnish language and cultural education. 

The universal attitudes of the past two decades favour seeking 0ne 
roots ·and appreciating one's cultural heritage. Many parents wis 
their children to maintain, recover or acquire Finnish heritage 1� 
guage and their Finnish cultural heritage in Finnish language sch'oo 
Second and third generation Finnish Canadians have revived thei 
appreciation of their linguistic and cultural heritage. "Immigrants bheart", for example Finns-by-marriage, often go to school to lear
more about their spouse's cultural and linguistic background. 

FINNISH LANGUAGE SCHOOLS IN CANADA 
The Finnish community in Canada was arguably the first in tb 

world to establish supplementary Finnish language schools to convethe richness of the Finnish· cultural heritage to future ·generations. Th
first one, the Toronto Finnish Language School was establish 
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f ·ally in 1960. The second school, in Thunder Bay, was founded in 
, �� and the lhird, the Sudbury Finnish School, began teaching 
fr· .;lly in 1971. 1 Other Finnish schools in Ontario were founded in 
' t:arly 80s as part of _on�ario's Min_istry of Educati�n Herita�e 
aucation Program. _The Fmrnsh School m Sault St� M_ane was offi
:allY founded only m 1986 (�ee note 1)._ Otta_wa. Fmrnsh S�hool _ has
·. acted many second and third generat10n Fmrnsh Canadians smcet�

2. Porcupine Finnish School has treasured Finnish heritage as a 
ld mine" since 1981. In Quebec, Montreal Finnish School has 

t'rer�d Finnish language classes since 197:9, The Vancou�er, B.C. Finn 
�n School has attracted students, especially children, smce 1987. In 
-(ctoria, B.C. the Finnish school struggles because the majority of the 
1105 consists of retirees. In Edmonton, Alberta, courses of Finnish 
:�guage an� culture for adults have been a�ailable since 1982 . 
. The Finnish language schools have experienced remarkable growth 
:cl stability. This is a reflection of the general appreciation of heri
:ge languages and cultures in Canada. According to the statistics 

( 

!Development of the Student Enrolment 1984-95 ! 

••.•• • , .•• ••.• , ,, .•• ••.• , .,.,, ,,.,1 ,1.tJ 9J.9J fJ•t• , •. ,, 

jiu,u:ftfXC x .... ,, ••• m a,n.n I 

mpiled by the Finnish Language Teachers' Association of Canada, 
dent enrolment in 1984-85 was 264 pupils in seven Finnish lan. 
ge schools. In ten years; the enrolment has increased substantially to 
�verage of six hundred students per year in twelve schools. The 

.mbers in peak years include students participating in immersion 
·og,tams in summer camps. The·chart above gives a more detailed oase
:udy of the enrolments in the Toronto Finnish Language School. 

,i. 
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After the "boom years" of the late eighties the apparent decline· 
student enrolments ma invite the conclusion that the role of F�� 

Stu ent Enrolment 1960. 96 

'; 110 

T•••••• .... ;,., Lua•••• k•••• 

j•••••1:TrU.A•1ul1to,•rul 

language schools in �anada is fading. A comparative analysis of t 
enrolment as seen m the chart below, however, indicates that 
number of students with Finnish as their first language remains 
stant, while the number of students with English as their first lan�o 

has increased. This suggests that second and third generation Finns ag
inter�te� in maintaining their Finnish language and culture and c:
the Fmmsh .language schools have an important role in this develo ment. I> 

First Lan a e 1985-86 1994-95 Finnish 190 190 En lish 328 416 
In Ontario, one of the most significant achievements in this field · t�e �uthorization of the International Languages Credit Courses · Fmmsh for secondary schooJ students. Revisions in the Orttario Min· try of. Educ�tion's policies for the International Languages Progra made 1t poss�ble for students of linguistic minorities to earn herit'ag lan�ag� credits at the secondary school level. Secondary school studen of Fu�msh desc�nt now have an opportunity to graduate ·with a Ontano Academic Course (OAC) credit in "Finnish as an Internationa L�n�age" as_ an optional subject for their secondary school diploma. Fmmsh credn courses are now available in three Finnish languag schools: Thunder Bay, Toronto and Sault Ste. Marie. These Finnis cred�t programs at the secondary school level have provided, and wil cor:itm�e. to_ provide, a solid basis for continuing academic studies a umversnies m Canada and in Finland. 

Special ls.st£ of journal of Finnish Studies Volume I Nwnber 3 December 1997 
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SUPPORT FOR THE SCHOOLS BY THE GOVERNMENTS OF 
CANADA AND FINLAND 
During the past twenty years the Canadian Government has shown 
increasing interest in the country's cultural diversity. Canada's 

�ulticultural Enrichment Program supports multiculturalism and 
ecially heritage language education at the federal, provincial and 

es�nicipal levels. Thus, Finnish language schools receive significant 
1Jlssistance from the local School Boards as one of their officially recog
ll ized International (formerly Heritage) Languages Programs. These nubstantial contributions, such as teachers' salaries, facilities and materi
:1s provided by the local School Boards, are listed in the table entitled 
So�rces of Funding. This official support from the Department of Cana
dian Heritage signifies the Government's desire for success[ ul integration 
of the Finnish language schools into the educational system. 
wee 197 4, the Ministry of Education of Finland has also support�d 
pplementary Finnish language schools in Canada with annual grants. 

When the Canadian Government's. direct assistance program to the 
pplementary Heritage Language Schools was cancelled in 1990, the 

Ministry of Education of Finland reacted by jncr.easing its support. 
Until 1992 donations included books used in Finland's public school 

stem. Since then a grant for such books has been included. in the
nnual grant application. The Finnish language schools are grateful for 
he financial assistance provided by the multicultural programs of the 

partment of Canadian Heritage and by the Ministry of Education in 
inland. It has been vital to the development and success of the Fin

nish language schools in Canada. 
'SOURCES OF FUNDING 

Provincial Ministry of Edu
cation 
local School Boards 

Canada 
T e·of Assistance 

Annual Grants (1978 - 1990) 
Assistance trough the local 
School -Boards (1978-) 
Teachers' Salaries (1 per 25 
students), Classrooms &·Fa
cilities, School su lies 
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Finland 

Ministry of Education Annual Grants (1974-) 
Book donations (1968-1992) 

Finland Society Special Grants (1965-) 
(Suomi-Seura r.v.) Book donations (1965-) 

Local Finnish Community 

Local Finnish Organizations Donations & Scholarshios 
School's fund raising activi- Bazaars, Raffles, 
ties Cultural events 

TEACHERS' TRAINING SEMINARS , 

Since 1980, the annual three-day Teachers' Training Seminars have 
evolyed as important factors in the professional development of the 

Finnish language teachers. The Seminars have provided a unique op. 
portunity for the teachers to learn effective teaching methods an 
strategies, to familiarize themselves with new teaching materials, and t 
share innovative ideas. Similarly, school administrators have been give 
the opportunity to exchange ideas and . experiences in short and Ion 
term administrative planning. 
These seminars developed in three phases. The first series of seminars'i 
Thunder Bay (1980) and Timmins (1981) were sponsored by the' 
respective local Finnish language schools. The next series of semina 
were then organized with the assistance of the Finnish Canadian Cul 
tural Federation, i.e., at Toronto (1982), Sudbury (1983) and Ottaw 
(1984). After 1984 the seminars were organized by the Finnish Lan 
guage Teachers' Association of Canada established the same year. Sin 
then, the hosting communities have been Montreal (1985), Toroq.t 
(1986, 1990 and 1994) Thunder Bay (1987 and 1995), Sudbury (198 
and 1996), Timmins (1989), Ottawa (1991), and Sault Ste. Mari 
(1992). The number of participants has increased almost every yea 
and for the past few years has included a large group of enthusiasti 
from the United States as well. 

Since 1982, the annual seminars have received substantial finan 
cial support from the Federal Government of Canada, the Ministry o 
Education in Finland and, since 1981, the Finland Society. Beginnin 
in 1983, the Ministry of Education of Finland has each year sent muc;h 
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I Participants in FL TAC Annual Seminars j 
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ppreciated �xperts in teaching Finnish as a second language to the 
minars. The opportunity to communicate directly with influential 
achers experts in the field from Finland and to learn from their 

rtise has been inspiring and vital to the Finnish language teachers 
North Ame.rica. 

THE EVOLUTION OF THE ROLE OF THE FINNISH LANGUAGE 
TEACHERS' ASSOCIATION OF CANADA 
The Finnish Language Teachers Association of Canada was founded 
�he initiative of Mauri A. Jalava, coordinator of the annual Seminar 
Ottawa in 1984. The main objectives of the Finnish Language 

eachers' Association of Canada are: to organize Annual Seminars for 
teachers and. the school administrators providing a forum for the 

esentation and discussion of papers relevant to teaching Finnish 
guage in Canada; to promote publication and distribution of resource 
d teaching materials; to collect and distribute information about the 
nnish Language Schools in Canada and worldwide. 
Since 1984, the Finnish Language Teachers' Association of Canada 
s collected statistical data using annual questionnaires sent. to the 
nish language schools in Canada. This information has provided 
ponant statistics for governmental and educational agencies in 
land and Canada. The database now serves as a valuable source for 

hnocultural research in recording Finnish immigrant history in Can
a. The Finnish Language Teachers' Association has also endeavored 
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to improve the standards and professional skills of its teachers in order 
to maintain and reinforce the Finnish language and culture in Canada. 

CONCLUSION 
The traditional mandate of Heritage Schools in Canada is to preserve 

the Finnish Heritage Language and to convey the richness of the Fin
nish cultural heritage to f ulUre generations. The promotion of a small
minority language as an International Language and as an integral pan 
of the Canadian education system can only increase its value and 
enhance its image. The recognition of the Finnish language as one of the 
official languages in the European Union is another significant 
achievement for a small nation. With increasing globalization comes a 
new challenge to respect the Finnish language not only as a Heritage 
Language, but also as an International Language in the world. 

ANNELI YLANKO began her teaching experience as a language teacher in 
Finland's educational system. She is a teacher and principal of the Toronto 
Finnish Language School as well as the founding president of the Finnish 
Language Teachers' Association of Canada. She has published The Finnisli 
Language Teacher's Handbooh (1994) and has recently completed a research 
project on the Finnish language schools of the world. 

1 Finnish language teaching in less structured form was given·early in Finnish immigration
history. In Sault Ste. Marie, Finnish language instruction was included in the summer pro
gram of the Finnish temperance organization as early as 190 l. 

NORMAN WESTERBERG 

Missing: One Million 
Finnish Americans 
Both in the United States and Canada census information relies on self
reporting of ethnicity. Based on the number of known Nordic immigrants to 
the United States and on the assumption that reporting accuracy and level of 
return migration are relatively uniform across the Nordic countries, it 
appears that there are proportionately fewer Americans reporting Finnish 
descent than expected. Nonna.n Westerberg explores the problem of the 
"missing Finns� in the following article. 

M
y objective in this article is to describe numerical information
available in US Census reports, and to show how it ':an be 
interpreted to assist efforts to perpetuate our Finnish American 

heritage to future generations. 
In the United States of America the population is counted once every ten. 

years. 660,000 persons claimed Finnish ancestry in t�e twenty-first cen� 
taken in 1990. Through the years the type of questions asked has vaned 
somewhat depending on the existing need for informatioi:i. M9re detailed 
questions, such as a person's birthplace and ancestry, are asked of random 
sample households, and the r1;5Ponses extrap9lated statistically for the entire 

pulation. The sample size has varied from 25 percent of �he households in
1960 to only five percent in 1940. · · 

The nuµibers for Finnish Americans, ie., for persons with roots in Finland, 
are"illustrated in Figure 1. The dots represent actual _numbers from the US 
Census reports. The curve A shows the number of "first generation" Finns, 
that is those born in Finland, living at the time of the poll. Befor:e 1900 the 
Finns were included in the Russian numbers. Data from Finland contain 
information on the number of emigrants at earlier times. Kero (197 4 ), for 
example, estimates that 40,000 had immigrated to North Americ� .. (rof 
Finland by 1890. 

Curve B includes also the "second· generation" Finns. By US Census 
definitions these are persons with either both parents born 1n Finland, or "of 
mixed parentage". The latter means that one parent was born in Finland and 
the other parent was "native", that is born in the United States. The small 
percentage of cases where the other parent is also born abroad, but in another 
country, called "of mixed foreign stock", is not part of the numbers for 
"Finnish Stock" · 
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FINNISH AMERICANS BY GENERATIONS 

U.S. CENSUS 1900-1990 
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(first plus second generation), but included in the United States total for"Foreign Stock". In the 1980 and 1990 censuses the second generation Finns were nJt co�i:ite� Instead the much broader question "What is your ancestry or et�ongm? was asked. Thus respondents cou1d mark their favorite ancestry regardless of how many generations had passed since the immigrant ancestors ar�ived, or �ow many other ethnic branches were found in the family tr<iThis was a SJgn of the increased interest in knowing one's roots. Many stat�
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d cities now highlight their ethnic diversity, in contrast to the first half of 
; century when such feelings were suppressed. 

Actually, the questionnaire provides space for multiple anc�tries, but_ onl_Y 
h first two entered are included in summary reports. Thus mformat1on IS 

t e ·1able for three categories: (a) Finnish only, (b) Finnish first if multiple avai d f ( b) f · d "F" · h F" " nswer, and (c) Finnish secon . 0 ten a+ are re erre to as mms 1rst , a d data for foreign citizenship, language, etc., only reported for these a�egories. The 'Total" in this presentation is the sum of all three categories. 
� cotal of 615,872 responded "Finnish" in 1980, and the number in 1990 

was 658,870. . . . The dotted curve "Total" in Figure 1 is my estimate of how Fmn1Sh
Americans would have responded had t�e above br?ad question been asked 
]so in earlier years. I have also added estimates, for 1llustrat10n purposes, for 
di� number of 3rd, 4th, 5th and even 6th generation Finnish Americans. 

COMPARISON WITH OTHER NORDIC AMERICANS 
The left column in Table 1 summarizes Finnish American data from the 

1990 US Census and a few significant numbers from other sources. The table
further presents similar data for people of Danish, Norwegian and Swedish
ancestry. Since there is considerable inter-mixing b'etween these ethnicities 
their numbers can not be added. . . '· The most striking information is the comparison between the number of 
present day Nordic Americans with the estimated net number of immigrants 
from each country during the great period of immigration 1860-1930 (the 
US Immigration and immigration Service gives higher numbers, but includes 
those that returned home, numbers difficult to estimate). While there are a 
little more than twice. as many reporting Finnish roots than the number of 
early immigrants, this ratio is about five for the other Scandinavians. A direct 
comparison with tp.e Danish Americans raises the question "Where are the 
missing one million Finnish Am�ricans?" This is also illustrated in Figure 2. It 
can be mentioned th�t the Norwegian and Swedish graphs are very similar 
in form to the Danish, with totals already incl1:1ding 7th and even 8th 
generation Scandinavian Americans. 

It is also noteworthy that while Danish, Norwegian and Swedish are 
spoken at home by only about two percent of the total number of persons 
of each ethnicity, eight percent of the Finns speak Finnish at home. Thus 
y,hile Finns seemingly have a higher tendency to stick with their language, 
tJ"leir numbers also seem to support the missing Finn theory. · · 

Since the numbers are not available from US Cehsus data after 1970, the 
number of "second generation" Nordics who responded in 1990, are my 
estimates from graphs similar to Figure 1. It may be noted that a report 
from Finland (Commission Report 1988) gives 151,000 as the number of 
second generation Finns in the USA for 1987-88, compared to my 110,000 in Table 1. In 1990, the first and second generations combined comprised 
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about twenty percent of the total number for Finland, compared to onl about ten percent for the other countries. 'J 

Figure 2: 
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FINNISH AND DANISH AMERICANS 
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The i�cr�ses in tot.a� numbers from 1980 to 1990 can also be judged as si�
of pn.de m a specific ethnicity . It � obvi�usly popular to be a Norwegian
Amencan, and the German Amencans mcreased in numbers by almost 
twenty percent to nearly 60 million. 
_ Only a bri�f note here about the new arrivals. First, the number 5,500
m ten years IS small. Secondly, I estimate that about half of these are 
tempora:y residents in the USA, including diplomats, employees of Finnish 
compames, experts on temporary work assignments, scholars, exchange 
students, etc. The other half then are the new imrriigrants, which to an 
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·ncreasing· degree obtain permanent residence status (Green Cards) only
�hrough marriage to a US citizen. My 1995 mini-survey among people born
·n Finland in the Seattle area, showed that 1/3 of those arriving 1965-1979
�ad VS spouses, whereas 2/3 of those arriving after 1980 were married to a
US citizen (Westerberg 1995). 

WHAT HAPPENED? 
Since the number of immigrants from Finland and Denmark are about

equal, a comparison of data from these two ethnic groups provides a goqd 

Figure 3: 
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starting point. Figure 3 provides a clearer picture of the cliff erences in
numbers of first and second generation Finnish and Danish immigrants. Two 

observations are significant: 
• The Finnish immigrants arrived on average one generation

(about twenty years) later than the other Scandinavians, and 

l 
'I 
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Th� number of second generation Finns are lagging behind: tHerano between the �aks of 2nd and 1st generation Finns is 1.2scompared to a rat10 of 1.9 for the Danes (Norwegians 1.9 andSwedes 1.5). 
The later arrival of the Finns should not by itself reduce the number 
h . II Id . l 

. s, as mat emat1ca y we wou s1mp y reach the DanISh numbers with a tw 
, d I 

enty year� . e ay. How�ver,. as shown below, the_ delay changed many of theconditions for the 1mm1wan�s from Finland. By the time the Finns carne,m�ny of the other ScandmaVIans were already established and spoke Englishfairly well. The new language was also more difficult to learn for a Finnish�anguage speaker: �any felt discriminated against. They worked the toughestJobs and most difficult farmlands. ·Proportionally there were more men· t�e Finnish contingent and they preferred or were limited to marryi�n 

Fmland-born women. At the time they arrived, the average family size wa�already smaller, and the uncertainties the Finns felt further reduced thenumber of children they planned to have. 
Figure 4: 
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Table 2 illustrates the ratios between male and female immigrants. It can be 
ted that for the Finns arriving before 1914 the average ratio was 1.85, whereas 

: US Census in 1920 reported a ratio of 1.32 among persons born in Finland. This 
nge would be explained by assuming that about 50,000 Finland-born men 

�rned to their home country. They were replaced by about the same number of 
�tmigrants arriving 1920-30, as estimated by M yhrman (1972) and discussed by 
: glund (1960). The tendency among the Finnish immigrants to return home - an 

�ated 25 percent - was higher than for the other Scandinavians. 
es FigUre 4 presents the percentage of second generation Scandinavians with "mixed 

r�ntage", that is, one parent born abroad and the other in the USA That other 
P:ient could of course have his/her roots in the spouse's birth country, but was likely 
Plready fluent in English. The graph shows that in 1920, in the case of the Finns, in 
�hety percent of the marriages both parents were born in Finland, whereas for the 
other Scandinavians that number was in the 60-70 percent range. 

Due to their lower birth rates the higher proportion of Finns marrying other 
Finns may have led to fewer children with at least some Finnish blood. On the 
other hand, this presumably gave rise to a stronger awareness of their Finnish 
ethnicity. In the 1980 polls 44 percent of the Finnish respondents marked "Finnish 
only", with the corresponding numbers being 36% for the Norwegians and 30% for 
the Danes and the Swedes. 

:WHO THEN IS REALLY MISSING? 
:Seen in relation to the numbers for the other Scandinavians, the above 

mentioned factors reduce the number of "missing Finnish Americans" to something 
less than one million. In looking for still "missing" people, two groups of descendants 
of unmigrants from Finland need to be highlighted: first the Finland-Swedes, and 
�9ndly all others who for different reasons do not understand or wish to mark 
�innish" at the census polls. 

It is generally agreed that about twenty percent of the immigrants from Finland 
had Swedish as their primary language (Myhrman 1972). A century ago in Finland 
o e was known as either Finnish or Swedish based on one's mother tongue. Thus, 
m�ny of today's Finland-Swedes were told by their grandparents that they were 
Swedish. I know of some individuals who, in vain, have looked for their ancestors' 
b4th places on the map of Sweden, and who are ,now happy to learn that they find 
�m on the map of Finland. The Swedish Finn Historical Society, based in Seattle, 
11¥ an ill}portant educational task to perform. If 60,000 Finland-Sw�es 
immigrated, their descendants would well number over 150,000. How many of the.._ 
are missing from the "Finnish" numbers in the US polls is again difficult to estimate. 
Roinila (1995) writes that in Canadian polls it is now possible to express Finland-
$ edish ancestry. . . When first discussing my "missing theory" with Finnish American friends, I was 
surprised to discover what now must be considered a major answer to my query. 
Each one of my friends knows of people of Finnish ancestry that would never admit t6 being "Finnish", for reasons of b:eing ignorant, ashamed, feeling discrimi�ated
a,gainst, or simply not caring about their ethnic heritage. A librarian told me of 
seeing many Finnish-named visitors, who when asked about their ancestry, had no 
idea of any Finnish connection. In 1990, 85 percent of the country's 250 million 
population listed at least one ancestry. Were the missing Finll? among the forty 
mUlion that claimed no ancestry? 
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. I� � well documented that early Finnish immigrants faced hardships, we d&r�mmat�d _agamst, and even WIShed for their �hildre_n lO "forget" their herita feYet, 1t IS difficult fully to understand the negative atutude against "Finnish ge. 
among today's Finnish Americans. ness" 

WHERE TO GO FROM HERE 
The type of inf?rmatio� p�esented should help in formulating future plans an strategt� f�r et_hmc orgamzat101:5, both_ loc�l and regional in scope, as well as fod 

authontles m Fmland interested m keepmg m touch with expatriate Finns. Simila: grap� c�n. of course, be gene_rate� for �ny state, county, or town. Man or�amzatwns that have �tered pnmarily to_ first and second generation Finns fin�their memberslup dwmdlmg, and are surpnsed when told that already over eigh percent_ of t�ose :!aiming Finnis� roots are of third, fourth or even "highe� 
generation, wuh different needs or mterests. Genealogy will be high on their list. 
. The growth and characteristics of Finns differ from state to state. The totalmcrease from 1980 to 199? was 42,000 or seven percent. Thirty-five states gaineda total of 53,000, while fifteen states had lost 13,000 persons claiming Finnishancestry. Table 3 illustrates trends in selected states. 

Finn Fest USA has been success[ ul in spreading the word about our heritage and developments in Finland. This annual national festival has moved around the country since _ �983
'. 

typically with hundreds of performers and lecturers, and 3000-5000 VISltors m attendance for four summer days. About five hundred of these visitors regularly complete a survey form These surveys tell us that their 
average age is 60, that about 70% have 100% Finnish ancestry, that the majority are second and third generation Finns, and that 60% speak Finnish. Most of the younger or non-Finnish speaking families who take part in the activities do not taketime out for a survey. This sugests that FinnFest USA will have to continuouslyadapt to changing demands. � 

Project 34, now in its third year of developing ideas and means to perpetuate the Finnish culture and heritage among third and forth generation (arid beyond) Finnish 
Americans, deserves applause. New technologies, such as the Internet and satellite TV, provide striking means to reach and inform people about both their heritage 
and modern high-tech Finland 

Grandparents still have a primary duty . to pass on the knowledge of their 
heritage to their offspring. To convert the "missing", it may be necessary to be frank 
about and dispel historical myths. I have suggested the need for a book entitled "The Finnish American Heritage Book", a special edition of which could be named "The
Finnish American High School Graduate". Which grandmother could resist givingit as a gift to her favorite grandchild. . Although the newcomers from Finland, including temporary workers and students, are small in numbers, they have the potential of being important 
bridge-builders. They should be properly briefed and matched with Finnish 
Americans of their own age and with similar interests. 

My wish list for research into the New Millennium includes: 
•

• 

What makes someone, generations removed from the immigrant
forefather and with multiple ancestry, pick Finnish as dominant 
ethnicity?
Why do some ref use to admit their ancestry, and what does it take to
change their mind?
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• Develop more factual numbers for the impact of the various factors
disCus.sed in this presentation. 

Answering "Finnish" to the ancestry question of the US Census may be trivial 
rnpared to the joy and satisfaction of knowing one's ethnic heritage. But l think co ch a way to ex'J)fess oneself should be encouraged. I suggest we set a challenging 

surget, fitting for the forthcoming 100th anniversary of Finland's independence in
�e year 2017: let there be one million Americans claiming Finnish ancestry in the
2020 US Census polls! . 
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TABLE 1: NORDIC-AMERICAN DATA 

Country or Origin FINI.AND DENMARK NORWAY 

FROM 1990 US 
CENSUS 

Total Number of Persons 
Iner= from 1980 (%) 

First Generation 
Foreign Ci1izens 
Arrived after l 980 

Speak Language 

FROM OTHER 
SOURCES 
lmmigrams 1860-1930 
(a) 
Ratio 1990 
Total/Immigrams 

Second Generalion in 
1990 (b) 
Green Cards 1980-89 (c) 

660,000 
7 %

23,000 
11,000 

5,500 

54,000 

300,000 

2.2 

110,000 

2,700 

1,640,000 
8 %

36,000 
17,000 
8,100 

36,000 

300,000 

5.5 

170,000 

5,300 

3,870,000 
12 % 

47,000 
17,000 

7,600 

90,000 

730,000 

5.3 

320,000 

4,400 

Sources: (a) Nordic Heritage Museum, Seaule (assumed Nel Immigration)
(b) Norman Westerberg, by e>.1rapolation
© US Immigration and Naturalization Service

TABLE 2a: RATIO OF MALE VERSUS FEMALE 
Among Immigrants from Finland 

Time Period Total Number 

1869-1879 2,862 
1880-1889 34,880 
1890-1899 47,640 
1900-1909 150,222 
1910-1914 65,634 

Ratio M/F 

3.69 
3.15 
1.66 
1.84 
1.51 

1869-1914 Total 301,238 Average 1.85 

· Source: Kero 1974
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LE 2b: RATIO OF MALE VERSUS FEMALE 
'}J3 Among Immigrants from Other Nordic Coumries 

Country 

Finland 
[x:nmark 
Norway 
Sweden 

Immigrants (a) 
1869-1914 . 

1.85 
1.57 
1.44. 
1.20 

(b) US c.ensus Rcpons

Foreign Born (b)

1920 1930 

1.32 1.18 
1.52 1.59 
1.26 1.30 
1.23 1.27 
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TOP FIVE FINNISH AMERICAN STATES BY CATEGORY IN 1990 

DENSITY SPEAK FINNlSH FINISH OTIZENS 
Finn/1000 

Ml 109,000 MN 24 Ml 9,900 CA 2,300 
MN 104,000 Ml 12 MN 9,300 FL 1,400 
CA 64,000. 'WA 9 CA 5,600 NY 920 

WA 44',000 MT 9 FL 4,100 MA -470 
Wl 35,000 OR 8 MA 2,900 TX 420 

lNCREASE FROM 1980, TO 1990 LOSS ARRIVING 
B Numbers B Percenta e Sinc.e 1980 After 1980 

FL 6,000 (36%) GA 102% (to 5,000) Ml 2,400 (2%) CA 1,060 
MN 4,800 (5%) NC 77% (to 3,800) NY 2,200 (9%) FL 800.
WA 4,600 (12%) · NV 61 % (to 3·,600) MA 2,100 (2%) NY 450 
TX 4,200 (50%) SC 58% (to 1,900) CT 700 (9%) TX 320 
CA 3,800 (6%) AL 54% (to 1,800) IL 600 (3%) NC 220 



MIKA ROINILA 

.The Finland-Swedes in
Canada: Past and Present
Finland-Swedes are a forgotten ethnic group among Canada's mu/t· 1 

. l A . . d ICU tural soc1e y.. mvmg UII er Russian or Finnish passports they have been hiddenby off1c1al government statistics until the more recent Census tabulations ha�e .enabled access lo data involving ethnic origin and mother tongu M'kaRo1111la has studied this issue al length. 
e. 1 

T
� paper presents some preliminary findings of a study 0 Fmla.nd-Swedes in �anada. It draws from a few sources to . . descn�. the early �mland-Swedish settlements to Canada more specifically Bnt!Sh Col�mb1a and Ontario. The social affiliations ofthese early settlers are exammed, along with their desires to J·oin f II 

CO t . · · e OW, un rymen m orgamzat10ns and clubs. Linguistic difficulties between 't two languages eventually led to associations with the Swedish ethnic and l.ater to the �tablishment of identifiable Finland-Swedish club���pfun_ct10ns. Segregat10n of the two Finnish ethnolinguistic groups followed which. ha.s r:mained to this day among the older immigrant population'.Some m?icat10ns on the rates of assimilation amongst younger generati;115and a�trtudes towards other ethnic groups are examined as part of anextenSive survey conducted by the author. Additional data is examinedthrough the 1 �91 Census which establishes a Finland-Swedish populationior Canada, provm�es a�d n_iajor urban centres by age, ethnic origin, mothertongu:, rear �f �I?m1gra�10n, religion, and place of birth. This IS an m1t1al step 1.n understanding this small sub-national group inCanada. Further analyS1S and data collection will help in building anawaren� of the migration, settlement and ethnic relations of FinlandSwedes m Canada. 
INTRODUCTION 

. Past studies dealing with Finland-Swedes, and there are very few of themmd�e?, have al� shared a c�mI?on .difficulty - that of obtaining statisticsspecif1cally on Fmland-Swed1Sh 1mm1gration. Prior to 1917 Finland-Swedes�ere labell�d as R.�ans, and after 1917 they were collecti�ely identified asFmns. While stat1St1cs on the number of Finnish immigrants are available
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from both the United States and Canada, the Finland-Swedes remain
bidden. 

By definition, a Finland-Swede is a native citizen of F1nland whose 
cher tongue is Swedish. However, various other terms have also been used�o the past to describe this small ethnic group. According to Anders 

: hrman (1972), who was the leading expert in Finland-Swedish studies inth� United �rates, the term Swede-Finn has also been commonly used in
North Amenca. 

In the early 1900s, the Swedes from Finland established churches,
ganizations, clubs, etc., with the names "Svensk-Finsk"(Swedish-Finnish),

o:
c. and thus called themselves the equivalent of Swede-Finns. In the ·1920s,

:
he
· terms (Swe.) finla11dssvensh, (Fi.) suomenruotsalainen, in English Finland

Swede I Finland-Swedish emerged, reOecting the officially recognized
terminology in Finland. Consequently, immigrants coming from Finland
after this date basically identified themselves as Finland-Swedes or Finlands

svenskar. Thus, in North America both terms have been used, and some
variety still remains c;oncerning one identifying term. Finland-Swedish and
inland-Swede are the terms used in this article.

HISTORY, STATISTICS AND IDENTITY The first actual Finland-Swedish immigrants who arrived in America
appeared after 1870, and between 1870-1929 some 70,000 - 80,000
Finland-Swedes left Finland for North America. (Prior to the 1870s, therewere Finland-Swedes in Alaska during the Russian ownership of the area,involved with the Russian America Company). Many scholars estimate thatduring this period up to 20% of all Finnish emigration to North America was made up of Finland-Swedes (Myhrman,1972; Sandlund,1981). While the relative population of Finland-Swedes in Finland was only some 10%of the total national figures during this period, the numbers indicate adisproportionate level of emigration. Part of the reason for this lies in the fact that the Finland-Swedes inhabit the coastal areas of Finland, along the shores of the Gutf of Finland and Bay of Bothnia. Many were sailors andfishermen, with ties to Sweden, and with the coming of America fever, were compelled to leave due to the poor economic conditions of the period. These immigrants found their way to areas such as New York,Massachusetts, California, Oregon, Washington and British Columbia. As toFinland-Swedes in Canada, Myhrman (1972) notes that between 1925-
;J. 

1
� Journal of Finnlsla Studies has. in accordance with the general principles of the English language; adoptedthe tenn Finla11d-Swedis/1 to signify both the adp:tive denoting their ethnicity and the language they sp:ak, 

and Fiiuand-Swede(s) in refrenre to individuals belon�g to this ethnic group. This practice corresponds to ire \195 of Finnish or Danis/1 for ad p:tive as well as language. Finn or Dane for individuals of that national group. It is to be noted that tre l..l!il! of Finn or Swede (or, of course, Dane) in ad p:tival function is avoided(•Fmn congregation should be Finnisla congregalion; •swede pastor should be Swedisla pastor, and •Finn-Swede 
organization should be FinJand-Swedisla organization). 
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1935, ?ver 70?0 . Finland-Swedes emigrated to Canada. Many of thsettled m Ontan?, _m areas such as Toronto, Hamilton, and the former Po Arthur/Fon Wilham area. The majority ·of Finland-Swedes cont" rt
westward to British Columbia, settling mostly in Vancouver and 

1�u 
Westminster (Tables 1 & 2). Some of the early settlers in Canada incluJ; 

Table 1: Finland-Swedish Immigration to Canada 
Year of arrival Total Percentage of Finland-Finland-Swedes Swedish population 
Non-immigrant 
Population 210 21.6 % Non-permanent 
residents 20 2.1 % Before 1961 465 47.9 % 1961-1970 115 11.8 % 1971-1980 135 13.9% 1981-1987 25 2.6% 1988-1991 0 
TOTAL 970 100 
Source: Statistics Canada. Unpublished material of the 1991 Census of Canada, Ottawa, 1995, 

Table 2: Finland-Swedish Immigration by Year and Residence, 1991 
Year of Province of residence (1991) 
Arrival BC AB. SK MB ON QC MT Total 

Non-immigrant 
Population 120 10 70 10 10 220 
Before 1961 230 10 10 20 185 15 470 
1961-1970 55 15 30 10 110 
1971-1980 45 25 45 15 10 140 
1981-1987 10 20 30 

Totals 460 50 20 20 350 50 20 970 

Source: Statistics Canada. Unpublished material of the 1991 CensllS of Canada, Ottawa, 1995, 
·11

Victor Jacobson who jumped ship in Victoria in 1880 and later became'a 
well known sea captain, and Emil Peterson from Kristinastad, who arrived 
in Vancouver in 1888. One of the earliest Finland-Swedes in the Maritimes 
was Charles Magnusson from the Aland Islands, who joined his brother in 
S�int John, NB. in 1891, later becoming a Finnish consul representative. 
Fmland-Swedes arrived in the New Scandinavia Colony (Erickson, MB.) as 
early as 1893, and included Eric Koping and his family of five from Petalax 
(Np_<;hit 1951: Howard 1970; Rauanheimo 1930; Forest to Field 1984). 
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The early Finland-Swedes, many of whom arrived in the 1890s, joined
e£ijsh Lutheran Churches of the Augustana Synod. In Vancouver, Finland

� de s joined the Augustana Lutheran Church as early as 1903, and then
�e

ted their own - the Immanuel Lutheran Church in New Westminster in3�9. Many also participated in the Swedish Vasa Lodge, but with the
uncling of Lodge No.124 of the Order of Runeberg in 1925, and Lodge 

130 in 1943, the Finland-Swedes associated with this large and
?·

espread Finla�d-Swedish �ck & ben�fit _org�nization based in. the_ United
tes. A third Fmland-Swedish orgamzatlon is the Vancouver s Fmlands

�enska Klubben formed in 1958. All three are still active, but declining in
embership. According to Myhrman (1972), over 3000 Finland-Swedes 
'ded in the Greater Vancouver area in 1930, and in 1960 the number was
· ated at over 1000. 
In Winnipeg, scholars have noted that the first Finns arrived after 1905,
1 a Finnish / Finland-Swedish family, Johan and Sofia Tiainen (nee.

)ukison) became members of the Swedish Evangelical Lutheran Church in
904, and upon arriving in Canada in 1903. Additional church records 
dicate the arrival of the Thunberg family from Won'lfors, Finland in

·temouth, Manitoba as early as 1892, and then joining the congregation
uch later in 1911 (Swedish Evangelical LC. and St. Marks LC. Records). 
In 1905, the Finland-Swedes of �ort Arthur formed the Norskennet 
edish Sick Benefit Society, and in 1906, the Finland-Swedes were 

stromental in organizing the Immanuel Lutheran Church which still has 
congregation of 100 members, 65 of whom.are Finland-Swedish (Rev. R. 
uer 1995). In 1926 the Finland-Swedes also helped establish the Scancljna
n Home Society. Although many Finland-Swedes seem to have �en part 
the Finnish ethnic group in the Lakehead in the early 1900s, very 

teresting questions are also found in regard to their presence. I will turn to 
· later. 

'One of the biggest problems with this small ethnic minority is in finding 
fficial statistics. These are difficult to find, but by obtaining some customized 
nsus statistics from the 1991 Census, interesting and quite startling facts 
out the present distribution of Finland-Swedes in Canada are found. In 
ablishing the presence of Finland-Swedes in Canada, a cross-tabulation of 
dividuals with single and multiple Finnish ethnicity was made with
dividuals holding Swedish as their 'mother tongue. Table 1 indicates the 
· ribution of Finland-Swedes across Canada for the 1991 Census year. 
rom Table 3 it is noted that just under 1000 Finland-Swedes are found 
cross Canada. This total represents a mere 1 % of the total Finnish 

pulation found in Canada. However, it must be remembered that these 
umbers show individuals who have Swedish as their mother tongue, while 
aentif ying themselves as being Finnis� in ethnic background. It should be 
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Table 3: Finnish Ethnicity and Swedish Mother Tongue in Canad 
. (Single and Multiple Finnish Ethnicity) a, lg 

Province Total Total 
Finland-Swedes 

Newfoundland 

Nova Scotia I 0 
P.E.I. 
New Brunswick 10 
Quebec 50 
Ontario 355 

Manitoba 20 

Saskatchewan 20 
Alberta 50 
British Columbia 470 
Yukon 

N.W.T. 

CANADA 975 

Finnish Population 

30 
430 
60 

370 
1,705 

58,110 
2,485 
2,775 
9,415 

23,575 
145 
130 

99,230 

Source: Statistics Canada. Unpublished material of 1991 Ce11s11s of Canada, Ottawa, 199

�ote� that of the total Fi�land-Swedish population in Canada, some 63 
1mm1grated to Canada pnor to 1961 - thus representing an older imm· 
grant population .. Moreover, a total of 68% of all Finland-Swedes in 

1 

Canada appear to be first generation Finland-Swedes, who were born i 
Finland, while the remaining 32% were born elsewhere, possibly repre. 
senting subsequent generations. More recently, only 4% of the total . 
Finland�Swedes of 1991 immigrated to Canada between 1981-1991

(Statistics Canada 1995).

Of all major urban centres across Canada, it is interesting to note 
Vancouver still shows the highest concentration of Finland-Swedes (Tab 

Table 4: Finnish Ethnicity and Swedish Mother Tongue by Cities, 
1991 (Single and Multiple Finnish Ethnicity) 

City Total Finland-Swedes Total Finnish Population 

Vancouver 340 10735 
Toronto 175 12350 
Calgary 30 2815 
Hamilton 30 1315 
Victoria 25 1700 
Montreal 20 1375 
Winnipeg 20 . 1280 
Kitchener 20 830 
Ottawa 15 1950 
Thunder Bay 10 12385 
Edmonton 10 2710 
St.Catharines 10 1025 
Regina 10 505 
Saskatoon 10 500 

Source: Statistics Canada. Unpublished material of the 1991 Cenms of Canada, 1995. 
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'}. total of 340 Finland-Swedes in the Vancouver area maintain historically
cultural organizations such as the Order of Runeberg and the Finlands 

Jlt
a 

J<lubben. which meet regularly and keep up the Finland-Swedish heritage 

0 ·dentity. From the Finland-Swedes in Vancouver, as well as other respondents1 
across the country, it is interesting to note that in the matter of ethnic

Jll·ty the majority of Finland-Swedes identify themselves as simply Canadian.
u . 

f . iS no doubt a reflection of the act that even though they came to Canada and 
U.S. from Finland and were charged as being Finns, they could not speak

pjsh, and were then subject to the hostilities the Finns had learned to show the 
· h ruling minority in Finland. As a result, any association with the Finns

uld be impossible. According to John Syrjamaki (1940), it wasn't uncommon
�r Finland-Swedes say that they were a people without a country: "The Swedes

-hat us, and we can't talk to the Finns". The result was that the amount of
·ation between various Scandinavian peoples has never been large nor very
ful.

The result of this seems to be a faster rate of assimilation. Ethnic identity and 
i}iation with Canadians took over the desires to associate with Finns or Swedes. 
Vancouver, this is exactly what happened with the social and cultural organiza
ns. Initially, in the late 1800s and early 1900s, Finland-Swedes tried to work
ih the Swedish ethnic group, but after some years decided to form their own

¢tPS to accommodate themselves better. The Finland-Swedes joined the Swedish
�tana Lutheran congregations, where the Swedish language was taken over by 

lish as early as the late 1930s, which is much earlier that the language changes 
the. Finnish churches (Augustana E.LC 1988). Where it was _possibl� the
and-Swedes started their own congregations, including those in New Westmin
as well as Port Arthur. Today, the Finland-Swedes in Vancouver and somewhat 
under Bay remain separate from Swedish as well as Finnish clubs. Only the 
ger generation may show some changes in attitudes, and to the betterment of 

entire Finnish community, the Finland-Swedes and Finns may yet learn to 
rk together - but this time the difficulty is not with languages - all younger 
erations speak and use English. 
Finally, other centres such as Toronto show a sizeable Finland-Swedish 

inion of 175 individuals, followed by Montreal with a mere 35 individuals. 
greatest surprise is, that amongst the Thunder Bay Finns, only 10 of 12,385 

'viduals with a Finnish ethnicity claimed Swedish as a mother tongue. This low 
umber is highly questionable, but differences in mother tongue can affect the, 
atistic. Finnish language as a mother tongue is spoken by some 4,565 resiqents of 

city, which leaves 7,820 individuals with other than Finnish or Swedish as the 
language learned - most likely English. 

PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
Part of the present research has involved sending out a questionnaire to as 

any Finland-Swedes across Canada as possible. To date (May,1996) a total of 667 
tionnaires have been mailed (a total of some 800 are planned), and 331 

eceived back. Of this amount, only 257 are of usable quality. This means a 
espouse rate of 49% (total) or 39% (usable) which will hopefully improve with 

additional responses being returned. 
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Table 5. Respondents by Location (through May 11, 1996)
Location Returns Sent % Return 

British Columbia 110 . 341 32%. Ontario 109 245 44% Quebec 13 12 108% Manitoba 7 16 43% Alberta 7 20 35% 
Saskatchewan 6 17 35% 
New Brunswick 3 6 50% 
Nova Scotia I 6 17% 
Prince Edward Island 2 50% 
Yukon&NWT 2 

Non-responses returned 47 
Responses from 
non-Finland-Swedes 26 

TOTAL 257 good 667 39% 
330 max 49% Source by author 

. Some preliminary survey results are tn order at this point. From Table 6\t'noted that 48% (123/257) of the respondents identify

Table 6: Elhnic Identity vs. Generation 

Ethnic identity 

Finnish 
Swedish 
Finland-Swedish 
Canadian 
Other 
No respon�e 

TOTAL 

12 
3 

76 
24 
4 
2 

121 

Source: Author survey, 1996. 

Generation 
II III 

I 
5 

15 
79 
7 
I 

108 

4 

19 
2 

25 

No resp. Total 

2 

3 

13 
14 
91 

122 
13 
4 

257 

�· 

themselves as Canadian, while 35% (91/257) identify themselves as Finland-Swedes. 

Although these numbers are fairly close, we note that 84% (76/91) of the first 
generation respondents identify themselves as Finland-Swedes, but 64% (79/123) 
of the second generation identify with being Canadian. The numbers �ve 
apparently reversed. Also, the Canadian identity seems to affect the first generation 
as well at 20% (24�123), while the Finland-Swedish identity drops drastically w'ith 
the �o.nd genera_llon to 16% (15/91). The other category involves identities such
as Fmmsh Canadian, the Finland-Swedish-Canadian, and Swedish Canadian.' 

According to Table 7, 60% (156/257) of respondents indicated Swedish as 
mother tongue. Yet it is obvious that the Finland-Swedes almost exclusively have 

Stffl:1f lq.1w:- nf 1ni,rnnl nf i:. .... ;,.r., C'h,.J:.... H-1·-. , .. , , - -
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"·..,i;�h as their "first language learned" in 93% of the cases (85/91). The Canadian 
�ry. however, holds on to Swedish surprisingly well. A �otal of 39% (47/122)1! Swedish as their mother tongue, even though they 1dent1fy themselves as
a1i» 

nadian. 

Ethnic Identity vs. Mother Tongue 
Mother tongue 

Ethnic identity Swedish Finnish English No resp. Total 

Finnish 5 I 13 
Swedish 3 2 14 
Finland-Swedish 85 I 5 91 
Canadian 47 8 67 122 
Other 5 3 5 13 
No response 3 4 

TOTAL 156 18 81 2 257 

source: Author survey data, 1996. 

Jable 8 illustrates an interesring trend in Finland-Swedish attitudes towards 
r elhnic groups when compared to a major study done in Finland by McRae, 

nhett, and Miljan (1988). Owing to the history of Finland, and the fact that. a
·nority linguistic group held much power in the country prior to independence m
917 sympathy scores (measured on an eleven point scale of 0-10, then calculated 
a �ean percentage score between 0-100%) place the Finns at a rank below the 

· l�nd-Swedes, Canadians, Swede;;, . and Norwegians. When generations are
atated in Table 9, it is noted that the 1st generation has a lower sympathy score

11ards the Finns, while the ranking rises to 4th place ahead of the Norwegians in 
3rd generation. The rise in sympathy from the fir�t to the third generat�on 

ovides a tentative conclusion. It may point to the expenences the older generauon 
din regard to the internal ethnolinguistic conflict that was p�ev�lent in Finland 
the early 1900s. The later generations do not know about this history, and have 

me 
[able 8: Finland-Swedish Sympathy Scores towards Other Ethnic Groups. 

FinlandsSwedish Attitudes Finland-Swedish Attitudes 
in Canada in Finland 

(Author survey) (McRae, et al. 1988) 

I. Finland-Swedes 93 I. Finland-Swedes 92
2. Canadians 92 2. Norwegians 85 

I 3. Swedes 89 . 3 .  Sarni (Lapps) 78 
' 4. Norwegians 88 Finns 78 

5. Finns 88 5 . English 76 
6. Danes 86 6 .  Swedes 75 
7. English 83 7. French 71 
8. Estonians ·81 8. Estonians 70 
9. Americans so. 9 .  Japanese 67 

I 0. Hungarians 77 I 0 .  Hungarians 66 
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11. Germans 75 11. Finns in Sweden 65 12. Japanese 74 Germans 65 13. French 72 13. Gypsies 47 

Table 9. Sympathy Scores for Finland-Swedes 

Generation Ethnicity I II III Overall 
Finland-Swedes 92.6 93.5 94.5 93.0 Canadians 89.4 94.0 96.0 91.9 Swedes 86.2 90.9 94.5 89.0 Norwegians 86.1 90.2 90.5 88.2Finns 84.1 89.6 94.5 87.5Danes 83.2 87.1 93.3 85.9Estonians 80.6 79.8 84.2 80.9English 79.8 85.3 86.0 82.8Americans 78.6 82.8 79.5 80.5Hungarians 73.4 78.4 86.0 77.0 French 72.1 70.1 76.0 71.7 Gennans 72.1 77.9 79.5 75.4 Japanese 70.1 76.0 81.5 74.1 
-Max. N= 91 87 20 198 
Source: Author survey, 1996. 

Anglicized or Canadianized to the point where sympathies towards the Fin increased. It will be interesting to find out if these sympathies are reciprocated b the Finnish-speaking population towards the Finland-Swedes. A previous stud done in Finland in 1988 indicates that the Finns rank the Finland-Swedes e"' lower - thus providing an asymmetrical relationship. 
SUMMARY The study indicates that although Lhe Finland-Swedes identify themselves wwith their background, the second generation is Canadianized to a great degree. T data will undoubtedly change over the next year or so, and hopefully the data willbecome more clear as to the change in identity between generations, while also continuing to indicate the strong shift in identity and attitudes between generations of Finland-Swedes. Some of the indicators of rapid Canadianization also involve the religious and social organizations Finland-Swedes have been involved with. As early as the late 1920s, the Swedish language was dropped by the International Order of Runeberg, an American sick-benefit organization that was founded in 1920. Similarly, the Swedish language disappeared from churches fairly early - as, by the 1940s, the church services and functions, more often as.sociated with the Swedish Augustana Synod, changed to English. As a result, the retention of language has been weak and follows essentially in the steps of the Swedish assimilation. This 

is likely a direct result of traits in the language families - Finno-Ugric vs. Germanic languages, which relate differently to the English language. 
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PART 111: 
"LISTEN Now TO NEWER TUNES" 

JUHA NIEMELA 

Cultural Reflections in 

Finnish American Songs 
Finnish immigrants in North America engaged in a variety of cultural 
.activities of which music and song were pivotal. Immigrant songs were 
prominent elements of stage performances, but also lend themselves to 
content analysis. In the following article, Juha Niemela loo/ls at Finnish 
American songwriters and singers, plales them in their historical contexts and 
offers an assessment of their role in Finnish American culture. 

Affundamental question we may ask .?f Finnish Ameri�an �ngs
s "Why do the songs have words? Hugh Mooney IS said to 

. ave suggested (Frith 1987) that the songs reflect chang<:5.
which have happe.ned in the values and lives of immigrants. He uses the 
United States as an example and points out that between 1895 and 1925 
the songs expressed a patriotic attitude, favouring working and enjoyment 
of life. From the 1920s until the 1940s, the songs reflected more negative 
attitudes, telling of disappointments and moments of despair, brought about 
by the Great Depression . . The pop music from the 1950s in tum exudes 
newborn eagerness to catch up with matters. Similarly, Simon Frith (1987) 
claims that songwriters want to follow closely those groups or those people 
who have lived by the general norms of the society. 

In addition to values, the songs depict the general beliefs of the people., 
DiMaggio, Peterson and Esco have looked at the country music in the United 
States, especially after the 1950s. They discover that the song texts talk 
about romantic love, the gap between the sexes, and the hard work in the 
cities. The words bring out opposites or contrasts, for example when the old 
values of rural life are used to measure city life. The songs reflect the new 
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expectations, give them symbolic forms, and adhere Lo the attitudes of the 
listeners. 

Finnish American music and especially the song texts can be viewed from 
this perspective. The most interesting point, however, is what these songs tell
us about the acculturation of the Finns on the North American continent. 
We know that when different cultures meet, people have to adjust to the 
changes in their culture. According to John Berry (1990) this process entails
many stages. Everyone inside an ethnic culture group must decide how 
important it is to preserve his or her own culture and cultural identity, and
how important it is to maintain good relations and regular contact with the
larger society and the main culture. 

What can we read from their songs from different time periods? To 
what extent is there "Finnishness", i.e., Finnish cultural values in the songs? 
This article will examine the tradition of singing Finnish immigrants brought 
with them and the immigrants' cultural assimilation in �orth America. It 
will then examine more closely three outstanding North American musician-
performers: Leo Kauppi, Arthur Kylander, and Hiski Salomaa. The Depres
sion songs form a theme of their own and, finally, the article comments on 
the post-war changes in the Finnish music tradition. 

TRADITION OF SINGING 
It is important to keep in mind, that, like many other immigrant groups 

coming to North America, Finnish people were used to singing. The 
folksongs played the role of the media in Finland in the 19th century. They 
,were regarded by the cultural elite in Finland as lower cl�ss expressions of 
little value, as they were not comparable to the great (epic) songs of the 
Kalevala, compiled by Elias L6nnrot. Changes were, however, imminent. As 
industrialisation advanced in.society it affected life in general. The young 
now had idols. The new, vernacular songs told of changing. The youth 
rebelled against their parents; they wanted their freedom right then and 
there. The good opportunities to get work in logging, railroad or ca
nal-building camps helped in the process of gaining independence. So did th� 
migration to America. 

Amerikkaan, Amerikkaan 
mina menen kohta 
kun ameriikan kaupungit 
ne hopialta hohtaa. 
(Alakonni 1976:90) 

To America, to America 
I am going soon 
when the city of America 

shines like a silver moon. 

Songwriters and musicians in Finland used the large existing repertoire 
of songs, and they knew well the subjects and style patterns. They impro
vised whenever needed, as demanded by the listeners and the dancers. They 
were highly respected in their home villages. Often they were artisans, 
ambulant shoemakers or tailors who, by virtue of their profession, were able 
to see and hear matters more widely than others. They usually did not 
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consider their ability to sing and play anything special. As Aleksis Kivi ha clearly shown in his novel Seven Brothers, nearly every village had its fin:talents: 
"As the brothers were talking, the men from Toukola drew nearer, but

their approach was not as courteous and amiable as the men of Jukolaanticipated. Well on the way to drunkenness and in a mocking mood,they serenaded the brothers with a newly composed ditty called "The 
Strength of Seven Men." Up they marched to the scholars, singing to thetootling of Aapeli Kissala's clarinet: 

Lets us strain our throats in songSinging as we march along The strength of seven men As thick as stars in the Big DipperSons of Jukola are theyLazy hulking loafers 
Naturally this mocking song brought about a fight between the men whocam� from two different villages. The brothers themselves were not onlypassive listeners, they were as well active users of the repertoire of songsand made up their own verses. The brothers were able, for example, totease a wandering gypsy family or entertain themselves with a song.

So sweetly sleeps the squirrel There she sleeps the longtailin her mos.s-covered nest On her little window Far away from there The birds are singing under the skyare the dogs teeth in the evening lullaby and the trap of the hunter escorting her to the Golden Dreamlands
This song contains all the elements of nature that so many Finns loved

and retold in their folksongs. But perhaps the best way to explain
Finnishness is found in a small folksong written by unknown songwriter:

· Who would sing, Here you have to kiss the girlswere it not for me. not only on Judgement Day. There is my old beloved There you won't be with themyou can now take care of her. your arm around their waists.
Here you can hear the natural pride of one who can be an independent

person in society. The hunger for freedom and for a life of one's own, was
a most common subject of songs, sung by both men and women. 

Among the young Finnish men and women who immigrated to the
United States and Canada were many individuals for whom singing and the
playing of music were inseparable parts of their lives, even in the new
surroundings. To be sure it might have been simply humming and singing
while doing chores, or while working in the forest, but it was unmistakably
there. Already when the steamship left the harbor of Hanko in southwestern
Finland, the-passengers would be singing. They sang hymns, folksongs or
patriotic songs. This was an accepted way of expressing one's feelings and
shared experiences.
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IN THE NEW COUNTRY 
Alongside folksongs, the Finns in North America s�ng_ old ballads which

rvived the 1800s until the 1920s when popular mUS1c f mally pushed them
�·de. These ballads had, in many cases, originated outside of Finland, buta:eir texts were well translated and adapted to the Finnish environ_me_nt,t d so in large measure they reflected Finnish hf e as well. But the smgmg
:�dition also evolved in North America. Examples_ of t� qm � found 
among the Finnish songs which John Lomax col_lected 1� Mm�esot� m 1938.
5ome of the songwriters looked at what was gomg on m thelT_ society. !�ey
took the point of view of the Finnish immigrant and provided a cnt1°:'l
angle. They used old melodies but adjusted the lyrics to correspond to their
reality in the United States. . 
· Varpu Lindstrom has written down the followmg song sung of
immigrant longing by Fred Norlund's parents in New Finland, Canada: 

Over the waves with longing 
my eyes are looking Our destiny will carry us
along unknown roads 
but never again home.

Other songwrit'ers took images from city life, e.g., New York �rls:
New York girls are in the morning
pale as the leaves of September 
But as day changes to night 
the colours will rush to their cheeks.
New York girls are decorating their hats
with bird-feathers Neck looking like the priest's rooster
they go along the streets. 

Not only solo voices reached put from the crowd. Finn�h choir singing 
landed in North America quite soon after it had taken its' place in Finland ..
The first male and mixed choir was formed by Pekka Vesterinen in 1889 in 
Calumet, Michigan. One of the first great Finnish performers in the United
States was an opera singer, a choir conductor and a violin player, Juho
Koskelo. He was also first among the first generation: Finns to record for
major labels, Columbia and Victor, between 1910 and 1920. lmm�diately
his recordings met with success and the Finns were happy to have him as a
performer on the hall stages. Juho Koskelo was a member of New York's
Finnish Socialist Federation. He sang numerous Finnish folksongs, some
workers' songs and hymns. These were popular among his contemporaries.
He tried, especially in his folksong performances, to apply the traditional
way of singing. · -

Perhaps his best known folksong was "Isontalon Antti ja Rannanjarvi"

('Bighouse Andy and Shore Lake') in.which one can still feel the .rebellion in
the air and the fact that in Harma (a parish in the Old Country famous for
its defiant youth) "the knife wielders" ( puukho junkkarit) had looked for fame

1� 
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and glory in a manner similar to that of Jesse and Frank James in theUnited states. In "Bighouse Andy and Shore Lake" the lyrics have them talkto each other saying: 
Tapa sina Kauhavan ruma Vallesmanni You kill the ugly sheriff of Kauhava mina nain sen komian lesken, I will marry his comely widow." 

Another similar performer was Jean Thesl6ff. Thesl6ff, as had Koskelo sang Finnish folksongs. Even more, however, he performed Johan AlfredTanner's couplets, written for Finns as well as Finnish-Americans. Tanneroften involved many characters in his song performances. He even gaineda reputation for doing the "peasant comedy" pieces. The simple short playsand songs about farm hands enjoyed enormous success in Finland and, inno time, reached the Finnish communities of North America. Tanner hada counterpart in Swedish comedian H jalmar Petterson, better known as OlleI Skratthult, who was extremely popular among the Swedes and theFinland-Swedes wherever he performed in the United States. 
It appears that before World War I, Finns and Finnish Americansen joyed mostly their own song and music culture, which resounded in vastlydiverse places. This living culture was upheld and maintained by fourfactors: (1) the Finnish churches which allowed singing, (2) the temperancesocieties, (3) the Worker's Socialist Federations, and (4) the Finnish theatres.The theatre was one of the active forces keeping the Finnish song culturealive. Many performances included music and songs, especially folksongs.Of course, this was the case only where the theatre was considered acceptable. Some temperance societies worked in close cooperation with the church, andthe theatre was considered a place which ate UJ? the morality of the peopleand where the audience was the kind that didn't go to church. The mostactive places were New York, Fitchburg, Detroit, Gardner, Worcester,Quincy, Chicago, Duluth, Superior and Cloquet (Sundsten 1977). What was going on at the time in American ml,lSic culture? The answeris: A great deal! 
Ragtime came from the people, evolving not only from Ragtime rumbledfrom out of the bush - but was to be v.:ritten for that dignified Victorianmachine, the piano. Wandering pianists were making a decent livingplaying for a.tStomers and dancers in what were called 'tenderloin' or 'redlight' districts in the expanding cities. One of these wandering pianists wasblack Scott Joplin (Whitcomb 1986: 22-23). 

Ragtime was more than a style of music: Whitcomb writes: 
... the ragtime life with patent-leather shoes in many colours plus pearlbuttons, a soft shirt of loud silk; female secretaries grabbing the snatchedlunch, gobbling an evening meal made by just adding heat; all living onhot asphalt surrounded by autos, phonographs, movies and all part of awider world which exploded daily in banner headlines." (Whitcomb: Afterthe Ball, page 19). 
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The phenomenon of "Dance Mania", which lasted from 1911-1917 in
the USA, affected the lives of the people considerably. Whitcomb continues:

Dancing was bang up-to-date. You didn't change into evening dress as in
olden days. You could dance in street clothes, past splashy indoor foun
tains, and shiny cocktail counters. Dancing became an ailernative world
to that of the cosy hearth of home. A cosmopolitan cast of people 

habituated the new dance spots, freed from the corset of Victorian rules.
Travelling salesmen tangoed like la tin lovers, young girls left home to hire 
themselves out as taxi-dances, gigolos-seal faces and patent leather
hair-waited with lambent eyes for the tea dance Lo open. At the taxi-dance 
halls young girls from broken homes were hired by immigrants anxious 
to be Americanized, by cripples in search of love, by high society slummers.
The attraction of the ragtime dance with the ragtime band in the ragtime 
dance hall was that immediate satisfaction, by instant contact, was 
promised. 

. There are some examples that the Finnish immigrants observed the new,
North American.ways of life which differed so much from the old customs.
As the North American environment offered more attractive entertainment,
children of Finnish immigrants resisted their parents' attempts to drag them
along to the Finn HaJls and Finnish churches. Some felt that young Finnish
Americans were in danger of drifting into immorality (Hummasti 1990). 

Jazz also, to a considerable extent, defined the times. 
White kids in short pants watched King Oliver and his band and shivered 
to the shouts from Louis Armstrong·s trumpet. Many became hooked on 
this jazz- and they came from all classes. There was Bix Beiderbecke, 
middle class and Lake Forest Academy educated. There was Hoagy 
Carmichael from Indiana University who had fallen off his chair and 
under the table when he first heard Armstrong on record. There were 

Jewish slum kids like Mezz Mezzrow who longed to be black. And there 

were other like Benny Goodman, Glenn Miller, Jimmy and Tommy 
Dorsey ... 

Many of the musicians in the bands, which were fast forming, were 
immigrants. Among; them were a few Finnish Ameri�ans such as Lee 
Coleman and Sylvester "Hooley" Ahola. Some older Finnish Americans 
found the actions of the American-born generation disturbing; instead of 
participating in Finnish American activities, young people engaged in 
drinking and frequented dance halls, and girls painted their· lips and nails 
bright red (Hummasti 1990) 

The different musical genres in the ethnic spectrum in the 1920s are 
difficulr to categorize, and much of what was recorded was as rich and 
complex:as the traditional culture that inspired it. Among the many genres, 
one of the most popular consisted of music which had traditional roots and 
was newly composed in America. Most ethnic pieces, ·whatever their 
background, probably did not appea:r on record in strictly traditional form. 
Some were entirely new compositions in traditional style; others were older 
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pieces arranged for new instrumentations. Finnish-Americans were exception. no
Finnish American performers had many places where to bring out th . talent. .B�des th� family celebr�tions there �ere the "Finn Halls" whi:�were built m the Fmrnsh communmes and the Fmntowns in the larger · · · N h . c1t1esm ort Amenca were glad to host the performances. 
The new performing talen�s d�dn'� �t came from nowhere. Some ofthem had had very good schooling m Fmmsh-American brass bands und so�: f!ne .ban� l�aders. �mong these musicians were, for exampl;, An�t:Syr�arnem1, .Wtlltam SyrJala and Sylvest�r Ahola. Some of them had received mUS1c !essons �t horn� .fro1? .a �USlc teacher. These included SylviaPolso

.' 
Pa�la Salm, �yy�t and Ailt Vamikam�n, Leo H!ll, Hannes Laine, HenryKoski, Ohver (Olavi) Silfvast, Walter Topp1la and V10la Turpeinen, to nameonly a few. 

Singers, musici�ns and actor-comedians in cafes, coffeehouses, theatresand halls were an mtegral part of the evolving immigrant and ethnic culture.As has been noted, the handful who distinguished themselves as the most
success[ ul were outstanding not only.because of their exceptional talents as
performers b�t al5? because _of their originality and creativity. Many
composed their enttre repert01re or a good part of it. The contents of thesongs were also representative of their culture in content. (Greene 1992·
91-92}

THREE OUTSTANDING PERFORMERS 
Of the . great nu�ber of Finp.ish American performers, three singers/songwnters dominated the Finnish-American halls in the 1920s andea.rl� 1930s. They were Leo Kauppi(nen), Arthur Arkadius Kylander, andHtSkt Salomaa. It may be argued that accordionist Viola Turpeinen was far

�ore popula.r than the male performers. The fact that she was mostly anmstrumentalist, not a comp.oser or .ethnic troubadour, although she did sing some songs, makes her less mterestmg from our present perspective. Kaupp�Kylander and Salomaa were all three akin to the comedic tradition of the
afore-mentioned Tanner and Petterson.

Leo Kauppi 
Leo Kauppi was .b�rn _in Kocka, Finland, February 4, 1900. In his youth

he wa� not mterest.ed m smging. Closer to his heart was athletics, especially
:wrestling. But �s time went by he picked up singing and began to performm smaller festivals near Kotka. He worked in many kinds of jobs as ayoung man. When working as a sailor, he jumped ship in Canada in the 1920s: H_e continued wrestling as a hobby, winning a championship in .
wrestlmg m 1923. Soon after this he went to the United States to Detroit 
and later to New York. He made his home in the Bronx where he liveduntil 1931. New York offered him greater opportunities to be a singer and 
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there he also started his active couplet singing career. His regular "base" w�s
•ryon Temppeli" (workers' temple) hall on 126th Street but he also sang m
ther workers' halls. . . 0 Between 1926 and 1931 he made 40 recordings f�r Co)u_mbia.m_ NeV.:,

k including "Maailman Matti" (Matt of the world), Kuulra1set Kottrlassa 

;:gagement at the Kottilas), and "Herra Petteli" (Mr Peter) which sold by
the thousands. His most famous song, however, was the walz i:nelody 
�M.eren Aallot" (The Waves of the Sea�. to w�ch he wr?te the lyncs. The
melody was composed by another Finmsh Amencan, Antti (Andrew) Koso la.
This alone sold about 30,000 copies. . 

Leo Kauppi also sang a number of couplets by Tanner and Pekkannen.
These, in fact, make up half of the recordings. Since the singer was able to
choose his songs, at least some� but more likely most of them, the coupl_ets

ust have been very popular among the audience and the record buymg
�blic. It is appa�ent that Leo Kauppi was not trying to imitate Tanner; he
�ng with his voice and put his personality into his performances. Conse-
quently, he was a popular singer in the halls. . . . 

When FinnishAmerican workers went to SoV1et-Kareha m the 1920s and
1930s, Leo and his wife H ilda Kauppi were among the�. T�ey set up their
new home in Petroskoi. Leo first worked as a wrestlmg ms�ructor and 
swelter. Besides these jobs, he continued singing, also on the radio . . Later ?e
shared the destiny of so many other Finnish North Amencans m
Soviet-Karelia. During Stalin's purges in 1937, he was arrested and
sentenced to ten years in prison camp. He never returned from that 
journey. (In fact, most of the Finnish American and Finnish Canad_ia� men
and women who went to work in Soviet-Karelia, later became victlms of
Stalin's purges . Only few of those who had stayed voluntarily or
involuntariy, survived the ethnic cleansing.) 

Arthur K yla11der 
Arthur Kylander was perhaps the best known performer of these three

men. Upon arriving in America in 1914 at th� age of �wenty-two, �ylander 
became well acquainted with the lives of his workmg class audience. He
moved around widely, in search of typical Finnish immigrant .employme�t
as lumber jack, woodworker, or miner, wherever he could f md w?rk: �n
Maine, New York, Pennsylvania, Ohio, Minnesota, and finally Califorma.
Me began publishing sheet music in 1920, composing his own comic �ngs
in California in 1926, as he decided to try a career as a professional
entertainer. In 1927, he left the West Coast for his first tour of Finnish 
communities. It was even more successful than he might have anticipated:
while travelling through Montana and Minnesota, he met and married his
wife, a pianist who served superbly as his accompanist. He established such
a strong reputation that Victor record company agreed to record twenty
of his songs.
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Only a few lunes are closely as.sociated wilh Kylander, e.g., "Siirto Ensi Vastuksia" (An immigrant's first difficulties) which dwells on language difficullies of a newly arrived immigrant worker, whose /English phrases are "No, sir", and "Lumber Jakki", which tells aboul the h!life of the lumberjacks in the backwoods: 
Greetings from the wild. from the wilderness, from backwoods From the pastures of wild nature, from the bosom of the forest Where the delights of the city are lacking and where the fellows livelike the monks in a cloister
Thus patience ran out, the lumber jack left the camp and concluded: We have only one life to live, fellows, let's go and celebrate in the city

Hiski Salomaa 
Hiski Salomaa was a well known character on the Finnish Nor,American stage. Although he had an interest in the worker's cause, he W:well accepted by the other Finnish American groups. He arrived in Amen, in 1909. After World War I he worked as a tailor in Massachussets aMichigan. Writing" ballads and songs had always been his hobby. He fiperformed in small gatherings and family celebrations, but was soon as: to the stages of the halls to sing his songs. While most of his melodies aderived from folksongs, the majority of the texts were his own. Some of tpieces were semi-autobiographical like "Savonpo jan Amerihhaan T.ulo (W the Boy from Savo Came to America) and 'Taattoni Maja" (My FathenCabin). Weil-known was his "Lannen Lnhari" (the Logger of the West)�'. · -is a boastful story of a Finnish lumberjack who travels widely, even tAlaska, praising his freedom. . · 

But Hiski Salomaa also had .a keen eye for matters inside Finn· American society and the daily aspects of life in general as is evident (rothe recent recording, Hiski Salomaa, (Audiowell Oy, 1991), which includ16 of his songs recorded originally for Columbia in 1928-1932. The IWW (Industrial Workers of the World) commissioned two son; from him, "V apauden Kaiho" (Longing for Freedom) and "Elisan Valssi'(Elisa's Waltz). In these songs Hiski Salomaa was given the opportunity tshow with exceptional explicitness his sympathies for the workers and tworking class. 
Besides his tailoring work, he later owned a bar in New York, where had moved with his wife at the end of 1930s. In the Big Apple, Hisle'enjoyed the company of Finnish American carpenters and railway men.1 Histill sang his songs for them in the 1940s, but his active days of perforrru· were over. He died in New York in 1957. 

Among the Finns in the United States, the folksongs were still as popul.ar. 
as they had been in the 1910s. They were performed in the Finnish halls� 
a part of musical programs. Folksongs were also of ten sung as part of pl�ys 
written by immigrants. It was not unusual to hear songs like the following: 
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Honkain keskellii mokkini scisoo Between the pine trees stands my cabin 
Suomeni soreassa salossa in Finland's beautiful wilderness 
Honkain valilla siintava selka Between the pine trees is a lake 
vilkkuvi koinaren valossa. which glimmers in the morning sun 
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The message the song conveys was perceived differently for lhose Finns
ho had settled in the country and those Finns who were born in the
,untry. For the former, it represented nostal�cally the idealised times of

iygone days in the old country, and for the latter it was only part of their
Jcural heritage and descriptiv� of the present. 

The Finnish youth in America were in the habit of having dances in
irivate lion:ies, particularly when the parents were away. The purpose was
:o gather unseen by others, so as not to off end the people in the villages and
·.tieS many of whom were church-going Finns who considered dancing a sin

:ary 1985). 
Great changes happened in the position of women in the 1920s: they

on suffrage both in Canada and the USA Many everyday matters also
anged: women began to curl their hair, wear shorter dresses and started

0 smoke, use lipstick and even had drinks. They talked about matters
. hich earlier had been reserved for the men only, such as poli�ics and sex.

.ese changes were deeply shocking to the moralists of the time. Antti
iyrjaniemi reflected these changes and reactions to them in his song "Oi
· inen" (Oh woman):

Oi nainen, miten vainen Oh woman, how shyly 
sina saatatkin kepsuttaa you walk on your way 
Kylla taitaa, tietii kaifaa Surely along the narrow road 
olla helpompi hepsuttaa. it is easier to stroll 
Kun vaan muistaa, piiiiltaiin puistaa When you remember to take off 
liiat vaatteet vakkasecn and put the extra clothes in a basket 
ne samat vehkeet riittiiii sitten the same stuff is good enough 
kesalla ja pakkasecn. in summer as well as in winter cold. 
Sun henkes hehkuun If only in the glow of your breath, 
kuin porsas pehkuun like a pig puts his head to the straw 
jos paiini aina saisin kallistaa. I could always lay my head. 

Women's liberatior twas a universal phenomenon at the time; the topic 
was also treated in South-America: Jose Bohr sang the following fox-trot: 

Before women were feminine, 
now fashion has thrown all that out. 
Before only the face and foot showed, 
put now they show all there is to be seen. 
Today all the womei:i ·scem to be men, 
they smoke, drink whiskey, and � pants. 

Problems in Finnish American society were coming out in the open. 
Hiski Salomaa told about these in his songs "Emannat piknihissa" (The ladies 

on the picnic) and "Kemppaisen avioelamaa" (Kemppainen's married life) In the latter one he says: 
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Se oli suurin erehdys sano Kemppainen nyt vain 
kun Tildu Mieuisen mina vaimokseni nain 
Se tansseis kay, sita kotona ei nay, ja lapsia hoidan ma 
rakkaus on valillamme kylmaks' kayny ku jaa. 
Mina ennen kavin paivat tyos' olin miesten parhaita 
silla aikaa Tildun luona my6s alkoi kayda varkaita 
ja sehan meidan kotimme nyt pirstaleeksi 16i 
kun Tildu eilen tavaramme kaikki halvennuksell' moi 
It was the greatest mistake, said Kemmpainen only now 
when I married that Tildu Mieuinen to be my wife 
She is going to dances, she stays not home, and I take 
care of the children 
the love between us has turned ice-cold. 
Before I was going daily to work and I was among 
the best of men 
but while I was there "thieves" began to visit Tildu 
and that finally broke our home 
when Tildu yesterday sold alt our things for half price. 

Hiski Salomaa was not the only one who had something to say about such matters. John Lee Hooker, the bluesman, wrote e.g., the following: 
That littl girl I married 
She 'bout to drive my life away 
I made a mistake in life 
And I never do that again 

About similar matters and their reasons Lonnie Johnson writes: 
I worked for you so many times 
when I really was too sick to go 
I worked for you baby, 
when your man was slipping in my back-door 
I can see for mysef, 
so take your back-door man 
I won't be your fool no more. 

Some lively texts, describe how the Finns integrated into Am�rica 
working life. Finnish men generally found jobs in various mining toy.ms 
forest camps and farms. The wotnen worked as domestics. Several song� tell 
about the reality of the jobs Finnish·men held in America. The min 
Santeri Makela wrote "Kaivantomiehen laulu" (The Miner's Song): 
Niin musta, niin musta, on ikuinen yo 
ja kello I yo kaksitoista 
Torkkuen toverit istuskelee 
hikikarp�lot kulmillaan. 

Niin musta, niin musta on manalan sy'n 
josta ma leipani haen 
Kapitaali mun orjakseen ostanut on, 
kasivartein ja verenikin. 

So dark, oh so dark is everlasting night 
and the clock strikes twelwe. 
The comrades are siuing napping 
with sweat on their foreheads 

So dark, oh so dark is the underworld's heart 
Wherefrom I earn my bread 
The capital has bought me to be its slave 
my arms and my blood included. 
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Many of these skilled men and women sang the melody of their time, 
}1ich was full of idealism and based on a proletarian view of life. An actor, 

"( er song-writer and composer, Jukka Ahli (Johannes Hietanen), for 
sing...,., p, le became known for his song "Vapauden aamunkoitto" (The Dawn of eia .. , ' 
freedom): 

ko aamun sarastaa, uusi paiva ka jastaa The dawn is here, the new day is breaking out 
R.:a uusi kutsuu, riemakaa, the new times are calling, 81 I iPt rynnistain eespain hurry now, brothers, hurry foreward.oyt vc ,- A I . . h K ma kaiho rinnassaan strange ongmg m my c est, 
v:

m uslaulut huulillaan the songs of freedom on my lips 
. :ko sankka kay jo rima_maan large groups get mob1hsed, 
�e rientaii rynnistain eespam . they hurry on foreward . . . Vib,I vaino, pois, rauhan tuoda v01 Away wnh hatred and opress10�, bnng m the peace 
sop�intuun, yhteistyohon liiuykiia join the harmony, the cooperauon. 
Yhteisloimintaan, orjat kauua maan, Work together, slaves around the land, 
vapautta vaatimaan nyt astukaa. Step up and demand your freedom now. 

In North America Finns were generally well on their way to assimilation 
0 the new society. One example, is found in the song "Dahlmannin paartit"

(The Party at Dahlmanns): 
juhlapoyta oli kauniiksi laitettu The table �as beautifully lai� 
Ja viinit oli laseihin jo kaadettu and the wme already serv�d tn the glasses 
siella gramofoni soitteli valssia the gramophone was playmg a wal�z. 
ja nuoremmat alkoi myos tanssia and the younger people beg�n to dance. 
'Mina ianssihin pyysin missis Hillia I asked Mrs Hill to dance with me, 
co�t joivat ja soivat Norjan sillia. the others drank away and ate Norwegian herring. 

We can see in this song that assimilat;on has surely occurred. 1:ittle by 
'ttle, Finns also changed their food habits; they became accustomed to 

erican food-culture. The one exception w:as the Christmas table. The 
h6ol system played an important part in the assimila�ion, americanizing 

the children of immigrants from different national backgrounds. Jenny 
aria Viitala Vacon gives a lively description of the school situatio� a�d 

emembers singing in the school in Toivola, Michigan in t.he 1920s. When 
he-bell rang, and the pupils were' seated and �he teacher had taken the 

toll-call, then it was time to sing. They sang about 15 minutes and they 
oved it. There were more than fifty children of a,11 ages, and they sang Irish 
all;ds and Scottish folksongs with a thick Finnish accent. · · 

Finns were keen on singing and every time they. had a chance to sing,
they really went all out. Jenny and her friends also wrote down in little 
booklets the Finnish and American songs they sang together. The habit was 
the same as in the Old Country, only the songs were a bit different, a 
mixture of both cultures. They heard and saw a number of American 
ballads and songs from the South, which arrived in music-shops in small 
booklet form. (In Finland, American popular music very much affected the 
hves of the youth and the young people wrote d_oyrn the lyrics and the songs in the 1950s. We need only remember performers like Paul Anka and Elvis 
Presley). 
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Finnish American lyric writers not only looked at local matters but they also took their subjects from matters that touched the whole country. The well-known smger-songwriter Antti Syrjaniemi, for example, wrote about the infa.mous Scopes trial. 
In 1925, the young teacher named John Thomas Scopes was arrested and taken to court because he had taught evolution to his pupils. This trial attracted nationwide attention in the United States. In January 1926, Antt· Syrjaniemi wrote a song called "The Monkeybusiness in Dayton" which 

starts: 
Ai jai jai jai apina 
oi voi voi voi mika napina . 
siita nyt nous, kun se mestari Scopes 
tiesi viela ja ymmarti 
etta kavi vaan sellainen rapina 
kun ihminenkin ennen ol' apina. 
Puita my6den kuorta syoden 
ennen muinoin kapusimme vain. 
Mutta se tiukalle otti, 
Daytonissa kehitysoppi 
Apinako niin paljon muuttuupi 
tuosta nyt hullukin suuuuupi 
ei, ei me olla apina. 

Oh my my my monkey 
oh boy boy boy what a grumble 
came out, when 1ha1 master Scopes 
knew already and understood 
1ha1 in the past there was a rustle 
when even the human was an ape 
Among the trees, eating the bark, 
we climbed in chose olden days. 
Bui ii was a serious mauer 
in Dayton 1ha1 theory of evolution 
Could an ape change so much 
that'd make even a madman crazy 
no, no, we are not apes 

Besides the festivals, the program evenings and the recordings, the radi0 
was the medium which made all kinds of national performers known eve� 
in distant isolated places. Radio also brought country & western music to 
the northern states. In the year 1924, the radio station WLS in Chicago 
started its weekly "National Barn dance" broadcasts. Jenny Viitala remebers 
how those radio programs were listened to, especially among the younr pe?pl_e. When s�e was a _teenager, _mountain music (country music) came 'lb
Michigan. Especially dunng the wmter, when there was not much else to cio 
in the countryside, she would stay up with the family listening to the car 
battery powered radio. They got to know The Drifters from Del Rio, Texa', 
The Callahan Brothers from Wheeling, West Virginia, Patsy Montana, unrie 

. Dave Macon and The Carter Family. And as soon as she got her first guitar, 
she started to perform in the local gatherings. She sang and played songs lik� 
"C?n Top of Ol� Smokey", "Emma" and "Kottilan Kuuliastanssit" (Engageme�t 
Dance at Komla) both for her own pleasure and for the enjoyment of 
others. (Leary 1984) 

DEPRESSION SONGS 
The crash of October 1929 plunged the United States into a long ancl. 

deep depression. By 1930 there were 4 million unemployed, among _the$ 
thousands of Finnish immigrants, in 1932 the figure was as high as 13 
million and still rising. Periodic unemployment was nothing new f df
Finnish Americans, but the Great Depression was worse: mines, mills an'd 
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factories were forced to shut down. Arthur Kylander described it in his song 
"fyattoman valssi- Come Around Again". People really felt marginalized; it
was hard just to stay alive. 

J(un kuljin m� kulkudn lailla,
oli rnullekin kayny1 nun, 
ell' 1yota olin __ m�6s vailla .. 
menin tehrn1sun Ja ka1vo_ksun. . 
vaan kaikk1all' s1Llom sam kuulla vam sen
eorne around again, yes, come aroun� again

Wren wandering around like a vagabond 
It had happened to me as well 
That I was out of a job 
I went to the mines and the factories 
But everywhere they said again and again 
Come around again, yes, come around 
again 

Me ehka· jos joskus viel' tarvitaan. If ever we'll need you again 
Ei tieda vaan, come around again. We don't know, come around again. 

A similar picture of the times is given by the blues.man JD. Short: 
I went to the factory 
where I worked three years or more 
and the boss man told me 
"Man, I ain't hiring no more" 

Hiski Salomaa describes this theme also in his song "V drss y jd •sieltd ja tddlta"
(Verses from here and there): 
Mdni soiuaja halvalla pillinsii m6i Many musicians sold their whistles 
· lunssina viimeiset Linansa s6i . and for lunch they ate their last money 
Moni poika jo lyonyt on rukkaset tiskiin Many boys have laid down their mittens 
ja juonunna nykyajan huonoa viskii and drank the poor whiskey of today 
ctta t6pp6set yl6s aina kaikahtaa so that treir feet have kicked the bucket 

viimeisen kerran veisataan. so that we have LO sing for th! last time_ 
1 Although the times were tough, quite a few of the Finnish American 

musicians were able to find opportunities to perform for the Finns. Those 
who had an established reputation were naturally ahead of others; although 
record companies did not publish new material in the same numbers as 
before, the musicians were able to continue touring. 

One such performer was Viola Turpeinen. She was a musiqan for whom 
even the smallest Finn towns eagerly awaited. She was also an important 
figure in that she was well-known among �ericans. Antti Syrjaniemi 
found a fine way to tell about Viola Turpeineii in his song "Viola Turpeisen
tanssit Kiipilld" (Viola Turpeinen Dances at the Ca� �n), which begins: 
Vielakin seikka se mieleeni joutuu I still can remember 

when that Turpeinen's girl was in the group 
It was such easy going on 

kun Turpeisen tytl6 oli remmissi 
Ollpa se sellaista rentoa touhuu 
�mma kun kaikki pysy hengissa 
Hanuri kun lauleli tyuaren rinnoilla ... 

I just wonder how everyone survived 
When the accordion was "singing" on the breasts 
of the girl 
Both the young and the old took an eager twirl. Nuoret ja vanhat ne hyppeli innolla 
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(Th 
One sign of optimism was a song by Viola Turpeinen "Vnelma Vais .,, 
e Drea� Waltz), which became very popular in the 1930s among F· St 

and remained for � long time one of her most requested songs. 
mns 

Kun vieno soitlo hiljainen unelmal aukai.see 
nii� nuorukainen neidolleen katensii tarjoilee.
HilJal!ensa katsein nain unelman saavuuaa 
on onnellista ylkami nain neidon omistaa. 

When the gentle melody so sweet opens up the dreams 
then the lad offers his hand to the maiden 

?? slowly, only with the glances they will reach the dream 
ll IS so good to be a beau and have the heart of the maiden. 

. 
Hard reality encouraged day-dreaming. However, many unem lo :•

Finns, _who had c?me from the countryside, were able to return t� t 
Y�d 

�omes m the farming areas and give a helping hand. The Great De 
�e1r 

finally ended with World War II. 
pression

THE TIMES THEY ARE A-CHANGING 
Wh� �he times �oc better after World War II, Finnish American sin ers ·��d mUS1�1ans continued to perform in the halls, and few new memfers}omed their compa:1Y· The popularity of country and bluegrass music grewin the_ 1�50s, which encouraged many Finnish American fiddle d'accord10msts to follow suit. 

rs an 
When Bolivar Lee Shook from Mississippi sang: 

There'.s a happy childhood home in my memory J can seeStandmg out upon the hill neath the shadow of the tree
If I only had my way, it would give my heart a thrill
Just to simply wander back to the cabin on the hill 

Robert (�ob?y) Ar�: the late humorist and songmaker, deals with ch:same theme m his song Hwy Number 7 11 which · d h 
Hey when I am feelin puri high 
rantakallio I buy 
I stack to my shack in a swamp 
by the highway 
known as number seven 

, IS an o e to ome: 

And w�en this kapakka closes tight 
I do the 9nly thing that is right 
I stack to ... 

Now if you ever come and visit 
there is one thing that you will see 
there is fifteen blonde-headed Finnish kids
and they look exactly like me 
Feed them kalamojakka 
sometimes riisryynipuuroa 
In my shack in a swamp by the highway 
that is known as number seven 
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The melody was derived from American main culture bUl the words 
relate to a Finnish American way of life. 

When the Atlantic Ocean was again safe to travel, when airplanes began
co fly back and forth to Europe, Finnish Americans began to import music 
from the Old Country. Visiting singers and musicians from Finland had an 
impact. American Finns had kept alive older forms of the traditional music 
which now in the 50s and 60s was mixed with new influnces from Finland 

By the end of the 1960s, some Finnish Americans joined the folk music 
revival movement. They became more interested in things that had 
happened before and the songs of their parents or grand-parents. Ameriikan 
p0ijat brass band, The Thi�d ·Generation band, Allan Reko and Oren 
Tikkanen are but some of the post-war musicians. Oulu Hot Shots from
Oulu, Wisconsin, USA, for example, sought an understand of their roots
through singing the Finnish tango "Satumaa" (Land of Fairy Tales): 

Aavameren tuolla puolen jossakin on maa 
missa onnen kaukorannan laine liplallaa 
missa kukat kauneimmat luo aina loistellaan 
siella huolet huomisen voi jaada unholaan. 

Across the wide ocean, somewhere is a land 
Where the wave of happiness reaches the shore 
Where the most beatiful flowers are glowing 
There the sorrows of tomorrow are forgouen 

The old images have acquired new forms. These symbolically describe the 
old country. But the statement can also be turned around. Esko Wiik, 
Finnish Canadian song writer from Pefferlaw, Ontario, Canada, has written 
the words for a song "Pinatsin hump pa" (The Romp at Lake"Panache (near 
Sudbury in Ca�ada)) to a melody by Timo Kotilehti, also of Sudbury.· 

Jarvi tuttu suomalaisien, jarvi kaunis Pinatsin 
Suosiossa kalamiesten, kesiiisin, talvisin. 
Pilkkimiehet avannosta lohet suuret narrailee, 
kesahelteen kaislikosta hauen soppaan uistelee. 
Aamusta varhaisesta iltamyohai.seen jarvella kiitaa kalamiehet saallineen. 
Pinatsi on mieleen suomalaisien, se on jarvi meidan siinolaisien. 
Iltaisin siella rantasaunat lampiaa, 
Uimassa kaydaan vaikk' ois' vesi viileaa 
Rannalla sillen humpataan, Rannalla sinen humpataan 
rannalla Pinatsilla humpataan 

A lake well-known lO the Finns, is Lake Panache 
It is favoured by fishermen through summers and winters 
In winters the fishermen catch big salmons 
in summers they will get the pikes. 
From morning to l).ight you see the fishermen with their hauls 
The Finns like Lake Panache, it is an immigrants' lake 
In the evenings the saunas will be heated, 
and we will swim in the cold lake 
And afterwards we dance on the beach, afterwards we dance on the beach 
And afterwards we dance on the shores of Lake Panache 
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A hundred years of North american Finnish tradition have passed, but the 
manifestations are still the same. Once again the Finns are one with the 
nature. 

JUHA NIEMELA is a graduate student at the University of Turku, Finland, working. 
on a thesis on Finnish American immigrant songs. He holds a position of researcher 
with the Migration Institute in Turku Finland. 
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KEIJO VIRTANEN 

Work as A Factor of 
Adaptation for 
Finnish Immigrants 
in the Great Lakes Region 
The" process of adaptation of Finnish immigrants to North American society 
depended upon various factors a central one of which is work. Professor
Keijo Virtanen examines the role of work for Finnish immigrants who chose
to become miners, lumber jacks and domestics. He also traces their gradual 
transition to farmers. 

inland has sometimes been called the most Lutheran country F in the world: Martin Luther '. s teachings are offered as an
explanation for the fact that the Protestant work ethic has 

become so profoundly rooted in the pagan soil of Finnish culture. This 
interpretation may do justice to the Finns, but hardly to Luther. �uther 
regarded all fo:rms of work - whether by minister or maid - as equally 
�orthy of respect. Work was the service of one's neighbour, and the 
fb11£ilment of our human vocatior:i. By contrast, John Calvin sa'w work as a 
form of competition: the labourer 's wages are the symbol of his secular and 
sp,iritual progress. It �as in the Calvinist tradition that the classic sociologist, 
Max Weber, recognized the foundations of the modern m.arket �conomy. · 
AP,d · at that point when Finnish migrants began to swarm. acros.s the 
�1lantic to the United States _and Canada towards the end of the last
�ntury, this Calvinist-cu{ll-Social-Darwinist ideology of work and life as 
competition - the survival of the fittest - was at the height of its influence. 

Whether one reads work in terms of competition or of serving one's 
nsighbour, it is (and has always been) a central mode of being-in-society for 
tne individual in our system of values. Work, or the lc\ck of it, has enormous 
impact on th� individual, for it determines not only his material standing, 
�pt also his me_ntal welfare. 
1: For some years now, we have been experiencing in Finland very high 

unemployment, and it is only the safety net maintained for the unemployed 
�f the welfare state which has maintained social peace. This situation 
cannot, however, continue indefinitely. Either the employment rate needs 
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to improve, or - if we are witnessing a per�anent contraction _ in thenumber of jobs in ratio to the number of potential workers- we will needto reconstruct our system of values and reduce the emphasis on the virtue ofwork. 
When Finnish migrants went overseas, they did so specifically in searchof work and to make a fast buck. Yet they were also permeated by theProtestant work ethic. When they arrived in the New World, there was nowelfare system to fall back on: their survival wa� in t_heir_ ow_n _hands. Intheory (to deploy a sociological approach) one can 1dent1f r SIX distmct Waysin which they might relate to the work they undertook m t�e Gre�t Lakes

region: 1) Work as a necessary evil, undertaken purely and S1mply m order
to earn wages; 2) Work as an unrewarding necessity, relieved by the
company of one's fell ow workers, but nonethel� mai�y �nd�rt�ken inorder to earn money; 3) Work as a skilled occupation, satisfymg m its ownright; 4) Work as a career pathway leading to opportunities for promotion;5) Work as a vocation, offering fulfilment and the opportumty to serve
one· s fellows; or 6) Work as a task undertaken for the benefit of society as
a whole. 

Most of the Finnish migrants who came to the New World wereunskilled, and their intention was to return home after a few years, takingtheir earnings with them. Their work motivati�n� will there�ore h�ve
belonged to the beginning rather than the end of this list. A quotation datmg
from 1920 expresses this vividly: 

"You need to put in some effort while you' re young, so that when you re
older you don' t need to sweat so much but can look ou� through thewindow and watch others sweating. I didn't come here to live, I came to 
make money." . . . . . ; like others at that time, or migrants today, these 1mm1grants expenenccii

culture shock, for the human capacity to accept new things is always limited.
Culture shock is, indeed, virtually inevitable when individuals come i��oprolonged contact with another culture. There is a cult_ural wall, to which
they simply have to try to adjust. This pr�. �f adaptan�n may go thro�gh
several distinct chronological phases (1mt1al enthUS1asm, f rustrat1<?�,
acceptance, adaptation), depending upon_ each indivi_d�al 's abi�ity to absorb
information from the environment and mtegrate this mto one s own world
view. 

In the case of the Finnish immigrants, their degree of success in
adaptation depended heavily upon their motives for settin� out. It has of �en
been pointed out that the Finnish miners and lumberjacks never even
intended to learn English, since.they didn't mean to stay long anyway. The
nature of the work they undertook will also have had an acute impact upon
their degree of adaptation: not all work is the �me. _The time f �ctor was
important, for the longer the immigrants stayed m their new �nvironment,
the less likely it became that they would return home to Fmland. Only
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about one fifth of the migrants to the United States and Canada eventually
rnade their way back home again. 

On the other hand, the new concinent offered the immigrants a Brave
New World. They believed that by working hard they could significantly
irnprove their standard of living above the level they had been used to at
home in Finland. They therefore came to the place where work was
vailable, which is to say, to the region of the Great Lakes. In 1900, almost

�alf of the Finnish immigrants to the United States were living in Michigan
and Minnesota, and over half of those in Canada were in Ontari�. They
worked in many occupations, but I want to concentrate on three kmds of 
\Vork relevant to my theme and yet different from each other: mining, ·
domestic service, and farming. 

· From the Finnish perspective, the most useful research material for
getting at individual experiences is provided by the letters (we have about 20

000 letters from overseas migrants deposited at the University of Turku);
interviews(from around 5000 respondents); and the immigrant press. In the
United States and Canada,· researchers have approached immigrant
occupations from many different angles. I shall make use of these studies, but
I would like to focus on the problems pertaining to adaptation more from
the. perspective of the country of origin, d_rawing c_onsiderably ?n �-he
University of Turku MA-thesis in Cultural History wntten by MarJa-Ltisa
Husso. 

Around the turn of the last century, there were many mines in the Great
Lakes region where as many as 80 % of the miners were Finnish. They
congregated together, and if this proved difficult, they would attempt to
correct the situation as soon as possible, as this comment from 1910 shows:

"There's no other Finns in this barracks but Vaino, Tcrho and me. That's
not so nice, and I'm hoping to move to a different barracks where there's
more Finns."

Language alone was reason enough why the workers in the mines
clustered by: nationality. These national groups co�peted among themselves
for better work, and for better status on the job. This competitiveness also
had the effect of strengthening the Finnish sense of identity: the Finrts
wanted to preserve their Finnishness in nationality and language even in the
mines. On the other hand, competition had less positive consequences.
Miners from Cornwall in England, who were preferred by the mining bosses
because they could speak English, and because of their previous mining skills,
they were given higher positions in the job hierarchy, while other groups,
including not only the Finns but also Croats, Slovenes, and Italians, were
given the less attractive and less well paid jobs. 

Varpu Lindstrom has shown that in some areas in Canada over 40 %
of male deaths from other than natural causes were the result of accidents
at work. During the period 1898-1908, it has been estimated that five out
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of every thousand miner_s in Cana�a died._ The figure for the U.S. is slightl lower ( 3.� I 1000), but m companson with other countries, both of th }'rates are high. ese

The reality encountered on the job was certainly not what the m ha expected (if, indeed, they knew what to expect at all). Working coned�. d. h . I . Illonsm t e mmes were utter y different from anything which these Finns ha known on the farms back home, whether they were from yeoman f . dfamilies or landless farm labourers. Finns were used to determininar��gow� rhythm �f work, and had difficulties in submitting to the clock�ru1!� regimen of shift work. Not even the wages came up to expectations · d when w��k was over, _there wer� �he dangers of Demon Drink. Min�� comm�rut1es were also, m the earlier decades of immigration, marked b ; heavy imbalance between the sexes: in 1895, on the Mesabi Range yf 1 h · f , , orexamp e, t e ratio o men to women was 4: 1. The integration of miners into the new society was all the more cliff I beca� of th� �isp�rity �tween their previous work experience and�work�n? c�ndit1ons m their_ new jobs. T� was one reason for the high level o� act_1VI�y m the lab�ur uruons and working men's associations, and for thehigh _ mc1dence of stnkes; yet these factors, too, militated against a sense ofcomfor�. After a fe� years down the mines, Finni$h men gave up their hopesof creat1�g � better life for themselves through mining, and began to look for alternatives elsewhere. 
. T?e second occupation I wish to consider, domestic service·by women1mm1gr�nts, represents the opposite end of the scale with respect t toa_dapta�10n_. Among the population groups in the 'New Wave' of immigra ..tlon, Fmrush women stood out by their willingness to go into domestic�rvice. Among Southern Europeans, by contrast, wage labour was felt t� beimproper for wo�en. !he US. statistics for 1900 show that altogether 62 % of the women 1mm1grants from Scandinavia including Finland wereemployed as domestic servants or laundrywomen. There was evidently no shortage of positions in domestic service for newly-arrived im�igrant �omen. Despite their initial lack of language skillsand relevant preVI?us expenence at work - though it may. be assumed thata_ll women fr�m Fmlan� would have had previous experience of housework,smce _at t�t um� ru�nmg the house was exclusively the task of women inNordic �ety. �m1:ISh m�ids were in demand. Marianne Wargelin suggeststhat haVIng � Fmmsh _ ma1d may even have become something of a sta us�ymbol Their r�put�t10n was high, and their opportunities for integration mto the new SOC1ety were on a totally different scale from those of the menin the mines. 

. Learning n_ew working customs was of course initially difficult, andm1SU_nderstandin� were frequent, because of the maids' unfamiliarity with�nglIS_h. As �xpenence accrued, these problems disappeared. Since these maidshved m their employers' households, they were able to learn the new ways
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and the new language relatively quickly. At its best, it was a fine Life; here is
a quotation from 1914: 

"Last week we went to a grand concert. Our daughter was playing, and 
she gave us tickets. There were lots of people singing, and there were fine 
ladies too." 

Sometimes maids could come to think of themselves as members of the 
family. Nonetheless, they were in fact in menial employment; the work was 
hard. and the days long. Domestic servants worked, on average, two hours
longer per day than workers in industry. Raivaaja commented, in 1920, that 
even after the five-and-a-half-day week had been introduced in industry, it
was still normal for domestic servants only to have one half-day free during 
the week and half a day on Sundays. It was often expected that even when
they were officially off duty, they would in fact be doing something useful. 

Even in wealthy families, maids usually only had a tiny bedroom, and 
frequently they would wash in the kitchen. Servants did not usually eat the 
same food as the master's family, and their portions were small in relation 
to their exhausting work. Their lives were also often lonely, as they were not
surrounded at work by fell ow workers from their own ethnic group. In
theory these women had good marriage prospects in the Finnish immigrant
community, only about one third of the immigrants were women, their
employers, however, of ten imposed restrictions on their socializing with 
members of the opposite sex. The various clubs and associations were thus 
almost their only personal outlets. 

Ihe many problems which these women, faced in adapting to their new 
surrounding notwithstanding, they had relative advantages in one respect: · 
work was readily available, little affected by fluctuations in the economy. It 
was also relatively easy for them to change jobs in pursuit of' better 
remuneration. Miners, by contrast, periodically faced extended periods of 
unemployment. It is therefore hardly surprising that up to 1930 only 10-15

% of the women who had emigrated to the United States and Canada from 
Finland returned home, compared with 20-25 % of the m�n. 

The third example, acquiring a 'farm, belongs to a later phase than either 
niining jobs for the men or domestic service for the women. We know that 
about 90 % of the Finnish migrants came from rural origins, and their 'real ' 
occupation - the job they really knew something about - was farming. 
Indeed, many of them had originally set out oversea� in order to accumulate 
e11ough money to be able to buy themselves a farm back in Finland. Many 
of the Finnish men who purchased -farms in the Great Lakes region had 
previously worked in the mines or in the lumber camps. 

This shift of Finnish immigrants into agriculture offers a striking contrast 
to other ethnic groups in the later waves of immigration. By 1920, over a 
quarter of the Finnish immigrants were making their living either tQtally or 
in part from agriculture, whereas in the same period only 3 % of Italians and 
4 % of ·Poles "rere working on the land. 
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In the early years of the 20th century, the majority of the Finnish 
immigrants who bought land did so in Minnesota and Michigan, in the 
vicinity of the mining towns. At first, the farm was merely a supplementary 
form of income on top of the wages from the mine; but many were married 
(a considerable time had by now elapsed since their arrival in the country) 
and their wives and children could look after many of the chores on th� 
farm. Only when enough fields had been cleared to support full-tirne 
farming, could the farm become the mainstay of support for the entire 
family. This shift can be traced very clearly in the history of Finnish 
settlement in Wisconsin. The height of the flow of migration into this area 
1890-1910, was characterized by a desperate search for jobs, whereas 1910: 
1925 was a period of purchasing farm plots, clearing the land, and building. 
As Finnish settlement expanded, it led to the establishment of stores 
churches, and voluntary associations - all factors which promote adap_ta� 
tion. 

Many Finns were eager to take up farming. VarpU Lindstrom has noted 
the revealing character of the names Finnish-Canadians gave their farming 
communities: Intola, Tarmola, Toimela (all three names means 'place of 
enthusiasm or energy'. The shift into agriculture was evidently prompted 
at least in part by the dream of an ideal society. Industrial jobs were seen 
as dusty, dark and tedious; in the countryside, these Finns believed they could 
regain their souls. As Matti Kaups has noted, these immigrants really wanted 
to recreate for themselves the same way of life which they had left behind 
them in Finland, though with the cliff erence that around the Great Lakes far 
more of them were able to own their own farm than back in Finland 

Life on the farm was not all easy going, however, and meant much hard 
work. The soil was of ten poor, and the plowing techniques, etc., learnt back 
home in Finland were unsuited to the new conditions. Consequently, noteS 
Lindstrom, one also finds farms with less optimistic names: Vesikurjala 
('Wet Misery·), Risula ('Brushland · ), or even Viimeinen Ponnistus ('Final 
Effort'). Nonetheless, a farm was likely to bind the immigrant permanently 
to the new country, whether or not buying a farm had been part of, the 
settler's original plans. By the time this phase came, many years had already 
elapsed since arrival, of ten including marriage, and so the fields of Michiga 
Minnesota or Ontario began to take shape as the family's permanent home. 

I have here considered three different kinds of work in relation to the 
adaptation of immigrants. Naturally, there were many other occupations 
in the immigrant community. In the next generation attitudes cha;n� 
again; the immigrants' children no longer identified their happiness with the 
Onnela ('Happy Land Farm'), but headed for the cities and colleges. 
Nonetheless, the second generation of immigrants played a crucial role in 
binding their parents to the new country for the rest of their lives. The 
children went to Anglophone schools; established friendships and marriag� 
with members of other ethnic groups; and in this way contributed to their 
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parents' process of adaptation. The idea of returning became weaker and 
weaker, even if the home country was never forgotten. 

Work, thus, held a central place in the lives of the immigrants. It was, 
after all, the nature of their work, and their degree of economic success, 
which determined how the first generation of Finnish-Americans and 
fjnnish-Canadians lived Our late lamented mentor in the study of Finnish 
immigration, John I. Kolehmainen, who died in an accident in 1995, 
condensed the essential elements in the immigrants' lives as follows. Finnish 
jrnmigrants, he argues, belonged to three distinct worlds: 
"l) to the immigrant world whern Finnish language dominated and all the 
activities were concentrated aroµnd Finnishness; 
2) co the receiving country, the land of toishieliset, which became more
familiar over decades, especially to the children; 
3) to the old country, the home village, which he or she could never forget."

One might argue, perhaps, that the miner, the maid and the farmer each
correspond to one of Kolehmainen · s three focuses; but that would be to 
oversimplify, and I will therefore refrain from doing so, but rather leave 
each of us to ponder these categorizations for ourselves. 

I<EIJO VIRTANEN is Professor of Cultural History at the University of Turku, 

Finland. Professor Virtanen has published widely on immigration history and 
immigrant culture. His best known books are the classic Settlement and Return:
irmish Emigrants (1860-1930) in the International Overseas Return Migration

Movement (1979) and Atlantin yhteys (The Atlantic Connection) (1988). In the 
summer of 1997, Professor Virtanen was elected rector of the University of Turku 
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RAI.JA WARKENTIN 

A Modern Finnish Shaman 
in A Northwestern 

Ontario City 
It is quite dear that Finnish culture, particularly in its Finno-Ugrian origins 
was shamanistic. Many folh healers in Finnish history rely on beliefs and 
practices whid1 are consistent with a shamanistic world view. Professor Raija 
Warkentin argues that a Finnish healer in the Thunder Bay area is a modem
Finnish shaman. 

T
HIS PAPER DESCRIBES the life and healing practices of 
Antti Auttaja,1 a modern Finnish.shaman in a northwest
ern Ontario city. It will be seen that Antti embodies 
several features reminiscent of traditional shamanism. 

These include experiencing a pivotal crisis leading to the decision to becoine
a shaman, undergoing an initiation period ordeal, claiming to have 
knowledge of both the natural and spirit worlds, having a well developed 
sense of compassion, claiming to be a channel for healing energy. and 
possessing a cohesive world view. The primary anthropological research 
method utilized was unstructured interviews with my key informant, Antti 
Auttaja, a technique characteristic of the "life history" approach developed by 
anthropologists and other social scientists over the past 20 years (see, (or 
ex1tmple, Agar 1980, Blackman 1991, Dunaway 1992, Stuart 1993, T�nkin 
1992, Zukas 1993). Other methods included analyzing his patient records, 
administering a questionnaire to his patients and interviewing them (in both 
English and Finnish). Or:i one occasion I was permitted to observe Antti 
treating a patient, and I personally received 15 treatments as his "patient." 

ANTI! AUITAJA: A BRIEF BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH 
, Antti Auttaja was born in 1948 in Southern Ost!obothnia (Pohjanmaa), 

Finland He was the seventh and youngest son of a farme�. He had a plain 
but secure childhood. However, he experienced some dpficulties when first 
starting school. He got his first job when he was 14 years old, and several 
years later he became a qualified pastry chef. A fellow villager who had 
emigrated to Canada urged Antti to do the same, telling him that he was the 
kind of person who would do well there. Antti was aware of the positive 
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image of Canada conveyed in the leuers from those who had emigrated. lie
told me that as a child he was especially impressed with the big pieces of red 
candy sent from Canada. None of his relatives and friends believed he
would emigrate, but at the age of 20, having fulfilled his army duties, Antti
left Finland for Canada. 

He was never unemployed in Canada-and he remains proud of this 
fact. He worked in various bakeries and at the end of two years was able
to buy a modest house. He refers to this accomplishment as "the highlight of 
my life" ("eliimiini tiihtiaihaa"). Although he enjoyed his trade, especially 
baking beautiful cakes, he found the night shifts tiring. He looked forward 
to some day becoming a businessman and working normal daytime hours.
Antti had some business experience, dating back to his boyhood in Finland. 
He was determined not to have to ask his father for money, since his father 
was penurious. Before he was 10 years old, he had bought, raised and sold 
a spring lamb as well as some ducks and turkeys. 

In Canada, 20 years ago, he started his own retail store. He believes this 
was one of the most significant steps in his life. Selling, he says, has taught 
him one of the most valuable lessons, namely, "knowledge of people'] 
("ihmistuntemus"). He claims that successful sales people are excellent 
psychologists. As a retail sales person he must find out as soon as possible the 
precise needs of customers who enter his store. He maintains that good 
healers have a similar skill. He points out that he has many years experienc:i 
in the fine art of human psychology - encompassing both selling and 
healing - whereas medical doctors are educated for only a few years at 
university. 

Antti has himself experienced serious illness. He had cancer of the thioa� 
for which he had two operations. Before going in for his second operation 
over a decade ago he made a promise to God to serve "humankind''· 
("la.himma.isia.") if he survived. He has come to believe that all illnesses1a11 
caused by emotions. He thinks that his cancer may have been caused bi' · 
emotional reaction to the death of his parents, both of whom died of ca�re
in quick succession. · 

ANTTI THE HEALER 
Two incidents appear to have started Antti on the path to becoming a 

healer. In the first, which took place about four years ago, an acupunctdrist 
friend claimed to manifest healing energy in his hands. The second incident 
occurred two years later in Finland in a department store, where he had a 
chance meeting with a friend from Canada who was in Finland to receive 
alternative therapy for chronic headache. Antti felt impelled to ask her to 
come and visit him when she returned to Canada, telling her, "perhaps ar.our 
place something will happen" ("ehha. meilla.hin jotain tapahtuu"). The woman 
did visit Antti, and that is how his career as a healer began. 
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Antti Autla ja had two visions which influenced him to become a healer. 
The first occurred on a Christmas Eve. He saw a little girl standing beside an
old man. On Boxing Day, he was lighting a fire in the fireplace when he 
heard his mother's voice tell him that the little girl in the vision was his little
si5ter who had died over half a century ago, long before Antti was born. He 
found this event strange but not frightening, and he was pleased to learn the 
identity of the little girl. His brother told him that the old man was
probably the man who was the family's landlord at the time of their little 
sister's death. Antti's acupuncturist friend said that the two people of the
yision were his guardian spirits, a 1;1otion that pleases Antli. He believes these 
two spirits guided him in the direction of becoming a healer. Antti also 
claims to have dreams which foretell future events. When I termed these 
experiences "supernatural," Antti questioned the validity of the distinction 
between the natural ancl the supernatural realms. 

He tries to live simply and is appreciative of nature. He walks se"veral 
kilometers nearly every day. He likes to sit under a favourite tree, claiming 
that the tree gives him energy and inspires him to write poetry. He does not
'watch much television or read newspapers-this, he says, helps him avoid 
exposure to negative energy. He reads about alternative therapies, particu
larly if the articles are in Finnish. Above all, Antti values direct communica
tion with positive people, which .he believes is the essential source of his 
'knowledge and innovative ideas. 

Although Antti is proud of his business success and the psychological 
'knowledge it has given him, he views the business world as excessively 

aterialistic. Moreover, he sometimes feels his business success is "meaning
]es.s" ("turha"). He believes that one is poor if all one has is money. He would 
Jike to sell his business and be free to concentrate all his attention on healing, 
.which gives him a deeper satisfaction. . 

He likes to point out that few people have the genuine ability to heal 
9thers. He views himself as a pioneer in the art of healing, believing that fate 
:brought him to Canada for this reason. He was not ready to receive the 
_recious gift of healing until he had experienced adversity and learned 
ihuman psychology. Antti believes he has faced death and "conquered the
fear of dying" ("olen sinut huoleman hanssa").

He believes that "love of humanity" ("la.himma.isenrahlwus") motivates his 
healing. The love he received in abundance from his mother helped him to 
love others. (It is his opinion that childhood exerts a powerful influence on 
:adult life-childhood, he says, is the source of both wellness and illness 
throughout a person's life.) 

Rather than charge a set fee for treatment, he accepts monetary gifts that 
patients place in a ceramic jar in his reception room. Some patients pay in 
other ways, as"in the case of the patient whose family regularly provides 
Antti with spring water from their well. 
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Antti attended the Finnish Lutheran church regularly as a child, a habit
he continued until recently. While he has always believed that his gift as ahealer comes from God, in the Christian sense, he is appreciative of the Hindu
concepts of karma and reincarnation. 

Antti sees himself as a loner. One of his poems is about a raven. The
raven is used as a metaphor for himself, since ravens lead a solitary life.
Antti has never married and lives alone. He claims that his patients are his
family. Before becoming a healer he attended every Finnish "social event"
("kissanristiaiset") in the community. Now he has little interest in such 
functions. 

Antti has an optimistic view of life, saying that he must have been born 
under a lucky star. He maintains a positive point of view. For example, after
describing a recent theft in his store, he brushed away the negative feelingc; 
by saying, "Isn1t life wonderful!" He claims, moreover, that he has never met 
a single person who was not "good and pleasant" ("miellyttdva"). 

THERAPEUTIC METHOD 
Once Antti Auttaja became aware of his gift of healing, the appropriate 

techniques came to him as instinctively as a baby learns to suck them· 
from the mother's breast. One notable "instinct" in this respect was the ur� 
to lay his hands on the stomachs of patients. However, he avoided doing this 
until a friend gave him a book discussing the importance of the solar pie 
in human health. l 

Antti's patients lk in a supine position on the floor with a pillow under 
their head and knees. There is soothing music coming from the stereo, <\P. 
there is often a fire burning in the fireplace as well as a couple of candL 
burning on the coffee table. The blinds are half closed. Before giving a 
treatment Antti scrubs his hands thoroughly. He then crouches down an 
holds the patient's feet, frequently massaging the feet lightly with his chum 
Soon, his hands become warm. When asked why he starts at the feet he·sai 
that "everything that humans have" is found on the soles of the feet and tha 
a hologram encompassing all internal organs is located there. Holding or 
massaging the feet also serves to prepare patients for the rest of the therapy 
Some patients are so ill that the entire therapeutic method consists of Ant 

· holding and gently massaging their feet. ; 
It is usual for Antti to place his hands gently on the patient 1s left wrist 

then right wrist, stomach and chest near the shoulder. He does this one si 
at a time. Finally, he crouches and grasps the patient's head gently witli his 
fingertips-his hands frequently shake, which he views in terms of e�e� 
flowing into the patient. He characterizes this as "the last rose in the frost� 
of the cake." A few patients fall asleep during or after therapy. The enm 
treatment session lasts 30-40 minutes. When it is over Antti gets up an 
goes to scrub his hands. 
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To Antti, explanation of his healing method is not important. What 
Jllatters, he emphasized, is that the quality of life of patients is enhanced. He 
is only a channel for energy emanating from "up above" ("tuolta yla
Omoista"). He pat�ents by transferring cosmic energy to them, which makes
him feel energized.

Antti treats all his patients with the same concern and respect. Some like 
to talk during therapy, while others pref er silence. Antti thinks it is essential
for people to bring negative feelings to the surface and expel them, since such
feelings are harmful if suppressed. He has known patients who have
$Uppressed their emotions abol;lt traumatic events that happened several 
oet;ades in the past. Sometimes during treatment patients suddenly begin to 
e,xpress these suppressed emotions. 

He claims that his therapy improves the attitudes of patients. They 
1,ecome more positive and sensitive to the feelings of others. While carefully 
listening to his patients, he encourages· them to find their own solutions to
roblems . 

. He does not find it necessary to perform a formal diagnosis. Some 
tients are secretive and do not want to tell him anything. Some even use 

n alias rather than their real name in the appointment book. Antti is non
dgmental, accepting his clients for the way they are. He believes that since 
· �herapy centers around relaxation, it is good for everyone, whether sick
r not: "If,tl_1e whole city came to our place to relax they would become
trer people." He realizes there is no healer who can heal every 

Jne:;.s-and ·he tries to remember to be modest about his achievements.3 

THE PATIENTS AND THEIR ILLNESSES 
·�tti Autta ja has kept patients' records since he began his healing career
�une 1993. At first he· merely nbted each treatment session on his

calendar, but at the beginning of 1994 he began to record the names of 
atients. Antti thought that about �alf of his patients were of Finnish 
eritage. He said that he sp6ke.,];nglish more often with patients than 
· nish. Of the 39 patients who completed questionnaires at my request, 33
auned to belong to the Finnish Canadian ethnic category.

lb· accordance with my request Antti compiled a list of his patients, 
roViding information on·gender, age, occupation, medical condition, date 

of initial visit and total number of visits: At the time the list was compiled 
was treating 22 patients and was also working in his _retail business. 
¥he total number of Antti's ·patients is 102, and they have accounted for

.100 visits to him for treatment from June 1993 to November 1995.· 
early a quarter of th� patients (23) visited him 6 times each, whereas 10 

:visited him only once. The most visits made by any one patient is 29. Most 
of the patients have been middle-aged and female patients have outnum

ted male patients (Table 1). Most of his patients are either retired persons 
or those who may be designated "lower middle class" in terms of occupation 
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(Table 2).5 However, Anni has also treated a fair proportion of "upper 
middle class" professionals, which pleases him, since he regards himself asrelatively uneducated.6 

Anni told me-and his own compilation of data confirms-that abouta third of his patients do not specify what condition is causing them to seektreatment (Table 3). He does not ask them, as he thinks it might frighten
them away. As mentioned above, he does not perform a diagnosis, but applies his usual therapeutic method in each case. Howev�r. he follows hisinstincts in regard to where and when to hold his hand for a longer orshorter period of time. The most common symptom he encounters on a
daily basis is chronic pain.

SEN-SE OF ACCOMPLISHMENT 
As examples of his accomplishments ·Antti · mentioned controlling thepain of those suffering from rheumatoid arthritis, headache and cancer.Despite their severe pain, which has caused some patients to becomedemoralized and virtually give up their quest for health, he has been able to

convince them that life is worth living. As a result of his treatment many of
them have felt physically, mentally and spiritually enhanc�d and much
better able to cope with their illnesses and get on with their lives. 

He accepts the fact that he cannot cure everyone. In one recent case, acancer patient and her family appreciated his therapeutic assistance inalleviating her depression, although she eventually died of cancer. Another
of his patients was told by doctors several years ago that she had only six
months to live, but she is still alive and well. Antti commented, with obvious
sarcasm, that her doctors think they made an incorrect diagnosis. He says
that his treatment has alleviated the acute anxiety (panic attacks) ex�ri
enced by some patients, a feat which he claims conventional medical docto 
have not been able to accomplish. My interviews with his patients reveal
that some believe his treatments have helped them in a very definite, physica
sense. 

He believes he has helped many patients reduce their need for prescriptio 
drugs. I heard some pregnant-and previously infertile-women express
their gratitude to Antti for the fact that his treatment has facilitated their
ability to conceive a child. He even helped one patient gain sufficient
confidence to appear on television. Antti makes palliative care calls a 
patients' homes and in the hospital. He has spent Jong hours holding the
hands of dying patients. Such experiences have helped him to accept death
as a natural phenomenon. 

Above all, Antti wants his patients to feel that someone cares deeply f �r
them. If a patient comes to his mind at any time, he tries to transrrut
positive energy to that patient. Antti, however, refuses to be burdened by t�
troubles of his patients. It is the same skill that he learned in managing his
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etail business, namely, not to bring his work home. When he scrubs his 
�ands after a therapeutic session, he is symbolically cleansing himself of the
troubles of the patient

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION: A MODERN SHAMAN 
The concept of energy which lies behind Antti 1s therapeutic method is not

unique to him. Traditional Eastern_ me�icine in p�rticular stresses the
importance of vit�� energy, termed_Q1 (Chi_nese) or K1 Uapanese). Several
therapeutic modaht1es of an alternative or compl�mentary nature make �
f che concept of vital energy.. These therapies, used by a substant1al

�inority of the population in Canada and other western nations, include
acupuncture, reflexology, shiatsu, magnetic therapy, reiki, yoga and
therapeutic touch. Of these, reiki is the most simila� to Anni's mech�d.
However, in claiming his therapeutic method came to him naturally as a gift,
he is in effect claiming the status of a genuine healer rather than mere skilled
therapist. In the anthropological literature, traditional healers are of ten
classified as shamans. I would suggest that Antti Autta ja is a shaman, albeit
one who is carrying out his special mission of healing in a modern urban
milieu. 

It is not uncommon for shamans to have made the initial decision to
become a healer because of a sickness in their lives (Eliade 1964 ), which
Ripinsky-Naxon (1993: 71) designates an "inner per:onal c.risis." T� may
be underscored by a physical or a mental abnormality which has ansen as
the result of a severe illness (Halifax 1979). There is of ten a special initiation
period during which a shaman may undergo a discomforting ordeal (Eliade
1964, Achterberg 1985). Most shamans believe they have attained the
wisdom of the worlds of the living and the dead-and they believe their
well-developed sense of compassion gives them the power to convey this
wisdom to others (Halifax 1982). This, of course, involves the power to heal.

Antti considers his ordeal with cancer his "confirmation school" 
("nppikoulu"). In Finland attendance at rippikoulu is compulsory for church
members. Traditionally, it was considered an initiation to adulthood. Antti
maintains that if he had not become ill with cancer he would not have
received the gift of healing. 

As mentioned previously, Antti considers himself different from other 
people, comparing himself to a raven. The raven is a key "helper" in Finnish
shamanism (Siikala 1994: 195). According to Halifax (1982: 86), the
shaman's association with bird motifs is universal. The bird symbolizes
rising up, activation, transformation and vital energy. In my interviewswith patients it became apparent that they consider him "different," andsome believe that this is why he received the gift of healing. One patient
explicitly referred to Antti as a tietaja (traditional Finnish shaman). 

Shamans frequently enter into an altered state of consciousness, or trance(Eliade 1964, Achterberg 1985; Heinze 1985; Siikala and Hoppa! 1992; 
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Ripinsky-Naxon 1993; Siikala 1994). Although Antti does not enter into
a trance during his healing sessions, he is capable of doing so, as indicated on
the occasion when his deceased sister appeared to him in a vision. Dreams
are another shamanic feature (Rinsky-Naxon 1993: 88), and Antti claims
to have prophetic dreams. Shamans make use of special clothing and
instruments, especially drums (Eliade 1964 ). Antti does not wear special
healing apparel, just a jo&ging suit, and he does not use drums. But, as
mentioned above, he plays soothing music and lights the fireplace and
candles. 

Antti's habit of sitting under a tree may be significant, since the tree is a
symbol of regeneration in various cultures. The Cosmic Tree presents itself
as the very reservoir of life and the master of destinies (Eliade 1964:271). 
This tree unites life and death, the underworld and heavens-and its sa:g
symbolizes the flow of healing wisdom and energy (Halifax (1982: 21). 
Heinze (1985) points o�t that _sham_ans seldom claim to be the actual healing
force, but only the channel for transmitting healing energy. This is the role 
Antti claims for himself. · 

Ripinsky-Naxon (1993: 96) states that a primary role of the shaman is 
to "_assist his people on their brief journey of life-pointing the way <\Rd 
treading before them on the uncertain path." This is how Antti and many 
of his patients would characterize his role as a healer. Ripinsky-Naxon 
(1993: l 04.) further points out that the world view of shamans is "charac� 
terized by intrinsic unity, with all the components fitted and integrated., 
yielding a cohesive world structure." Antti's world view is integrated and 
cohesive: he strongly believes that one must live close to nature, live sirqply 
and eat natural foods." According to him, "Happiness is a very, very, w;ry 
simple thing." .

1 

Finally, it must be noted that m.odern alternative or complementary 
medicine is not shamanism. Vaskilampi et al (1992) found that in Finl,�nd 
middle aged and elderly people with little education turn to shamanism, 
while younger and m�ne highly.educated people tend to utilize alternfl,tiVe 
and complementary therapies. Antti combines th� traditional and ,the 
modern in his healing practice, and his patients come from a ·broad sqpal 
spectrum. He aims to enhance the total quality of life of his patients, a goal 
shared by shamans as well as the modern wave of alternative and comple 
mentary therapists and healers (Vaskilampi and Pylkkanen 1991). .:'

RAIJA WARKENTIN is a professor of anthropology at Lakehead UniversitX in 
Thunder Bay, .Ontario. Professor .Warkentin has published articles on various 
aspects of African anthropology. · 
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l."Antti Auttaja" is a pseudonym used to protect the privacy of my informant. This 

paper is oriented toward _Antti's own �ews of _his life and he_aling practices. A future

paper will consider Antll from the pomt of vtew of his patients. 
2.This hologram is similar to the one found in the complementary therapeutic
modality known as reflexology. Antti receives reflexology and acupuncture 
treatments from two friends.
1 found that Anlli Auna ja embodied a fascinating and sometimes disquieling mixture of
modesty and pride. 

4. Anlli estimated the ages of his patients. He did nol record the names of patients in
order to protect their privacy.
It appears thal mosl of the patients of Finnish healers are middle-aged and that female
palienlS are over repres:nted-� for example, Rasanen's (1983) case study of Hanna.
Hanna is a healer who practices in her Finnish homeland. She is similar in many ways
to Anll� the Finnish immigrant healer. However, Lhey differ in some respects-for
example, Anlli's clients are distributed more evenly among all occupational classes. A
future paper will compare Anlli and Hanna and explore the distinctly Finnish nature
of Anlli's healing practices, building on the research of Salo (1973) and Vahtola (1994).

6.• Anni once asked me how many university professors I could bring lO him as patients. 
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Table 1. Age and Sex of Antti · s Patients 
Age Group Male Female 
< 11 0 0 
11-20 1 3 
21-30 2 6 
31-40 8 17 
41-50 5 15 
51-60 8 20 
61-70 3 8 
71-80 2 2 
> 80 0 2 
Total 29 73 

Table 2. Occupational Profile of Antti · s Patients 
Occupation • 
Retired 
Professional 

Teacher 
Nurse 
Engineer 
Social Worker 
Other b 

Housewife 
Service Sector 

Waiter/ Waitress 
Secretary 
Cook 
Other 

Business Woman/ Man 
Student 
Skilled Labour 

Carpenter 
Other d 

Unknown 
Total 

Number of Patients 
25 

5 
4 
3 
2 
4 

18 
17 

6 
3 
2 
4 

15 
13 
8 

4 
1 
5 

l 
102 

• As reported by patients
b Office manager, pastor, professor and medical doctor
c Cleaning person, sales clerk, office worker, hair stylist 
d Meal cutler 

Total 
0 
4 
8 

25 
20 
28 
11 
4 
2 

102 
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Table 3. lllnes.ses of Antti • s Patients 

Illness . Male Female Total 
unspecified 13 20 33 
Arthritis b 2 16 18 
chronic Pain c 2 12 14 

d 5 5 10 )-leadache 
Cancer l 6 7 
J-leart Disease• 3 3 6 
panic Auacks I 3 4 
Depression 0 3 3 
Other 21 5t 7 
Total 29 73 102 

� As reported by the patients 
I> Largely rheumatoid arthritis
c Strictly speaking, this is not an illness - however, it is one of the key conditions (symptoms)
Anlli treats

d Includes migraine
e Includes high blood pressure
f Stomach problems, ulcers
g Asthma, diabetes, insomnia, sore throat and tuberculosis
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KILLI KAUPPINEN 

The Future of Sauna in 

Canada 
The sauna is in most people's mind one of the most distinct identifiers of 
Finnislmess. Sauna culture, both material and spiritual, appears to accom
pany Finns wherever they may settle in the world. In the following article, 
Dr Kiili Kauppinen offers cultural and technical information on the sauna as 
well as suggestions for preservation and development of sauna culture 'in the 
future. 

F
innish culture has many typical features and it has produced
fine things for the world to en joy. The most singularly Rinnish 

. cultural identifier must undoubtedly be the sauna. Firstly, 
ethnocultural, historical, and anthropological studies (Vuoren juuri 1967) 
hl!ye revealed that sweat baths resembling the sauna more or less .have qeen 
em.ployed by peoples virtually everywhere in t}:ie .yorld It seems a� if i� were 
if). the nature of the human species to search (or a sweating hqt. place for 
c�rem�mial or bathing purposes or both. Secondly, the Finns enjoy their 
sauna so much that they are more than willing to s};iare the know�edge of 
this so�rce of.good health, tranquillity and peace with the rest of the world 
T,ije joy of sauna, however, belongs to everybody. 

DEFIN.ITION OF SAUNA 
I; 

The sauna is, by definition, a Finnish form of_ bcl;thing. V{eb�ter's 
International Dictionary (Webster'� 1976) defines the sauna as. (1) a Finhish 
Ba.th in•steam from water thrown on heated stones or (2) a bathhouse 
�gn� fo�,a. sauna. What makes fhe sauna a decjdedly f:innish i�stitu{ipn 
is �he fact that of all the peoples in the world who at some point µi their p�:;� 
haye had some form of sweat bath rituals in their cultures, the Finns are the 
only people who have continuously practiced their sauna bathing ritu�l� 
since "time immemorial" (Vuoren juuri 1967). The Finns are ¢e only people 
who have had uninterrupted·use �lf the sauna and ther�fore uninterrupted, 
accumulated experience and knowledge in this area. The Finns can be

considered the true stewards of the sauna. 
The sauna dates from the obscurity of prehistoric ages; its primeval forms 

haye been uncovered from as far back as 4 200 B.C. The primeval sauna had 
one of three basic elements of sauna: A hiuas (heater), in this case represented 
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by a hole in the ground filled with heated rocks. Since then the sauna 
evolved through a proto sauna (1500 B.C. to 1900 AD.) to the basic sauna 
which first appeared in the 5th century (Helamaa l 99�). The proto saun,a
incorporated two of the basic elements of sauna: A luuas and bench-like 
platforms. A living tradition in continuous use, the sauna ke�ps developing 
and adapting to changing society and life styles, but the basic features of a 
sauna have been and are still recognizable in today's saunas as they have 
been over the past 1500 years: The basic sauna is a log (or wood paneled) 
room, where the bathers sweat (1) on platforms well above the floor level 
in the heat produced from (2) kiuas constructed of or filled with rocks while 
(3) tossing cupfuls of water on the rocks to produce loyly (sauna vapors)
(Helamaa 1995). 

Since the sauna always has been and still is an integral part of the Finnish 
life-style, it is part of living culture, not a museum exhibit. As such, the sauna 
is, and always has been, subject to continuing research and developm�nt and, 
therefore, subject of constant chan&e. This is true of the design .. architecture,
technology as well as the practices and customs associated with the sauna 
bathing. 

CHARACTERISTICS OF SAUNA 
While the sauna ha's become increasingly popular outside its native 

Finland, the concept of sauna has deteriorated over time. ?ne. prevalent 
misunderstanding e.g., in North America is that the sauna coilSlSts of a heated 
room, only. This room, offered aS' a sauna� of ten has at best only a remote
Tesemblance to a true sauna (Kauppinen 1994). 

Good instructions on how to build a proper sauna have, however, been 
published (Finnish Sauna 1994) for those who wish to inform themsel�
about the specifics of sauna construction. For the purpose of un�ersta�ding 
what we are talking about when referring to saunas, sau�a bathing an� the 
physiological effects of sauna bathing, I will, _in the fol�owmg, name so�e o 
the identifiers of a good, authentic sauna m all of its many forms,, S1Zes,
shapes and adaptations. . . ·. 

1 
1. Silence identifies a sauna. There is no piped mUS1c mto the hot room

nor the adjacent facilities. A sauna sharing a partitio1: �th an aerobics �g}'ll!
with its loud rhythmic music is misplaced. Even the ticking sound of a .nm 
placed inside the hot room can be disturbing. 

2. Lighting inside the hot room is dim to allow a �nod of. rest for the
eyes. On the other hand, the washing area, if sepa�ate, 15 .well ht. , . 

3. The general hygiene of a sauna is good. There 15 no dirt, dust or m,ildew 

discernible to the naked eye. No sweat stains on the wood panels or benches
can be seen. All surfaces appear clean, even .in the most modest sauna
premises. 
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4. The optimal temperature in the hot room is about 80 ° to 90°C at the
face level of the bathers on the elevated benches. The outer limits of the 
temperature range are 70 ° to 100 'C.

5. The air humidity fluctuates as it is modified by the bathers tossing
cupfuls of water on the heated rocks in the kiuas. The optimal air humidity 
falls within 15 to 30 percent relative humidity at the recommended 
temperatures, or 50 - 60 g/kg air. 

6. Ventilation in the sauna is very important. The size, use and location
(separate cabin, within a house.or apartment block building) of the sauna 
and the type of heater (wood purning, electric) installed in the sauna, are 
factors determining the specific arrangements for the flow of incoming and 
outgoing air (Finnish Sauna 1994 ). The one thing all saunas have in 
common is that there must be a reasonable air flow in and out to provide 
good ventilation. The bather entering a sauna room observes this by smelling 
the place. In a well ventilated sauna there is no obnoxious smell of sweat, 
dirt, dust, or mildew. Nor can any smells of perfumes (soaps, shampoos) or, 
for instance, cedar be detected. Yet, in a good, well ventilated sauna there is 
no sensation of air current on the skin. 

7. A sauna is basically a bath. Consequently, besides the hot room or
within it, there is always space provided for washing, and adjacent facilities 
for cooling off between heat exposures. 

8. A sauna bath consists of repeated exposures to liot-cold cycles. The cool
off per'iods fol\owing brief stays in the hot room are an integral pa'rt ·of 
sauna bathing, ·whether they are mere pauses at room temperature, cool 
showers or cold swims. 

With these identifiers present, a sauna can take any form, shape, or size. 
well designed sauna is also aesthetically pleasing to the eye, no matter 

where it is located. 
The Finns who immigrated to Canada naturally brought the sauna with 

th'em (Sutyla 1977). In looking for strategies to develop and maintain the 
sauna the first question is: Is it worth it? With long traditional knowledge, 

pported by modern scientific research, about the beneficial effects of the 
sauna on both physical and mental well-being, the answer is: Y�! Sauna is 
not a cure for illnesses, nor is it a substitute for healthy life-styles such as 
good. nutrition and regular exercise, but it certainly is p�rt of a good, 
wholesome and healthy life. 

WHAT HAPPENS TO YOUR BODY IN THE SAUNA? 
Body temperature. The skin temperature C�

K
) fluctuates considerably 

'While the core temperature (�) rises gradually in the hot room. Upon 
exiting the hot room, T5K returns rapidly to initial levels, while the rate of 
return of Tc depends on the type of cool-off used (Kauppinen 1989c). 

Fluid balance. An average weight loss of one half to one kilogram through 
sweating is affected by the intensity of heat exposure and by the type of 
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cool-off used (Ahonen & Nousiainen 1988). The most moderate cool-off, a rest at room temperature, allows for most weight loss through sweating 
(Kauppinen 1989a). Water conservation systems are initiated while sweatingreaches its maximum (Kukkonen-Harjula et al. 1989). 

Major shifts in the body fluid compartments between the intra vascular and interstitial spaces in the capillary bed take place even before any fluid 
is lost from the body. 
. The sudden cooling of the skin in cold water leads to enhanced filtration of intravascular fluid into the interstitium. This disturbance of cutaneous 
circulation produces a transient edema in the skin, smoothing minorwrinkles for a while (Kauppinen 1_989d). . e i.. Endocrine system. The endocnne functions respond to the thermal 
i:hallenges, mainly through activation of the sympathetic nervous system a,nd 
activation of the hypothalamus-pituitary-adrenal hormonal axis (Kukkp
nen-Har jula & Kauppinen 1988). 

The stimulation of the sympathetic nervous system is manifested by 
increased circulating levels of noradrenaline. The adrenaline concentratfon 
usually rem�ins unchanged, but ice-water immersions as cool-off result.� 
increased levels of plasma adrenaline (Kauppinen et al. 1989). 

Besides the sympathetic activation, other general stress responses take 
place, such as elevated levels of ACTH and, with ice-water immersions,,?£ 
cortisol (Kauppinen et al. 1989). Circulating conc<:ntrations of growth 
hormone, prolactin and g-endorphin increase. Testosterone concentrations 
do not change Uezova et al. 1994, Kukkonen-Harjula & Kauppinen 19,'2,8). 

Locomotor system. Muscles relax by reduced activity of the neurom�
lar system. The joints become more �pple through altered physi�al 
properties of the fibrous tissues in the tendons and joint capsules. The tiss,ues 
stretch more when warm. Heat enhances the circulation of the joint capsule 
and reduces the viscosity. of synovial fluid (Kauppinen & Vuori 1988). � 

Cardiovascular system. The strain on the cardiovascular system in a sauna 
bath comes from the heat, humidity and duration of the stay in the l}ot 
room (Kukkonen-Harjula et al. 1989), and the type of cool-off (Kauppinen 
1989d). The hot phase induces acceleration of the cutaneous circul_a\on 
leading to redistribution of blood. Blo�d flow to the kidneys_ and the VlSC�r,a
is reduced, while muscle blood flow IS hardly affected (Rome et al. 199'2). 
The heart rate may accelerate up to and exceeding twice the resting �ate 
(Kukkonen-Harjula & Kauppinen 1988). The systolic arterial p�essure 
hardly changes in the sauna, no matter the type of cool-off, and the diastolic 
and mean arterial pres.5Ures tend to decrease (Kauppinen 1989b). The stroke 
volume is unaffected, while the cardiac output increases about 70%. The t9�al 
peripheral resistance is reduced about 40 percent (Kauppinen 1989b; �uu1ila 
1992). The total work of the heart does not significantly increase m ,the 

sauna (Kauppinen & Vuori 1986, Vuori 1988). There is no evidence that the 
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sauna bath would elicit thrombotic episodes or bleeding tendencies (Kareso ja 
1975). 

The risk of hypotension is increased, however, when sauna bathing is 
combined with alcohol consumption, but no arrhythmias are elicited in 
healthy young men even with heavy drinking (Roine et al. 1992). 

Respiratory system. In the hot sauna, 80 ° to 90 °C, there is no concern 
about pathogenic micro-organisms being inhaled. Air with 15 to 30 percent 
relative humidity allows the mucous membranes of the upper airways to 
remain moist. In these conditions the net exchange . of heat and water 
between the respiratory tract and sauna air remains small. The sauna air 
does not excessively dry or warm the respiratory tract (Laitinen et al. 1988). 
, In the hot room the respiration becomes faster and more shallow. The 

y;espiratory minute volume increases. The vital capacity (VC), the peak 
expiratory flow rate (PEF), and the forced expiratory volume in the first 
f,econd (FEV1 .0) increase. In other words, pulmonary ventilation improves. 
All changes are, however, minor, roughly only 10%, and there is a quick 
return to initial levels after the sauna. 
11 Recent studies from continental Europe suggest that regular sauna bathing 

reduces the incidence and duration of episodes of the common cold (Ernst 
et"al. 1990). The,ionic content of sauna air differs from that of regular room 
air by its higher ratio of negative to positive ions (Graeffe et al. 1976), but 
irs possible connection with the empirically observed ease of breathing in the 
sauna has not been established. In healthy adults, all reported physiological 
changes _resulting from sauna baths are mild and transient, with most of 
them returning to ihitial values within two hours. The challenge presented 
to. the-system by an ordinary moderate sauna bath is comparable to that of 
aJhrisk walk. 

, ENDRESULT 
Ii The end result of a good sauna bath then, is a sensation of immense 
p�ysical well-being. This results from the ease of respir.ation, relaxed muscles 
and supple joints, 'the after-sauna.reduced heart rate and blood pres.5Ure, and 
the increased pain threshold. 

All of this contributes to the empirically known feeling of mental well
Being, with reduced sensations of pain, increased endogenous opiates in the 
circulation, of total relaxation of body and mind. The resultant mental state 
is'one of peace and tranquillity and-general mental well-being. Sleep after an 
evening in the sauna is usually good and sound (Kauppinen-Vuori 1986). 

The sauna is a safe, drug-free, environmentally friendly way to relax and 
enhance go.od health and well-being. 

'CONCLUSION 
When looking for strategies for the development of the sauna we should 

remember that, contrary to the Finland the immigrants of the late 19th and 
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early 20th century left behind, today's Finland is a rich and highly developed 
country with a mainly urban population. As society in Finland developed, 
so did the sauna and indeed in leaps and bounds. It took a while to realize 
the need in electrically heated urban saunas for specific ventilation 
arrangements. Tile wall linings have been tried and discarded -- the walls 
need lo be lined with a soft, inert wood panel. Electric heaters have been 
under development since the 1930s; the latest models include such things as 
computer controlled heaters, heaters turned on by cellular telephone remote 
control and heaters with a flat soapstone front, only. The significance of the 
correct quantity and quality of kiuas rocks has been studied thoroughly
Eklund 1993). 

The first thing, therefore, for an immigrant population to do to develop
the sauna aspect of their ethnic culture is to keep abreast with the research 
and development taking place in Finland. Secondly, since WWII the sauna 
has become increasingly popular outside of Finland. Keeping up-to-date 
with developments elsewhere, notably in Germany, may also be a factor in 
developing the sauna in Canada. Thirdly, local development of the sauna in 
Canada merits serious consideration. When exporting the sauna from 
Finland, adjustments are normally necessary due to local climate, availabil
ity of materials, customs, and aspects of the main culture. In Canada, the 
popularity and availability of cedar has led to widespread use of this· local 
timber for sauna construction. For about 15 years it has been known that 
cedar emits an acid which is detrimental to the respiratory system, in some 
cases causing asthma in people exposed to it (Chan-Yeung 1982). The use of 
such a material inside a sauna is therefore questionable. Also, the·main 
culture on this continent views nudity as a sign of sexual promiscuity. 
Nudity in the sauna, therefore, is frowned upon, which results in people 
trying to take sauna baths in bathing suits, some even in sweat suits! Total 
nudity is, of course the best way to enjoy your sauna bath. However, for 
people who cannot bring themselves to undress in company -- albeit 
segregated by sex -- V(e should recommend a loose towel wrap for visual 
cover, rather than anything tight. These adjustments should always be based 
on knowledge of the requirements of a good sauna, so as not to compromise 
the beneficial effects of this bath form. 

Strategies for the maintenance of the sauna in the Finnish immigrant 
culture include both continued use of the sauna by the immigrant population 
and introduction of the proper sauna to the non-Finnish population of 
Canada. 

The tactics to achieve the end of developing and maintaining the sauna in 
Canada will require a conscious effort by the immigrant community. 
Firstly, word-of-mouth among the community members is an important 
way to keep abreast of developments both in Finland and here. Secondly, 
the Finnish immigrant pres.s is an important venue of passing on current 
information. Thirdly, the great number of Finnish immigrant organizations 
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should be recruited to support propagation of good saunas and sauna 
bathing habits. 

The Canadian Sauna Society was founded and incorporated in 1994 for 
the very purpose of promoting the use of sauna in Canada by Finnish 
immigrants and their descendants, as well as the Canadian population as a 
whole. The objects of the Sauna Society include the task of compiling 
scientific and technical information about the sauna and sauna practices. 
Keeping the Finnish immigrant population up-to-date on matters concerning 
the sauna is one of its missions; so is researching the Canadian sauna 
practices. The �mi_n�tion of t_his _ information to the P?pulatio_n �t large
is an important, if d1fficult, ob_Ject1ve of the Sauna Society. This lS done 
through the Society's own publications, through public media, exhibits, 
seminars and speakers. 
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DAVID ROBERTSON 

Finnish and Canadian 

Literatures: 

A Comparison Using Salme 
Orvokki Pinola's The

Fatherless as an Illustration 
,The literatures of Finland and Canada have rarely been compared. Yet, 
there are many reasons to believe they might have much in common, 
including geography and climate. One attempt at comparison is offered in 
the following article by Professor David Robertson. 

W
hen l began to devour Canadian novels and short stories
in order to prepare myself to teach a course in Canadian 
Prose in English, I was struck by how familiar many of 

the texts seemed. Of course they were familiar in the sense that they were 
mostly firmly situated within the tradition of English-language literature, 
and more specifically they seemed in many ways more British than 
American. To take just one example, Morley Callaghan's short masterpiece 
''Two Fishermen," first published in 1959, which describes the reactions of 
a small community to the execution of a local man by hanging, can be read 
as examining many of the same issues as George Orwell takes up in his brief 
text "A Hanging," published in 1936.

1 But there was another, more surprising
�ay in which the Canadian texts struck me as familiar. Much 9f the imagery, 
many of the themes and even the dominant world-view seemed'to have a 
great deal in common with many of the canonical texts of Finnish literature 
I ·liad read. It is these similarities that I wish to begin to examine in this 
paper, USJ.ng a Finnish-Canadian writer, Salme Orvokki Pinola, as an 
example. I· 

It is, of course, enormously reductive to talk about a national literature 
as though it were a monolithic entity. And this is something that any scholar 
of literature produced in Canada cannot fail to be aware of. Hugh 
Macl.ennan's Two Solitudes (1945) drew attention to the Canadian division 
µito two distinct languages producing two differing though intimately 
connected cultures, and that division has been impossible to ignore ever since 
the multicultural but bilingual legislation of 1971. But even within the area 
of English-language Canadian literature it is not fair to assume a single unity 
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of vision or experience, as Frank Davey never tires of reminding u.? What I hope to do in this short paper is to explore some of the ways in whichFinnish and Canadian writers tend Lo share similar concerns and evensimilar problems of marginality. This exploration is by its very naturepartial in all senses of the word, and it is also a political project, concealingwithin it a perception of what a Canadian and a Finnish identity is. But inthis way it may be possible to gain a new perspective on Canadian literatureby comparing it with a cliff erent tradition than the tradition of Englishlanguage literature which is the most obvious comparison. 
Before going on to look at the ways in which Pinola and her texts may

be seen as manifestations of many of the similarities and connectionsbetween Finnish and Canadian literatures, I would like to note one or two
of the more obvious and expected ways in which reading Canadian prose
texts reminded me of Finnish literature. To begin with, in both countries thepopulation and the literature is divided into two major language groups. Andit is noteworthy that the minority language can claim to have the older
literary tradition in both cases. In Finland today some six per cent of the
population speak Swedish as their mother tongue, though the percentage has
been slowly but steadily declining for over a century. Nevertheless, Swedish
remains one of the two official languages of the country (the other being
Finnish, of course), and Swedish-language literature written in both standard
Swedish and dialect remains vigorous. The national poet of Finland, Johan
Ludvig Runeberg (1804-77), wrote in Swedish, and can be credited with
playing a large role in creating a national identity for the whole Finnish 
nation at a time when Finnish nationalism was beginning to becom� 
widespread. One of the stories in his Fiinrik SM.ls stinger (published in two 
parts, 1848, and 1860)(translated into Finnish as V cinrikki Stoolin Tarinai
and-into English as Tales of Ensign Std!) recounts the exploits of the Finl,lis�
hero Sven Dufa who, despite being a rather stupid and untrainable 
backwoodsman, because of his virtues of stubbornness and almost willful 

) misunderstanding of orders, virtually single-handedly def �ats a Russia� 
attack upon Finland However, although the Finnish-speaking majority .tq 
this day recognizes how much Runeberg's Sven Dufa continues to participat� in the formation of the myth of the Finnish national characte?, that same1 
majority tends to be somewhat resentful of the Swedish-speaking minority, 
who are of ten rather unjustly regarded as being priviliged in many ways; 
and so Finnish-speaking Finns also remain largely unaware of and 
uninterested in the life and literature of the minority culture. 

Another obvious point of contact between the two traditions is that the 
climatic similarities between the two countries are clear. Most of Canada has 
winters that are even more severe and very of ten just as long if not longer 
than the Finnish winter. It is not really surprising therefore that cold and,
snow have been frequently used metaphors in both literatures. This is 
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especially true of the so-called prairie novel in Canada-as George Woodcock 
notes: 

Everything in the prairies tends toward extremity-the climate, t�e winter 
isolation, the distances-and in response every human reacuon tends 
towards intensity-of_ boredom, of faith, of despair, of prejudice, of hatred 
... Novelists tend to respond to this harsh environment and its �modera

4

te 
emotions with a combination of realistic method and symbolist mtent ... 

It is perhaps true that Finnish prose writers have not made use_ of this 
feature quite to the extent that Canadian prairie novelists have, but the 
human reactions Woodcock identifies here apply equally well to Eino Leino's 
poetry after 1905. Kai Laitinen points out �o_w th� titles �f the collections 
Leino published in 1905 and 1908, Talv1.yo (Wmter Night) and Halla
(Summer Frost) are associated with cold, winter and ice. He notes how 
images of frost, cold, and darkness are repeated throug�out these col_lecti�ns,
and how these images have often been interpreted as images of resignauon 

· and despair.
A related feature of the two countries and their literatures is the way in

which, in spite of the rapidly growing industrialization taking place in both
during the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, the natior:al _myth
was that of a nation of farmers. Both literatures are marked by an mt1mate
relationship with nature. There appears to be a strong tendency for the
setting and concerns of prose literature in b_oth countries to remain, rural
until well into the twentieth century, and in the case of Finnish prose, even
up to the present day. One might think of H�ikki Turunen's d�pic�i?ns o� ,life
i.ri. rural eastern Finland as a recent example. But as both Kai Laitmen and
Pertti Karkama note, such depictions of rural life have never been an,end in
themselves, there has always been a political content to these stories. Both
note how these stories have contributed, and continue to contribute, to the
process of democracy in Finland, fostering the idea of the value and dignity
of every individual in the ·society. However, in Canadian literature the
relationship with nature is perhaps used by writers for almost directly
opposite ends. While Finnish writers have used the rural settings to draw
attention to and discuss many of the tensions within Finnish society, W. H-,..
New suggests that in the 1920s, when there was a "continuing popular taste
for wilderness and land," "[t]he general resistance to 'city themes' was perhaps
a refusal to recognise social iniquities in Canada, perhaps part of a continuing
re_rction of women's newly visible role in literature and (urban) politics. The
city was in some sense figuratively theirs, �t as received versions of 'Nature'
were extensions of male myths of control.� · .

Before proceeding any further with this comparison of the two literary
traditions, something should be said about Salme Orvokki Pinola. She was
born in Finland and moved to Canada at the age of 23 in 1958. She has
lived in Manitoba and Ontario, and her very active contribution to Finnish
Canadian life-among her many other achievements she has been a member
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of 1he Ontario Advisory Council on Mulliculluralism and Cilizenship-has 
been publicly recognized. Much of her writing has been lyrical poetry in 
Finnish, but she has been wriling articles for Canadan Uutiset, one of the 
oldest Finnish-language newspaper in Canada, for 1he past twenty-five years. 
The one extensive piece of prose she has published is The Fatherless, a novella 
first published in English in 1986. The Finnish version, lsdttomat, appeared 
in 1990. 

The Fatherless traces the fortunes of two Finnish families over two 
generations, starting in the last years of the nineleenth century. Both families 

are small farmers, living on and working rented land in tµe county of 
Ha.me. In the early years of the new century the fathers of both families 

decide to go to North America, leaving their wives and families behind in 
Finland. Historically this is quite accurate, as thousands of small farrt1ers did 
give up their farms and set off to try their luck in America and Canada. 
However, the text does not follow the men to North America in any detail, 
but rather is concerned to describe the effects of the men's desertion on the 
families left behind in Finland. In this way then, The Fatherless is another of 
the stories set in a rural community so typical of Finnish and Canadian 

· literatures. . ) 
The intention of the author, to explore the psychological and physical, 

effects of not having a father, is stated quite openly in the last chapter: 
"What pain Helka had gone through, her sister Katariina [who had grown' 
up in America] had gone through much the same. In America they had not; 
been hungry as they had been in Finland, but the psychological suffering�
often worse than the physical one.'7 Although the physical suffering is noted, 
in the text, there is in fact very little description of it. Most of ten it is sjmply1 � 

mentioned as a fact. For example, after one of the men has left for America· 
his wife, "Eveliina started her fight against hunger, poverty, and loneliness all 
over again" (p. 18). There is only one major description of physical suffering 
in the book. It concerns a boy named Anselmi, whose father had gone to; 
America to make money, intending to return within a year or two to buy, 
a farm, but who never returns to Finland. Anselmi is brought up by his1 
mother and is trained to work as a lumberjack by his maternal uncle. This 
uncle beats Anselmi, who suffers the mistreatment because the uncle is the. 
only father figure availqble to him. 

There is more description of psychological suffering due to the lack of a 
father. This starts very early in the novella. Helka, one of the main f ocalizers 
of the text, would of ten come home from school crying: "Being fatherless, 
of ten brought heartaches into the life of a child. Many a times older brothers 
tried to 'walk in father's shoes', and to be c\ father-image to the younger· 
sibblings [sic]. But, an empty space was left forever in the hearts of th� 
children" (p. 14). But it is not only the children who suffer because of the 
absent father, so do the wives, the mothers of the families who are deserted 
Occasionally this is communicated in an image 1aken from nature: for 
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example, when Helka leaves home 10 go and work as a maid on a farm 
some distance away the feelings of her mother are described as follows: 
"When the last branches are cut from a mountain ash, though the trunk is 
strong, it seems bare and weak standing without its branches" (p. 27). 
Perhaps in these examples we can see one of the of ten noted features of 
Canadian literature, solitude. Even though the characters in The Fatherless are 
almost never alone, being almost constantly surrounded by a supportive 
family, they may nevertheless experience a feeling of solitude. 

It is this fact of the characters being part of a community which allows 
a number of resisting readings, readings which are against the grain. The 
novella is openly didactic and moralistic, attempting to· communicate a 
Christian set of values. The men who leave their families may be given some 
understanding and some forgiveness, and yet they are ultimately condemned 
as being weak and irresponsible. And it is not only the men who stay in 

. America who are so condemned: Anselmi, just like his father, goes off to earn 
money in Canada, leaving behind his pregnant fiancee. In spite of his good 
intentions, Anselmi quickly falls into the trap of gambling in the logging 
camps he works in, and discovers that he has worked for a year without 
saving a cent. Eventually, however Anselmi gets a grip on himself, and makes 
some money, only to lose it all once again in a card game the night before 

· his ship home to Finland sails. However, he is saved from 'ruin by divine
intervention, and arrives home with a small nest egg which allows him to

·buy a small farm. In this sense, then, there is hardly a male character in the
text who is not exposed as weak in some sense (the only one who is not is
'the farmer Helka goes to work for, but he is very much a mlnor character).

Despite the stereotypical picture of the lumberjack and farmer as a real
man's man, there does seem to be a strong tendency in both ·Finnish -and
Canadian literature to portray men as weak and limited, and women as
being the ones who keep the family and society together add moving
forward. One can see this starting very early in Canadian literature, with' the
two Strickland sisters presenting a female perspective on life in early Canada.
Susanna Moody makes it very clear that she disagreed with many of, rthe
decisions her husband made, but she was forced to be the moral ancl
emotional centre of the family. One can see the same power structure in
many prairie novels, which seem almost obsessed with the ·sufferings of
women tied to a man who is in turn tied to the soil� And-even in that great
Canadian novel, Margaret Laurence's The Stone Angel, the men are in one
way strong and stubborn, but ultimately revealed as being unimaginative,

� weak, and unable to develop the society or satisfy the narrator, Hagar.
Similar descriptions of weak men abound in Finnish literature, too. Perhaps 
Joel Lehtonen's Puthinotho is the archetypical example, but one can think of 
texts by women writers from Minna Canth onwards, through Maria Jotuni 
to the younger writers of today. 
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But how is this a resisting reading of The Fatherless? As noted above, the text auempts to present an openly Christian moral for the story. It seemsstrange that in a text which seeks to reinforce belief in the traditional JudeoChristian male god, the traditional phallocentric power structure of thesociety should be so clearly undermined. I am confident that Pinola did notintend this reading, for in the Foreword she writes that she hopes that thebook might help readers "to pray for our loved ones, that we might bringour sheaf in before our Heavenly Father" (p. 3), and there are numerousreferences to the way in which faith in "the loving Heavenly Father"sustained the abandoned women during their lives. Nevertheless the text isproblematic in many ways if we are to read it only according to the author'sintentions. For example, after Anselmi, on his last evening in Canada has lostall his money but then won it back again, he prays to "the God of hismother" (p. 99). Of course this god may still be the traditional Christian malegod, but this god seems to be more associated with females than males.
The fact that the abandoned families are not quite alone may also be

read in conflicting ways. Both mothers in the novel are forced to work long
hours to make ends meet. One did "washing, spinning and weaving for
many families in the village" (p. 13). The other sometimes has to be away
from home for weeks at a time, leaving her children with her mother,
"massaging, washing clothes, spinning and weaving for different families" (p.
67). Again, this is certainly historically accurate, as these skills were those
needed in an agrarian community. However, they were also ones which
most households could provide for themselves. In this sense, the community
is acting in a truly Christian manner, as a congregation supporting and
sustaining the women and their families. On the other hand, the community,
at least in the case of Anselmi's mother, at first acts in exactly the opposite
way. Even her own brother tells her that "'A son of a good-for-nothing
father will never grow up to be a good man, if he isn't brought up with an 
iron fist"' (p. 72). If the supportive community can be seen as a metaphor for
the Heavenly Father's support, the words of the brother can be seen as
representing the Old Testament God's angry reaction which rather rejects the 
sinner than understands and sustains with forgiveness. 

These resisting readings allow us to perceive another, unexpected, 
similarity between Canadian and Finnish literature. It is fascinating that the
penultimate chapter of Pertti Karkama's recent survey of Finnish literary 
history, which is more theoretically informed than Laitinen's monumental 
work, is entitled "Kadonnutta isaa etsimassa" (In search of the lost or 
disappeared father). In this chapter, Karkama points out how. the idea of the 
family as the basic unit of society and the centre of emotional life for its 
members, supported and institutionalised by both Church and State, has 
created unresolved tensions. He shows that Finnish women authors from 
Minna Canth onwards have deconstructed this idea of the family, showing 
how, in supporting the idea of the patriarchal family structure, the Church
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has been forced into a position where the idea of universal Christian love is
changed to love within the patriarchal stru�ture of the �amily. Of course'. as
Karkama is aware, the figure of the father IS problemauc and problemauzed
in literature at all times and from all places. Nevertheless he argues a strong
case for seeing it as an especial problem and theme in Finnish women's
writing in the 1980s, citing four novels as examples. He thus claims t_hat t�e
decade was one in which women's writing experierced a more radical nse
than any time since the early years of the century.

It is certainly difficult to claim the 1980s as especially marked by 
women's writing in Canada. However, if we extend the time-scale
backwards and forwards, it certainly is possible to identify a genuine
concern with fathers in Canadian women's writing. Margaret Atwood's 
Surfacing, for example, might be characterised at one level as a literal search 
for a father who has disappeared. And Laurence's The Stone Angel can be read
as problematizing the status and significance of the father in many different
ways. More recently Carol Shields' The Stone Diaries also �ontai�s. fathers
who either emotionally or literally withdraw from their fam1hes and 
disappear. All of these novels problematize the concept of the nuclear family 
as the central and natural unit of society and community, and all may be 
read as questioning "the place and function of religion in upholding the 
tradition_al phallocentric family structure. It is in fact possible to argue that 
this theme is quite strong in the history of Canadian literature: W. H. New 
notes that realism 

occupied fiction during the 1920s and 1930s. Martha Ostenso (1900-63) 
... produced_in 1925 a novel called Wild Geese ... in which the paral�els 
between harsh land and harsh life show up in the person of the tyranmcal 
character Caleb Gare. A fierce father, Gare tries to control the lives of 'his' 
wife and daughter; the novel fOCU5e5 finally on the power of the daughter, 
Judith, to rebel ... An early Joyce Marshall ... story, "The Old Woman" 
... [shows] how a man's love f �r his machinery wins out over his love for 
his wife, limiting and confining him, while at the same time his wife 
dis::overs how her creative talents can carry her across apparent linguistic 
and cultural boundaries. (p. 157) 

Here we see how the themes of nature.and male head of the family might 
come together in· Canadian writing. And I would l�e to sugg� that Pi�ol�'s 
novella is a further example of this shared concern m Canadian and FmnJSh 
literatures, even if she appears to be unaware of it herseU, and �ould 
probably deny any intention of contributing to it. Nevertheless, her S1mple 
story does suggest that men are ultimately incapable of fuliilling the role that 
the religion and the society expect them to take on. Women are left to be the 
head of the famjly, and �hey shoulder the responsibility and make a good 
job of it. lf this is what happens on earth, why should we suppo� the 
heavenly father is any different from these failed earthly fathers? Why IS the 
only miracle in the text performed to save Anselmi (and his money!), and 
not to relieve the daily burden of any of the women? It seems that on the 
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religious level and lhe earthly level the text pays lip service to the idea of the
male myth of control, but the evenls portrayed undercut this, allowing a
reading which suggests female power and female control, however 
unwillingly thal power and control are assumed. 

Finally lhere is one last feature of Canadian/Finnish literature lhat I 
would like lo draw attenlion to. It is not a feature of the writing, but rather 
the whole situation and context of writing in Canada and Finland. Il has 
of ten been remarked that Canadian wriling finds it difficult to gain 
international recognition. Similarly Finnish writing, partly on account of the 
language barrier, is mostly confined to Finland. Of course one can point to 
individual writers who have succeeded in gaining an international 
reputation, and suggest chat quality writing will al:11ays be recognized. Allow 
me to be sceptical. How many excellent and fascinating writers in Finnish 
ever get translated? And how many of those translations get noticed? And 
allow me to be sceptical about Canadian efforts, worthy though they be, to 
encourage writing in heritage languages under the multiculturalism 
philosophy. As Michael S. Batts says: 

The dilemma for the writer is ... not simply a matter of choosing between 
maintaining or abandoning the heritage language and what that means 
culturally; it is also a question of choosing between a wider and a 
narrower audience. Anyone in Canada writing in German, Hungarian, or 
llalian cannot anticipate a large i:eadership within the ethnic community; 
outside it, sales would be virtually nil; and sales in the country of origin 
are subject to all kinds of cukural, political and other constraints.11 '

And what is true of German, Hungarian, or Italian is eyen truer of 
Finnish whether the writer lives and writes in Canada or Finland. The 
position of such a writer trying to get heard ·by the world community 
resembles the position of the free nigger in the northern states of the USA in 
the early nineteenth century as Thomas Haliburton so wittily described it: 
"Now the free nigger may be a member of Congress, but he can't get there; 
he may be President, but he guesses he can't, and he reckons right.1,2 A writer
in a heritage language may gain international recognition, but she guesses shf· 
won't, and she reckons right. 

Salme Pinola's novella is a perfect example. She wrote it in Finnish, but 
it first appeared in an English translation. The original F�nnish version may 
have a number of defects, indeed the author herself says that the story is 
constructed simply. ·But the English version is disastrous. It is full of 
infelicitous translations in terms of grammatical errors, unfortunate stylistic 
choices, stilted dialogue, and rather ·obtrusive explanations of peculiarly 
Finnish concepts and features of life. And to make matters worse, what can 
only be printing errors are scattered throughout the text. Whatever th� 
merits of the Finnish original, and it does have a number of merits, including 
that of being a fascinating, readable story, the English version can only be 
regarded as more of a joke than a serious literary text. This is unfortunate. 
But it is also far too of ten the fate uf many Finnish texts, and of many 
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hyphenated Canadian texts. It is sad that this, too, is one more shared 
property of Finnish and Canadian literature. 

DAVID ROBERTSON is a professor of English at the University of Tampere, Finland. 
He has done research on English literature, and extensively on Canadian literature. 

Endnotes 
1. David Lampe lists the issues Callaghan's story examines as follows: "community and
betrayal, violence and decorum, shame and face" ("Preface" in Myths a11d Voices: Con
temporary Canadian Fiction (Fredonia, NY: White Pine Press, 1993), p. 12). Al perhaps a
higher level of abstraction, all of these issues can be included within a post-colonial
reading of both Callaghan's and Orwell's texts. An application of postcolonial theorywhich
examines Finnish literature in relation 10 th& same themes would certainly yield rewarding
results. 

2. Davey sets out clearly his critique of thematic criticism in "Reading Canadian Reading"
(1987) (see especially p. 4 ). See also his succinct criticism of Margaret f',twood's Survival in
\,Margaret Atwood: a Feminist Poetics," p. 64. Both es5ays are printed in Reading Canadian
Reading (Winnipeg: Turnstone Press, 1988).

3. I am indebted to Professor Ralf Nomnan for this insight (personal communication). Kai
Laitinen also notes how important Runeberg's Tales of Ensign Stdl was in raising Finnish
'nationalist f�g and in creating a national character: "vv. 1808-09 sodasta Runeberg loysi
hahmoja, jotka kenraaleista rivin:tiehiin ja kuormarenkeihin asti ilmenivat hanesia Suomen
kansan syvimpia luonteenpiirteita - uskollisuutta, kestavyytta ja urlieutta" (in the war ·of
•1808-09 Runeberg dis:overed characters who, from generals down to the rank and file and
even the wagoners, displayed what he saw as being the most profound national charateristics
of the Finnish people - loyalty, tenacity and courage !my translation]) (Kai Laitinen, Suomen
'11ir jallisu1ulen historia, [ 1981] 3rd edition (Helsinki: Otava, 1991 I. p. 181). .

�- George Woodcock, "Possessing the Land: Notes on Canadian Fiction", in TI1e Canadian
Imagination: Dimensions of a Literary Culture, ed. David Staines (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard
Univ. Press, 1977), pp. 69-96, quotation from pp. 85-6.

5. See Heikki Turunen, Simpauttaja (Porvoo: WSOY, 1974) �nd Kivenpyiirittdjc'ln l!yld
(Porvoo: WSOY, 1976). The former was filmed for television some years ago, and is fairly
regularly repeated on Finnish television. The ftlm version of the Lauer has been one of the
biggest box-office draws in cinemas in Finland during the last year.

..... 

,6. W.R. New, A History of Canadian Literature(London: Macmillan, 1989), p. 139 and p. 
140. George Woodstock also identifies the relationship with nature as being a notable feature
of Canadian writing (pp. 79-80).

7. Salme Orvokki Pipola, The Fatherless (Tampere: N.p., 1986), pp. 114-5.

8. Sinclair Ross, "The Lamp at Noon" (1968), and Federick Philip Grove, 'The Sower"
(1923) are two typical short examples.

9. Karkama, p. 283. He makes useful reference lo Anne Oakley, Subject Women (Oxford:
Robertson, 1981) in support of this line of argument
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10. See Karkama pp. 284-5 and ff. The novels he discusses are Annika Idstr6m's lsdni
rahhaani (1981 ), Anja Kauranen's Tushha (1983), Anna-Leena Harkonen's Sotilaan tarina
(1986) and Eira Sten berg's Paratiisin vangit (1984 ).

11. Michael S. Batts, "Multiculturalism and Canadian Literature" in Us/Them: Translation
Tra11sc1iptio11 and ide111ity in Post-Colonial Literary Cultures, (ed.) Gordon Collier (Amsterdam'.
Rodop� 1992). pp. 41-6,quotation from p. 42.

12. Thomas Haliburton, "We Have No Slaves" from The Attacl,e, Second Series, 1844
reprimed in Canadian Anthology, ed. Carl F. Klinck and Reginald E. Watters (Toronto: W.J:
Gage, 1966), quotation from p. 50. I would like to thank one of my students, Helena
Lintinen, for permission 10 use this neat description of the position of the writer in a
minority language.
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PART IV: 
.. Now You ROAM IN FOREIGN REGIONS" 

J. DONALD WILSON

The Socialist Legacy on 
Malcolm Island after the 
Collapse of the Utopian 
Settlement of Sointu1a 

' 

Sointula and the life and work of its founde1' Matti Kurihha ha·ve captured 
the imagination of historians,filmmahers and others as a _remarhabl_e
d1apter in Finnish Canadian immigration h�tory. A_ leading speaaltSt on 
Sointula, Professor}. Donald Wilson, exammes the mamf �stattons of a .distinct socialist legacy of Sointula, and its impa�t on the Justory of educatwn. 

he story of the utopian settlement of Sointula (so-caped TKalevan Karl.Sa) is well known and so I won't belabour it ?ere.
Founded by a group of disgr:untled Finnish coal_ mmers_ 

working near Nanaimo and led by the charismatic but m�rcunal Ma�t1 
Kurikka, the colony barely got off the ground in 1901 before 1t coll�psed m 
acrimony four years later after. the departure of Kur�ka late m 1904 
together with several dozen followers. Those who remained. on Malcoli:n 
Island the Mahelalaiset or followers of AB. Makela, preferred the leadership 
of this

, 
more practical and pragmatic man and rated their chances of survival 

much better under his leadership than the "impractical faddist" Kurikkd. 
After Kurikka's departure, the island's population c�nsisted of 45 men, 20 
women and 40 children, a total of 105 inhabitants� 
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But the island's socialist legacy did not die with Kurikka's departure. 
Makela, Kurikka's Marxist colleague and former friend, saw to that. The Co
op store, Canada's first consumer cooperative, was opened in 1909. The 
Sointula Socialist Club formed in 1907 joined the Socialist Party of Canada 
(SPC), leading the Western Clarion to declare, "If only our Anglo-Saxon 
members had half the zeal of the Sointula Finns!a As one prominent 
supporter asserted, "We are forming a local [of the SPCJ but do not expect 
to make many converts as everyone here is already a socialist except for one 
or two thick heads.'11 Subsequently, the Sointula Socialist Club members 
switched their allegiance to the Social Democratic Party of Canada, and then 
through the left-wing Finnish Organization of Canada (FOC) most became 
members or adherents of the Communist Party of Canada. Many Sointula 
Finns also caught "Karelia fever" in the early 1930s and headed for Soviet 
Karelia to build, they thought to their later chagrin, a new and superior kind 
of socialism.5 This exodus was no surprise to the Va,uouver Province which 
asserted in 1934 that: 

for 30 years the Finns have maintained a communist state on Malcolm 
Island.... Today they probably know less about what is _happening _in 
Canada than they do of the Soviet Union.... They keep m touch wtth 
Rus.sia. Occasionally some of them go there. Some of them return and 
some of them do not, but Moscow is their spiritual home.6 

" 

·The author of this account was probably referring to Karella fever, that is the 
exodus to Karelia. 

What was it like to live on Malcolm Island in the hall century after the 
collapse of the Kalevan Kansa Colonizati�n Comp�ny in 19�5? _I p�opose 
to try to answer this question through hrst exammmg the_ 1nst1tut1on_ of 
public schooling as it operated on the island from the foun�ng of the �rrst
public school in 1904 up to World War 11, and sec�ndl� notmg the vanous 
institutions of informal education, many of which were related to the 
socialist movement. 

The public school provides an excellent vantage point - � wind_ow on
society - for those of us interested in social history. Through 1ts Cl.Jmculum 
and teachers we see what the state, in this case the province, expected to 
attain through the compulsory schooling of the young. We can also 
ascertain the aspirations of parents for their children and observe to wh�t 

degree the community and school worked in harmony_ wi�h each other. ifhis 
is especially so in small rural communities like Malcolm Island where the 
school was of ten a focus of public attention and the teacher, who usually 
came from "outside", was sometimes the sole representative of mainstream

. 7 ., society. 
Although the Kalevan Kansa settlement operated without a school as� 

until 1904, that does not mean there was no concern about education. �ke 

most utopians, Kurikka understood very well the importance of educauon
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for the colony. For adult society this was to be attained through -regular 
public meetings and also through the pages of the Aiha (Time), the commu
nity's newspaper which was also the first Finnish-language newspaper in Canada.8 In its pages, both Kurikka and Makela promoted the ideas bywhich the colony was to live and forge its future� 

As to the education of children, Kurikka had other plans. On child
rearing his very definite views were closely linked to his overall conception of women and their role in society. Following upon the ideas of his mentor 
the early Finnish feminist Minna Canth, Kurikka maintained that wome� 
should not feel obliged to marry before having sexual relations with men. For him, "Woman had the God-given right to become a mother without having to tie herself down for her entire life to satisfy one man's passion.w 
From 1903 Kurikka campaigned for the construction of a large nursery and children's building where mothers could leave their children while working. 
Such an innovation would, in his view, provide a superior learning 
environment for the children wh ile at the same time releasing more women 
for the labour force.11 The children's home was to be, according �o him, "a school from the beginning to the end, a school of life in all possible forms'1.2 

Opened ip March 1904, the home began by looking after thirty children in 
a large three-room house. The idea, however, did not meet with the success 
Kurikka anticipated. According to one life-long resident of Sointula, the mothers were "unwilling to have their children [taken] away from home,1_3 

Meanwhile, in compliance with the agreement reached �tween the 
Kalevan Kansa Colonization Company and the Britis}:i Colum�ia government, a building was erected in 1904 to serve as a public school. In the fall 
of that year a teacher by the name of Miss Cleveland arrived to take charge. 
From that time forward, Sointula school childre_n were educated only in 
English even though they normally spoke Finnish at home -and play. 
· Following the breakup of the utopian �olony in early 1905 and the

purchase of individual plots of land by those settlers who stayed behirid, two 
oilier public schools were built on Malcolm lslarid· One was constructed in 
1913 in the settlement of Kaleva, about three miles from Sointula· the other was opened in 1921 in Mitchell Bay, a community located on th� southeast end of the island. These two schools opened ·and closed sporadically, 
depending upon the number ·or students who enrolled Residents of Mitchell 
B�y of ten "borrowed" qrildren f ram the neighbouring school district ·ir:i order to secure sufficient numbers of students (ten) to keep their school open1

.
4 

Both schools were closed in the 1930s. 
pf the Kaleva school, we have on record the experiences of two teachers. In 1923 Mrs. Darlington claimed it was "very quiet". "A teacher who wants lo study will find this a good place as there is no English society and it is, therefore, absolutely necessary to have something _to keep one's mind employed. J:here are weekly dances in Sointula but the road is very bad" The school was described as a large one, but it "is the only rural school I have 
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come across in B.C. that is thoroughly deaned once a week. The people al_l Finns and talk little English. The children are dean and well-behaved��e 

Five years late�, a teacher at K�lev�, one John Zarelli, reported he had· a classro_om of thirteen students, six girls and seven boys, who ranged in a e from SIX to early teens. He reported lodging in the home "of an old mar _ gd Finnish couple who allow the use of their kitchen stove and a bedrone 
besides a living room for [my) lodging quarters - for $10 a month'�6 In t�: 1�terwar years, two teachers, John Stephen, who stayed on the island for mne yef fs, and T.C. McCaughie who remained five years, both held Master' degrees. s 

The school in Sointula itself has been relocated and rebuilt twice sin 1904. 18 The original two-room building consisted of one division of 3�e 

st�de�ts. In 1911 two divisions were created and by 1928 when the second building was built three divisions accommodated the 63 students enrollecf9 S�u�ent� were t� be inst�ucted entirely in English which presented some d1fficult1es for children raISed at home in the Finnish language. Elvi Kallio �ecalls that even by the 1920s students "were not allowed to speak Finnish" m school, and so they would "sneak behind the chimney and talk low in the Finnish langu_age".20 By 1934 the school had grown to three teachers and 
abo�t 100 children. The Vancouver Province reported: "The lessons are in 
English, an? t�ere [in schoo�J E�glish is spoken, but only there. At home they 
revert to fmmsh, and English IS always a secondary language'�1 

· As late as 
�o_rld War II, there are references throughout the inspectors' reports to the 

difficulty that the Finnish students on Malcolm Island had with both 
und:rstandi�g and using the English language. Teachers were constantly 
adV1sed to dtrect more attention to this perceived problem�2 In 1940 for 
�xample, Aileen Wooldridge started school in Sointula as the only st�dent 
m h�r class who could speak English fluently. "My grandparents spoke 
Engl1Sh because they had lived in the States and Saskatchewan," she 
recollect� "In school I did a lot of interpreting for the teacher but once we 
were outSide we all spoke Finn." This situation led the teacher to ban the 
speaking of Finnish on the school groundl3 But Finnish continued to be 
spoken on Malcolm Island right to the present. 

�lose sc_hool-community relations was a continuing legacy from the 
utopian penod. In the late 1930s volunteer labour provided by community 
members made possible the construction of the Manual Training shop at the 
Malcolm Island Superior School (for Grades 9 and 10). At this time, most 
non-urban schools in B.C lacked this leading feature of progressive education 
but not Sointula. In a letter to the provincial superintendent of education, 
the school principal informed him that both married and single men had 
volunteered their labour to build the shop while women had prepared 
lunches for the workers.24 

Th� st�dents themselves mirrored the community's cooperative spirit. In 
her ed1tonal for the school annual in 1937, Terttu Aro wrote: 'The children 
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of our school have always shown a good school and class spirit. When a back-stop was being built for the boys' softball games, every boy who had 
an opportunity to do anything helped. The same occurred when a back-stop 
was built for the girls." And, "every now and then the children go and clear 
the road outside the school of broken glass, large stones and paper.�5 

Informal means of education, of te.n combined wirh social activities, were 
also found on Malcolm Island. These activities demonstrate the desire on the 
part of the majority of the in_ha_bitants to both maintain their_ Finnis? 
heritage and perpetuate the soc1ahst legacy from the utopian penod. It IS

worth noting that out of 400 inhabitants in 1934, only fifteen were not of 
Finnish origin.26 

Education was something that went on outside the school for both 
children and adults. There being no church on the island, Sundays were 
devoted to adult education and other types of informal education for 
children beyond that offered in the public school. Finnish-American and 
Finnish-Canadian socialists considered Socialist Sunday schools as necessary 
alternatives to public �hools for purposes of both cultural and ideological 
socialization. Fim:1ish-language education and acquiring knowledge about 
Finland, both unavailable in the public system, led Finnish socialists, like 
those on Malcolm Island, to found their own Sunday schools as a supple
ment to the public system�7 Among the textbooks used in the Socialist 
Sunday schools was one written by AB. Makela who continued to liv<; on 
the island and worked as the lighthouse keeper at Pulteney Point on the northern tip of the island. Entitled Aahlwsia sosialistien lapsille (ABCs for 
Children of Socialists) and published in 1906, this book contained a list of 
"Ten Commandments", meant to parallel the better known Christian 
yersion. The radical tone of these lessons is captured in the First Commat;1d
ment: 

Think for yourself; find out for yourself. It is not worthwhile to believe in the nonsense of the clergy, or the babbling of the bourgeoisie. They don't know any more about the future and mysterious matters than you do. 
The Second Commandment speaks to the practicalities of being a socialist: 

Hold comradeship sacred. .. The capitalist will tempt you to become a stool pigeon and a strike breaker by offering money. But, if you deceive your comrades, you poor unfortunate, you deceive yourself. You will lose your former comrades, and the capitalist won't favor you for long, but will kick you out like a dirty dog as soon as possible. 
The Tenth Commandment adtlresses the power of education for social and 
individual betterment: 

If the proletariat were more enlightened, the power of capitalists would have been destroyed long ago. Ignorance has kept us gullible and disunited; that has been shrewdly used by the hirelings of the owner class. 
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Hence, Lry LO obtain knowledge for yourself and to spread enlightenment 
around you. 28 

Elsewhere in the book, Makela defines the goals of socialism for children in 
the following terms: 

that all people have a right to live by their own labour; thal machines, 
factories, mines, lands and all places of employment become the property 
of all people; that no one has lo l?eg for work or food from another; that 
no one must be another's slave.29 

For the adults, lessons in Finnish, English and Esperanto (a universal 
language) were taught, as well as classes in bookkeeping and first aid. In the 
mid-1930s a library was installed upstairs in the FO Hall, while the main 
floor was used as a gym. "They have one of the best gyms outside the larger 
centres," reported the Vancouver Province in 1934. The visiting gym 
instructor who stayed some months described his charges as "the most 
enthusiastic group of gymnasts he ever met'�0 The Finnish Organization of 
Canada nurtured the development of youth clubs in many of its locals. The 
Sointula branch was no exception� 1 Every Sunday morning an instructor 
walked from his farm in Rough Bai to coach children in debating skills and
various types of physical exercises� 

Most Saturday nights a play was performed in Finnish at the FO Hall. 
No effort was spared on making authentic costumes and elaborate scenery. 
The national FOC had a catalogue of over 300 full-length plays written by 
Finnish and Finnish-Canadian writers which could be rented for a nominal 
fee. Of these about 200 plays were written by Finnish-Canadians for the 
Finnish Organization of Canada�3 .These plays of ten focused on left-wing 
politics and the labour movement. Some were even written by local 
residents. As one scholar of Finnish-Canadian labour theatre comments: 
"For the [Finnish] immigrants holding socialist views stage activities 
represented a to9l, with the aid of which the socialist world of ideals could 
be transmitted to the public.'34 So drama was seen to have educational, as 
well as entertainment.value. Typical of the common themes among the 
immigrant dramatists was the following: "An oppres.sed individual has to rise 
up to defend his rights. This will only succeed through collective power; man 
as an individual cannot change prevailing conditions; for this one needs 
broad organized masses, aware of their goals and rights.,}5 The "good-bad;' 
dichotomy was pervasive: oppressor-victim, church-labour movement, 
capitalism-socialism. 

The annual May Day (Vappu) celebration also allowed all members·of 
the community to work together and socialize. May Day, the international 
Workers' Day, was a high point in the year for the overwhelmingly socialist 
community. The socialist origins of the settlement, as we have noted, 
continued to play a prominent role in the life of the island. "May Day," one 
resident recalled, "was the biggest celebration Sointula had. Everything was 
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closed on May Day.'J6 Indeed, even the Sointula School closed its doors for 
the day, for which permission had to be obtained from the Superintendent 
of Schools in Victoria.37 A parade down First Street of ten led by a red 
hammer and sickle flag, and outdoor races and athletic contests were 
supplemented by an indoor program at the FO Hall of recitations, songs and 
stories. As one old timer recalled, "[May Day I was the only holiday that we 
really celebrated and we waited for it all year. That was the day we all got 
new clothes. If there was only one time a year that you got new clothes, 
May Day was it.'38 Participation by socialist children in such rituals as the 
May Day parade may be considered akin to the religious rites of passage for. hild 39 conservative c ren. 

Up to the end of World War II, life on the island was little affected by 
what went on elsewhere. Most of the population of 450 were direct 
descendants of the original settlers. The community was very close-knit. As 
one resident reported, "There was no church, no policeman, no beer parlours, 
'and no trouble in those days"'.'0 But this ideal situation was not to last. 
Electricity in 1951,· paved roads, and telephone service in 1956 helped 
change the island. Organized religion in the form of coastal missionaries 
arrived for the first time in 1948. The first church, an interdenominational 
one, was opened in 1961. The RCMP appeared in 1�65. Television and 
booze at �aturday night dances· became common, and children were not 
allowed at da�ces anymore. High school students took the ferry each day 
to school in Port McNeill. But still by the late 60's "everybody knew 
everybody". "When you saw a man coming down the street," one infor
mant reported, "you knew where he was coming from, you k�ew where he 
was going, and you knew what he was thinking about.111 · • 

The arrival of dozens of American "hippies" in the late 60's and early 70's 
changed all that. Like the Kalevan Kansa people before (hem, these young 
·Americans were fleeing something: the Vietnam war, "civilization" and
persecu�iori in the United States. They, too, sought a "return to the land" and
,a simpler way of life. For a time, the tensions between the "old" and "new"
inhabitants of the island ran high. The latter were for some time thought to
be lazy, shiftless, and "druggies", but eventually as the newcomers settled in,
got jobs, built homes and tilled the soil, relations improved between the
Finns and "the others". As one Finn said, "They've become such a part of the
island that I can't imagine it without them. Besides, they're not really hippies
anymore".42 · · • 

These days the idealism of Matti Kurikka is gone, but the memory of th�
:·hardships and accomplishments of those days still lives on in i:he mil).ds of.
their descendants. A long-time resident, .Aino Ahola (1897-197!}) whose
tombstone describes her as "a stalwart supporter of the working class", put
it well when she reminisced shortly before her death. about how Sointula
"was the centre of the world to me and the world was revolving around
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il."13 This sentiment reflected precisely the enthusiasm of the colony's 
founder. 

J. DONALD WILSON is a Professor of History of Education at the University of
British Columbia. He has published several articles on Sointula and its charismatic
founder Matti Kurikka. His books include Children, Teachers and Schools in the
History of British Columbia (1995) and Schools in the West: Essays in Canadian
Educati�nal History (1986). 
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ALEXIS POGORELSKIN 

New Perspectives on 
Karelian Fever: 
The Recruitment of North 
American Finns to Karelia 
in the Early 1930s 
A particularly remarkable and tragic episode in the lives of Finns in North
America in the early years of the North American Depression was the 
migration to Soviet Karelia known as Karelian Fever. The following article
by Professor Alexis Pogorelskin, which relies on recently released sources, 
opens up new perspectives·on this dark period in North American Finnish 
immigrant history. 

· · �st discussion of Karelian fever has centered on th� North 
' . MAmerican Finns who journeyed to the Soviet Union over sixty years ago ostensibly to help build socialism. Scholars ,have sought to underst�nd :who they «rere, why they heeded the blandishments of recruiters and, a? they say, caught "the fever" sweeping the .FinnishAmerican communities in the early 1930s. Their origins and their fate have been the focus of scrutiny in the West.1 Un�il recently scholars.have had few sources to explain why the Soviet government sought to recruit almost exclusi�ely among Finnish-Americans, if indeed tha� .was its intention� Nor have they understood much about the act.ual process of recruitment. It' has been impossible to determine th� regime's attitude toward a group whose presence defied both Tsarist and ;,oviet policies th<J.t had created a closed and xenophobic society. A Russian source recently made available to Western scholars makes possible some preliminary discussion pf those issues� In this paper I will rxamine the origin and methods of the Soviet government's recruitment �µiong North American Firin,s. I will show how the regime explained the failure of Karelian fever and the use it made of that failure. That issue, measured by the number of those recruited who openly expressed discontent 'or requested permission to leave, was critical: It could not help but jar the 
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regime that so many North American Finns did not want to remain · Ka_relia, despite the privileged existence, by Soviet standards, which th:n
en Joyed. In fact, the �robl�ms that arose with the Finnish-Americans, I wiilshow, were used to d1SCred1t the leadership of Karelia. The source o� which I base my �iscussion consists of a collection of docu_ments compiled b� the �o�mumst Party of the Karelian region. The Spe�1�l 5_ector was �n- invesc1g�uve agency charged with examination of �ns1t1ve _ISSU� In this instance, It woul� seem, the Special Sector conducted ,_cs �n�es�1gauons on orders from the Leningrad Party Committee, which had JUrischct.1on over Karelia .. The p�werful Fi:�t Party Secretary of Leningrad,S. M. K1�ov, had grown �ncreasin?ly susp1c10us of the Karelian leadership.The Special Sector sought information about those responsible for recruitin North American Finns, who, starting in 1931, arrived in Karelia in sue� large numbers that by 1934 the total had reached ten thousand. The Special Sector documents that I utilize comprise two parts which complement each o�h�r. The second part helps to explain the first. It co�ts·o·f 60 ��ges, l�ung the na�es �f 632 ethnicall� Finnish immigrants, therr on!s1nal cmzenship, date of exit VJ.Sa from the SoVIet Union and reason for leaVIng. By far the most common explanation is "po lidmomu zhelaniiu 11 

from personal desire.5 . 
The first section consists of interrogations and documents which discredit 

precisely those responsible for recruiting North American Finns. If the regime could discredit the process of recruitment, it could explain the 
condemnation inherem in the long lists of recent arrivals seeking exit visas. Yet another purpose motivated the interrogations. Most were conducted. 
from 1934-1935 against a background of increasing displeasure with the 
"national de:71a�ion" in the Karelian Autonomous Republic, expressed largely 
by the Le�mgrad Party leadership� The Special Sector interrogations, conducted 1� Petrozavodsk, provided evidence against the Karelian leadership 
whose recruitment of North Americans Kirov had already deemed a security 
risk and tried to control for "defense reasons."7 

The Soviet interrogators focused their attention on those individuals who 
had headed the organization known as Karelian· Technical Aid, which had 
operated originally in New York as the Society for Technical Aid to Soviet 
Russia. Founded in 1919, it had, starting in 1921, channeled aid to Karelia.8 
It ceased functioning later in the decade to be reestablished in 1931 with 
offices in New York and Toronto.9 

While recruiters fanned out to Finnish communities and enclaves all over 
the U.S. and Canada, the business of organizing immigration, that is securing 
So�et visas and purchasing steamship tickets, was handled through the 
offices of Karelian Technical Aid or the Resettlement Bureau as the Soviet 
. 

f d 
10 mterrogators re erre to it. The person who headed the New York office 

acted as the Director of the whole Soviet effort to recruit North Americans. 
Three men held that post. The Special Sector documents provide a distinctive 
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portrait of the first two directors, Matti Tenhunen and Kalle Aronen. There 
is but a passing reference to the third director, Oscar Korgan� 1 I will suggest 
why below. Matti Tenhunen was the most influential of the Resettlement Bureau
Directors. Kaarlo Tuomi, who went as an adolescent to Karelia, describes 
him as "one of the most respected and intelligent Finnish-American 
communist leaders.'J2 That -Tenhunen was the first Director of the 
Resettlement Bureau is of particular significance. He worked closely with the 
Karelian leadership to establish and direct the North American recruitment 
eff ort.13 For ten years prior to his appointmen�, he had edited the Finnish 
Communist newspaper Tyomies in Superior, Wisconsin. 

The decade of the 1920s had seen the rapid growth of communism 
among North American Finns and hard work by many Finnish-Americans 
to aid the communist cause in Karelia through donations of money and 
agricultural equipment!4 Tenhunen was closely involved with those efforts 
and subscribed to their implication, namely that for the Finns communism 
meant not so much the Soviet Uri.ion - it meant Karelia. 

For the leadership of Karelia, Edvard Gylling, the Chairman of the 
Karelian Council of People's Commissars and his close associate Kustaa 
Rovio, First Secretary of the Karelian Communist Party, that implication 
certainly obtained.15 Gylling had accepted the post of head of government 
of the Karelian Workers' Commune in 1920 only on the condition that 
Lenin agree to maintain the region as a Karelo-Finnish enclave:6 Gylling 
insisted on that point, bolstering his contention with the argument that 
because the Karelian population of Karelia had no written language and its 
spoken language was merely a dialect of Finnish, Finni.sh (along with 
Russian) should be the o[hcial language of Karelia�7 Lenin also agreed tlt 
Gylling's insistence that the population of Karelia shoi.Jld remain Karelo-
Finnish.18 - . · . .·. 

The origin of Gylling's conditions lay in the decades that he spent as a 
prominent political figure and academic in Finland before 1918. Always a 
Finn�h nationalist, Gylling spent most of his political career as a member of 
Finland's Social Democratic Party. His commitment to social reform shared 
pride of place with his determination to nurture Finland's autonomy within 
the Tsarist empire. When the opportunity arose in 1917 he became an 
active proponent of independence. He converted to Marxism belatedly, ifnot reluctantly, in 1918; but he never shed his political identity as a Finnish
nationalist. 

As early as the spring of 1918, Gylling had proposed to Lenin that the 
new Soviet regime off er Karelia as refuge to the Red Finns who had just lost 
to the Whites in the Finnish Civil War!9 Lenin turned him down, but 
Gylling did not give up hope that "some raion in Russia" could serve as "a 
place of settlement for Finnish emigrants.,2° He again proposed Karelia in 
the spring of 1920, and this time Lenin agreed� 1 Lenin had his own reasons 
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for utilizing Gylling to administer Karelia. By now Finland had show herself determined to seize Karelia either by force or by diplomacy. Le _n wan�e� Gylling to, establish firm Soviet control over the region, ther:n 

sustammg Moscow s claim Lo it. Gylling wanted to establish a haven f y Finland's most recent political diaspora who along with Karelia's indigen or 
Karelians, Veps, Estonians, and Finns would constitute an ethnic encl ous !be. d s · 

ave a It un er ov1et power. ' 
!�rough th� 1 �20s Gylling both won and lost on the issue of ethnic�oh�1cs. The Fm�1Sh language. became dominant in Karelia; but with·'a S1gnif1cant annual mflux of RUSS1ans to the region, Gylling and Rovio f ea d that demographic russification would overwhelm the Karelo-Finnish elem:e 

d k K I. , d d 
n . nt an . �a .e a:e ta s autono�y re un ant. The launching of the Soviet Umon s first Five Year Plan m 1928 intensified Russian migration to Kar l' as the Soviet government sought to exploit its forests and industrialize ��a.:egion .. �y t�e late l 92?s Gylling's problem became "how to reconcile th: mdustnahzation of Karel�a and t�e K�relo-Finnish character of the region.':�·i Fortunatelr for. Gylh�g Stalm himself provided the answer. He told Molotov conhdenttally m 1929 that "foreign technical assistance" w �pecially needed in the iron and steel industr/.4 A year later at th:\ S1Xteenth Party Congress held in the summer of 1930, Molotov called for tHe 

re�ruitment of foreign workers and experts to assist the Soyiet industrializa'
tion ·drive. Such sanction was necessary ·but not sufficient, however to 
explain the launching of Karelian fever. . Gylli�� wanted not only the.mo?ernizatioz:i and increased productiviti
of Karella, he a�so ::anted to �amtam the ethrnc homogeneity of the regio\l 
and �en� the JU5tificat1on for its autonomy within the Russian Republic. ,,Ifethrnc Fmns could be recruited. from abroad in significant numbers, then Hecould have both industrialization and autonomy. Gylling quite possibl harbored an even larger vision. Just as Karelia constituted a haven for R? 
Fin�, it might also . become the homeland of the Finnish diaspora that 
Gyllmg had seen dram away to America in the first decades of the centur-y. That phenomenon had undermined Finland's economy and unchecked could have undermined its political viability as well. · Returned to a· -Finnisli: 
hom�land, that former dia�ora .would constitute the ethnic weight tha:t K.a:elia so desper�te!y needed'. Tenhunen, who ;ipparently shared Gylling's v1s10�, became his �gent to implement it by recruiting the Finns of ·North_ Amenca. The Special Sector documents are particularly revealing, in t� 
regard. · , , 

In October 1935, the Special Sector interrogated a Finnish-American 
carpenter named A Niemi whose migration to Karelia had been the secon such 'displacement of his lif e�6 Niemi had been born in Finland, immigrated to the U.S .. and in 1931 had come to Karelia. He was by no means 
sy.mpathetic to his interrogators. The articulate Niemi finished his testimony 
with the lament that "Having come from America to Karelia and given up 
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American citizenship for Soviet, I believe that I have committed a stupid deed 
and taken an ill-considered step."27 

· Niemi's answer to the question, "What do you know about Matti Tenhunen ... "28 provided one of the most detailed descriptions to survive of the message recruiters brought during the heady first years of Karelian fever. 
Tenhunen as the Director of the Resettlement Bureau would have overseen 
selection of recruiters and their message. According to Niemi:9 in conversations with us Finns who were recruited for resettlement [Tenhunenl said that in America we live in an odd way in small groups; [we] will never have national independence. Our task: not to let the Finnish nation die ... [but] to throw over our work in America and go to Karelia. Kareija has a great future and must be a homeland for the Finns; but we must populate it with Finns even more, i.e., we must Finnicize Karelia with our influence and show them that the Finns know best how to work. By the resettlement of Finns to Karelia, we will Finnicize with such numbers that there will be no difference between Finland and Karelia, but the borders should be effaced and there should be a single great Finnish Republic --a homeland for the Finns. , This agitation for the resettlement of· Finns to Karelia, Tenhunen conducted. at meetings, clubs, evening gatherings and at triumphant . farev.:ells of Finnish-Americans to Karelia. I by nationality am a Finn 
1 

and I came to Karelia as to the homeland of the Finns. ·, There is haunting con_firmation of Niemi's test�ony in .the recently 
,·published novel. pf Ernesti Komulainen, A Grave tn Karelia. One of the 
:characters muses: "I've,. been wondering,. .. whose payroll Matti Hentunen '[Tenhunen] ;,¥as on wh�n he traveled around the U.S. and Canada telling 
jinns to come here, telling them that the Soviet eovernment had d�ided to 
1 
make Karelia a totally Finnish-speaking area.''3 

,· Niemi t�ld his interrogators that Tenhunen did not inix'his message of a Finnish homeland with !=ommunist propaganda. "About the revolutionary movement and the condition of the proletariat, Tenhunen said nothing, but 
if he said something [about it] it was difficult to understa.nd-. · I cannot 
formulate what he said on this question." 1 Other Vfitnesses confirm�d that 

,!_n w7ruitment to Karelia, Communist ideology did not figu(e in'Ienhunen's message. One of them recounted that at a meeting of 4-,000 people, 
"Tenhunen stated that for a trip to the USSR anyone who wants to can go 

1and that it is not necessary �o have any political convictions.''32 
. , Soviet propaganda did figure in some of the recruitment m�ge. Kaarlo i::uomi has recounted that there were screenings of Eisenstein's The Old and

the New, an optimistic account of life on a Soviet collective farnP The 
.content of Tyomies from which many ·Finn'.ish-Americans, s�ll uncom
f�rtable with English, got their ne...:.s, was often no more than � Finnish 
version of Pravda and The Daily Worher�4 But the emphasis on Finnish identity in Tenhunen's message helps to explain the onset of a "fever.''· 
Political issues aside, the Finns would have a Karelian homeland where they 

' would be welcome as Finns. 
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Similar accounts occurred in statements concerning Tenhunen's successor 
as director of the Resettlement Bureau, Kalle Aronen. Aronen did not answer to Moscow, but reported to the leadership in Karelia. Nor did he appear to be committed to the Communist cause. He apparently had few 
credentials as a radical other than that Tenhunen trusted him. Tenhunen 
had appointed Aronen, who had worked for him in the.Resettlement Bureau, 
as his successor in June or July 1932. An unnamed witness recounted that 
Aronen joined the Communist Party in 1928 or 1929 "although before then 
Aronen had in no way declared himself a revolutionary" and the witness 
"had observed him in no revolutionary activities.35 

The witness also explained that Aronen like Tenhunen had run afoul of 
the American Communist Party which took a dim view of recruitment to 
Karelia because it depleted the ranks of radicals in the U.S. "In October 
1931...the Finnish Section of the American Party demanded an account 
about Aronen's activity in the Resettlement Bureau __ He categorically 
refused ... [on the grounds that] he will soon �o to the USSR where he will give 
an account to the Karelian government."3 

The Special Sector documents reveal that the intentions of the Karelian 
government regarding the recruitment of North American Finns conOicted 
with those of Moscow. Ivan Ahonen, who had worked in the Resettlement 
Bureau, was interrogated in March 1934. He stated that he had "exact 
information that Moscow had directed to recruit only those skilled in the 
lumber industry ... yet in the general mass of those recruited.Jess than 30% 
were lumbermen ... The Resettlement Bureau translated [visa] applications, 
making lumbermen out of musicians, artists, tailors, hairdressers, etc.''37 

_, 

Ahonen explained that such irregularities could occur because the visa 
applications were completed by the Resettlement Bureau in New York, then 
sent to the. Council of People's Commissars in Petrozavodsk which only then 
forwarded them to the NKVD in Moscow for the issuing of vi.sas.38 

Ahonen, unlike the carpenter Niemi, shared the viewpoint of his inter
rogators and had therefore· been uncomfortable among the recruiters in th'.e 
U.S. He sensed that the recruitment process had motives other than a 
contribution to the socialist cause, complaining that "besides everything 
expounded by me, there are many other abnormalities in the Resettlement 
Bureau ... which were carefully hidden from me..3.9 As a result, according to 
Ahonen, Karelia lacked the specialists that it needed for its political and. d l 10 economic eve opment. 

From the foregoing it emerges that recruitment among North American 
Finns, although sanctioned by Moscow, early attracted unfavorable 
attention and triggered investigation because the Karelian government and 
its agents in the US, first Tenhunen, then Aronen, sought to recruit not just 
those able to exploit the green gold of Karelia. The Karelian administration 
was importing a whole population, ethnically Finnish and, while no doubt 
leftist, not necessarily committed to Soviet communism. 
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The record of interrogations ended in October 1935, one month before 
Gylling's removal from power and two months after Rovio's removal in 
August. A year later Moscow launched the Great Terror. Rovio and Gylling 
were executed as were nearly all the regional leaders across the Soviet Union. 
The situation in Karelia was no different from any other region in that 
respect except for the presence of a substantial number of recently arrived 
North American immigrants. They became a particular target of the purges. 
Gylling's dream of an ethnically homogeneous Karelo-Finnish enclave within 
the Russian Republic of the Soviet Union became a nightmare for North 
American Finns, who were accused of being agents of Finnish fascism in a 
plot to subvert Soviet control of Karelia. ·. Accompanying the interrogation records is a document, a macabre com
plement to the records, that recounts in detail a triumphal meeting of the 
Karelian regional party committee� 1 The account of the gathering reveals 
the motives of the newly reconstituted Karelian government in annihilating 
its Finnish minority. According to the document, the former Finnish 
leadership has been purged and with one exception all the speakers have 
Slavic names. The meeting is said to have taken place in mid-April 1939, 
but judginfl from internal e\Tidence I believe it is more likely that the year 
was 1938. If it was 1939, the Soviet government had been pressuring 
Finland for a year, demanding territorial concessions and naval rights in the 
Baltic that would compromise Finnish sovereignty. The Winter War against 
Fin-land would begin seven months later. If, however, the meeting occurred 
in April 1938, it was the month in which the Soviet government initiated 
those pre.s.wres.43 

The speakers all addressed the threat that Finland posed to Karelia. That 
central premise provided coherence for the denunciations that followed. As 
one speaker observed, Finland has three political parties and all "are fascist; 
they direct their counter-revolutionary work at...our lovely socialist 
Karelia ... "14 To aid their work, the German and Finnish General staffs had 
created counter-revolutionary forces in Karelia. "The leaders of the center 
of [their] ... organization were the Finnish nationalists who [recently] headed 
the party and Soviet apparatus of Karelia.115 The speaker began his denunci
ation with Gylling and Rovio. Almost every name that followed was a 
Finnish one. Their collective aimwas "the overthrow of Soviet power, the 
establishment of capitalism and the union of Karelia and bourgeois Finland 
under the slogan creation of 'Greater Finland."'46 

Gylling's policy articulated by Tenhunen and reported by the carpenter 
A Niemi as well as others had been the creation of a Greater Finland; but a 
socialist, not a bourgepis one. Niemi's testimony (and that of others) had 
been distorted precisely for this innuendo. ll should also be noted that the 
idea of a Greater Finland was a staple of Finnish fascism throughout the 
1930s. 
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Integral to the plans of the former leadership, according to the speak was the recruitment of Finns from abroad. Those who spoke did ers,
�mpl_oy the phrase "Karelian fever," rather "Karelian adventure." �h:1mm1grants were not swept up on a tide of commitment but cam . . ' eq outstders and agents. The former Karehan leaders created their "rebel cad by bringing from Finland and Canada anti-Soviet Finns ... the for res 
participants in the Karelian adventure."47 mer 

Another �peaker e�plaine� that "Gylling in the period.1931 to 1934 managed to increase his hostile ranks by calling Finnish-Americans fro Canada under the pretext of an absence in Karelia of a qualified workfo rn in t�e �rea of forestry.'118 The speake: adde�. "among the Finns arrested, t�� ma JOnty of them were occupied with espionage for the benefit of Fasc· 
. � a countnes. 

. In _echoing_ the theme of espionage as the primary occupation am'on Fmns m Kareha, one speaker drew on accusations made at the third Mosco; Show Trial which took place in March 1938. As I have argued, that would be one month before these speeches were made. The speaker dated "the sha�t �owth in �ionage [in _Karelia]" from "1925 ... thanks to the help of foreign spies on the stde of...the R1ght-Trotskyite bloc ... [that is] the participants in the Karelian adventure, the political emigrants and deserters from Finland, the Finnish-Americans and those from Canada ... so In his rusntto condemn Karelia's Finns based on accusations at the recent Show Trial, the 
speaker garbled both Soviet and Karelian history. The "Karelian adventure" 
did not begin until 19Jl. And like Bukharin's accusers, he seemed unaware 
that Trotsky and Bukharin, the leader of the Right Opposition, were never 
allies. 

The speeches in fact revealed as much about the psychology of}(the 
speakers as they did about the political climate in the Soviet Union. ]he 

North American Finns had aroused jealousy because of their privileges·and 
.their prosperity. �hey had condemned the living standard of Soviet sotfety 
not only m wantmg to return home, but in what they brought with them. 
For arousing such resentment they had to pay: One speaker made.fhe 
connection patently dear. 'These most notorious skilled lumbermen from 
Canada came -with their own automobiles, dollars, typewriters, and tasks 
from the Finnish intelligence services.� 1 The possession of unobtainable 
lm,atries proved the last point. The privi1eges once enjoyed by North 
American Finns had, by the late 1930s, become a capital offense. :t 

A despairing character in A Grave Karelia understood the paradox only 
too well, "As long as we are content to remain on the same level with the 
Russians or even lower we are all right, but if we· try to make impro�e
ments ... we are..said to be defiled by nationalism."52 

·Another speaker made the same point in a different way. Finnish
dominance in managerial positions had likewise aroused resentment. Su�h 
a monopoly of power confirmed the pervasiveness of treason. "In such 
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organizations as the Onezhskii factory, the printing establishment, the ski 
factory, the Trust 'Karel Forest,' the Food Trust, etc., the class enemy ran 
everything.'.53 The speaker explained that by class enemy he meant the 
Finnish "political emigrants."54 

Taking the Special Sector documents as a whole, one can draw several 
conclusions. They harbor their own logic. The interrogations of 1934-1935 
which confirmed that Tenhunen and Aronen lacked ideological fervor and 
therefore recruited ethnic Finns without political convictions or worse, the 
wrong kind, appear to be one source for the deadly accusations of 1938. 

. The capricious terror obeyed an. internal logic. 
: The tragedy of the North American Finns was that the logic of their

situation predated the warped reasoning of Stalin's Terror. Gylling, with 
Lenin's blessing, had indeed sought to create a Finnish enclave within the 
Russian Republic. Lenin compromised on ethnicity to insure Soviet control 
in, a border region that Finland coveted. Unfortunately for the North 
American Finns, their arrival in Karelia coincided with Stalin's preparations 
for the Great Purge. Just as Gylling sought �hrough the Finnish diaspora to 
insure the Finnicization of Karelia, Stalin began the maneuvers to re-make 
\the command structure of the Soviet Union. He intended to ·rid the party
of all entrenched regional leadership as well as eliminate the generations that 
!\arbored within their memory an �mage of Stalin other than that .of leader 
of 'the Soviet Union. 
:. Karelia was vulnerable on all counts. Gylling and Rovio were entrenched

lqcal leaders, the command structure was Finnish, and not .only did· that 
leadership date from �nin's time in the early 1920s, but a segment of 
K�r�lia's Finnish minority held an outlook that was not even.Soviet. The 
f,PUnger generation of North American Finns could be spared;and then 
irlddctrinated; by 1938 almost all the North American Finnish males over 
twenty-i:me had been arrested.55 

.. l. · , The Special Sector documents reyeal yet another factor in the
Karelian purge. The Russians certainly, and even the Red Finns. from 
Iiinland resented the privileges of the North Americans who lived,in special 
p;uncks and shopped in stores reserved for foreigners�6 By 1937 the· 
Finnish-Americans were paying for their privileges with their lives: 
1; · 

What is implied in the archival record is as significant as what was 
s�ated. Not only were the privileges of foreign Finns resented, but their 
special status did not prevent their condemnation of Soviet life and the 
�etermination hy so'many to abandon not a society but what in the 1930s 
amounted to a cause. Espionage and treason were the code language of the 
Pµrge. Those charges in Karelia served to pay back the privileged andexplain the exodus of the disillusioned. 

Yet another factor made the North American Finns vulnerable. 
Ilieir arrival in Kar�lia occurred in the same decade that the Soviet govern
'ment began to prepare for possible war in the West. As early as 1936, the 
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aggressive First Party Secretary in Leningrad, Kirov's successor, Andrei
Zhdanov, began to pressure Stalin to demand territorial concessions from 
Finland.57 By the late 1930s, the Soviet government perceived Finland, 50 
near and so hostile, worth going to war over. The large Finnish minority in 
Karelia appeared even more problematic to a regime disposed to perceive 
treason in purely ethnic terms. 

Finally, why did the interrogations neglect to inquire about the third and 
final director of the Resettlement Bureau, Oscar Korgan? Korgan headed the
Resettlement Bureau in 1934, the last year of recruitment when the "fever" 
had clearly waned and immigrants to Karelia were but a fraction of what 
they were a year or two earlier. His role as director of the Resettlement 
Bureau may have appeared insignificant when compared to that of his two 
predecessors. It is also possible that a significant difference existed among 
recruiters to Karelia. Korgan may not have been of concern to the Special 
Sector because he, in effect, had been working for them and not for Gylling. 

Aino Kuusinen, wife of Otto Kuusinen, the highest ranking Finn in 
Stalin's government, suggests something of this in her memoit-:8 She was 
sent by the Comintern in January 1931 to settle disputes within the 
American Communist party. In the U.S. she observed the recruitment to 
Karelia which appalled her. According to Kuusinen one of the main recruit
ers was "a wily agent whose true name was Gorin. He was sent out by the 
State security authorities and was ostensibly a member of Amtorg, the 
Soviet-American trade organization; many secret assistants worked for him, 
especially an American Finn named Oskar Korgan.69 Korgan, she suggests, 
was sooner Moscow's man than Gylling's. 

The Special Sector documents permit a new perspective on Kuusinen's 
observations. Those interrogated about Tenhunen and Aronen denounced 
both specifically for refusing to work with Amtorg�0 They were accused-of 
operating commercial ventures of their own outside of Amtorg at >the 
expense of both the North American Finns ·and the Soviet governme11t. 
Quite possibly Tenhun!!n and Aronen wanted nothing to do with Amtotg 
precisely because Moscow controlled it. Gorin and Korgan, working through 
Amtorg, did not therefore represent the policy of the Karelian leadership 
which the Special Sector sought to condemn.61 . ·.

If true, Korgan's connection with Moscow did not save him. It was 
enough that by 1937 he resided among the Finnish-American community 
in Karelia. The politics of ethnicity by which Gylling had hoped to ma.ke of 
Karelia an economic show place and homeland to North America's Finnish 
diaspora had come to justify a policy of extermination. 

.<; 
ALEXIS POGORELSKIN is a professor of History at the University of Minnesota, 
Duluth. Professor Pogorelskin has written on Karelian Fever elsewhere, e.g., in her 
forthcoming article "Edvard Gylling and the Origins of Karelian Fever". 
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ANITA MIDDLETON 

Karelian Fever: 

Interviews with Survivors 
Following gradual opening in the late 1980s, the Soviet Union ultimately 

· collapsed in 1991, malling previously bloched research travel to Eastern
Karelia possible. In the following article Anita Middleton describes her
interviews together with Alexis Pogorels�1in of descendants of Finns who
caught the Karelian Fever in the early 1930s.

uring the summer of 1993, with a grant from the Minnesota DHistorical Society, Dr. Alexis Pogorelskin and I travelled to 
Petrozavodsk, Karelia, and interviewed on video nineteen 

Finns who had come there in the nineteen thirties from the United States or 
Canada. Martha Muttilainen Nieminen and Kaisa Siimes were from Detroit, 
Michigan; Ilmi Sallen Frilund and Mildred Lindstrom Ros.si from Chicago; 
Vieno Manninen Hamalainen from Astoria, Oregon; Elmer Nousiainen 
from Pennsylvania and Miriam Haasko Nousiainen from Vermont; A

l

lan 
Sihvola, Tenho Nyg�rd, and Tony (Tauno) Rauhala from Ohio; Ruth 
Niskanen from Minnesota; lmpi Vauhkonen from Sudbury and Jorma 
Mantere from Port Arthur, Ontario; Vain6 Rintala from Massachusetts; 
Florence Merila Rauhala, Ernest Haapaniem� Viola Metsala Jaaskelainen, 
Dagny Salo, and Lauri Hamalainen from the Upper Peninsula of Michigan. 
Later, in Minnesota, we interviewed Kaarlo Tuomi, who had also emigrated 
to Karelia from Upper Michigan. Brief portions of some of these interviews, 
along with some photographs from the 1930s, were combined. into a twenty 
minute video tape and shown at Finn Forum V. A thirty minute version 
has since been prepared. Our goal is to put together a full length documen
tary about Karelian Fever. 

We were pleased, in 1993, to find many people ready and willing to talk 
openly with us. We asked why they had come to Karelia, what their first 
impressions had been, what kind of work they had done, what their social 
and cultural life was like, what had happened to them during the Stalinist 
purges and the war, and finally, how did they feel about it all now. 

Most of our interviewees had come to Rus.sia as teenagers with their 
parents, and they were not aware of all the reasons for the move. Some 
knew that their parents had wanted them to have the higher education they 
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were not able to afford in the United States. Several of the women we 
interviewed had, indeed, attended college in Karelia; the need to learn 
Russian, however, discouraged many of the men from going on in school. 
The Depression in America, which had put some of the emigres out of work 
and had others fearing the same fate, was a big factor in promoting a desire 
to move to Karelia, as was the communist ideology. Although only a few of 
the emigres were communist party members, most of them were associated 
with a "workers' hall" and believed in the ideals of socialism. 

Those who had actually heard the recruiters speak did not feel that 
Karelia had been misrepresented; they had been told that conditions would 
be difficult, but everyone would have work and that was of prime impor
tance. They all believed that with hard work and no exploitation by the 
upper classes, they would achieve a good life. 

However well prepared they had been, the first sight of Petroza vodsk was 
daunting to most new arrivals. The streets were muddy, and the unpainted, 
log barracks, which housed many families together, were heated with wood 
stoves and had no running water. But these were enterprising people, ready 
for hard work, and they began almost immediately to build better 
accommodations. 

Modernizing Karelia's lumber industry was the stated goal of the 
recruitment, and three big lumber camps were established near Petro
zavodsk. Ernest Haapaniemi worked at the Matroosa lumber camp which 
became known throughout the Soviet Union for its unprecedented rates of 
production and received prizes in the annual industrial competitions 
arranged by the government. A German artist, Heinrich Vogeler, painted a 
series of water colours showing the contributions of the Finns in the lumber 
industry, the ski factory in Petrozavodsk, the paper factory to the north in 

. Kontupohja. Tucked away in a cupboard in a local museum, Vogeler's 
paintings were brought out for us to photograph and video tape. The North 
Americans were justly proud of their work. With some emotion Ernest said, 
"We Americans can be proud of it that we did a big thing for this country." 

There were other opportunities as well. Dagny Salo and Florence 
Rauhala attended the Pedagogical Institute in Petrozavodsk and became 
teachers. Vain6 Rintala, a former student a·t the Boston Conservatory of 
Music, joined the radio orchestra. Ruth Niskanen played the violin in the 
symphony orchestra, while Elmer Nousiainen and Allan Sihvola played in 
dance·bands. Vieno Hamalainen attended the theatre school until it closed 
in 1937. Afterward, she and Mildred Rossi �ere part of a national Kantele 
Ensemble, which included an orchestra and choir, that performed all over 
the Soviet Union. Ernest's sister belonged to a Finnish Folk Dance group at 
Matroosa. Finns and North American Finns had a lively social and cultural 
life in Karelia in the early thirties. "Life," as Impi Vauhkonen put it, "was 
culturally interesting." 
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Then the persecutions and arrests began. The Finnish language was 
outlawed in Petrozavodsk in 1937. Teachers, like Dagny and Florence, had 
to begin teaching classes in Russian, which they barely knew. Impi 
Vauhkonen was commissioned to see that all Finnish books were removed 
from the book store. Miriam Nousiainen's mother lost her job for ref using 
to stop corresponding with her mother in the US. People began to be afraid 
of each other. "It was an atmosphere of suspicion," said Elmer Nousiainen, 
"and it was specially cultivated. Children were told to report on their 
parents. Brothers were told to report on their own brothers." 

Although they knew Russians who were arrested as well, most Finns 
believed that they were particularly singled out. Elmer Nousiainen and 
Tony Rauhala were both arrested in 1938; Elmer had just left the American 
Embas.sy in Moscow where he had inquired about returning to the US when 
he was taken. Tony was taken in the middle of the night from the 
apartment he shared with his parents. Each spent eight years in a prison 
camp and feels very lucky to have survived. When her husband was 
arrested in 1938, Kaisa Siimes and her three-year-old daughter, along with 
other wives and children of arrested men, were taken to Lime Island out in 
Lake Onega where they lived in a stable and did heavy labour. Ruth 
Niskanen reported that half of the symphony orchestra was arrested, even 
boys as young as sixteen. Viola Jaaskelainen's father had hidden on two 
occasions when the militia came to arrest him; he then ran away, and the 
family later heard that he had gotten to Finland. Mildred Rossi told of 
watching her neighbour, Armas Pesonen, being led away by two militia men 
with rifles and bayonet. Armas, she said, winked and waved at her. Being 
innocent, he·(.,,as sure he would soon be released, but, like almost all who 
were taken, he never returned . 

Then came war time, and Petrozavodsk was evacuated; our interviewees 
were sent all over the country. Some of the men had been in military 
service. Lauri Hamalainen was in "special services" and was sent back into 
Finnish-occupied Petrozavodsk as a spy; he was caught and sent to Helsinki 
where he spent the remainder of the war in jail. Tenho Nyg�rd, serving in 
the Russian army, was wounded near the Finnish border in 1942 and sent 
to a labour camp in Archangel, "because I was a Finn." Allan Sihvola 
likewise, with a whole army battalion of Finns, was marched to the labour 
camp at Chiliabinsk in January of 1943; he has since seen the order saying 
that 70,000 criminals were then taken out of the camp and sent to the 
front. Martha Nieminen's husband, Dave, did not survive Chiliabinsk; 
arrested in February of 194 3, he was dead by the end· of March. 

After sixty years in Russia, most of our interviewees readily admit that 
they should never have come. "I curse the day we -came here," said Allan 
Sihvola, "but I can't blame nobody." 
' They feel lucky to have survived, proud of the work they have accom

plished, but also ignored and forgotten by their adopted country. Most 
Russians and Karelians today know nothing of the North American Finns 
who. with their superior technology and excellent work ethic, quite literally 
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accomplished an industrial revolution in their midst. IL is a story chat needs 
to be told. 

A�ITA MIDDLETON is an independent scholar working in Minnea olis 
�;4����· cil���� co-authored Karelia: A Finnish American couple in Stalin's iussi� MIKKO TOIVONEN 

Finnish American Press 
and the Duluth Lynchings 
of 1920: A Case Study of 
Race and Ethnicity 
Finnish American or Finnish Canadian attitudes toward racism and 
discrimination have received little attention in immigration history. The 
Finnish American press reported extensively 011 the ly11d1ings of 1920 inDuluth, whim at the time was a Finnish stronghold. Mihho Toivonen has
consulted primary sources 011 this incident and is able to point to Finnishattitudes, even participation in the events.

n June 1920 three black men who were accused of raping a white Igirl were lynched by an angry mob in Duluth, Minnesota. Such
violent proclamations of racial hatred had been common in the 

South, but they were quite rare in the North and the incident left Duluth, the 
self-proclaimed "Zenith City," deeply disturbed and perplexed Tension 
between the Blacks and Whites in Duluth abated only gradually and the 
mental scars have been slow to disappear. 

My purpose in this paper is to place the lynchings in an interracial and 
interethnic context. Duluth was a city of immigrants, and it seems certain 
that immigrants and second generation ethnic Americans formed a large 
part of the lynching mob. I am especially looking at how the· Finnish 
Americans in Duluth reacted to the lynchings. Did they act in unison or did 
they have different perspectives? And what does this incident tell us about 
Finnish American perception of race and racism? How did the Finns perceive 
themselves in relation to other groups, in this case, the African Americans? 
My analysis is mainly based on a close reading of three local Finnish 
American newspapers, the conservative Paivalehti, the syndicalist Industrialisti, 
and the communist Tyomies. 

Recently, scholars of race relations and ethnic history have studied how 
some European immigrant groups were confronted with intense racial 
prejudice in the United States and, in the .yards of Qavid Roediger, one of 
the foremost authors of this topic, how these not-yet-white ethnics "became 
white." According to Roediger, racial and ethnic identities are cliff erent 
entities among whites. Through the "whitening" or Americanization proces.s 
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Finns who, in Piiiviilehti's opinion, had aroused the hatred and prejudice of 
Americans against all Finns. 

The radical dailies took a different stand to the lynchings. lndustrialisti
tried to find social causes that could have driven the .black workers into
raping and the mob lynching the Blacks. According to Industrialisti, the
slavery of black people had continued as wage slavery under the capitalists.
The black people were oppressed, and denied education that could have 
improved their position. Violence and rape were a direct result of this forced 
ignorance. Industrialisti claimed, however, that the crimes of white capitalists 
were even greater. The continuous lynching and burning of black people 
revealed the criminal nature of capitalist society in all its brutality. Radical 
workers should increase thei.r efforts in creating a system where both racial 
and nativist hatred would disappear. White workers, after all, were just as 
likely target for an angry mob as were the Blac�0 

Similarly, Tyomies launched an editorial that denounced racial hatred 
and lynchings. According to Tyomies, the race riots between the white 
workers and the blacks were caused by the greediness of the capitalist 
owners. T yomies claimed that the first victim of lynching in Duluth had 
actually been a Finnish American worker Olli Kiukkonen, who had been 
hanged a few months earlier by some unknown personS: 1 Later, Tyomies,
accused the white working class of neglecting or even preventing the 
-organizing of black workers into the labor unions. While Southern white
union members were still prone to racial hatred, Tyomies believed that in the
North a new cooperation between white and black workers was beginning.
According to Tyomies, the capitalists were using all possible means -
including racial hatred -- to suppress the black workers, and thus it was the
duty of all white workers to start organizing them�2 Tyomies was anxious
to include a few million black workers to the socialist ranks, but there was
also a hidden message. Unorganized African Americans were a constaJt
threat as strike breakers. Tyomies was also concerned about the fact that
even potential socialists still harbored racism. It reported about a person
who would have become a socialist, had the party program not included "the
cursed clause" that endorsed equal political and civil rights for blacks.3

Tyomies certainly supported black rights, but it also recognized the con
flicting realities of American society. Labor unions were hostile to blacks
because they competed jn the labor market and often accepted lower wag�
We also get an idea, despite its rhetoric, how difficult the race question was
for the radical movement,. Not all members were unanimous supporters of
equal rights for Blacks.31 Radical newspapers linked the plight of the African
Americans and that of the white workers. Tyomies went even further by
suggesting that a Finnish American worker had already been lynched in
Duluth. Both newspapers made it clear that racial violence was an integral
part of capitalist system. The only way to stop such violence would be to
overthrow the Whole system.
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Duluth lynchings were a traumatic experience, not only for the black 
population, but also for native whites and immigrants. Dozens, or even 
hundreds participated in the lynching mob, and thousands more watched 
when the victims were beaten and hung. It is clear lhat many of the mob 
leaders were immigrants or second generation Americans. This indicates that 
racial prejudices were quickly transferred from native whites to the 
immigrants -- in other words, the immigrants had adapted the American 
version of whiteness. Such a conclusion, however, must be viewed with 
caution. 

While Finnish Americans regarded the lynchings with outrage their 
motives often changed depending on political orientation. The conservatives 
thought such lawlessness a serious threat to the existing law and order. 
Finnish American communists and the IWW ("Wobblies"), instead, made a 
clear comparison between the oppression of blacks and the persecution of 
radicals. If we assume that several Finns were active participants in the mob, 
a tenuous assumption at best, the overall picture of Finnish American 
attitudes concerning the Duluth lynchings becomes quite complex. The whole 
spectrum of conflicting racial attitudes were present, from comradeship to 
nonchalant to outright hostility. 

Obviously, further research on the Finnish American perception of race 
and racism is required. Many questions remain to .be answered. For 
example, we do not know what part and how much of their racia_l 
perceptions the Finns brought with them from homogeneous Finland and 
how they adapted to the much more multiracial and mul�iethnic . United 
·States and Canada. However, we do know this: the Finnish American
community was deeply divided on racial questions. The process of
"becoming white" was viewed differently among various Finnish American
groups in Duluth. Whiteness and non-whiteness and race and racism often1 

meant different things for Finns. The conservatives identified. themselves
with Anglo-American society and its white values, whereas radicals were
much more "non-white." Fii;ially, there were some, at least one, that had
adopted the concept of American whiteness in its worst form: they were
racists, willing and capable of violence against the African Americans.

MlKKO TOIVONEN is a PhD. candidate in History and North American Studies
at the University of Tampere. He has been an ASU-Fullbright student at the
University of Minnesota and currently holds a position as reseracher in the
Finni.sh Graduate School for North American Studies.
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LENNARD SILLANPAA 

The Finnish Invasion of 
Canada: The Role of 
Nils von Schoultz within 
the Finnish Experience in 
North America 
!n his "}Ost recent book, Helsinki of the Czars, George Schoolfield mentions"
m passmg that one Nils_von Schoultz received notoriety by being executed in 1 

Canada. Dr Lennard Srllanpaa has analysed available sources and is able to 
present rather spectacular details about this highly adventurous gentleman. .,,. 

T
here have

_ 
been

_ 
few more dramatic entrances onto the st.age

of Canadian history than that of Nils Gustaf von Schoultz 
During the early morning of November 12, 1838, Nils vdrl 

�ho�ltz, first set foot in Canada at the head of a 190-man Americar\. 
n�vas10n force that landed at a place called Windmill Point, located two 
kilometres east ?f the coµim�nity of Presc

_
ott, Ontario along the_banks oft}$. 

St. L��rence River. The obFctlv� of this force were liberty, the expulsion 
of Bnush tyranny from North America, and the establishment of a domestie 
repu�

1

lican form _of go�er�ment for Canada. This was to be the launchi�g
of _a bloodless hberauon of Upper Canada sponsored by an American 
group called the Hunters' Society of Onandaga County, New York. The 
American invaders, to their surprise, encountered massive resistance from 
t�o� they were propo�ng to liberate. In the ensuing five days of pitte{ 
f1ghtmg between Amencans and Canadians, scores of men died or were 
wounded .1 Today, Windmill Point is a national historic site in Canada� · 

Less than one month later, on December 8, Nils von Schoultz, American 
freedom fighter, was hung and buried at Fort Henry in Kingston. I-en other 
members of his invasion party were subsequently executed in public; sixty 
others were sent into exile. Like others before him and since, von Schoultz 
came to l�arn that Canadians are different from their American neighbours. 
On the mght before his execution, in a final letter to a friend, he wrote: "Let 
no further blood be shed; and believe me, from what I have seen, that all the 
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stories that were told about the sufferings of the Canadian people were 
untrue."3 

Nils vbn Schoultz was a tragic figure in the shaping of the Canadian 
nation. The raid he led was an episode in the Rebellions of 1837 -38. In the 
days between his capture and execution, he came to have a profound impact 
on the early political development of a future Canadian Prime Minister. 
Today, the Windmill Point episode can be seen as an example of one of the 
antagonistic misunderstandings between the United States and Canada that 
have characterized what is termed as the longest undefended border in the 
world. 

This paper will first provide a general background description of von 
Schoultz's colourful !if e leading to the Battle of Windmill Point and his 
execution. It will then examine the profound and long-lasting impact that 
one individual, such as von Schoultz, could have on those he encountered 
during the course of these events. While von Schoultz's performance on the 
stage of Canadian history was brief and tragic, the residual consequences of 
the activities of the last month of his life were to linger and shape the historic 
development of both Canada and the United States. 

BACKGROUND 
Nils Gustaf von Schoultz4 was born on 7 October 1807 in Kuopio, 

Finland, the second son of a circuit court judge. In 1808, during the 
Napoleonic wars, Russian troops crossed the Finnish frontier and his family 
fled to Sweden. After the Treaty of Fredrikshamn·in 1808, many officials 
and refugees returned to Finland However, von Sch0ultz1s parents pref erred 
to remain in Sweden.· As a boy, von Schoultz was sent to Finland to live 
with relatives and to attend schooe His immediate family remained in 
Sweden as political emigres; this lack of a homeland was surely a factor in 
the restlessness that characterized his life. 
, In 1821, t.he young Nils von Schoultz qualified for the Royal Military 
Academy in'Stockholm where his older brother was already pursuing a 
military career. By December 1823, von Schoultz was promoted to second· 
lieutenant in the Svea Regiment of Artillery. In Nov!!mber 1830, he received 
an honourable discharge from the military. 

Von Schoultz was an adventurer. In early 1831, after hearing stories 
about·czarist repression in Poland and of fierce resistance by students and 
cadets in Warsaw, von Schoultz was one of a number of Swedes who left for 
Poland in secrecy and took part in the defence of Warsaw. He later made 
his way to France where he joined the Foreign Legion in North Africa. 

In March of 1833, von Schoultz joined his family in Florence where his 
sister was studying music. A year later he married Ann Cordelia Campbell, 
a member of a well-established Scottish merchant family from Edinburgh,. 
at the English Church in Florence. The couple settled in Karlskrona, Sweden, 
where both their daughters were born. Von Schoultz tried to settle down to 
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a normal family life as a businessman-inventor but did not seem to havebeen successf ul.6 

The adventurer in him once again won out. In June 1836, van Schoultzleft for London on business while his family remained in Sweden. A monthlater, without telling anyone, van Schoultz left for the United States. liebecame interested in the salt industry developing around the New Yorktowns of Syracuse and Salina (Salina later merged to become pan of Syracuse). He came to have many friends in Salina. While he had officiallygiven his nationality to U.S. authorities as Swedish, von Schoultz beganpassing himself off as a Pole; people came to know him as a former officerin the Polish Army who had been forced to leave his homeland by RUSSianoppressors.7 

Salina was near the Canadian border where political events were tosweep up von Schoultz in their path. A political and social reform movement against the entrenched colonial oligarchy of Upper Canada, known asthe Family Compact, had been developing over a number of years. InDecember 1837, an attempted rebellion by Upper Canadian reformelements at Montgomeryis Tavern outside Toronto had been dispersed by
authorities. Many of the leaders of this uprising fled to the United Stateswhere they found sympathetic support for their proposals to liberate Canadaf ram the oppression of British colonial rule. 

Throughout 1838, a number of forces-operating out of the United Statesconducted a series of raids and acts of piracy along the Canadian border. Newspapers, local government officials and merchants in these states led the·campaign to liberate Canada. The administration of President Martin vanBuren in Washington, however, was more cautious, ·so these liberationenthusiasts had to operate under a cloak of secrecy.
One organization that sprang to life in 1838 was the Patriot Hunterswhich formed hundreds of "Hunters' Lodges11 throughout the border states,recruited some 40,000 members and raised tens of thousands 9f dollars forthe purchase of arms.6 The Hunters' Lodge of Salina recruited von Schoultzfor their cause. Von Schoultz, for his part, eagerly endorsed the cause ofliberating Canada from what he believed to be the oppression of Britishimperialism.9 

One of the leading Hunters in Nev.: York state, John Ward Birge, devised
a plan to capture the British garrison of Fort Wellington, located inPrescott.10 Directly opposite Prescott was Ogdensburg, New York, which wasa hotbed of Hunter sympathizers. Birge believed that the seizing of Fort
Wellington would serve as a catalyst for dissatisfied Canadians to rise up in
revolt. Birge recruited a force of some 300 men, arms and ammunition,
canons, and vessels for an attack on one of the main British garrisons along
the Canadian-American border. One of those he recruited was Nils von
Schoultz. 
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Through the summer and fall of 1838, the Government of Upper Canada 
heard reports from informants living in the United States of the growth of 
popular American sentiment in favour of invading Canada and of the 
buildup of men, money and weapons in American communities along the 
border. The Government began to rebuild Fort Wellington in Prescott and 
to establish a number of militia units in communities near the American 
border. 

During the night of Sunday, November 11, an American steamer towing 
two schooners entered Canadian waters. Aboard was the private invasion 
force assembled by Birge who had given himself the grandiose military title 
of "General" Birge. Near Prescott, the lines to the two schooners were cut. 
An attempt at a surprise docking at the wharf in Prescott was sighted by 
residents who raised the alarm. The two schooners retreated into the waters 
of the river and then separated. 

At this point, the invasion of Canada by the Hunters became a combina
tion of organizational chaos and high farce! 1 The larger of the two 
schooners grounded on a sandbar in American waters. The smaller one, 
which had von Schoultz on board, landed on the Canadian side of the river 
at Windmill Point and began unloading its men and equipment. At this 
stage of the invasion, "General" Birge suddenly developed what he claimed 
was a stomach disorder and abruptly retired from the scene. Other leaders 
of this expedition also dedded to remain in Ogdensburg. More than one 
hundred members of the original invasion force never made it to the 
Canadian side. 

Later that Monday, officials of the United States Navy arrived in 
Ogdensburg and prevented any more attempts by American vessels to cros.s. 
By Tuesday, there was little communication between Ogdensburg and 
Windmill Point. When the insurgents at Windmill Point realized that Birge 
was not going to join them, Nils von Schoult� was chosen as commander. 

The American insurgents might have been more successful despite their 
appalling lack of preparation. While the landing at Windmill Point was 
totally unplanned, the insurgents found a massive stom� windmill some 20 

metres high surrounded by several stone buildings. From the top of the 
windmill one could easily reconnoitre the surrounding area for enemy troop 
movements. For an experienced military commander, such as Nils van 
Schoultz, Windmill Point could have served as a perfect site for establishing 
a beachhead on enemy territory until reinforcements arrived. 

The British/Canadians quickly collected a large force of regular soldiers 
and militia numbering nearly 2,000 men. On Tuesday morning of that 
week, the two sides engaged in a fierce rifle and musket combat. While the 
British forces were able to push the insurgents back to the mill and stone 
buildings, the Americans kept up their intensive firing from behind their 
shelters. Finding the insurgents too strongly entrenched, the Can�dians 
retreated to await the arrival of their heavy artillery. 
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As the week progressed, the situation for the American invaders became 
increasingly desperate. The Canadians had not risen in rebellion against 
their colonial government. In fact, the very opposite was happening as 
hundreds joined their local militia to repulse this invasion. Some of the 
Americans escaped back to the United States or were captured while trying. 
Many sustained wounds suffered in the Tuesday battle. The weather turned 
very cold. Ailhough the insurgents held their position for five days, no 
reinforcements came. What must have been tremendously frustrating for 
the hard-pressed American invading party throughout the week was lo look 
across the river and see thousands of Americans, most of whom were 
sympathetic to the cause, standing along the shorelines watching events 
unfold on the Canadian side. 

On Friday afternoon, the British artillery began bombarding the 
American positions. Members of the invading force began to either 
surrender or attempt to escape. Von Schoultz himself was captured late 
Friday evening as he hid in the bushes along the river bank. The American 
prisoners spenl one night in Fort Wellington and were then transferred by 
steamer to Kingston and the military prison at Fort Henry where the 
Government held its court-martial. 12 

A young Kingston lawyer, John A Macdonald, had been retained to give 
legal advice to one of the other prisoners. Macdonald met von Schoultz at 
this time and offered him some legal assistance with how to conduct his 
defence at his court-martial. Nils von Schoultz, however, insisted on 
pleading guilty. At the court-martial, he made a distinct impression on the 
British regular soldiers and others of his Canadian �aptors. As leader of the 
insurgents, von Schoultz assumed all responsibility for the tragedy at 
Windmill Point. He made no attempt to defend himself except to say he 
had treated his wounded prisoners well. He never displayed any bitterness 
and refrained from censuring anybody. 

A total of eleven prisoners were executed. Sixty others were sent into 
exile to the penal colony of Van Dieman's Land (present-day Tasmania). 
The first of the insurgents to hang was Nils von Schoultz. As a mark of 
respect for his military background, von Schoultz was the only one of the 
eleven to be hung and buried at Fort Henry. The others were executed in 
public. 

Throughout the time of his capture until his execution, von Schoultz 
maintained his posture of being a former Polish officer. It was perhaps 
essential that he continued to do so. The fact that von Schoultz had a 
Scottish wife and that he had abandoned her and their children would 
hardly have improved his situation. It would probably have dissipated the 
respect he had been able to create among his captors as an honourable, albeit 
misguided, lover of liberty. Perhaps also, von Schoultz decided that he had 
made a foolish mistake and wished to bring no further shame to his family. 
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In his will, Von Schoultz left money to the Roman Catholic college in 
Kingston and to families of Canadian militiamen killed at the Windmill. He 
wrote a last letter to friends in Salina. There was, however, no last letter to 
his family in Sweden. To his fellow prisoners and to the British officers and 
captors, Nils von Schoultz left the memory of a Polish officer of impeccable 
manners, immense charm and noble dignity in the way he accepted his 
death sentence. The re�orl on his execution read: "He maintained his intrepid
demeanour to the last.'� Everyone remembered him as a gallant freedom
fighter who had been tragically misinformed about conditions in Canada. 
This is the tragic myth t�at has become a part of Canadian history. 

The final tragic irony to the von Schoultz raid was that 1838 was also 
the year Lord Durham, while Governor of Lower Canada, analysed the 
administration of the British colonies of Upper and Lower Canada. His 
report. to the British Government in 1839 recommended changes in the 
political administration of these two colonies that resulted in self-govern
ment for Canadians within the parameters of the British. Empind.4 With 
respect to the political evolution taking place in British North America, the 
battle at Windmill Point can be viewed as little more than a bloody 
footnote. · 

VON SC::HOULTZ'S ROLE WITHIN THE FINNISH EXPERIENCE IN 
NORTH AMERICA 
While the events at Windmill Point make for a colourful story and Nils 

von Schoultz certainly made a great impression.on Canada during the brief 
period of his lifetime he spent in this country, the question should be asked 
is why does he really matter? Does his presence have any meaning in the 
overall Finnish experience in North America? To this observer, von 
Schoultz's impact can be measured in two ways: (1) The battle at Windmill 
Point symbolized the very real cliff erences between the young American 
democracy and its often confused inability to understand its northern 
neighbour. (2) The Finn von Schoultz had a profound impact on his legal 
counsel, John A MacDonald whose later political career would prove to have 
a decisive role in shaping the boundaries of the North American continent. 

After the American Revolution, thousands of pro-British citizens left the 
new nation ·or the United States and moved to Canada�5 

\ The British
colonies in what is now Canada resisted the American forces that attacked 
Canada on a number of occasions during the War of 1812 (which 
eventually ended in 1815 in maintaining the status quo). The British 
coloni� remained loyal to the British Crown although strong movements 
toward greater self-government grew. This eventually led to the Rebellions 
of 1837 in which radical groups resisted the oligarchical rule of the British 
colonial authorities in both Lower Canada (present day Quebec) and Upper 
Canada (Ontario). 
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When the radical demonstrators in Upper Canada were routed in 
December 1837, they ned to several of the states near the Canadian border. 
There they found many Americans sympathetic to their cause. While the 
policy of the United States government of President Martin Van Buren was 
to remain neutral, many private individuals wanted to complete the 
revolution by liberating all of North America from British colonialism. This 
is the cause to which the newly arrived Nils von Schoultz offered his services. 
As Lipset has indicated in his comparative studies, t_here are many in the 

United States who feel- this way today. In many ways, then, Windmill Point 
is an early example of American-Canadian misunderstanding. 

Windmill Point can be seen as both the best and the worst of American 
expansionism. There is little doubt that the invaders were badly informed 
of how Canadians would receive their arrival. While a growing number of 
Canadians in Upper Canada were feeling disenchanted with the governing 
clique known as the Family Compact, they were absolutely determined to 
defend their homes and way of life from these self-proclaimed liberators. 
Despite totally misreading the situation, howev�r. the Americans did acquit 
themselves quite well at Windmill Point which indicates that the strong 
underlying belief motivating their actions. Many of the battles fought in 
1838 between American raiding parties and the British/Canadian forces were 
little more than bloody skirmishes lasting less than an hour.6 The American 
invaders lacked the d&ipline of the British regular soldiers or the determina
tion of Canadian militia members defending their own homes. It is to von 
Schoultz's great credit as a military commander that the rag-tag fighting unit 
he led ( recruited primarily from hunters' lodges and taverns in upstate New 
York, many of whom were only 14 years old and none with any real 
military experience) held out for five days in a hopeless situation after 
sustaining heavy initial losses. This was an achievement that, under the 
circumstances and against overwhelming odds, could even be labelled as 
spectacular. To the Canadian side, it must have been especially frightening 
to see how effective this woefully ill-prepared invading force had been. 

This then brings us to perhaps the most important aspect of von Schoultz 
and the bloody skirmish at Windmill Point, i.e., the deep impression this· 
"Polish patriot" made on his young legal counsel, John A Macdonald, who 
seemed to have spent consider'able time talking with von Schoultz. 
MacDonald was to embark on a political career that has never been equalled 
in Canadian politics. During the 1850s and 1860s MacDonald emerged as 
one of the leading politicians in the assembly of the united Canada\ 
established 'by the recommendations contained in the Durham repot. 
MacDonald became an instrumental figure in the political events that led to 
the creation of the Canadian Confederation in 1867, emerging as its first 
Prime Minister. In 1869, the· new Dominion of Canada was given huge 
tracts of land by the British government which had been formerly used by 
the Hudson's Bay Company - lands covering what is today the provinces of 
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Manitoba, Saskatchewan, Alberta, the northern regions of Ontario and 
Quebec, and the current Northwest Territories and Yukon. MacDonald's 
government oversaw the building of a transcontinental railroad that was 
completed in 1885 and united central and eastern Canada with the province 
of British Columbia in the west. By the time of MacDonald's death in 1891, 
the completion of the railroad ensured that the way was open for the 
settlement of the Canadian West. The major achievements of MacDonald's 
political career established the national framework of Canada as we know 
it today and ultimately guaranteed that the part of North America which is 
north of the 49th parallel remained a political entity separate from the 
United States. 

It would be stretching the importance of the skirmish of Windmill Point 
to state that von Shoultz made the Canadian Confederation possible, but its 
importance should not be dismissed. According to Donald Creighton, in his 
biography of Canada's first Prime Minister,17 the incident at Windmill Point 
brought to Macdonald's attention the urgent need to address the question of 
how a divided Canada could def end itself vis a vis its southern neighbour 
and the possible need for some kind of union of Britain's North American 
colonies. Macdonald would remember von Schoultz for the rest of his life. 

CONCLUSION 
In summarizing Nils von Schoultz's impact on Canada, Canadian 

historian Ronald J. Stagg18 writes: "Surely no more deligl1tful or respected 
scoundrel ever set foot in Canada or left as much of an impression there in·.such a 
short time as Nils von Schoultz." Indeed, as Ella Pipping's biography d,emon
strates, there is little doubt that von Schoultz was an adventurer and a 
scoundrel; he.certainly left an impression on those he encountered. Upon 
arriving in Canada, things did not go anywhere near the way he intended 
and his st'ay was short with a brutally abrupt ending. However, when seen 
from a long:term perspective, the tragic circumstances that led to his 
execution did have a significant impact on a number of people in Canada, 
most notably on John A MacDonald, who; during his long career in 
Canadian politics, took the political steps that would secure the boundaries 
of a new nation in North America. 

Today, .Windmill Poinris a national historic site in Canada. The original 
building structure still stands--a towering stone structure more than twenty 
metres high. The windmill section has long been dismantled. The building 
itself is locked. Only a plaque at the door identifies this as the site of a 
bloody battle between an American invading force and Canadian militia 
defending their homes and land. Nearby are a number of picnic tables that 
allow visitors to relax and enjoy the tranquil setting along the shoreline of 
the St. Lawrence River where once 37 men died and another 89 were 
wounded. Fort Wellington National Historic Park in downtown Prescott 
has a permanent display featuring the famous 1838 battle. Fort Wellington 
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is open year-round for visitors. In the summer, there are special interpreta
tive displays. Each summer, the community of Prescott celebrates "Loyalist 
Days." A feature event each year is a re-enactment of an invasion of Canada 
by Americans. 

Canadians and Americans from across the wide expanses of these two 
countries, as well as visitors f ram Europe, would do well to visit this site. 
While there, they should find time to take in the surroundings and absorb 
the peaceful ambience of small town eastern Ontario. Most importantly, the 
visitor could reflect on the role played by one individual, Nils Gustaf von 
Schoultz--rogue, idealist, scoundrel, freedom fighter, Swedish soldier, 
adventurer, Finn by birth and schooling--and the significance his actions 
would have in shaping the histories of two emerging nations on the North 
American continent. 

LENNARD SILLANPAA successfully defended his doctoral dissertation on Sarni 
rights in Finland at the University of Helsinki in 1995. He has published research 
on Finns in Ontario. His many years of service with the government of Canada 
has afforded Dr. Sillanpaa extensive expertise on native and minority issues in 
Canada. 

Endnotes 

l. There have been a number of histories written about: (a) the period of the rebellions in
Upper Canada and the sub!'a}uent Patriot threat against the British ·colony of Upper Canada
emanating from the United States; notably: E.C Guillet, (1968), The Lives and Times of the
Patriots. An Account of tl1e Rebellion in Upper Canada, 1837-1838, and of the Patriot Agitation
in die United States, 1837-1842, Toronto; 0. A Kinchen (1956), Tiie Rise and Fall of tl1e Patriot
Hunters, New York; G. F. G. Stanley, Invasion: 1838, Ontario History, Vol. 54(3), December
1962, 237-52; or specifically about the events at Windmill Point, exclusively, K. F. Scott
(1970), Prescott's Famous Battle of tl1e Windmill, November 13-18, 1838, Prescott. Further
more, Barry Gough, a military historian at Wilfrid laurier University kindly allowed me
to review a chapter, entitled: "Rebellion and Invasion on the River Frontier," in his upcoming
book, Britannia in American Waters 1815-1914; Professor Gough·s study provides a long-range
historic basis on border tensions between Canada and the United States, of which the
Wind�ill Point skirmish is an example.
2. David Lee's (1976) monograph on Windmill Point provides a background to the events
and how the Canadian government came to establish a National Historic Site at this site; TI1e
Battle of the Windmill: November 1838. History and Ard1eology/Histoire el Ard1aeologie 8; 102-
182; Ottawa. A �nd anicle by Lee, in this same monograph, Fort Welllington: A Structural
History, des::ribes Fort Wellington National Historic Park which is located in the community
of Prescott, Ontario. Those wanting an accounting of the events of this period and of the
battle and its aftermath, as found in British and Canadian archives, will find an excellent
summary here.
3. Ella Pipping. Soldier of Fortune. TI1e Story of a Ni11eteentl1 Century Adventurer; Boston; 17.
4. For more than 130 years, Canadian and American historians regarded von Schoultz as
the former Polish army officer he had portrayed him!elf to be. It. was not until Ella Pipping,
a great-granddaughter of von Schoultz, published a biography on her ancestor in 1971, or
cit., that historians learned that von Schoultz was a Swedish national and that, in fact, this
"Polish" freedom-fighter was born in Finland and had spent several years in school in the
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country of his birth. Most of the biographical material on von Schoultz's early years used in 
this paper are from Pipping's book. 
5. Ibid., 31-36. Von Schoultz' mother was a member of the Gripenberg family. Oden
Gripenberg founded his own Gripenberg Institute which he tried to make a go of in various
communities in Finland. The school was based on a collective sense of free-learning. Von
Schoultz auended this school with other family members from the age of nine to fourteen.
The independent thinking that this school tried to instil in its students must have had an
effect on von Schoultz.
6. Ibid., 45-115.
7. Ibid., 123-132. Pipping entitles this chapter: "Soldier of Fortune in the New World."

8. Lee, op. cit., I 10. Kinchen's (1956) history of the Patriot Hunters, op. cit.
9. Pipping. op. cit., 135-37.
10. Lee,op.cit .. , 110-11.
11. Lee's monograph has a chronology of the battle; 118-133.
12. Ibid., 137-4 3. The prisoners were tried under an act of the provincial legislature which
had been pa59!CI on 12 January 1838: An ht lo Prated tl1e Inhabitants of this Province against
Lawless Aggression from Subjects of Foreign Countries al Peace with Her Majesty. ( l Vic., cap.
11/). The Act provided for a court-martial for any subject of a foreign state who, in
company with British subjects, committed armed hostility in Upper Canada. This legislation
had been enacted in the aftermath of the 1837 rebellion.
13. Pipping, op. cit., 18. . 
14. The report by Lord Durham, who only served as Governor of Lower Canada for some
five months, played a key role in influencing the British Government to change its
administration of its colonies in British North America by granting these colonies
representative democracy on most domestic issues and allowing for the establishment of
government,s who enjoyed the confidence of an elected legislature. These actions addressed
many of the demands of the Reformers, thereby, ensuring the loyalty of these colonies to the
British Crown. Among Canadian historlai1s who have written of the importance of Lord
Durham's report a!ld its immediate aftermath, are: W. L Morton (1963), in his chapter,
"The Definition of Responsible Government," TI1e Kingdom of Canada, Toronto; 253-70; J.
M. S. Careless, in a chapter entitled: "Self-Government within the Empire: 1837-50," in
Canada. A Story of Owllenge, Toronto, 188-206.
15. Seymour Martin Upset (1990 ) in his study, Continent.al Divide. The Values and
Institutions of the �nited Stales and Canada., (New York), examines the historical differences
between the establishment of the Canadian and American political systems. The opening
paragraph of his book states: A1rericans ao· not hnow but Canadians cannot forget that two
1ialions, not one, came out of tl1e American Revolution. The United Stnt.es is the country of the
revolution, Canada of the counterrevolution. TI1ese very different fonnative events set indelible
marks on tJ1e two nations. One celebrates die overthrow of an oppressive slate, tl1e triumph of tlie
people, a succes�ful effort to create a type of government never seen· before. TI1e other
commemorates a defeat and a long struggle to preserve a historical source of legitimacy:
government's deriving its title-to-rule from· a monard1y linhed ·w d1urch establishment.
Government power is feared in the soutli.; uninhibited popular sovereignty has been a concern to
the nortl1.,
16. quil�t, op. cit., d�ribes a number of such skirmishes that took place in 1838 �tween
private American militias and British troops and Canadian militia.
17. Donald Creighton (1952). in his John A MacDonald. The Young Politician, although
always referring to von Schoultz as Polish, describes in detail (65-68) the impact von
Schoultz made on MacDonald It was not until Ella Pipping's biography of von Schoultz was
published in English in 1971 that people learned that von Schoultz was a Swedish national
and a Finn by birth Creighton writes: "But Von Schoultz was an unforgettable perso11.
MacDonald must have spent long and absorbed hours in his company. He drew up the Pole's
will ... To the very last years of his life, MacDonald remembered all the material details of the Pole's
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story with unfaded clarity. Von Schoultz was one memory--a tragic memory--of the Rebellion 
period ... For him (MacDonald). .. lhe "rebellion" had been not so much a native uprising as a 
succession of American raids; and f rorn lhen 011 he never quite lost a certain lingering anxiety for 
the problem of British North American defense. (p. 68)" 
18. Ronald J. Stage (1988), Entry on Nails von Schoultz in Dictionary of Canadian
Biography Vll 1836-50, University of Toronto Press; 779.
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NELMA SILLANPAA 

Finns in the Lumber 
Camps of Algoma District. 
Perspecttves of a Young 

Girl 
Social history relies extensively on oral history, memoires, diaries, etc. 
Finnish immigrant memoirs contain valuable information about personal 
experiences of immigrants and their children. Nelma Sillanpaa's 
reminiscences in the following four pages se"rve as excellent examples of such 
experiences. 

e all remember our childhood and events from the past, I Wr emem_ber them from sixty to seventy years ago. They 
were very different from what children experience today. 

And there was, of course, no T.V. and for me and my age group, no radio. 
So what di.cl we do for entertainment and fun? In thy case, I c;an say that 
I was mostly a happy child, although lonely at times. I did not have many 
toys and those I did have were mostly" home-made. I had a great 
imagination, however! 

I remember one logging camp ("Uittokamppa") where my mother wa_s 
sent from the headquarters camp to be a cook for a few weeks. We were 
alone all day and I was scared to go out as the bush was so close. So I played 
on the bed with my cutouts from the Eaton's catalogue. I always had a doll, 
it was my friend, always near me and I would talk to it. My parents talked 
.fo me and told me stories of their childhood, especially my father. He drew 
cartoon pictures and made up stories about them. I saved them all and 
begged him over and over again to repeat his stories. My father always 
added more to the stories in the retelling. 

At one camp, I went around with a deck of cards in my pocket. I would 
play the simple (popular Finnish) games like "musta Maija" and "kasiina" and 
was always asking someone to play cards with me. We didn't have many 
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books at the camps. I had one, an ABC book which in Finnish is called an 
"aapinen." For this reason, I learned my Finnish first. 

Because we did not have any work for the summer months, my parents 
were worried that all the money they had saved from the previous winter 
would be spent in town. We decided to look for an abandoned lumber 
camp in which to live over the summer. 

"In June we travelled by train to another camp still within the beautiful 
Algoma district. We disembarked near a pile of logs that was marked with a 
pole showing a mileage number on it. There were many abandoned lumber 
camps in the area, and anyone could live in them free of charge during the 
summer months (when they were not being used by the logging company's 
worl1ers). .. 

"Every evening we had a big bonfire outside although the flies were yery 
bad. We all gathered around the fire, and talhed and sang to pass the evenings ... 

"The lake was gorgeous. Its waters were very deep and clear. ln many 
places we could see its sandy bottom. All around the lake and up into the hills 
were camps with people living in them like us. All of us were waiting for fall 
and the lumber camps to start again. The fishing was good. An old row-boat 
had been left 011 the shore, whid1 tl1e men repaired and used. Dad loved to fish, 
and so he was happy ... 

"We would go rowing on the lahe in the early evening. There Dad would 
play his accordion and sing. His voice would ed10--a11d you could hear him for 
miles. The r.eople on shore would shout for more and bang 011 dish pans to show 
their app_reciation. We had 110 luxuries, but we were happy. Dad was so much 
fun to be with. We never met any of the people living around the lake, but we 
knew they were mostly Finns. 

''.We spent the next fall and winter at another camp. It was also beside a 
lovely lake in the Algoma District. At the headquarters camp, sections of land 
and forest were allotted to different men to work. Dad took over a section, and 
then hired four men to help him cut pulpwood. 

"We stayed at the headquarters camp until Dad and the men had built a 
cabin. This cabin was divided into two sections and with doors at both ends. We 
lived irt the cooking and dining section and the merr stayed in the other. 

"As soon as the men moved in, we built a sauna. It stood near the edge of 
a cliff facing the lake. It had a small, rough porch for us to sit and dry ourselves 
011 and en joy the scenery. As far as we knew, this lake had 110 name. So Dad 
named it Beaver Lake in honour,of the beavers we could see working away on 
a small island in the narrow bay. I never.did find out how far that bay went, or 
whether it joined another lake or river. 

"I went as far as the next camp to_pla y with two children there. I would walk 
about a mile, keeping near the edge of the lake for direction. I never got lost 
and saw only small animals along the way. One day'I stood motionless as a 
lovely skunk family crossed my path. I knew that further on there was an 
Indian camping-ground, but didn't dare go that far. 

"I saw Indians fishing on the lake in their canoes. In the winter they drove 
on the ice of the lake in their dog-sleighs .. A lovely Indian girl often went by our 
camp in her .dog-sleigh. She would give me a ride to and fro to the headquarters 
camp at the other end of the lake for supplies. How I loved to do that!" 

' 

, 
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These are some of the warm memories of my childhood at these lumber 
camps. 

In 1923, we moved to Bruce Mines. The Finnish people bought an old 
house and used it as a hall. An extension was added later. Our neighbour� 
were the Kauhalas and they had three children: Oliver, Tyyne and Li.isa. W€ 
all went to school together, played, picked berries, swam and had picnics on 
the beach. 

"Oliver was the oldest, and so he had to watch over us. He pulled me out 
of the deep, freezing water on one cold winter's day when [ ventured too 
far out on the frozen bay with my sleigh He carefully went down on his 
stomach and pushed his sleigh towards me as [ bobbed up and down in 
the icy water. [ was able to grab it and he pulled me out. All the while 
Tyyne screamed and screamed. What a remarkable deed it was for a 
nine-year-old boy to remain so calm and know what to do. Mother was 
horrified when she found out how far we had gone. We never did find 
my sleigh [ do remember that [ didn't even catch a cold!" 

The hall at Bruce Mines was the centre of all the recreation and we. 
children were a part of it. We were always with the adults. No babysitters 
for us! When there was a program or a play, the children were all in the 
front seats watching and sometimes we would even take part. At the dances, 
we danced with each other and mingled with the adult dancers and we were 
very much in their way at times. We learned all the Finnish dances: waltzes. 
polkas, sottiisis (schottisches), mazurkas, raatikkos (a Finnish folk dance) and 
kerenskis. 

COCHRANE 1928: 

We lived in Cochrane, Ont. for three years. Cochrane is a railway town 
and a sports town. There were Finnish people living there permanently and 
others who came and went between jobs in the lumber camps. We skied 
and we skated on the homemade rinks. We had sleigh rides and 
tobogganing parties. Tobogganing was very popular; they even had a very 
special slide made and charged a penny a ride. What great fun!· In the 
summer there was SV(imming and softball; everyone came to watch the ball 
games and support the teams. We played "Kick-the-can- and-hide" long into 
the evenings around our home; these games would end when someone's 
mother would call that it was 9 o'clock and time to come in. Cochrane was 
a great town for me! 

' One reason that I have always been so rriuch for the Finnish halls and 
the activities they had was that it kept the young people together. The hall 
gave children something to do and kept them off the streets. It also taught 
us a bout Finnish culture. 

I remember with joy the many activities at the hall. First of all you met 
other young people, you had a place to meet and do things together. This 
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was wonderful especially for the only child in a family who was of ten 
lonely. 

We had gymnastics, folkdancing, field sports and plays. The Drama Club 
was a great way to learn Finnish. We had weekly dances at least and of ten 
two and three times a week. We all went to them; we danced with everyone 
else; and we had a great time. Hearing the m�c of the "Sahhijarven polhha" 
still gets my blood tingling! There was no alcohol at these dances--just coffee 
and pop. We had hikes, wiener roasts, sleighride parties, and cross-country 
skiing. In Timmins, we followed the Finn Trail that was blazed by the 
Finnish men skiers. 

We made lasting friendships which you don't get watching t.v. The halls 
were for the average person. They provided something to do for all of us 
after work and on weekends. We were a gang and, to this day, we get tears 
in our ey� remembering the times, the fun and the people. 

NELMA SILIANPAA of Elliot Lake, Ontario, turned 80 years old in October 1997. 
She is the author of Under the Northern Lights. My Memories of Life in the Finnish 
Community of Northern Ontario, edited by Edward W. Laine, from which she read 
excerpts at Finnforum V. 

Special� of Journal of Finnish Studies Volwne l Nwnll1.r 3 D.ereml:er 1977 

Appendix 

fINNfOQUM V: 
Towards the New Millennium 
Prospects <D Challen8es 

Conf ere nee on finnish_ Immi8t'alion 
to Norlh America 

Laurentian University, Sudbury, Ontario 
· May·22 - 25, 1996

. ·, 

Conference 
·Program

Wednesday, May 22, 1996 

3:00 - 600 An-ival and Registration -Alplionse Raymond 
Building (#12 on map) 

5:45 - 8:30 Civic Reception - Co-sponsored by. the City of 
Sudbury, the Regional Municipality of 
Sudbwy, and Canadian Friends ofFinland 

Evening Free 
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Thursday, May 23, 1996 

Theme for the Day: 

The Northern Experience: Comparative Aspects of 
Finnish Settlement in the Great Lakes Area 

8:30 Coffee & muffins - Alphonse Raymond Building 

9:00 Opening of Conference - Alphonse Raymond 
Building - Ambassador Veijo Sampovaara 

9: 15 State of the Art - Keynote: A William Hoglund, 
Professor, University of Connecticut: "Searching for
North American Fin�ishness - Historiography of 
Finnforums I-IV'' 

Session I: Finland and Emigration to North America 
Moderator: Arnold Alanen 

9:45 AuvoKostiainen, Associate Professor, University 
ofTurku· "Migration toNorthAmerica-The 
Emergence of a Research Tradition in Finland after 
World War II" 

10:15 MauriJalava, Ottawa, "Per Kalm: First Contact:' 
. 

. 

10:40 -- Coffee --

Session II: The Great Lakes Region and Adaptation 
· Moderator: :Norman· West.erberg

. . 
. 

11:00 Karen Ke]jo-Tracey, Associate Professor, 
Marygrove College: "Scenery Preferences: A 
Comparison among Generations of Finnish 
Americans in Michigan» 

11:30 KeijoVirtanen, Professor, University of'furku: 
"Work as a Factor of Adaptation for Finnish 
Immigrants in the Great Lakes Area" 
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12:00 Marianne Wargelin, Anoka Ramsey College: 
"Firm Ground in the New Land: A Reconsideration of 
the Americanization of the Finns, 1898-1938" 

12:30 - 1:30 -- Lunch Break --

Session III: The Immigrant & the Vast North America 
Moderator: Eleanor Palo Stoller 

1:30 J. Donald Wilson, Professor, University of British 
Columbia: "Becoming Canadian or Finnish?
Schooling on Malcolm Island (Sointula) from 1904 to 
World WarIJ» 

2:00 Michael Kami, Sampo Publishing, Minnesota: 
"From Political Right to Left: The Spectrum of 
Finnish Education in the United States" 

2:25 

2:50 

3:15 

4:15 

' 
. 

Jo�Hanson-Stone, Researcher, Iron Range 
Research Center: "Children of Finnish Homesteads: 
The Finni�h Immigrant History Project of 
Northeastern Minnesota" 

-- Coffee Break --

Round Table I: Chair: Edward Laine 
Research on Finnish Canadians in the 
Sudbury Area - A Retrospective 

Presenters: Mauri Jalava, Pet�r Krats, Oiva 
Saarinen and Lennard Sillanprui. 

Round Table II: . . ·chair: Borje Vahiimiiki
"Role of University Programs and Heritage 
Schools in Ethnic Maintenance and 
Develnpment " - Presenters: Anneli Rautiainen, 
JAnneli Ylanko and Borje Vahrunaki 
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6:00 Tour of Sudbury Finnish Rest Home & 
- 7:30 Evening Meal & Evening Program

Evening Program: 
Finnish-Canadian and Finnish-American Literature 

Host: Irma.Milnes 

7:30 ErnestHekkanen: ''Finnish-American-Canadian 
-9:30 Literature and Art: An Insider Perspective"

Lynn Laitala: "Poetic Excursions - A Reading" 
JulesPfilvio: "Readings in Aku Paivio's Poetry''. 
David Robertson: "Finnish/Canadian Literature: A 
Case Study of Salme Orvokki Pinela" 
Nelma Sillanpaa: "Readings from NorthernLights" 
Irma Milnes: "Kaarina and the Sugar Bag Vest" 

Friday, May 24, 1996 

Theme for Morning Sessions: 

Language and Finnishness 
Language as an Ethnic Variable 

8:30 Coffee & Muffins 

· Session IV: Language and Iqentity
Moderator: Borje Vahamaki 

9:00 MikaRoinila, University of Saskatchewan, 
"Finland-Swedes of Canada - Past and Presenf' 

9:20 Norman Westerberg, Honorary Consul of Finland, 
Seattle, WA: : "Missing: One Million Finnish 
Americans" 

9:40 JormaKalliokoski, Professor Emeritus, Michigan 
Technological University: "Naima Kalliokoski: An 
Immigrant Wordsmith" 

Special� of Journal of Finnish Studies Volume I Nwnber 3 December 1997 
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10:00 Maisa Martin, Director, University.of Jyvaskyla 
Language Centre: "Talking Heads: Aspects of 
Finnish-English Interaction in Canada" 

10:25 -- Coffee --

Session V: Generational Approaches to Language 
Moderator: William H�glund 
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10:45 Borje Vahamaki, Professor, University of Toronto: 
"The Finnish Language in Canada - Three Living 
Generations" 

11 :05 Pekka Hirvonen, Professor, University of Joensuu: 
"Two Generations or Three? - The Language Shift of 
Finnish Americans" 

11 :30 Erling Wande, Professor, University of Stockholm: 
"Finnish in Sweden -A Developing Language and Its
Status" 

· · 

11:55 -13:05 -- Lunch Break --

Theme for Afternoon Sessions: 

Social History of Finns in North .America 

Session VI: Gender, Occupation and Culture As 
. Variables of Social History 1.

Moderator: Marianne Wargelin · t

13:05 Varpu Lindstrom, Master, Atkinson College, Yor� 
University: "Ethnocentricity and Taboos - Untouched 
Themes in Finnish-Canadian Social History" 

1 :30 Taru Virkamaki, York University: "Images of 
Women in Liekki in the 1930s" 

1:50 Juba Niemela, Institute for Migration, Finland: 
"Cultural Impressions on Finnish-American Songs" 

2:10 Timothy Laitila-Vincent, Utah: "Fj,nns in Utah's 
Mining Communities: Documenting Their Lives and 
Occupations" 

Special Issue of Journal of Annish Studir< Vnl11mp 1 N,nnl�. 1 "'--'-- '(\n7 
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Session VII: Health and Folk Beliefs 
Moderator: Veli Ylanko 

2:35 Raija Warkentin, Professor, Lakehead University: . 
"A Modern (Finnish) Shaman in Northwestern 
Ontario" 

2:55 Marjut Vahtola, Lakehead University: "Health, 
Illness and Healing - Beliefs among Thunder Bay 
Finns" 

3:15 KilliKauppinen, Canadian Sauna Society, 
Ottawa: "The Future of the Sauna in Canada" 

3 :40 -- Coffee Break --

4:00 Round Table III: Chair: James Lindala 

"The Adaptation of the Finnish Immigrant 
Church to Changing Language Realities and 
.Non-Immigrant Expectations." 
Presenters include: Jouko Jyrkama, Markku 
Rautiainen, Shirley Ruller. 

4:55 Round Table IV: Chair: Donald Wilson 

5:45 "The Changing Rok ·of the Finnish Press in 
North America" 
Presenters: Wilbert Bohm, Marita Couthen, Eija 
Kiiskinen Lynn Maria Laitala and Sakri 
Viklund 

6:45-9:45 

The Cavern, Science North, Sudbury 
Master of Ceremonies: Oiva Saarinen 

Special Guest Speaker: The Honourable 
Judy Erola, Former Minister of State 

3-D Film 
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Saturday, May 25, 1996 

Theme for the Day: 

Strategies for Ethno-Cultural Development and 
Maintenance 

8:30 Coffee & Muffins 

Session VIII: Research Traditions in Review 
Moderator: Lennard Sillanpaa 
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9:00 OivaSaarinen, Professor, Laurentian University: 

9:30 

10:00 

"Geographical Perspectives on Finnish Settlements in 
the Sudbury Area"" 

Eleanor Palo-Stoller Professor, .University of 
' 

. .  

Florida: "Ethnicity as Social Construction: Ethnicity 

among 2nd and 3rd Generation Finnish-Americans"

-- Coffee Break --

Session IX: Comparative Ethnic Maintenance 
Strategies I

Moderator-: Pirkko Karvonen' 
t .� � ' 

10:20 Mikko Toivonen, U¢versity of Tampere: 
"Toiskieliset or the Other vs Us: Finnish-American 
Attitudes towards Other Ethnic .Groups. in DuZ-11,th" 

10:45 Teppo Sintonen, U:µiversity of Jyvaskyla: "Ethnic 
Identity qf Thunder Bay Finns" 

11:10 John Laine, Richardson, Texas: "Project 34 and Its· 
Objectives" 
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Session X: Lesser Known Immigrant Patterns
Moderator: Raija Warkentin 

11:40 Arnold R. Alanen, Professor, University of 
Wisconsin: "Alaskan Land and Life Through
Finnish Eyes, 1840-67" 

12:05 LennardSillanpaa, Docent, Abo Acad�my 
University: "The Finnish Invasion of Canada -
The Role of Nils uon Schoultz within the Finnish 
Experience in Canada" 

12:30 -- Light Lunch --

Session XI: The Third Generation as Ethnic Actors
Moderator: Elsie Jokinen 

· 1:30 Michael Loukinen, Professor, University of
Northern Michigan: "Family History May Be the
Key - Surveying the Values and Behaviors of Third 
Generation Finns in Pelkie, Michigan" 

1:55 Jon Saari, Professor University of Northern 
Michigan: "Engineering Ethnicity in the 1990s
Planning the Marquette FinnFest USA '96" 

Session XII: Exodus of Finns from North
America to Karelia 

Moderator: Michael Kami 

2:20 Anita Middleton, Duluth: ''.Finnish North American
Survivors of the Karelia Fever" 

2:50 AlexisPogorelskin, Professor, University of 
Minnesota: "The Karelian Settlement Movement
among North American Finns in the 1930s" 

3:15 -- Coffee --

<,w; -:1 l l«1w,, ,..( J,..,.,...,.,.J ,.,,� .... :�r. r .... .Ji •• ,,.,... • .. , • ... ...
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Looking Ahead 
Moderator: Hannu Piironen 
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3:35 Final Keynote: OlaviKoivukangas, Director, 
Institute of Migration, Finland: "Challenges of 
Finnish MigrationResearch in the New Millennium 
Genealogical Issues" 

4:00 Closing of Conference 

' 

5:30 Afternoon Barbecue and Tour of the Anderson 
Farm Museum 

lll 

7:30 Evening Barnfest at Anderson Farm Museum. 
Host: Borje Vahamaki 

Program: 
o Ray Kaattari: "Rubberboots in the Sauna:

Examples of Northern Ontario Finglish"
o Toronto Finnish Theatre: Maarit Kotvunen,

John Parssinen, Kati Penttinen,
Raimo Penttinen, Iiris Petaja, Leena Petaja,
Salme Van Vliet

o Leo Niemi & Timo Kotilehti - Folk Music
IJQctOV.QX
o -Sing-A-Long
o Improvisations

. , 

Sunday, May 26: 
Optional Church Service 

L 

Optional Sunday Brunch 11:30 a.m. - 2:00 p.m. at 
Tamrock Lodge 



JoFS publishes commissioned and unsolicited reviews 
of books of relevance to the field of Finnish Studies. 

Please submit suggestions for works to be 
reviewed or manuscripts to the book review editor. 

Ulla-Maija Kulonen et al. (eds.). Suomen sanojen alkupera. 
Etymologinen sanakirja, Osa 2: L-P(The Origin of Finnish Words, Part 
2:L-P). Publications of the Finnish Uterature Society 556. Publications 
of the Research Institute for the Languages of Finland 62. Research 
Institute for the Languages of Finland and Finnish Uterature society 
(SKS), Helsinki. 1995. 470 p. ISBN 951-717-711-9. 

The first volume (A-K) of this dictionary (SSA) appeared in 1992, so the 
venture is already in the home stretch, and the last volume is expected to 
come out in 2000. This new set is in a way an appendix to the earlier six.
volume Suomen hielen etymologinen sanahirja (Etymological Dictionary of 
Finnish) (SKES) 1955-1978 (plus an index volume in 1982), on which it is 
heavily based. It takes a hew tack in that now bibliographical references are 
provided, culled mainly from the published list of etymologic�l treatments 
up till 1965, whereaf ter consideration of literature is rather haphazard, as 
Nikkila (1997:307) has also properly pointed out. Thus the 'proffered 
modern 1990s look is somewhat blemished. The nice thing is that in three 
volumes we get about the same number of entries•as before (ca. 10,000). ' 
The lay-out and production are excellent and elegant, a re.al pleasure to the 
eye. A drawback on the great appearance is the price of about US $100 per . 
volume, although the work has �en carried out as regular salaried office 
work by eight persons producing a camera-ready text.· Another.improve-

1

ment is the inclusion of basic glosses in German, although· today' this runs 
counter to the needs of the scholarly world; all German speakers know 
English, whereas hardly any English speakers know German .. German used 
to be the language of Finno-Ugric studies, but this is no longer true. 

One appreciates the difficulties in starting to hone the first tool. Note· 
that the German Kluge (Etymologisches W 6rterbuch der deutschen Sprache, 
23rd ed. 1995) has a long and successful history, and gives us a priceworthy 
single volume-(quite curiously English lacks a .modern tool altogether). ··T_hus 
it is pe.i:!iaps no wonder that the new Finnish attE;mpr is largely seeking 
footholds. 

The entries normally consist of a paragraph on the evidence, another one 
on the etymology, and finally (in smaller print) the references (if'any). The 
references often give the gist of the argument, e.g. on niiiita 'marten' we get 
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as the last suggestion "Koivulehto 1988 Laryngale 284 (johd. vart:sta *nii.xi; 
< ieur; vrt niiiilii, naaras [derivative of the stem *niixi from Indo-European; 
cf niiiilii 'wife's brother', naaras 'female'])". But before this the editors have 
gone to an earlier suggestion from Russian 'brown' (gned6 j). This is typical: 
stick to the old, and just occasionally ref er to the newer suggestions in the 
limbo domain. But it is very good when such suggestions get at least 
mentioned. 

Glaring disregard of sound correspondences can be found. The first 
volume stated that the connection of Finnish a jaa 'drive' with PIE *ag- is 
uncertain, because of the consonants. Koivulehto had shown beyond any 
doubt that the substitution of *gby j is in fact regular, and now maja 'hut' 
from *mago- (cf English make) is mentioned as "it has also been surmised 
that..." with a reference to K in the bibliography part of the entry. But this 
after a more solid but still questionable(?<) Baltic connection (Latvian miija), 
where "the loan relation could go also the opposite way". If it goes that way, 
and K's solution is a questionable cauda, then there is no solution at all. 
Similarly jiiytiiii 'gnaw' might be("??<," and interpreting the number of ?s 
gets to be a strain on the reader) Baltic, which has ed- 'eat', and could never 
produce the Finnish shape! And of course one understands that in the 
condensing process imprecisions sneak in: My suggestion for heno 'boat bow' 
(first presented in Canada at the Learneds 1987) is listed in the bibliography 
as froni PIE *gen- 'drive'. I of course said that it might be the Baltic gin
/gen-. which comes from *{hen-. The diacritics are mainly accurate; 
curiously though, Greek length is still not always rendered (as Koukkunen 
1993 had pointed out). · 

. . 
· · t\nother tendency still perceptible is the old Fennist distrust of loans: One
allegedly gets a better solution if native explanations can be put forward.
Thus murha 'murder' "?<.Germanic" because it c0uld also be derivative of
native murhe 'sorrow' as an early offshoot of *'death', as in suria 'to feel
sorrow'. It does not matter that such a solution goes totally against Finnish
morphology. Similarly pululas 'clean', one of the traditional Inda-European
loans, might after all come from the puhua 'speak' -cluster (again against: the
odds of morphology), and the reader has to guess that the semantiq; hinted
at would be connected with the fact that winnowing arid blowing is indeed
one and the same thing. It is also said that moni need not be somehow tied
with Inda-European many, but might rather reflect a native·pr�nominal
derivative mo-ni! This is vielii kauempaa haettu, i.e., fetched beyond the far
fetched.

·Unlike the latest Kluges, which are rich in "distant" cross-references, the
SSA goes ver sparingly -into them, and just in the case of- rather obvious 
("shallow") connections. I would think that the users are very interested in 
such lines. Thus joheri (from English) is taken back ultimately. to Latin iocus, 
and so is juhsata (through German) 'pull somebody's leg', but they are not 
connected between themselves or with juhla 'feast' and joulu 'Yule', which 
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also derive from the same PIE root. Similarly, aisa 'wagon tongue' does not 
refer to oja(s) 'plow tongue' (or vice versa), although this is glossed as 'plow 
aisa', and both entries list IE evidence (with some confusion). 

This version now draws the lines concerning included dialectical and 
colloquial material (e.g. ookata> Swedish <'J.ha 'drive'; not in SKES) cliff erently 
(and also the learned terms, which are not included). This is a delimitation 
that cannot be solved by anybody. Prominent are also descriptive and 
onomatopoeic solutions, and these create another impossible sector. It is 
usually implied in the entries that onomatopoeia speaks against borrowing, 
but this need not be true at all. It is quite well known that loans often carry 
descriptive colour. For me e.g. marssy 'top (basket)' (from German_ic) is 
highly colourful. Oukei and oolrait (not listed) have been in the langu<J.ge for 
a long time, but who would have guessed that vau! would end up so frequent 
even with TV announcers and academics today? 

I remember from my youth that I did consider nappa in nappanahka
'n.leather' practically descriptive (not in SKES), and I suspected my mother 
had made it up. Now we can conveniently read that it is named after one 
of my favorite wine regions in Calif or!}ia (Napa)! Quite nicely the product 
goes for long pp, because napanahka 'navel leather' would have derailed the 
serious impact of the product. There is a reference to Kluge, and the whole 
entry is in fact lifted from there, but Kluge does not give any bibliography. 
Sometimes the references turn out to be dead ends like this. In this case, 
however, there is also a reference to the Swedish Academy Dictionary, where 
various (Swedish) works on tanning are given. 

Then again, of ten the SSA beats the SKES clearly. One such case is norppa
'ringed seal' (Phoca hispida), where we ·now have eight lines plus eight of 
bibliography compared to the earlier six, and more detail on the Russian 
distribution. This situation shows the power of etymological dictionaries, if 
one would just use them. -In recent years American nature magazines have 
been pushing the endangered Lake Baikal nerpa as the only fresh water seal 
in the world, although the Lake Saimaa norppa in Finland (also endangered, 
about 75 individuals left) is so much closer to the "Western" world, Le., lives 
in Europe at least, The zoologists could have corrected their professional 
ignorance in etymological dictionaries, because the Russian word for seal is 
in fact a loan word from Finnish (Karelian). But such interdisciplinary 
correction is mostly beyond the modern scene or practitioners. 

Often the SSA does not go beyond the SKES, even when there is 
newer good literature for solving the earlier impasses; Nikkila (1997, 307-
308) lists a number of such cases, among them my solution for ovela 'sly'
(presented at the first FUSAC meeting in Vancouver in 1983), accept�d by
most scholars, but apparently not by this body (see Anttila & Uotila 1984).
The editors have preempted general criticism by having openly stated that
all such gaps are intentional and mean collective rejection of the ideas left
out, all this showing the highest level of competence. This is too facile,
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although it reminds us of another tricky bor��rline between research and
bureaucracy or clerical immunity. Some cnt1cs do not .. feel t�- kmd of
stance too serious at all, witness Koukkunen (1993, 280a): The b1bhography
of the SSA touches perfection", and then he proceeds to point out omissions
himself. In any case, it is healthy to remember that in scholarship and
history majority votes need not be correct at all.

For a full vivisection of the volumes one has to go to Koukkunen (1993)
and Nikkila (1997), both of whom stress the positive, particularly the first
one. And there is much positive in the volumes, e.g., in the succinctness and
clarity of the layout. But there are also those warts which cannot be taken,
by any tricks, as beauty spots. Caveat lector! 

Raimo Anttila 
University of California, Los Angeles 
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Soila Lehtonen and Hildi Hawkins (eds.). On the Border: New

Writing From Finland. Manchester: Carc:anet Press, 1995. 164 p. 

The declared intention of this collection is to explore Finland and her 
literature upon the occasion of Finland's recent entry into the Euro�n 

Union (EU). Such a goal requires balance. The editors face pres.sure to 
participate in some sort of characterization, or_ de�ini�ion that describes
contemporary Finland; yet to outline a sketch of Finnish literature they must 
selea from the vast varety of texts that comprise this country's contern{X)rary 
literature, Finnish only by one of the many possible categorizations This 
pres.sure arises, in part, from the non-Finnis� read�r's expect�tion of 
di.9:overing something about Finns and Finland from tlus text. Addmonally, 
there is also pres.sure that comes from wi.thin Finnis� _cult�re - _to pre.se�t a
fitting description of the nation Finland's literary tradiuon, m wlu:h qu�suons 
of nation and identity of ten have been important themes, cou1d offer a mass 
of texts for such a collection And yet, many contemporary writers attempt to 
escape the bounds of their narrative-realist heritage with_ writ1:1"1g that is
amorphous and elusive, not specifically concerned _with Fmland or
finnishness With this set of demands and the many different strands of 
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Finnish writing currently appearing, how could any editors ever cobble 
together a coherent collection? 

The editors have a�mbled a collection that includes both t� of writing 
- texts that investigate Finnishnes.s, and texts not at all concerned with
Finnishness. Most of the texts cho�n, though, do not fall neatly into one
category or the other. ln many, the writers collide the two against each other
- at once defining, while at the same time ironically contradicting and pulling
apart uncomplicated, positivistic constructions of the Fin11ish nation and
identity. The result is a collection of wrle variety that challenges descriptions
and assumptions about Finland current both abroad and in Finland. There
are a variety of vox:es: old and young. Swedish, Finnish, and English-speaking
writers, satiric, humorous, and bitingly critical voices Many forms are
included: pro� poetry, reportage, and essays that cross the borders between
tre:ie. The foci of the texts range widely too: the subject writing an9 the subject
written about, place, familiar group;, stereot� and sub-cultures The editors
have cho�.n writing that-expo� the details and subtletB of Finland's social
mil�u and does not create a picture of Finland as a unified whole; they have
given space to a variety of voices that create a problematic and pluralistic �t
of reflections on today's Finland

Still all of the texts included do share one thing in common: they have 
already appeared in the journal Books from Finland of which Soila 
Lehtonen and Hildi Hawkins are tre editors. As this collection makes a claim 
to rep�nting Finnish literature today, it is worth asking whether everything 
significant appearing in Finnish writing has appeared in translation in BFF
How do the editors choot£ writing for BFF, and how have they cho�n what 
to take from that journal into this collection? An interesting contrast to On

the Barrier is the summer 1996 special Finnish literature issue of The Review

of Contemporary Fiction. In that collection few of the same writers appear, 
and none of the same translators. The writing there also portrays different 
aspects of the Finnish literary scene from the collection. \lnder review: 
experimental suspicious of national identity, absorbed by the problems of 
new literary forms. 

It is also worth taking note of the translation in On the Border. The 
translation is excellent There are a number of different translators for the 
Swedish writing and three writers have done almost all the translation from· 
Fµmish Hildi Hawkins has done the bulk of the pro� translation from 
Finnish and �lm Hollo and Herbert Loma.s the poetry. This is not to 
criticize the translation i�lf. but it would have been interesting to have been 
expo�d to a wider variety of translators. The problem, however, is one 
inherent to any smaller language such as Finnish: the number of qualified 
translators is naturally small. �nd from that small pool only, a few excellent 
ones a� is not surprising 

One of the collection's strengths is the way in.which the editors have 
organized the texts: lying between t£lections from Paavo Haavikko and 
Eeva-Liisa Manner is the essay "Happytown, Sadtown," taken from Helsingin
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Sanomac's monthly color supplement. This piece of reportage explores the 
erosion of the comparative standard of living between different regions of 
Finland focusing on the fissures that have developed in a soc�ty accustomed to 
socioeconomic equality. The essay contrastS sharply with the poetry of two of 
Finland's best known poets that surrounds it, like a cut in a montage style 
film Despite the unemployment problem in Finland today (approximately 
500,000 unemployed people) the arts have treated this problem ·relatively 
little. That is not to say that artistic explorations of the problem - Aki 
Kaurismaki's films for example - have not been aesthetically and critically 
successful This essay and another one specifically f� on unemployment 
in the Kainuu region, "La Dolce Vita," are excellent in-clusions in the 
collection They are not only interesting in the way trey deeren the portrayal 
of the country; they are also interesting from a literary perspective. Inclt.rling 
writing from Helsingin Sanomat, the country's most widely read paper, 
suggests questions about the relationship between this newspaper, Finnish 
writing. and the arts. What are the newspaper's commitments in Finland, 
wrere it and �veral of the already large media compmies have expanded the 
size and variety·of their ventures; and what is the effect of these commit
ments on the newspaper's critical voice? 

Almost all the well-known contemporary voices in Finnish literature 
appear in this collection, from the older to the very young Poets Sirkka 
Turkka, Claes Andersson, Tua Forsstrom, Bo Carpelan (who� work 
represents Finnish poetry in this year's EU Aristeion literary competition) and 
Gosta .Agren are represented by fine poetry. Interestingly, the editors have 
cho�n to includ.e pro� by Pentti Saarikoski, who· is certainly better known 
for his poetry. It is however an excellent choice,.as Saarikoski m� wittily 
about a stay in Brittany, measuring his experience there_ against his 
understanding of �lf as a Finn The diffuse quality of the writing invites 
the reader to link the fragments, to put together some sort of meaning but 
the writing eludes such a manoeuver, telling. flitting-away, joking. darting 
along He reflects his writing against the example' of a friend w�o �l� up 
language into carefully constructed poetic form only _to find the publisher's 
font wrecked the organization of his measured ·l�tters and spaces. Another 
poet who reflects on similar topics in this text is the American poet James· 
Tate. He too takes up Finnishness and the Finn. abroad, but through the 
persona of a student from a Finnish emigrant family to America, farther 
removed from Finland than Saarikoski Tate comes at Finnishnes.s as an 
established catego'ry, trying to figure out what it is as someone who is a part of 
it, but outside it, removed by generations He looks to Finnish literary history, 
and to a � of interesting (and refreshingly odd) facts and figures about 
Finland, for cl� to Finnishn!$ 
· Fo·reign observers of Finland included, Tate and Neil Hardwick,
emphasize Finland's homogeneity. Their writing concerns what Finland is,·
and what qualities fall within tre category of Finnishness. To the credit of this
collection, it allows these ohiervations space, but challenges them at the same
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time. Prose, notably from Anja Kauranen, Rosa Liksom, and Leena Lander 
(who represents Finland for the '97 Aristeion prize in prose) tugs apan images 
of homogeneity. In markedly diff erem ways, th� writers discuss the varied 
sexual and psychological conflicts of people within their generation and the 
one before them. Liksom, for example, ties vignettes together that oppose 
different dialeas of Finnish against one another to excavate contradiction and 
conllict from as.sumptions and stereotypes familiar in Finnish society. The 
idiosyncratic dialects she uses pinpoint specific sub-groups and their locality in 
a way recognizable to the native reader, on this linguistic base· she can range 
through Finnish culture wittily criticizing comfortable as.sumptions. This 
translation creates analogs to render Liksom's specific dialects in English 
While it captures the dialect variation, it is hard to imagine how a translation 
can capture the location and Language which fill Liksom's writing 

This collection is not a broad anthology from the backbone of recent 
Finnish writing Readers looking for such a text would likely find A Way co 
Measure Time: Contemporary Finnish Literacure or Contemporary Finnisfi 
Poetry more useful for making a more thorough acquaintance with recent 
writing in Finland. But On the Border meets the goals set out for it in its 
introduction Despite this collection's limited scope, it still would have been 
interesting to have received a sample of current experimental writing and 
perhaps some essays: some of ere Finland's most challenging voices have been 
omitted For instance Mariaana Janet� whose novel Amorfiaana received 
wide critical attention, does not appear here. Neither does Finlandia prize 
winner Erno Paasi.linna, who has certainly been one of Finland's imponam 
COJ).te'rnporary cridcal voi� He has published almost a book a year _for the 
last two decades; certainly an excerpt from his writing, some of his satire or a 
s11?rt essay, woµld have fitted nicely. Including writers like�. and others

. for :instance the important Sarni writers in Finland like Nils A:<,lak 
· Valkeapaa or Kirsti Paltto - might have given the collection a greater sweep
within the same amount of sµi.ce. In this form, though, the text contains such
a variety of writing that it is a bit unfair to suggest that it is not enough On
the Border soccre::1s weUas.a collection of contemporary Finnish writing The
range of writing the ·editors have selected creates a colorful literary
conversation that reflects the vibrant literary s::ene in Finland toqay.
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